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Introduction 

Important Processes explains mathematical, physical, biological, psychological, and economic 

processes, using drawings and plates, and defines words and concepts associated with the 

processes. 

Important Processes is about fundamental processes, not about technological processes. 

Important Processes is about current understanding and so is not about history or persons. 

Important Processes is about mathematics and science and does not discuss religious, 

historical, social, or philosophical processes. 



 

Consciousness>Sense 

space and senses 

 

Visual and phenomenal spaces are bounded three-dimensional manifolds, with objects and 

events. 

length units 

Distances between retinal ganglion cells make fundamental visual-length units. See Figure 1. 

angle units 

Fundamental length units establish angle units. 

triangulation and distances 

Using length and angle units, triangulation can find planar distances. See Figure 2. 

intensities and distances 

Perhaps, stimulus intensity versus distance graphs to sigmoid curve. See Figure 3. 

convergence and distance 

For all senses, stimuli are in larger space, and signals converge on smaller neuron arrays. See 

Figure 4. 

translation matrix and distance 

From distance information, topographic-map local neuron assemblies calculate translation 

matrices that place oriented surfaces away from brain at space points. 

timing mechanism 

Brain timing alternates excitation and inhibition. See Figure 5. 

mass center 

For flexible structures with only internal forces, mass center does not move. Outside forces 

move mass center. See Figure 6. 

topographic maps 

Retinal ganglion cells, thalamic neurons, and cortical neurons form arrays with equal spacing 

between neurons. See Figure 7. 

surface orientation 

Surfaces perpendicular to sightline have highest intensity. Surfaces at smaller angles have 

lower intensities. See Figure 8. 

Surfaces perpendicular to light-source direction have highest intensity. Surfaces at smaller 

angles have lower intensities. See Figure 9. 

processes: spatial and temporal relations 

Modified ON-center and OFF-center neurons can detect spatial and temporal relations. For 

example, neuron can have horizontal band at center to detect space between two objects, band 

above to detect object above, or band below to detect object below. 

processes: spatial layout 

For positions, features, objects, scenes, and events, observing systems use object and object-

property placeholder configurations to represent spatial layouts. Object and object property 

placeholders include smooth texture, rough texture, enclosed space, and open space. Observing 

systems replace object and object property placeholders with values. 

Mathematical functions can represent spatial layouts. Functions with parameters or roots can 

describe surface and region boundaries. Waves with parameters and/or samples can describe 

functions and repeating or cyclic perceptions. Distributions with samples can describe surfaces 

and regions. Space distances and angles can describe shapes and patterns. 



 

processes: space and time development 

Body movements cause correlated sensations. As babies move body and limbs, they encounter 

air, fluid, and solid surfaces, including own body. For example, walking and running establish 

airflow gradient from front to back. Correlating sensations and movements, brain builds position 

and relation memories and places surfaces in body-centered space. From surfaces, brain builds 

horizontal ground, front and back, up and down, right and left, vertical, straight-ahead, and 

across. From directions and coordinates, brain learns what happens when body moves from place 

to place and so locates body parts and surfaces in space. 

From length information, brain builds before and after memories and makes event sequences. 

From sequences, brain builds overall sequence and absolute beginning and end and past and 

future. From time coordinates, it learns what happens when it moves from time to time and 

locates body parts and surfaces in time. 

properties: three dimensions 

Midbrain tectum and cuneiform nucleus map three-dimensional space using multimodal 

neurons, whose axons envelop reticular thalamic nucleus and other thalamic nuclei. Spatial 

processing involves frontal lobe. 

properties: continuity 

Perceptual space never breaks into discrete parts during movement or blinking. Space has no 

twinkling, vibration, or oscillation. Perceptual space has no discontinuities. Visual processing is 

neuron size, but perceptions are much greater size. Neuron assemblies overlap and represent 

different sizes. Visual processes add and decay over time. Visual processing averages over time 

and space. 



 

Figure 1 

The distance unit to be found is the smallest separation between sensors in the sensory array. 

 
Sensors have a geometric pattern. The unit distance (d) defines the unit cell in the sensory array. 

In the geometric pattern, unit distance separates more than one pair of points in the sensory array. 

All distances between sensors are proportional to the unit distance. 

 

Sensors can displace by a distance less than or equal to the distance unit. All displacements are a 

proportional fraction of the unit distance. In particular, body motion or outside force can move a 

sensor to where another already sensor is (but no farther). 

 
Minimum sensor distance = unit distance 

Maximum sensory displacement = unit distance 

If the sensory array is a cubic array: An edge has a unit distance. 

A diagonal in a plane has distance sqr(2). 

A diagonal in a cube has distance sqr(3). 

 

In the unit cell, the unit distance is 1. The actual unit distance is an absolute distance times the 

constant 1.  

 

Brain must calculate the actual unit distance, and all actual distances, to make a spatial array 

model.  

 

The relations among the distances indicate the geometry of the sensors, because all movements 

and distances are proportional around the center of mass. The relations among the torques and 

moments, in relation to gravity, internal movements, and other external forces, indicate an 

absolute distance. Changes of position change potential energy, which directly relates to height, 

and, using the center of mass, height relates to the unit distance of the sensory array. 



 

Figure 2 

Triangulation can find distances in the plane.  

 

For right triangles, the longer side has a smaller angle with the hypotenuse and the smaller side 

has a larger angle with the hypotenuse. 

 
For isosceles triangles, points closer to the base have a bigger angle at the apex and smaller 

angles at the base. 

 
Because the two points at the base of an isosceles triangle are equivalent and all angles have 

specific relations in a right triangle, triangulation does not give enough relations to find the 

actual unit distance in a sensory array. 

 

"Tetrahedralation" can find distances in three-dimensions.  

 

For symmetric right tetrahedrons, the base is an isosceles right triangle and other sides are right 

triangles. 

 
For isosceles tetrahedrons, points closer to the base have a bigger angle at the apex and smaller 

angles at the base. 

 
Because an isosceles tetrahedron can have different isosceles triangles on different faces, and the 

isosceles tetrahedral faces have specific relations, tetrahedralation does give enough relations to 

find the actual unit distance in a sensory array. 

 

Note: Therefore, brain can make only three-dimensional or higher-dimensional spaces, because 

fewer dimensions do not give enough information to find absolute distance. 



 

Figure 3 

The function of stimulus to distance might be a sigmoid curve. 

 
S = 1/(1 + e^-x) 

(-10,0) (-1,-0.3) (0,0.5) (1,0.7) (10,1) 

 

The function of stimulus to distance might be a logarithmic curve. 

 
S = ln(x) 

(1,0) (e,1) (e^2,2) (e^3,3) (e^4,4) 

 

Sensor displacement (x) causes a stimulus to be sent to the sensory and then brain array. 

 

The maximum sensor displacement is x, and this causes the maximum stimulus. 

 

The maximum stimulus relates to the unit distance between sensors. 



 

Figure 4 

For all senses, stimuli occur in (larger) space and converge on a compact array of neurons. 

 
An eye lens converges light rays onto the retina. The retina sends an array of signals to a neural 

array of similar compactness. 

An ear system converges sound waves onto the hair cells in the cochlea. The hair cells send an 

array of signals to a neural array of similar compactness. 

Touch sensors on the body and kinesthetic sensors in the body converge stimuli on topological 

brain regions. 

Smell and taste receptors converge stimuli on organized brain regions of similar compactness. 

 

Nerve signals cross all chemical synapses in the same (slower) time. 

Nerve signals cross all electrical synapses in the same (faster) time. 

The number of synapses between two places directly relates to time. 

 

Nerve signals in unmyelinated axons have the same (slower) velocity. 

Nerve signals in myelinated axons have the same (faster) velocity. 

 

The time between neural events depends on the number and type of synapses and lengths and 

types of axons. 

 

The unit of distance measurement for brain is the distance between neighboring cells. Distances 

directly relate to times. 

The unit of time measurement for brain is the time for a signal to travel in a myelinated fiber 

between two neighboring cells and cross a chemical synapse (or in an unmyelinated fiber then 

crossing an electrical synapse). 

 

Note: Nervous system uses cellular clock mechanisms to send timing and synchronizing signals. 



 

Figure 5 

Timing also involves alternating excitation and inhibition. 

 
First, a previous-level neuron for the same position in space, in the center of the receptive field, 

excites a neuron. Previous-level neurons for nearby positions in space, in the surround of the 

receptive field, inhibit the neuron. The stimuli pass straight through.  

 

Second, the previous-level neuron for the same position in space, in the center of the receptive 

field, no longer excites a neuron. Same-level interneurons that receive from same-level neurons 

for nearby positions in space inhibit the neuron. Feedback inhibition also occurs. Boundaries 

between adjacent points sharpen for better discrimination. Also second, the neuron excites a 

next-level neuron. Same-level neurons for nearby positions in space, in the surround of the 

receptive field, inhibit the next-level neuron. The stimuli pass straight through. 

 

Third, the previous-level neuron for the same position in space, in the center of the receptive 

field, no longer excites a neuron. Same-level interneurons that receive from same-level neurons 

for nearby positions in space no longer inhibit the neuron. Same-level interneurons from same-

level neurons for far positions in space inhibit the same-level interneurons that receive from 

same-level neurons for nearby positions in space. Feedback inhibition of feedback inhibition also 

occurs. Links between adjacent regions make better generalization. Also third, the same-level 

neuron for the same position in space, in the center of the receptive field, no longer excites the 

next-level neuron. Next-level interneurons that receive from next-level neurons for nearby 

positions in space inhibit the next-level neuron. Feedback inhibition also occurs. Boundaries 

between adjacent points sharpen for better discrimination. 

 

Fourth, the same-level neuron for the same position in space, in the center of the receptive field, 

no longer excites the next-level neuron. Next-level interneurons that receive from next-level 

neurons for nearby positions in space no longer inhibit the neuron. Next-level interneurons from 

next-level neurons for far positions in space inhibit the next-level interneurons that receive from 

next-level neurons for nearby positions in space. Feedback inhibition of feedback inhibition also 

occurs. Links between adjacent regions make better generalization.  

 

Note: Neurons maintain stimulus intensity over all distances. 



 

Figure 6 

If only internal forces operate on a flexible structure, the center of mass does not change. If an 

outside force operates, the center of mass moves. 

 

In equilibrium, torques balance. Torques are proportional to distance and to force. The shape of 

an object around the center of mass determines the torques caused by gravity. When shape 

changes, torques change. Outside tangential forces might change the angles between parts of an 

object by moving the masses.  

 

The shape of an object around the center of mass determines the moments of inertia. When the 

shape changes, the moments change. Radial forces change the moments by moving masses. 

Moments are proportional to distance squared and to mass.  

 

Body movements do not move the center of gravity. Body movements can change the torques 

and moments. The center of gravity and any torques and moments provide equations of motion 

and energy that can help determine the unit distance in a sensory array. Changing or maintaining 

the center of gravity, torques, and moments only changes the system linearly, so one can find 

only relative distance. 

 

This example sensory array originally has equal spacing (11) between sensors.  

 

Torques and Moments around Center of Mass 

 
Body movements involve a body part. Nearby body parts, or all body parts, react to any change 

and coordinate with any change. The coordination among body parts in a body movement 

provides equations of motion and energy that can help determine the unit distance in a sensory 

array.  

 



 

A body has a lever with a mass. A longer lever has more torque. Changing body positions 

changes both the radius and the mass. The extra variable prevents knowing the absolute distance. 

 

The kinesthetic system and touch system learn the equations about center of mass, torques, and 

moments, as well as coordination of body parts, for both internal and external forces. 



 

Figure 7 

The sensory array has a regular arrangement, and so do the neural arrays in brain. The neural 

arrays have the same small and equal spacing between neurons. 

 
Perhaps the spatial array model starts with the same small and equal spacing among cells as in 

the neural array. Calculations using many stimuli in many different configurations of sensory 

arrays find the actual unit distance in the original sensory array and use that distance in the 

spatial array model. 



 

Figure 8 

A surface has higher intensities at larger angles. 

 
A surface reflects light equally in all directions. The total light seen when looking at a 

perpendicular surface is the same as when looking at an angled surface.  

 

However, the surface area seen is larger when looking at a perpendicular surface than when 

looking at the same surface at an angle. The angle seen is larger when looking at a perpendicular 

surface than when looking at the same surface at an angle.  

 

The intensity is more for an angled surface.  

 

You can verify this by looking at a surface at different angles. 



 

Figure 9 

A source illuminates a surface with higher intensities at smaller angles. 

 
A source radiates light equally in all directions. The total light landing on a surface depends on 

the angle made by the edges.  

 

The angle (AOB) is larger for a perpendicular surface than for the same surface at an angle 

(COD).  

 

However, the surface areas are the same.  

 

The intensity is more for a perpendicular surface.  

 

You can verify this by looking at a surface at different angles to a source. 



 

Consciousness>Sense>Hearing>Music 

tone in music 

 

Musical pitch makes musical notes. 

octave 

Tones can be double or half other-tone frequencies. Octaves go from a note to similar higher 

note, such as middle-C at 256 Hz to high-C at 512 Hz. Hearing covers ten octaves: 20 Hz, 40 Hz, 

80 Hz, 160 Hz, 320 Hz, 640 Hz, 1280 Hz, 2560 Hz, 5120 Hz, 10240 Hz, and 20480 Hz. 

octave tones 

Within one octave are 7 whole tones, 7 + 5 = 12 halftones, and 24 quartertones. 

overtones 

Tones two, four, eight, and so on, times fundamental frequency are fundamental-frequency 

overtones. 

sharpness or flatness 

Fully sharp tone has frequency one halftone higher than tone. Slightly sharp tone has 

frequency slightly higher than tone. Fully flat tone has frequency one halftone lower than tone. 

Slightly flat tone has frequency slightly lower than tone. 

musical scales 

Musical scales have tone-frequency ratios. Using ratios cancels units to make relative values 

that do not change when units change. 

equal temperament scale 

Pianos have musical tones separated by equal ratios. Octave has twelve equal-temperament 

halftones, with ratios from 2^(0/12) to 2^(12/12) of fundamental frequency. Frequency ratio of 

halftone to next-lower halftone, such as C# to C, is 2^(1/12) = 2^.08 = 1.06. Starting at middle-

C, ratios of tones to middle-C are 2^0 = 1 for middle-C, 2^.08 = 1.06 for C#, 2^.17 = 1.13 for D, 

2^.25 = 1.19 for D#, 2^.33 = 1.26 for E, 2^.42 = 1.34 for F, 2^.50 = 1.41 for F#, 2^.58 = 1.49 for 

G, 2^.67 = 1.59 for G#, 2^.75 = 1.68 for A, 2^.83 = 1.78 for A#, 2^.92 = 1.89 for B, and 2^1 = 2 

for high-C. See Figure 1. F# is middle tone. 

equal-temperament scale: frequencies 

Using equal-temperament tuning and taking middle-C as 256 Hz, D has frequency 289 Hz. E 

has frequency 323 Hz. F has frequency 343 Hz. G has frequency 384 Hz. A has frequency 430 

Hz. B has frequency 484 Hz. High-C has frequency 512 Hz. Low-C has frequency 128 Hz. Low-

low-C has frequency 64 Hz. Lowest-C has frequency 32 Hz. High-high-C has frequency 1024 

Hz. Higher Cs have frequencies 2048 Hz, 4096 Hz, 8192 Hz, and 16,384 Hz. From 32 Hz to 

16,384 Hz covers nine octaves. 

tone-ratio scale 

Early instruments used scales with tones separated by small-integer ratios. Tones had different 

frequency ratios than other tones. 

tone-ratio scale: all possible small-integer ratios 

In one octave, the 45 possible frequency ratios with denominator less than 13 are: 3/2; 4/3, 5/3; 

5/4, 7/4; 6/5, 7/5, 8/5, 9/5; 7/6, 11/6; 8/7, 9/7, 10/7, 11/7, 12/7, 13/7; 9/8, 11/8, 13/8, 15/8; 10/9, 

11/9, 13/9, 14/9, 16/9, 17/9; 11/10, 13/10, 17/10, 19/10; 12/11, 13/11, 14/11, 15/11, 16/11, 17/11, 

18/11, 19/11, 20/11, 21/11; 13/12, 17/12, 19/12, and 23/12. 

tone-ratio scale: whole tones 

In octaves, the seven whole tones are do, re, mi, fa, so, la, ti, and do, for C, D, E, F, G, A, and 

B. The seven tones are not evenly spaced by frequency ratio. Frequency ratios are D/C = 6/5, 



 

E/C = 5/4, F/C = 4/3, and G/C = 3/2. For example, C = 240 Hz, D = 288 Hz, E = 300 Hz, F = 

320 Hz, and G = 360 Hz. C, D, E, F, and G, and G, A, B, C, and D, have same tone progression. 

Frequency ratios are A/G = 6/5, B/G = 5/4, C/G = 4/3, and D/G = 3/2. For example, G = 400 Hz, 

A = 480 Hz, B = 500 Hz, C = 532 Hz, and D = 600 Hz. 

tone-ratio scale: halftones 

Using C as fundamental, the twelve halftones have the following ratios, in increasing order. 

1:1 = C. 17:16 = C#. 9:8 = D. 6:5 = D#. 5:4 = E. 4:3 = F. 7:5 = F#. 3:2 = G. 8:5 = G#. 5:3 = A. 

7:4 or 16:9 or 9:5 = A#. 11:6 or 15:8 = B. 2:1 = C. 

tone-ratio scale: quartertones 

The 24 quartertones have the following ratios, in increasing order. 1:1 = 1.000. 33:32 = 1.031. 

17:16 = 1.063, or 16/15 = 1.067. 13:12 = 1.083, 11:10 = 1.100, or 10/9 = 1.111. 9:8 = 1.125. 8:7 

= 1.143, or 7:6 = 1.167. 6:5 = 1.200. 17:14 = 1.214, or 11/9 = 1.222. 5:4 = 1.250. 9:7 = 1.286. 

4:3 = 1.333. 11:8 = 1.375. 7:5 = 1.400. 17:12 = 1.417, 10:7 = 1.429, or 13/9 = 1.444. 3:2 = 1.500. 

14/9 = 1.556, 11:7 = 1.571, or 19:12 = 1.583. 8:5 = 1.600. 13:8 = 1.625. 5:3 = 1.667. 12:7 = 

1.714, or 7:4 = 1.75. 16:9 = 1.778, or 9:5 = 1.800. 11:6 = 1.833, or 13:7 = 1.857. 15:8 = 1.875. 

23:12 = 1.917. 2:1 = 2.000. Ratios within small percentage are not distinguishable. 

tone intervals 

Two tones have a number of tones between them. First interval has one tone, such as C. Minor 

second interval has two tones, such as C and D-flat, and covers one halftone. Major second 

interval has two tones, such as C and D, and covers two halftones. Minor third interval has three 

tones, such as C, D, and E-flat, and covers three halftones. Major third interval has three tones, 

such as C, D, and E, and covers four halftones. Minor fourth interval has four tones, such as C, 

D, E, and F, and covers five halftones. Major fourth interval has four tones, such as C, D, E, and 

F#, and covers six halftones. Minor fifth interval has five tones, such as C, D, E, F, and G-flat, 

and covers six halftones. Major fifth interval has five tones, such as C, D, E, F, and G, and 

covers seven halftones. Minor sixth interval has six tones, such as C, D, E, F, G, and A-flat, and 

covers eight halftones. Major sixth interval has six tones, such as C, D, E, F, G, and A, and 

covers nine halftones. Minor seventh interval has seven tones, such as C, D, E, F, G, A, and B-

flat, and covers ten halftones. Major seventh interval has seven tones, such as C, D, E, F, G, A, 

and B, and covers eleven halftones. Eighth interval is octave, has eight tones, such as C, D, E, F, 

G, A, B, and high-C, and covers twelve halftones. 

tone intervals: pairs 

Tones have two related ratios. For example, D and middle-C, major second, have ratio 

289/256 = 9/8, and D and high-C, minor seventh, have ratio 9/16, so high-C/D = 16/9. The ratios 

multiply to two: 9/8 * 16/9 = 2. E and middle-C, major third, have ratio 323/256 = 5/4, and E and 

high-C, minor sixth, have ratio 5/8, so high-C/E = 8/5. F and middle-C, minor fourth, have ratio 

343/256 = 4/3, and F and high-C, major fifth, have ratio 2/3, so high-C/G = 3/2. G and middle-C, 

major fifth, have ratio 384/256 = 3/2, and G and high-C, minor fourth, have ratio 3/4, so high-

C/G = 4/3. A and middle-C, major sixth, have ratio 430/256 = 5/3, and A and high-C, minor 

third, have ratio 5/6, so high-C/A = 6/5. B and middle-C, major seventh, have ratio 484/256 = 

15/8, and B and high-C, minor second, have ratio 15/16, so high-C/B = 16/15. 

The ratios always multiply to two. Tone-interval pairs together span one octave, twelve 

halftones. For example, first interval, with no halftones, and octave, with twelve halftones, fill 

one octave. Major fifth interval, with seven halftones, such as C to G, and minor fourth interval, 

with five halftones, such as G to high-C, fill one octave. Major sixth interval, with nine 

halftones, such as C to A, and minor third interval, with three halftones, such as A to high-C, fill 



 

one octave. Major seventh interval, with eleven halftones, such as C to B, and minor second 

interval, with one halftone, such as B to high-C, fill one octave. Minor fifth interval and major 

fourth interval fill one octave. Minor sixth interval and major third interval fill one octave. Minor 

seventh interval and major second interval fill one octave. 

tone intervals: golden ratio 

In music, ratio 2^0.67 = 1.59 ~ 1.618... is similar to major sixth to octave 1.67, octave to major 

fourth 1.6, and minor seventh to major second 1.59. Golden ratio and its inverse can make all 

music harmonics. 

tone harmonics 

Tones have harmonics that relate to tone-frequency ratios. 

tone harmonics: consonance 

Tone intervals can sound pleasingly consonant or less pleasingly dissonant. Octave tone 

intervals 2/1 have strongest harmonics. Octaves are most pleasing, because tones are similar. 

Tones separated by octaves sound similar. 

Major fifth and minor fourth intervals are next most pleasing. Major-fifth 3/2 and minor-fourth 

4/3 tone intervals have second strongest harmonics. 

Major third 5/4 and minor sixth 8/5 intervals are halfway between consonant and dissonant. 

Minor third 6/5 and major sixth 5/3 intervals are halfway between consonant and dissonant. 

Major fourth 7/6 and minor fifth 12/7 intervals are dissonant. Major second 8/7 and minor 

seventh 7/4 intervals are dissonant, or major second 9/8 and minor seventh 16/9 intervals are 

dissonant. Minor second 16/15 and major seventh 15/8 intervals are most dissonant. 

Ratios with smallest integers in both numerator and denominator sound most pleasing to 

people and have consonance. Ratios with larger integers in both numerator and denominator 

sound less pleasing and have dissonance. 

Three tones can also have consonance or dissonance, because three tones make three ratios. 

For example, C, E, and G have consonance, with ratios E/C = 5/4, G/E = 6/5, and G/C = 3/2. 

Tone ratios in octaves higher or lower than middle octave have same consonance or 

dissonance as corresponding tone ratio in middle octave. For example, high-G and high-C have 

ratio 6/4 = 3/2, same as middle-G/middle-C. 

Tone ratios between octave higher than middle octave and middle octave have similar 

consonance as corresponding tone ratio in middle octave. For example, high-G and middle-C 

have ratio 3/1. Dividing by two makes high-G one octave lower, and middle-G/middle-C has 

ratio 3/2. 

tone harmonics: beat frequencies 

Frequencies played together cause wave superposition. Wave superposition makes new beat 

frequencies, as second wave regularly emphasizes first-wave maxima. Therefore, beat frequency 

is lower than highest-frequency original wave. 

If wave has frequency 1 Hz, and second wave has frequency 3 Hz, they add to make 1-Hz 

wave, 3-Hz wave, and 2-Hz wave, because every other 3-Hz wave receives boost from 1-Hz 

wave. Rising 1-Hz wave maximum coincides with first rising 3-Hz wave maximum and falling 

1-Hz wave maximum coincides with third falling 3-Hz maximum, while first falling 3-Hz wave 

maximum, middle rising and falling 3-Hz maximum, and third rising 3-Hz maximum cancel. 

If one wave has frequency 2 Hz, and second wave has frequency 3 Hz, they add to make 2-Hz 

wave, 3-Hz wave, and 1-Hz wave, because every third 3-Hz wave receives boost from 2-Hz 

wave. First rising 2-Hz wave maximum coincides with first rising 3-Hz wave maximum, while 



 

first falling 3-Hz wave maximum, middle rising and falling 3-Hz maximum, and third rising and 

falling 3-Hz maximum cancel. 

Beat frequency is difference between wave frequencies: 3 Hz - 2 Hz = 1 Hz in previous 

example. Beat frequencies are real physical waves. 

Small-integer frequency ratios have lower beat frequencies and reduce beat frequency 

interference with original frequencies. Two waves with small-integer frequency ratios superpose 

to have beat frequency that has small-integer ratios with original frequencies. Two waves with 

large-integer frequency ratios superpose to have beat frequency that has large-integer ratios with 

original frequencies. 

Middle-C has frequency 256 Hz, and middle-G has frequency 384 Hz, with ratio G/C = 3/2. 

The waves add to make 384 Hz - 256 Hz = 128 Hz beat wave, with ratio C/beat = 2/1 and G/beat 

= 3/1. 

Middle-C has frequency 256 Hz, and middle-E has frequency 323 Hz, with ratio E/C = 5/4. 

The waves add to make 323 Hz - 256 Hz = 67 Hz beat wave, with ratio C/beat = 4/1 and E/beat = 

5/1. 

Middle-C has frequency 256 Hz, and middle-D has frequency 289 Hz, with ratio D/C = 9/8. 

The waves add to make 289 Hz - 256 Hz = 33 Hz beat wave, with ratio C/beat = 8/1 and D/beat 

= 9/1. 

Middle-C has frequency 256 Hz, and middle-A has frequency 430 Hz, with ratio A/C = 5/3. 

The waves add to make 430 Hz - 256 Hz = 174 Hz beat wave, with ratio C/beat = 3/2 and D/beat 

= 5/2. 

Middle-C has frequency 256 Hz, and middle-B has frequency 484 Hz, with ratio B/C = 15/8. 

The waves add to make 484 Hz - 256 Hz = 228 Hz beat wave, with ratio C/beat = 9/8 and B/beat 

= 17/8. 



 

Figure 1 

 

Ascending and Descending Frequency Ratios,  

Equal-Temperament-Scale Base-Two Logarithms, and Tones 

 



 

Consciousness>Sense>Touch>Physiology 

haptic touch 

 

Skin, muscles, tendons, and joints have mechanoreceptors that work with muscle movements 

to explore environment. Touching by active exploration with fingers uses one information 

channel. Passive touch uses parallel channels. Touch can tell whether surface is sliding under 

stationary skin, or skin is sliding over stationary surface. See Figure 1. 



 

Figure 1 

Touch can tell whether a surface is sliding by stationary skin or skin is sliding over a stationary 

surface. 

 
Most objects connect to the ground and are stationary. Their connection to the ground makes 

them have high inertia and no acceleration when pushed or pulled. 

 

Objects that slide past stationary skin have inertia similar to or less than the body. (If large object 

slide by skin, the collision affects the whole body, not just the skin.) They have measurable 

deceleration when pushed or pulled. 

 

The touch system measures accelerations and decelerations in the skin. Large decelerations in 

skin result from sliding by stationary objects. Small decelerations in skin result from objects 

sliding by skin.  

 

The touch system can detect whether objects are stationary. It uses this knowledge, together with 

information from the kinesthetic system (including the vestibular system) to build the stationary 

three-dimensional spatial array known to consciousness. 



 

Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Depth Perception 

distance ratio 

 

One eye can find object-size to distance ratio (geometric depth), using three object points. See 

Figure 1. 

Eye fixates on object center point, edge point, and opposite-edge point. Assume object is 

perpendicular to sightline. Assume retina is planar. Assume that eye is spherical, rotates around 

center, and has calculable radius. 

Light rays go from center point, edge point, and opposite edge point to retina. Using 

kinesthetic and touch systems and motor cortex, brain knows visual angles and retinal distances. 

Solving equations can find object-size to distance ratio. 

When eye rotates, scenes do not change, except for focus. See Figure 2. 

calculating distances to space points 

Vision cone receptors receive from a circular area of space that subtends one minute of arc 

(Figure 3). Vision neurons receive from a circular area of space that subtends one minute to one 

degree of arc. 

To detect distance, neuron arrays receive from a circular area of space that subtends one 

degree of arc (Figure 4). For the same angle, circular surfaces at farther distances have longer 

diameters, bigger areas, and smaller circumference curvature. 

Adjacent neuron arrays subtend the same visual angle and have retinal (and cortical) overlap 

(Figure 5). Retinal and cortical neuron-array overlap defines a constant length. Constant-length 

retinal-image size defines the subtended visual angle, which varies inversely with distance, 

allowing calculating distance (r = s / A) in one step. 

Each neuron array sends to a register for a unique spatial direction. The register calculates 

distance and finds color. Rather than use multiple registers at multiple locations, as in neural 

networks or holography, a single register can place a color at the calculated distance in the 

known direction. There is one register for each direction and distance. Registers are not physical 

neuron conglomerations but functional entities. 



 

Figure 1 

A single eye can find the ratio of object size to distance by looking at three points of the object. 

 
The eye fixates on a point (F) at the center of an object, on an edge (E) of the object, and on the 

opposite edge (H) of the object.  

 

Assume the object (HFE) is perpendicular to the line of sight (CF). Assume the retina (BCG) is a 

plane. Assume that a spherical eye rotates around its center (O) with a radius to determine (OC = 

OB = OG). The light rays go from the object's center point (F) to the retina (C), the edge point 

(E) to the retina (B), and the opposite edge point (H) to the retina (G).  

 

tan(angle BOC) = BC/OC = FE/OF and tan(angle GOC) = CG/OC = HF/OF 

BG/OC = HE/OF and HE = HF + FE and BG = BC + CG 

 

Using the kinesthetic and touch systems, and motor cortex, the brain knows the visual angles and 

the distances between projections on the retina.  

 

Solving the equations can find the ratio of object size to distance (HE/OF). 



 

Figure 2 

When the eye rotates, the scene does not change (except for focus). 

 
When looking at point F, point F in space projects to point C at the fovea on the retina. Point E in 

space projects to point B to the left of point C on the retina. Point D in space projects to point A 

to the left of point B on the retina. 

When looking at point E, point E in space projects to point B at the fovea on the retina. Point F 

in space projects to point C to the right of point B on the retina. Point D in space projects to point 

A to the left of point B on the retina. 

When looking at point D, point D in space projects to point A at the fovea on the retina. Point E 

in space projects to point B to the right of point A on the retina. Point F in space projects to point 

C to the right of point B on the retina. 

 

The location of the projection of the scene on the retina changes, but the order of points stays the 

same. The scene looks the same in all cases, except for the focus. 

 

You can verify this by looking at a point, then a nearby point, and then the first point again. You 

feel a scene shift but see no change in the scene. The scene periphery appears to change 

somewhat, because the eye is only approximately spherical and the lens has spherical aberration. 



 

Figure 3 

Adjacent Retinal Receptors Subtend the Same Angle, with No Overlap 

 

 



 

Figure 4 

For Same Subtended Angle, Circular Surfaces at Different Distances Have Different 

Diameters, Areas, and Circumference Curvatures 

 

subtended angle = A 

distance from eye = dashed-circle radius 

dashed-circle radius = subtended arc / subtended angle 

subtended arc ~ undashed-circle diameter 

distance from eye ~ undashed-circle diameter / subtended angle 

undashed-circle diameter = 2 * undashed-circle radius 

undashed-circle area = 2 * π * undashed-circle radius 

undashed-circle curvature = 1 / undashed-circle radius 



 

Figure 5 

Comparing Adjacent Neuron Arrays Calculates Constant Length and Constant-Length 

Subtended Angle, Allowing Distance Calculation 

 

Black and tan lines have same subtended angle as red and tan lines, and all lines meet at lens. 

Blue lines come from ends of farther constant-length arc, and green lines come from ends of 

closer constant-length arc. At farther distances, constant-length arc subtends smaller angle and 

smaller retinal image. 

Adjacent neuron arrays have retinal overlap, and retinal and cortical neuron-array overlap 

defines a constant length. Constant-length-arc retinal-image size defines the subtended visual 

angle, which varies inversely with distance, allowing calculating distance to surface in one step: 

distance = radius = arc length / subtended angle = constant length / subtended angle 



 

Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Depth Perception 

triangulation by eye 

 

Two eyes can measure relative distance to scene point, using geometric triangulation. See 

Figure 1. 

comparison 

Comparing triangulations from two different distances does not give more information. See 

Figure 2. 

movement 

Moving eye sideways while tracking scene point can calculate distance from eye to point, 

using triangulation. See Figure 3. 

Moving eye sideways while tracking scene points calibrates distances, because other scene 

points travel across retina. See Figure 4. 

Moving eye from looking at object edge to looking at object middle can determine scene-point 

distance. See Figure 5. 

Moving eye from looking at object edge to looking at object other edge at same distance can 

determine scene-point distance. See Figure 6. 



 

Figure 1 

Two eyes can measure relative distance to a point by triangulation. 

 
Two eyes have a distance between them (XY = OB + BP = 2 * OB). 

eye radius = OX = OA = PY = PC 

Point E is EB from the line between the eyes and OE (= PE) from the center of each eye and AE 

(= CE) from the retina of each eye. 

When the eyes look at a point on the line between the eyes (E), both eyes have the same angle of 

convergence (angle EOW = angle EPZ). 

angle EOW = angle OEB = angle AOX (= angle EPZ = angle PEB = angle CPY) 

angle AOX = AX/OX = YC/PY = angle CPY 

tan(angle OEB) = OB/EB = PB/EB = tan(angle PEB) 

sin(angle OEB) = OB/OE = PB/PE = sin(angle PEB) 

 

The kinesthetic system can find the convergence angles by measuring eye muscle tension and so 

can calculate the distance relative to eye separation distance. 

 

Using two eyes makes a triangle (EOP and EAC), and the length of a side can be found using its 

opposite angle and another side and its opposite angle (law of sines): (sin(pi/2 - angle OEB))/OE 

= (sin(2*angle OEB))/XY 

OE/XY = (sin(pi/2 - angle OEB))/(sin(2*angle OEB)) 

The length of a side can also be found from two other sides and the angle between them (law of 

cosines): 

OE^2 = OE^2 + XY^2 - 2*OE*XY*cos(pi/2 - angle OEB) 

2*OE*XY*cos(pi/2 - angle OEB) = XY^2 

OE/XY = 1/(2*cos(pi/2 - angle OEB)) 

 

From the angle of convergence, one can calculate distance relative to eye separation distance. 



 

Figure 2 

Comparing triangulations from two different distances does not give more information. 

 
Two eyes keep the same distance between them (XY = OB + BP = 2 * OB). 

At the nearer distance, the angle of convergence is more: 

angle EOW < angle DOW 

 

Two triangulations make two equations: 

OE = XY/2*cos(pi/2 - angle PEB) 

OD = XY/2*cos(pi/2 - angle PDB) 

 

However, the new equation has a new variable, so one cannot calculate absolute distance XY. 

Using two eyes, one can calculate only relative distances. 

 

Note: Moving the eye off the plane made by the line between the two points adds a new variable, 

the distance above the plane, so one still cannot calculate the absolute distance. Using two eyes, 

one can calculate only relative distances. 



 

Figure 3 

An eye moving sideways while tracking a point in space can calculate the distance from the eye 

to the point, using triangulation. 

 
If an eye moves a distance XY from position 1 to position 2 while looking at a point (E) in space, 

the point E in space always projects to the fovea on the retina (point A in position 1 and point C 

in position 2). 

 

The angle to the straight-ahead direction changes from angle WOE to angle ZPE and angle WOE 

= angle ZPE. 

 

The spatial situation is the same as in Figure 4, so: 

OE = XY/2*cos(pi/2 - angle PEB) 

 

The distance moved XY is findable because the organism moved through space and the 

kinesthetic system finds the distance between the eyes. The kinesthetic system finds the eye 

angles by measuring eye muscle or head muscle tension. 

 

Movement of one eye can find the distance of a point. 

 

Closer objects require the eye to turn through more angle, helping to calibrate the angle. 



 

Figure 4 

An eye moving sideways while tracking a point in space calibrates distances because any other 

point in space travels across the retina. 

 
If an eye moves a distance XY from position 1 to position 2, while looking at a point (E) in 

space, the point D in space first projects to point F to the left of point A at the fovea on the retina, 

then projects to point G to the right of point C at the fovea on the retina. 

 

The projection of point D travels across the retina through the fovea. The retina knows the 

distances AF = CG. The kinesthetic system knows the angle WOE = angle ZPE. 

 

The roles of point E and D can reverse by tracking D instead of E. The projection of point E then 

travels across the retina through the fovea. The retina knows the distances AF = CG. The 

kinesthetic system knows the angle WOD = angle ZPD. 

 

The distances AF and CG define the angle between points D and E and the center of the eye 

(angle EOD = angle EPD). The distance is proportional to the difference of position or angle. 

 

The spatial situation is the same as in Figure 4, so: 

OE = XY/2*cos(pi/2 - angle PEB) 

OD = XY/2*cos(pi/2 - angle PDB) 

 

Now brain knows the distance moved XY, and the angles PEB and PDB, and both can 

corroborate the other.  

 

So the distances of points can be calibrate by movement of one eye. 



 

Figure 5 

If an eye looks at an object rather than just a point, moving the eye from looking straight at the 

edge to looking straight at the middle can determine the distance of a point in space. 

 
The eye (dashed circle) at position 1 is looking at point Y, which projects to point B at the fovea 

on the retina. Point X in space projects to point A to the left of point B on the retina. 

The same eye (solid circle) at position 2 has moved sideways to the right a distance of BC (= 

XY/2) and turned to the left to look at point Y, which projects to point G at the fovea on the 

retina. Point X in space projects to point F to the left of point G on the retina. 

At position 2, the distance YX looks maximum (FG). FG = AB because XY = ZX/2 and AD = 2 

* FG. 

 

YX = distance between points in space 



 

BC = YX/2 = distance between eye positions 

FX = GY = distance from retina to points in space 

PY = PX = distance from center of eye to points in space 

radius of eye = OA = OB = PF = PG = PC 

AB = FG 

angle of turning = (angle FPG)/2 = (FG/FP)/2 

BY^2 + (BC + FG/2)^2 = GY^2 

BY/sin(pi/2 - (FG/FP)/2) = (BC + FG/2)/((FG/FP)/2) 

 

The visual system knows the distance between retinal points. The kinesthetic system knows the 

sideways distance and the turning angle. One then can calculate eye radius.  

 

Sideways eye movement can maximize the length seen for an object in space by moving to the 

point of view that looks straight at the middle of the object. Sideways eye movement can find the 

point of view that looks straight at the left side of the object and the point of view that looks 

straight at the right side of the object, because the two points make equal but opposite angles 

around the projection from the middle of the object. 

 

Sideways eye movement can determine the distance of a line segment in space from the eye by 

comparing the point of view that looks at the side of an object and the point of view that looks 

straight at the middle of the object. 

 

Sideways eye movement can determine the orientation of a line in space.  

 

Note: The eye can move along the length of the object or across the length of the object. 

 

Note: As an eye rotates in a direction, it also slides in the other direction, because the muscles 

thicken on the rotated-toward side and lengthen on the rotated-away-from side. 



 

Figure 6 

If an eye looks at an object rather than just a point, moving the eye from looking straight at one 

edge to looking straight at the other edge (assumed to be at the same distance) can determine 

distance of a point. 

 



 

Line segment WZ is halfway to line segment YX. WZ = (2/3) * XY. 

 

At position 1, W projects to B and Z projects to A with A to the left of B. 

At position 2, W projects to D and Z projects to C with C to the left of D. 

radius of eye = OA = OB = PF = PG 

 

In position 1, eye looks straight ahead at W. 

In position 2, eye looks straight ahead at Z. 

The two situations are the same. 

AB = CD 

BC = AZ 

 

The visual system knows the distance between retinal points. The kinesthetic system knows the 

sideways distance (turning angle is zero). One then can calculate eye radius.  

 

Sideways eye movement can find the point of view that looks straight at the left side of the 

object and the point of view that looks straight at the right side of the object, because the two 

points make equal but opposite angles around the fovea on the retina. 

 

Sideways eye movement can determine the distance of a line segment in space from the eye by 

comparing the point of view that looks at the right side of an object and the point of view that 

looks straight at the left side of the object. 

 

Sideways eye movement can determine the orientation of a line in space.  

 

Note: The eye can move along the length of the object or across the length of the object. 



 

Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Depth Perception>Cue 

binocular depth cue 

 

Brain perceives depth using scene points that stimulate right and left eyes differently. Eye 

convergences, retinal disparities, and surface-area sizes have differences. 

surface area size 

Brain can judge distance by overlap, total scene area, and area-change rate. Looking at 

surfaces, eyes see semicircles. See Figure 1. Front edge is semicircle diameter, and vision field 

above that line is semicircle half-circumference. For two eyes, semicircles overlap in middle. 

Closer surfaces make overlap less, and farther surfaces make overlap more. Total scene surface 

area is more for farther surfaces and less for closer surfaces. Movement changes perceived area 

at rate that depends on distance. Closer objects have faster rates, and farther objects have slower 

rates. 



 

Figure 1 

Brain can judge distance by the overlap, total area, and rate of change of area seen by two eyes. 

 
When looking at a surface (WZ, SV, NR, JM), each eye sees a semicircle of the surface. The 

front edge of the surface is the diameter of the semicircle (WZ, SV, NR, JM), and the field of 

vision above that line is the circumference of the semicircle. The semicircles of both eyes 

overlap in the middle (XY, TU, O, none).  

 

Closer surfaces (JM, NR) make the overlap less (none, O), and farther surfaces (WZ, SV) make 

the overlap more (XY, TU).  

 

The total area is more for farther surfaces (WZ, AB) and less (KL, PQ) for closer surfaces.  

 

Movement changes the areas seen at a rate dependent on distance. Closer objects (JM to NR) 

change area faster (KL to PQ) and farther objects (SV to WZ) change area slower (AB to WZ). 



 

Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Depth Perception>Cue 

convergence of eyes 

 

For fixation, both eyes turn toward each other when objects are nearer than 10 meters. If 

convergence is successful, there is no retinal disparity. Greater eye convergence means object is 

closer, and lesser eye convergence means object is farther. See Figure 1. 



 

Figure 1 

The eyes converge more to look at closer points. 

 
For a very far point (dashed lines), the eyes do not converge and the point lands on both foveas 

(C). 

For a far point (E), the eyes converge somewhat to make the point land on both foveas (B). 

For a near point (D), the eyes converge more to make the point land on both foveas (A). 

 

Notes: 

When the eyes look at a very far point, nearer points between the eyes project more toward the 

outer edge of the retina than farther points. 

When the eyes look at a far point, nearer points between the eyes project toward the outer edge 

of the retina and very far points between the eyes project toward the inner edge of the retina. 

When the eyes look at a near point, very far points between the eyes project more toward the 

inner edge of the retina than far points. 

Points (F), not between the eyes, project to points (G) toward the inner edge of closer retina and 

outer edge of farther retina. 



 

Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Depth Perception>Cue 

intensity difference during movement 

 

Brain can judge surface relative distance by intensity change during movement toward and 

away from surface. See Figure 1. 

moving closer 

Moving from point to half that distance increases intensity four times, because eye gathers four 

times more light at closer radius. 

moving away 

Moving from point to double that distance decreases intensity four times, because eye gathers 

four times less light at farther radius. 

moving sideways 

Movement side to side and up and down changes intensity slightly by changing distance 

slightly. Perhaps, saccades and/or eyeball oscillations help determine distances. 

memory 

Experience with constant-intensity objects establishes distances. 

accommodation 

Looking at object while moving it or eye closer, or farther, causes lens-muscle tightening, or 

loosening, and makes more, or less, visual angle. If brain knows depth, movement toward and 

away can measure source intensity. 

light ray 

Scene points along same light ray project to same retina point. See Figure 2. 

haze 

Atmospheric haze affects light intensity. Haze decreases intensity proportionally with distance. 

Object twice as far away has half the intensity, because it encounters twice as many haze 

particles. 

sound 

Sound-intensity changes can find distances. Bats use sonar because it is too dark to see at 

night. Dolphins use sonar because water distorts light. 



 

Figure 1 

Changes in intensity during movement toward and away from a surface can find relative 

distance. 

 
Moving from a point (F0) to its halfway point (F2) increases the intensity four times, because the 

eye gathers four times more light at the closer radius. Moving from a point (F2) to its double 

point (F0) decreases the intensity four times, because the eye gathers four times less light at the 

farther radius. 

 

Movement side to side and up and down changes the intensity slightly by changing the distance 

slightly. Perhaps saccades and/or eyeball oscillations help determine distances.  

 

Experience with objects of constant intensity establishes their distances. 

 

Atmospheric haze also affects light intensity. Haze decreases intensity proportionally with 

distance. An object twice as far away has half the intensity. 

 

You can verify this by looking at a candle while moving it closer and farther. You may feel 

tightening and loosening of the eye pupil muscles. You will see looming (or receding), as more 

(or less) visual angle sends light to the eye. 



 

Figure 2 

Points of a scene along the same light ray project to the same point on the retina. 

 
Points F0, F1, F2, and F3 project to point C on the retina. 

Points E0, E1, and E2 project to point B on the retina. 

Points D0 and D1 project to point A on the retina. 

 

Though their distances are different, the points along a light ray project to the same point on the 

retina. If intensities at points along a light ray increase with the square of the distance, the points 

along a light ray look the same, except for focus, because intensity decreases with square of the 

distance. 

 

You can verify this directly by moving a point closer to the eye or moving the head closer to the 

point, keeping the point on the fovea.  

 

Note: A real scene maintains the distances among its points in space, so, if it comes closer, it 

looks magnified, and, if it moves farther away, it looks smaller. If all points of a scene could 

come closer along their light rays, the distances among the points in space would decrease. If all 

points of a scene could go farther out along their light rays, the distances among the points in 

space would increase. 



 

Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Focusing 

accommodation 

 

In land-vertebrate eyes, flexible lens focuses image by changing surface curvature using eye 

ciliary muscles. In fish, an inflexible lens moves backwards and forwards, as in cameras. Vision 

can focus image on fovea, by making thinnest contour line and highest image-edge gradient. 

process 

To accommodate, lens muscles start relaxed, with no accommodation. Brain tightens lens 

muscles and stops at highest spatial-frequency response. 

distance 

Far objects require no eye focusing. Objects within four feet require eye focusing to reduce 

blur. Brain can judge distance by muscle tension, so one eye can measure distance. See Figure 1. 

Pinhole camera can focus scene, but eye is not pinhole camera. See Figure 2. 

far focus 

If accommodation is for point beyond object, magnification is too low, edges are blurry, and 

spatial-frequency response is lower, because scene-point light rays land on different retina 

locations, before they meet at focal point. Focal point is past retina. 

near focus 

If accommodation is for point nearer than object, magnification is too high, edges are blurry, 

and spatial-frequency response is lower, because scene-point light rays meet at focal point and 

then land on different retina locations. Focal point is in eye middle. 



 

Figure 1 

A single eye can measure distance by the amount of focusing required. 

 
To focus on point F3, the lens must have the least curvature. 

To focus on point F2, the lens must have a little more curvature. 

To focus on point F1, the lens must have more curvature. 

To focus on point F0, the lens must have the most curvature. 

 

The amounts of curvature (C3, C2, C1, C0) directly relate to the distances R3G3, R2G2, R1G1, 

R0G0, because the angles of refraction are the same. 

The distances R3G3, R2G2, R1G1, R0G0 directly relate to the distances F3G3, F2G2, F1G1, 

F0G0 and R3F3, R2F2, R1F1, R0F0, because the angles of refraction are the same. 

 

The amount of curvature directly relates to the distance of the point from the retina. 

 

The kinesthetic system can find the lens curvature by measuring lens muscle tension, so one can 

calculate distance relative to lens curvature. 

 

You can verify this by looking at a point, then a nearer point. You feel tightening of the lens 

muscles. 



 

Figure 2 

A pinhole camera can focus a scene, but the eye is not a pinhole camera. 

 
A pinhole (P) allows only one ray of light from a point to enter and project straight to the back. 

 

A pinhole camera is dim, because a pinhole is small and little light enters. 

 

A lens gathers light from a point over its area and focuses all those light rays onto a single point.  

 

The eye gathers light using its lens and controls the amount of light using its pupil. 



 

Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Focusing 

binocular disparity 

 

Right and left retinas see different images (retinal disparity). 

correlation 

Brain can correlate retinal images to pair scene retinal points and then find distances and 

angles. 

fixation 

Assume eye fixates on a point straight-ahead. Light ray from scene point forms horizontal 

azimuthal angle and vertical elevation angle with straight-ahead direction. With no eye 

convergence, eye azimuthal and elevation angles from scene point differ (absolute disparity). 

Different scene points have different absolute disparities (relative disparity). 

When both eyes fixate on same scene point, eye convergence places scene point on both eye 

foveas at corresponding retinal points, azimuthal and elevation angles are the same, and absolute 

disparity is zero. See Figure 1. After scene-point fixation, azimuth and elevation angles differ for 

all other scene points. Brain uses scene-point absolute-disparity differences to find relative 

disparities to estimate relative depth. 

horopter 

Points from horopter land on both retinas with same azimuthal and elevation angles and same 

absolute disparities. These scene points have no relative disparity and so have single vision. 

Points not close to horopter have different absolute disparities, have relative disparity, and so 

have double vision. See Figure 2. 

location 

With eye fixation on far point between eyes and with eye convergence, if scene point is 

straight-ahead, between eyes, and nearer than fixation distance, point lands outside fovea, for 

both eyes. See Figure 3. For object closer than fixation plane, focal point is after retina (crossed 

disparity). 

With eye fixation on close point between eyes and eye convergence, if scene point is straight-

ahead, between eyes, and farther than fixation distance, point lands inside fovea, for both eyes. 

For object farther than fixation plane, focal point is before retina (uncrossed disparity). 

Two eyes can measure relative distance to point by retinal disparity. See Figure 4. 

motion 

Retinal disparity and motion change are equivalent perceptual problems, so finding distance 

from retinal disparity and finding lengths and shape from motion changes use similar techniques. 



 

Figure 1 

 



 

Figure 2 

 



 

Figure 3 

 



 

Figure 4 

Two eyes can measure relative distance to a point by retinal disparity. 

 
Two eyes have a distance between them (XY = OB + BP = 2 * OB). 

eye radius = OX = OA = PY = PC 

Point E is EB from the line between the eyes and OE (= PE) from the center of each eye and AE 

(= CE) from the retina of each eye. 

When the eyes look straight ahead, the angle of convergence is zero. 

In the left eye, point A is outside the fovea (X). 

In the right eye, point C is outside the fovea (Y). 

 

The same point in space projects to different positions on the two retinas (retinal disparity). The 

retina can measure the difference in positions and find the relative distances AX and CY. 

AX/OX = angle AOX = angle EOW = angle OEB 

OE/XY = (sin(pi/2 - angle OEB))/(sin(2*angle OEB)) 

OE/XY = (sin(pi/2 - AX/OX))/(sin(2*AX/OX)) 

 

From the relative angle, one can calculate distance relative to eye radius and eye separation. 



 

Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Motion>Parallax 

motion parallax 

 

Head or body movement causes scene retinal displacement. Nearer objects displace more, and 

farther objects displace less (movement parallax). If eye moves to right while looking straight-

ahead, objects appear to move to left. See Figure 1. 

Nearer objects move greater visual angle. Farther objects move smaller visual angle and 

appear almost stationary. See Figure 2. 

movement sequence 

Object sequence can change with movement. See Figure 3. 

depth 

Brain can use geometric information about two different positions at different times to 

calculate relative object depth. Brain can also use geometric information about two different 

positions at same time, using both eyes. 



 

Figure 1 

 



 

Figure 2 

 



 

Figure 3 

 



 

Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Color Vision 

color frequency 

 

Color relates directly to electromagnetic wave frequency and intensity. 

frequency 

Light waves that human can see have frequencies between 420 and 790 million million cycles 

per second, 420 and 790 teraHertz or THz. Frequency is light speed, 3.02 x 10^8 m/s, divided by 

wavelength. Vision can detect about one octave of light frequencies. 

frequency ranges 

Red light has frequency range 420 THz to 480 THz. Orange light has frequency range 480 

THz to 510 THz. Yellow light has frequency range 510 THz to 540 THz. Green light has 

frequency range 540 THz to 600 THz. Blue light has frequency range 600 THz to 690 THz. 

Indigo or ultramarine light has frequency range 690 THz to 715 THz. Violet light has frequency 

range 715 THz to 790 THz. Colors differ in frequency range and in range compared to average 

wavelength. Range is greater and higher percentage for longer wavelengths. 

Reds have widest range. Red goes from infrared 720 nm to red-orange 625 nm = 95 nm. 95 

nm/683 nm = 14%. Reds have more spread and less definition. 

Greens have narrower range. Green goes from chartreuse 560 nm to cyan 500 nm = 60 nm. 60 

nm/543 nm = 11%. 

Blues have narrowest range. Blue goes from cyan 480 nm to indigo or ultramarine 440 nm = 

40 nm. 40 nm/463 nm = 8%. Blues have less spread and more definition. 

wavelength ranges 

Spectral colors have wavelength ranges: red = 720 nm to 625 nm, orange = 625 nm to 590 nm, 

yellow = 590 nm to 575 nm, chartreuse = 575 nm to 555 nm, green = 555 nm to 520 nm, cyan = 

520 nm to 480 nm, blue = 480 nm to 440 nm, indigo or ultramarine = 440 nm to 420 nm, and 

violet = 420 nm to 380 nm. 

maximum purity frequency 

Spectral colors have maximum purity at specific frequencies: red = 436 THz, orange = 497 

THz, yellow = 518 THz, chartreuse = 539 THz, green = 556 THz, cyan = 604 THz, blue = 652 

THz, indigo or ultramarine = 694 THz, and violet = 740 THz. 

maximum purity wavelengths 

Spectral colors have maximum purity at specific wavelengths: red = 683 nm, orange = 608 nm, 

yellow = 583 nm, chartreuse = 560 nm, green = 543 nm, cyan = 500 nm, blue = 463 nm, indigo 

or ultramarine = 435 nm, and violet = 408 nm. See Figure 1. Magenta is not spectral color but is 

red-violet, so assume wavelength is 730 nm or 375 nm. 

maximum sensitivity wavelengths 

Blue is most sensitive at 482 nm, where it just turned blue from greenish-blue. Green is most 

sensitive at 506 nm, at middle. Yellow is most sensitive at 568 nm, just after greenish-yellow. 

Red is most sensitive at 680 nm, at middle red. 

color-wavelength symmetry 

Colors are symmetric around middle of long-wavelength and middle-wavelength receptor 

maximum-sensitivity wavelengths 550 nm and 530 nm. Wavelength 543 nm has green color. 

Chartreuse, yellow, orange, and red are on one side. Cyan, blue, indigo or ultramarine, and violet 

are on other side. Yellow is 583 - 543 = 40 nm from middle. Orange is 608 - 543 = 65 nm from 

middle. Red is 683 - 543 = 140 nm from middle. Blue is 543 - 463 = 80 nm from middle. Indigo 

or ultramarine is 543 - 435 = 108 nm from middle. Violet is 543 - 408 = 135 nm from middle. 



 

Figure 1 

 

Color Wavelengths (and Extrapolated Wavelengths) 

 



 

Figure 2 

 

Example: How the Four Major Colors Make the Range of Colors 

 

 
 

Example: How the Three Additive Colors Make the Range of Colors 

 

 
 

Example: How the Three Subtractive Colors Make the Range of Colors 

 

 



 

Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Color Vision 

opponency 

 

Cone outputs can subtract and add (opponent color theory or tetrachromatic theory). 

red-green opponency 

Middle-wavelength cone output subtracts from long-wavelength cone output, L - M, to detect 

blue, green, yellow, orange, pink, and red. Maximum is at red, and minimum is at blue. See 

Figure 1. Hue calculation is in lateral geniculate nucleus, using neurons with center and 

surround. Center detects long-wavelengths, and surround detects medium-wavelengths. 

blue-yellow opponency 

Short-wavelength cone output subtracts from long-wavelength plus middle-wavelength cone 

output, (L + M) - S, to detect violet, indigo or ultramarine, blue, cyan, green, yellow, and red. 

Maximum is at chartreuse, minimum is at violet, and red is another minimu is at red. See Figure 

1. Saturation calculation is in lateral geniculate nucleus, using neurons with center and surround. 

Luminance output goes to center, and surround detects short-wavelengths. 

brightness 

Long-wavelength and middle-wavelength cones add to detect luminance brightness: L + M. 

See Figure 1. Short-wavelength cones are few. Luminance calculation is in lateral geniculate 

nucleus, using neurons with center and surround. Center detects long-wavelengths, and surround 

detects negative of medium-wavelengths. Brain uses luminance to find edges and motions. 

neutral point 

When positive and negative contributions are equal, opponent-color processes can give no 

signal (neutral point). For the L - M opponent process, red and cyan are complementary colors 

and mix to make white. For the L + M - S opponent process, blue and yellow are complementary 

colors and mix to make white. The L + M sense process has no neutral point. 

color and cones 

Red affects long-wavelength some. Orange affects long-wavelength well. Yellow affects long-

wavelength most. Green affects middle-wavelength most. Blue affects short-wavelength most. 

Indigo or ultramarine, because it has blue and some red, affects long-wavelength and short-

wavelength. Violet, because it has blue and more red, affects long-wavelength more and short-

wavelength less. Magenta, because it has half red and half blue, affects long-wavelength and 

short-wavelength equally. See Figure 1. 

White, gray, and black affect long-wavelength receptor and middle-wavelength receptor 

equally, and long-wavelength receptor plus middle-wavelength receptor and short-wavelength 

receptor equally. See Figure 1. Complementary colors add to make white, gray, or black. 

color and opponencies 

For red, L - M is maximum, and L + M - S is maximum. For orange, L - M is positive, and L + 

M - S is maximum. For yellow, L - M is half, and L + M - S is maximum. For green, L - M is 

zero, and L + M - S is zero. For blue, L - M is minimum, and L + M - S is minimum. For 

magenta, L - M is half, and L + M - S is half. 

saturation 

Adding white, to make more unsaturation, decreases L - M values and increases L + M - S 

values. See Figure 1. 

evolution 

For people to see color, the three primate cone receptors must be maximally sensitive at blue, 

green, and yellow-green, which requires opponency to determine colors and has color 



 

complementarity. The three cones do not have maximum sensitivity at red, green, and blue, 

because each sensor is then for one main color, and system has no complementary colors. Such a 

system has no opponency, because those opponencies have ambiguous ratios and ambiguous 

colors. 



 

Figure 1 

 

Example: Color vs. Cone Activity 

 

 
 

Example: Color vs. Opponent-Process Activity 

 

 
 

M - L gives same sequence as L - M. 

M - S and L - S give same sequence as L + M - S. 

S - M and S - L give same sequence as M - S and L - S. 

S - (L + M) gives same sequence as L + M - S. 

L - M - S and M - L - S have same information as L + M - S. 

S - M + L and S - L + M have same information as L + M - S. 

 

Adding L - M and L + M - S give same sequence as L + M - S. 

Therefore, L - M and L + M - S cannot combine into one measurement, 

but are two independent parameters. 

 

Unsaturation decreases L - M and increases L + M - S. 



 

Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Color Vision>Color Space 

color wheel 

 

Circular color scales can show sequence from red to magenta. 

simple additive color wheel 

Colors on circle circumference can show correct color mixing. See Figure 1. Two-color 

mixtures have color halfway between the colors. Complementary colors are opposite. Three 

complementary colors are 120 degrees apart. Red is at left, blue is 120 degrees to left, and green 

is 120 degrees to right. Yellow is halfway between red and green. Cyan is halfway between blue 

and green. Magenta is halfway between red and blue. Orange is between yellow and red. 

Chartreuse is between yellow and green. Indigo or ultramarine is between blue and violet. Violet 

is between indigo or ultramarine and magenta. Non-spectral colors are in quarter-circle from 

violet to red. Cone color receptors, at indigo or ultramarine, green, and yellow-green positions, 

are in approximately half-circle. 

simple subtractive color wheel 

For subtractive colors, shift bluer colors one position: red opposite green, vermilion opposite 

cyan, orange opposite blue, yellow opposite indigo, and chartreuse opposite violet. Color 

subtraction makes darker colors, which are bluer, because short-wavelength receptor has higher 

weighting than other two receptors. It affects reds and oranges little, greens some, and blues 

most. Blues and greens shift toward red to add less blue, so complementary colors make black 

rather than blue-black. See Figure 2. 

quantum chromodynamics color Circle 

Additive color wheel can describe quantum-chromodynamics quark color-charge complex-

number vectors. On complex-plane unit circle, red coordinates are (+1, 0*i). Green coordinates 

are (-1/2, -(3^(0.5))*i/2). Blue coordinates are (-1/2, +(3^(0.5))*i/2). Yellow coordinates are 

(+1/2, -(3^(0.5))*i/2). Cyan coordinates are (-1, 0*i). Magenta coordinates are (+1/2, 

+(3^(0.5))*i/2). 

To find color mixtures, add vectors. Two quarks add to make muons, which have no color and 

whose resultant vector is zero. Three quarks add to make protons and neutrons, which have no 

color and whose resultant vector is zero. Color mixtures that result in non-zero vectors have 

colors and are not physical. 

color wheel by five-percent intervals 

Color wheel can separate all colors equally. Divide color circle into 20 parts with 18 degrees 

each. Red = 0, orange = 2, yellow = 4, chartreuse = 6, green = 8, cyan = 10, blue = 12, indigo or 

ultramarine = 14, violet = 16, and magenta = 18. Crimson = 19, cyan-blue turquoise at 11, cyan-

green at 9, yellow-orange = 3, and red-orange vermilion = 1. Primary colors are at 0, 8, and 12. 

Secondary colors are at 4, 10, and 18. Tertiary colors are at 2, 6, and 14/16. Complementary 

colors are opposite. See Figure 3. 

color wheel with number line 

Set magenta = 0 and green = 1. Red = 0.33, and blue = 0.33. Yellow = 0.67, and cyan = 0.67. 

Complementary colors add to 1. 

color wheel with four points 

Blue, green, yellow, and red make a square. Green is halfway between blue and yellow. 

Yellow is halfway between green and red. Blue is halfway between green and red in other 

direction. Red is halfway between yellow and blue in other direction. Complementary pigments 



 

are opposite. Adding magenta, cyan, chartreuse, and orange makes eight points, like tones of an 

octave but separated by equal intervals, which can be harmonic ratios: 2/1, 3/2, 4/3, and 5/4. 

white and black 

Color wheel has no black or white, because they mostly depend on brightness. Adding black, 

gray, and white makes color cylinder, on which unsaturated colors are pastels or dark colors. 



 

Figure 1 

 

Additive Colors in a Circle with Complementary Colors Opposite, 

Red, Green, and Blue (and Yellow, Cyan, and Magenta) 120 degrees apart, 

and Red, Green, and Blue 60 Degrees from Yellow, Cyan, and Magenta 

 

 
Complementary color lights make white. 



 

Figure 2 

 

Example: Subtractive Colors in a Circle with Complementary Colors Opposite 

 

 
Complementary color pigments make black. 



 

Figure 3 

 

Example: Four Main Colors in a Square 

 

 
 

Example: Colors in a Pentagram with Complementary Colors Opposite 

 

 



 

Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Color Vision>Mixing Colors 

color mixture 

 

All colors from surface point can mix. 

intermediate color 

Two colors mix to make the intermediate color. For example, red and orange make red-orange 

vermilion. See Figure 1. 

colors mix uniquely 

Colors blend with other colors differently. 

additive color mixture 

Colors from light sources add (additive color mixture). No additive spectral-color mixture can 

make blue or red. Magenta and orange cannot make red, because magenta has blue, orange has 

yellow and green, and red has no blue or green. Indigo and cyan cannot make blue, because 

indigo has red and cyan has green, and blue has no green or red. 

subtractive color mixture 

Colors from pigmented surfaces have colors from source illumination minus colors absorbed 

by pigments (subtractive color mixture). Colors from pigment reflections cannot add to make red 

or to make blue. Blue and yellow pigments reflect green, because both reflect some green, and 

sum of greens is more than reflected blue or yellow. Red and yellow pigments reflect orange, 

because each reflects some orange, and sum of oranges is more than reflected red or yellow. 

For subtractive colors, mixing cannot make red, blue, or yellow. Magenta and orange cannot 

make red, because magenta has blue, orange has yellow and green, and red has no blue or green. 

Indigo and cyan cannot make blue, because indigo has red and cyan has green, and blue has no 

red or green. Chartreuse and orange cannot make yellow, because chartreuse has green and some 

indigo, orange has red and some indigo, and yellow has no indigo. 

pastel colors 

Colors mix with white to make pastel colors. 

similarity 

Similar colors mix to make the intermediate color. 

primary additive colors 

Red, green, and blue are the primary additive colors. 

primary subtractive colors 

Red, yellow, and blue, or magenta, yellow, and cyan, are the primary subtractive colors. 

secondary additive colors 

Primary additive-color mixtures make secondary additive colors: yellow from red and green, 

magenta from red and blue, and cyan from green and blue. 

secondary subtractive colors 

Primary subtractive-color mixtures make secondary subtractive colors: orange from red and 

yellow, magenta from red and blue, and green from yellow and blue. 

tertiary additive colors 

Mixing primary and secondary additive colors makes tertiary additive colors: orange from red 

and yellow, violet from blue and magenta, and chartreuse from yellow and green. 

tertiary subtractive colors 

Mixing primary and secondary subtractive colors makes tertiary subtractive colors: cyan from 

blue and green, violet from blue and magenta, and chartreuse from yellow and green. 



 

Figure 1 

 

Example: How the Four Major Colors Make the Range of Colors 

 

 
 

Example: How the Three Additive Colors Make the Range of Colors 

 

 
 

Example: How the Three Subtractive Colors Make the Range of Colors 

 

 



 

Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Illusions 

illusion 

 

Illusions are perceptions that differ from actual metric measurements. Brain uses rules to 

interpret sense signals, but rules can have contradictions or ambiguities. Vision sees bent lines, 

shifted lines, different lengths, or different areas, rather than line or area physical properties. 

Visual illusions are typically depth-perception errors. 

perception 

Illusion, hallucination, and perception sense qualities do not differ. Mind typically does not 

notice illusions. 

neural channels 

Illusory edges and surfaces appear, because neural channels differ for movement and position. 

See Figure 1 and Figure 2. 

contrast illusions 

Contrast can cause illusions. Adelson illusion has grid of lighter and darker squares, making 

same-gray squares look different. Craik-O'Brien-Cornsweet illusion has lighter rectangle beside 

darker rectangle, making contrast enhancement at boundary. Mach bands have boundaries with 

enhanced contrast. Simultaneous brightness contrast illusions have same-gray squares in white or 

black backgrounds, looking like different grays. White illusion has black vertical bars with same-

gray rectangle behind bars and adjacently and translucently in front of bars, looking like different 

grays. 

color illusions 

Color can cause color-contrast illusions and color and brightness illusions. Assimilation 

illusions have background effects that group same color points differently. Fading dot illusion 

has a green disk with blue dot in center, which fades with continued looking. Munker illusion has 

blue vertical bars with same-color rectangle behind bars or adjacently and translucently in front 

of bars, looking like different colors. Neon disk has an asterisk with half-white and half-red bars, 

which spins. Stroop effect has the word green in red, the word red in green. 

geometric illusions 

Geometry causes Ebbinghaus illusion, Müller-Lyer illusion, Ponzo illusion, and Zöllner 

illusion. Café-wall illusion has a vertically irregularly spaced black squares and white squares 

grid, making horizontal lines appear tilted. Distorted squares illusion has squares in concentric 

circles, making tilted lines. Ehrenstein illusion has radial lines with circle below center and 

square above center, making circle and square lines change alignment. Frazier spiral has 

concentric circles that look like a spiral in a spiraling background. Men with sunglasses illusion 

(Akiyoshi Kitaoka) has alternating color-square grid with two alternating vertical or horizontal 

dots at corners, making vertical and horizontal lines tilted. Midorigame or green turtle (Akiyoshi 

Kitaoka) has a grid with slightly tilted squares in one direction and a center grid with squares 

slightly tilted in other direction, making vertical and horizontal lines tilted. Poggendorf illusion 

has two vertical lines with diagonal line that goes behind space between lines, and two vertical 

lines with diagonal line that goes behind space between lines and dotted line on one side, making 

behind look not aligned. 

size and depth illusions 

Size and depth illusions are Ames room (Adelbert Ames), corridor illusion, impossible 

staircase (Maurits C. Escher), impossible triangle (Maurits C. Escher), impossible waterfall 



 

(Maurits C. Escher), Necker cube, size distortion illusion, and trapezoidal window (Adelbert 

Ames). 

figure illusions 

Imagined lines can cause illusions. Illusory circle has a small space between horizontal and 

vertical lines that do not meet, making a small circle. Illusory triangle has solid figures with 

cutouts that make angles in needed directions, which appear as corners of triangles with 

complete sides. Illusory square has solid figures with cutouts that make angles in needed 

directions, which appear as corners of squares with complete sides. 

ambiguous figures 

Ambiguous figures are eskimo-little girl seen from back, father-son, rabbit-duck, skull-two 

dancers, young woman and hag, and vase-goblet. 

unstable figures 

Figures can have features that randomly appear and disappear. Hermann's grid has horizontal 

and vertical lines with gaps at intersections, where dark disks appear and disappear. Rotating 

spiral snakes (Akiyoshi Kitaoka) have spirals, which make faint opposite spirals appear to rotate. 

Thatcher illusion has smile and eye corners up or down (Peter Thompson). 

alternating illusions 

Illusions with two forms show perceptual dominance or are bistable illusions. Vase-and-face 

illusion switches between alternatives. 

Hering illusion 

Radial rays, with two horizontal lines, make illusions. See Figure 4. 

music 

Music can cause illusions. 

Necker cube 

Wire cube at angle makes illusions. See Figure 3. 

Ponzo illusion 

If railroad tracks and ties lead into distance, and two horizontal bars, even with different 

colors, are at different distances, farther bar appears longer (Mario Ponzo) [1913]. See Figure 7. 

See Figure 8 for modified Ponzo illusions. See Figure 9 for split Ponzo illusions. Perhaps, line 

tilt, rather than depth perception, causes Ponzo illusion. 

Rubin vase 

Central vase has profiles that are symmetrical faces (Edgar Rubin). See Figure 5. 

Zollner illusion 

Vertical lines have equally spaced parallel line segments at 45-degree angles. See Figure 6. 
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illusory contour 

 



 

Figure 2 

illusory contour 

 



 

Figure 3 

Necker cube 

 



 

Figure 4 

Hering illusion 

 



 

Figure 5 

Rubin vase 

 



 

Figure 6 

Zollner illusion 

 



 

Figure 7 

Ponzo illusion 

 



 

Figure 8 

Modified Ponzo illusions 

 



 

Figure 9 

Split Ponzo illusions 

 
A: Bottom lines appear to go up outside of upper lines, though the lines are the same. 

 

B: Bottom lines appear to go up inside of upper lines, though the lines are the same. 

 

C: Lines appear to be the same. 



 

Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Biology>Brain 

color processing 

 

Vision processing represents color brightness, hue, and saturation. 

photoreceptors 

Rods have photopigment with maximum sensitivity at bluish-green 498 nm, to measure light 

intensity. Cone types have maximum sensitivity at one wavelength and lower sensitivities at 

other wavelengths. 

Non-primate mammals have cones with photopigments with maximum sensitivity at indigo 

424 nm to 437 nm (short-wavelength receptor) and yellow-green 555 nm to 564 nm (long-

wavelength receptor). Non-primate mammals can distinguish colors over the same light-

frequency range as primates. Because they have only one color dimension, they may or may not 

see subjective colors. 

Primates have cones with photopigments with maximum sensitivity at indigo 437 nm (short-

wavelength receptor), green 534 nm (middle-wavelength receptor), and yellow-green 564 nm 

(long-wavelength receptor). Because they have two color dimensions, they may see subjective 

colors. 

neurons 

ON-center and OFF-center neurons calculate cone-input sum, which represents intensity, or 

ratio, which represents light frequency. The first opponent-process ratio was for yellowness and 

blueness. The second opponent-process ratio was for redness and greenness. 

Later processing categorizes colors. Perhaps, whiteness can change to light yellowness, and 

blackness can change into dark blueness. Perhaps, yellowness split into darker orangeness and 

lighter greenness, which mixes blueness and yellowness. Perhaps, orangeness becomes redness. 

labeled lines and topographic maps 

Visual-tract axons carry color-blob opponent-process information from retina to lateral-

geniculate-nucleus and primary-visual-cortex topographic maps. Senses have labeled lines 

because their neurons follow sense-specific pathways and have physiological specializations. 

color lightness 

The lightness color parameter relates directly to the difference between brightness and short-

wavelength-receptor output: M + L - S. In order of increasing color lightness, black causes no 

response. Blue has small M-receptor and L-receptor outputs and large S-receptor output. Red has 

middle M-receptor and L-receptor outputs and small S-receptor output. Green has large M-

receptor and L-receptor outputs and medium S-receptor output. Yellow has large M-receptor and 

L-receptor outputs and medium-small S-receptor output. White has very large M-receptor and L-

receptor outputs and medium S-receptor output. Therefore, subjective color lightness relates 

directly to the blue-yellow opponent process. 

color temperature 

The temperature (warmth and coolness) color parameter relates directly to difference of long-

wavelength-receptor and middle-wavelength-receptor outputs: L - M. In order of increasing color 

temperature, blue has small L-receptor and medium-small M-receptor outputs. Green has 

medium L-receptor and large M-receptor outputs. Black causes no response. White has very 

large L-receptor and M-receptor outputs. Yellow has large L-receptor and large M-receptor 

outputs. Red has large L-receptor and medium M-receptor outputs. Therefore, subjective color 

temperature relates directly to the red-green opponent process. 



 

brightness, lightness, temperature 

If black has brightness 0, and if blue, red, and green have maximum brightness 1, then 

brightness ranges from 0 to 3. Magenta adds blue and red to make 2. Cyan adds blue and green 

to make 2. Yellow adds red and green to make 2. White adds blue, red, and green to make 3. 

If blue, red, and green have lightness 1, 2, and 3, respectively, lightness ranges from 0 to 6. 

Magenta adds blue and red to make 3. Violet adds blue and half red to make 3. Orange adds red 

and half green to make 3.5. Cyan adds blue and green to make 4. Chartreuse adds half red and 

green to make 4. Yellow adds red and green to make 5. White adds blue, red, and green to make 

6. Blue and yellow, red and cyan, and green and magenta add blue, green, and red to make white 

6. 

If blue, green, and red have temperature -2, 0, and 2, respectively, temperature ranges from -2 

to +2. Cyan averages blue and green to make -1. Magenta averages blue and red to make 0. 

White averages blue, red, and green to make 0. Blue and yellow, red and cyan, and green and 

magenta average blue, green, and red to make white 0. Chartreuse averages half red and green to 

make 0.5. Yellow averages red and green to make 1. Violet averages blue and half red to make 1. 

Orange averages red and half green to make 1.5. 

If brightness is first coordinate, lightness is second coordinate, and temperature is third 

coordinate, blue is (1,1,-2), red is (1,2,2), and green is (1,3,0). Magenta is (2,3,0). Cyan is (2,4,-

1). Yellow is (2,5,1). White is (3,6,0). Black is (0,0,0). Darkest gray is (0.5,1.0,0.0). Dark gray is 

(1,2,0). Gray is (1.5,3.0,0.0). Light gray is (2,4,0). Lightest gray is (2.5,5.0,0.0). 

brightness and blackness 

The brightness color property depends on the brightness color parameter, which sums long-

wavelength-receptor and middle-wavelength-receptor outputs: L + M. Black has low brightness. 

Blue wavelength is far from L and M maximum-sensitivity wavelengths, so blue is dim. Red 

wavelength is closer to L and M maximum-sensitivity wavelengths, so red has average 

brightness. Green wavelength is close to L and M maximum-sensitivity wavelengths, so green is 

bright. White adds green, red, and blue and is brightest. 

saturation and whiteness 

Colors can have whiteness. White adds to primary colors linearly and equally. Any color 

mixture has red, green, and blue. In any color mixture, red, green, or blue has the lowest 

brightness, and the other two colors have at least that brightness. Therefore, whiteness is three 

times the lowest-brightness-primary-color brightness. Subtracting lowest-brightness-primary-

color brightness from the other two primary-color brightnesses, and then adding the two results 

defines hue brightness. Saturation is hue brightness divided by total brightness. Unsaturation is 

whiteness divided by total brightness. Hue brightness and whiteness add to 100%. Vision 

processing compares adjacent and overall brightnesses to adjust brightness and so saturation. 

hue 

Three photoreceptor types and two opponent processes determine color categories. Two color-

blob-neuron opponent processes detect red-green and blue-yellow ranges. 

Retina unit areas have one Long-wavelength, one Middle-wavelength, and one Short-

wavelength cone. See Figure 1. Any-wavelength light excites all cones. Retina opponent 

processes calculate L - M and L + M - S. See Figure 2. Comparing opponent processes, using 

thresholds to separate continuous frequency-intensity spectra into discrete categories, selects 

three color-categories. If both opponent-process ranges can be from -1 to +1, blue is (-1,-1), 

green is (0,0), and red is (+1,+1), where the first value is the L - M range, and the second value is 

the L + M - S range. 



 

Comparing opponent processes selects four color-categories. Blue is (-1,0), green is (0,+1), 

yellow is (+1,+1), and red is (+1,0). See Figure 2. 

Adding the black-gray-white sense process selects the red, yellow, green, blue, black, gray, 

and white color categories. See Figure 3. 

Vision processing subtracts the smallest primary-color brightness from the other two primary-

color brightnesses, and then adds the two results to find hue brightness. Vision processing 

compares adjacent and overall hue brightnesses to adjust local hue. 

opponency pairs 

Brightness opponency pairs with darkness opponency. Yellow-blue opponency pairs with 

blue-yellow opponency. Red-green opponency pairs with green-red opponency. Brain compares 

opponency pairs for verification and discrimination. 

color constancy 

Visual-area-V4 neurons account for background illumination, which reflects differentially 

from local areas, to make color constancy. Spreading excitation, lateral inhibition, and object and 

object-relation knowledge help make color constancy. 

location 

A separate visual system finds color spatial locations. The location system finds visual angle 

(space direction) and distance. 

color and location integration 

Location system and color system information integrate to specify contrast, color, orientation, 

shape, location, distance, and time. 



 

Figure 1 

 

 
Color wavelengths range from 380 nm to 720 nm: Magenta, Violet, Indigo, Blue, Cyan, 

Green, Chartreuse, Yellow, Orange, and Red. Wavelengths under color letters indicate center of 

color range. 

Blues predominate from 380 nm to 500 nm. 

Blue-greens are from 460 nm to 545 nm. 

Greens predominate from 500 nm to 590 nm. 

Green-reds are from 545 nm to 630 nm. 

Reds predominate from 590 nm to 720 nm. 

Red-blues are from 630 nm to 460 nm. 

 

S, M, and L are the short-wavelength, middle-wavelength, and long-wavelength 

photoreceptors. Photoreceptor spectral curves approximate a normal distribution, with maximum 

sensitivity at 424 nm, 530 nm, and 560 nm, respectively. 

Short-wavelength range is 380 nm to 540 nm. 

Middle-wavelength range is 430 nm to 660 nm. 

Long-wavelength range is 430 nm to 720 nm. 



 

Figure 2 

 

Example: Color vs. Cone Activity 

 

 
Example: Color vs. Color-Opponent Activity 

 
Cone pairs are symmetric around their mean, and so color pairs are just opposites, with no 

phenomenal color. 

 

A cone triple makes colors asymmetric and so able to have different perceptual colors. 



 

Figure 3 

 

Example: Color vs. Cone Activity 

 

 
 

Example: Color vs. Color-Opponent Activity 

 

 
Numbers in parentheses show complementary colors. 

L-M has maximum at red and minimum at cyan. 

L+M has maximum at chartreuse and minimum at violet. 

M-L and L+M have maximum at green and minimum at magenta. 

L+M-S has maximum at yellow and minimum at blue. 

 

Opponencies make color categories: blue, green, yellow, and red. 

Other colors mix these colors. 

 

S-L-M and L-M and (L-M and L+M) have no maxima or minima. 

 

Combining opponencies makes white, because red, green, and blue mix equally. Combining 

opponencies makes black, because cyan, magenta, and yellow mix equally. Grays mix black and 

white. 



 

Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Mathematics>Color 

harmonic ratios and color 

 

Tone and color frequencies and wavelengths have harmonic ratios. 

harmonics 

Harmonic ratios have small integers in numerator and denominator. In increasing order of 

denominator, harmonic ratios are 1:1, 2:1, 3:2, 4:3, 5:3, 5:4, and so on. 

color wavelengths 

The purest red color is at light wavelength 683 nm, with orange at 608 nm, yellow at 583 nm, 

green at 543 nm, cyan at 500 nm, blue at 463 nm, and violet at 408 nm. Magenta can be at 380 

nm or 760 nm. 

color wavelength ratios 

Color wavelength ratio for red/yellow, 683/583 = 1.17, and green/blue, 543/463 = 1.17, is 7/6 

= 1.17 or 6/5 = 1.20. Color wavelength ratio for red/green, 683/543 = 1.26, and yellow/blue, 

583/463 = 1.26, is 5/4 = 1.25. Color wavelength ratio for red/blue, 683/463 = 1.48, is 3/2 = 1.5. 

Color wavelength ratio for yellow/green, 583/543 = 1.07, is 13/12 = 1.085. Color wavelength 

ratio for red/violet, 683/408 = 1.67, and magenta/indigo, 725/435 = 1.67, is 5/3 = 1.67. See 

Figure 1. 

color frequency ratios 

Color frequency ratio for yellow/red, 518/436 = 1.19, and blue/green, 652/556 = 1.17, is 7/6 or 

6/5. Color frequency ratio for green/red, 556/436 = 1.28, and blue/yellow, 652/518 = 1.26, is 5/4. 

Color frequency ratio for blue/red, 652/436 = 1.50, is 3/2. Color frequency ratio for 

green/yellow, 556/518 = 1.07, is 13/12. Color frequency ratio for violet/red, 740/436 = 1.70, and 

indigo/magenta, 694/420 = 1.66, is 5/3. 

additive complementary colors 

Additive complementary color pairs have same wavelength ratio, 4/3 = 1.33. Red/cyan is 

683/500 = 1.37 to 650/500 = 1.30. Yellow/blue is 583/463 = 1.26 to 583/435 = 1.34. 

Chartreuse/indigo is 560/435 = 1.29 to 560/408 = 1.37. Magenta/green is 722/543 = 1.33. 

Additive complementary-color triples have three color-pairs, whose average wavelength ratio 

is also 4/3. For three additive complementary colors, ratios are red/blue, 683/463 = 1.48, 

red/green, 683/543 = 1.26, and green/blue, 543/463 = 1.17. Arithmetic average is (1.5 + 1.25 + 

1.2)/3 = 1.32. Geometric average is (1.5 * 1.25 * 1.2)^0.333 = 1.32. For three subtractive 

complementary colors, ratios are magenta/cyan, 722/500 = 1.45, magenta/yellow, 722/583 = 

1.24, and yellow/cyan, 583/500 = 1.17. Average wavelength ratio is 4/3. 

Three complementary colors have same relative values: red = 1.5, green = 1.2, and blue = 1, or 

magenta = 1.5, yellow = 1.2, and cyan = 1. 

subtractive complementary colors 

Because mixing darkens and blues colors, subtractive complementary color pairs have 

increasing wavelength ratios. Red/green is 683/543 = 1.26. Orange/blue is 608/463 = 1.31. 

Yellow/indigo is 583/435 = 1.34. Chartreuse/violet is 560/408 = 1.37. 

color wavelength ratios starting at red 

Starting with red at 1/1 = 683/683, orange is 8/7 = ~683/608, yellow is 7/6 = ~683/583, green 

is 5/4 = ~683/543, cyan is 4/3 = ~683/500, blue is 3/2 = ~683/463, violet is 5/3 = ~683/408, and 

magenta is 7/4 = ~683/380. 



 

color wavelength ratios starting at green 

Magenta is 2/3 = ~380/543. Violet is 3/4 = ~408/543. Blue is 5/6 = ~463/543. Cyan is 8/9 = 

~500/543. Green is 1/1 = 543/543. Yellow is 17/16 = ~583/543. Orange is 9/8 = ~608/543. Red 

is 5/4 = ~683/543. Magenta is 4/3 = 720/543. 

color wavelength ratios starting at red 

Starting with red at 1/1 = 683/683, orange is 8/7 = ~683/608, yellow is 7/6 = ~683/583, green 

is 5/4 = ~683/543, cyan is 4/3 = ~683/500, blue is 3/2 = ~683/463, violet is 5/3 = ~683/408, and 

magenta is 7/4 = ~683/380. 

color wavelength ratios starting and ending at magenta 

On color circles, complementary colors are opposites. Complementary-color pairs have same 

wavelength ratio, so cyan/red = blue/yellow = magenta/green. Colors separated by same angle 

have same wavelength ratio, so yellow/red = green/yellow = cyan/green = blue/cyan = 

magenta/blue = red/magenta. Example color circle has red = 32, yellow = 16, green = 8, cyan = 

4, blue = 2, and magenta = 1 and 64. Put into octave as exponentials, red = 2^0.83, yellow = 

2^0.67, green = 2^0.5, cyan = 2^0.33, blue = 2^0.17, and magenta = 2^0 and 2^1. Put into 

octave, magenta = 2/1, red = 9/5, yellow = 8/5, green = 7/5, cyan = 5/4, blue = 9/8, and magenta 

= 1/1. Complementary colors have ratio 1.412 = ~7/5. Neighboring colors have ratio 1.125 = 9/8. 

Example wavelengths with these ratios are magenta = 750 nm, red = 668 nm, yellow = 595 nm, 

green = 531 nm, cyan = 473 nm, blue = 421 nm, and magenta = 375 nm, close to actual color 

wavelengths. 

color harmonic ratios 

Color frequency categories are at harmonic ratios: 48 Hz for red, 60 Hz for green, and 72 Hz 

for blue. 60/48 = 1.25 = 5/4. 72/48 = 1.5 = 3/2. 72/60 = 1.2 = 6/5. See Figure 2. Color-pair 

wavelength ratios have harmonic relations. Red/magenta = 7/4. Red/violet and magenta/indigo = 

5/3. Red/blue = 3/2. Complementary colors red/cyan, yellow/blue, chartreuse/indigo, and 

magenta/green = 4/3. Red/green and yellow/blue = 5/4. Red/yellow and green/blue = 6/5 or 7/6. 

Red/orange = 8/7. Green/cyan = 9/8. Yellow/green = 13/12. See Figure 3. 

Red, green, and blue add to make white. Magenta, cyan, and yellow add to make black. For 

red, green, and blue, and for magenta, cyan, and yellow, average of the three color-pair 

wavelength ratios is 4/3. 

Looking at only primary colors red, green, and blue, color-pair wavelength ratios are red/blue 

3/2, red/green 6/5, and green/blue 5/4. Red:green:blue relations have 6:5:4 ratios. 

Looking at wavelength differences rather than wavelength ratios, magenta, red, orange, 

yellow, green, cyan, blue, and violet have approximately equal wavelength differences between 

adjacent colors. See Figure 2. Setting wavelength difference equal to one, color wavelengths 

form series 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1. See Figure 3. 

Assuming colors are like tones, colors can fit into one octave. Primary colors red, green, and 

blue, and complementary colors cyan, magenta, and yellow, respectively, are equally spaced in 

octave from 2^0 to 2^1. Magenta, red, yellow, green, cyan, blue, and magenta form series 6, 5, 4, 

3, 2, 1, and 0. Magenta = 2^1, red = 2^0.83, yellow = 2^0.67, green = 2^0.5, cyan = 2^0.33, blue 

= 2^0.17, and magenta = 2^0. Adjacent colors have ratio 2^0.17 = 1.125 = 9/8. All 

complementary colors have the same ratio, 2^0.5. All complementary-color triples, such as 

red/green/blue, average 2^0.5. White, gray, and black have average color-pair wavelength ratio 

2^0.5. In this arrangement, color-pair ratios are red/magenta ~ 9/5, yellow/magenta ~ 8/5, 

green/magenta ~ 7/5, cyan/magenta ~ 5/4, and blue/magenta ~ 9/8. See Figure 3. In this 

arrangement, whites, grays, and blacks are farthest from being octaves and so have dissonance. 



 

Other colors have smaller integer ratios and so more consonance. Color categories are at 

harmonic ratios. 

multiple harmonics 

One pair has two or three categories, like tone intervals or red/green or red/green/blue. Two 

pairs make six or seven categories, like octave whole tones or main spectrum colors. Three pairs 

make 12 categories, like octave half tones or major spectrum colors. Four pairs make 24 

categories, like octave quarter tones or major and minor spectrum colors. 

summary 

Using physical-color wavelengths, wavelength ratios are red/magenta = 7/4, red/violet = 

magenta/indigo = 5/3, red/blue = 3/2, red/cyan = yellow/blue= chartreuse/indigo = 

magenta/green = 4/3, red/green = yellow/blue = 5/4, red/yellow = green/blue = 6/5 or 7/6, 

red/orange = 8/7, green/cyan = 9/8, and yellow/green = 13/12. 

Additive complementary-color pairs, such as red/cyan, yellow/blue, chartreuse/indigo, and 

magenta/green, have same 4/3 wavelength-ratio. 

For red, green, and blue additive complementary colors, average of the three wavelength 

ratios, red/blue, red/green, and green/blue, is 4/3. For magenta, cyan, and yellow subtractive 

complementary colors, average of the three wavelength ratios, magenta/cyan, magenta/yellow, 

and yellow/cyan, is 4/3. 

These intervals are harmonic musical tones in an octave: C, E, and G in the key of C. Blue and 

red make a major fifth interval. Blue and green make a minor third interval. Green and red make 

a major third interval. 



 

Figure 1 

 

 
 

Colors and Frequency Ratios 

 

 



 

Figure 2 

 

Colors distribute approximately equally by wavelength across the visible spectrum. 

 

 
 

Colors distribute approximately equally around green, by wavelength. 

 

 
Equal-wavelength separations make a series of small-integer (harmonic) ratios. 

 

 



 

Figure 3 

 

Fit into an octave, color wavelengths have small-integer (harmonic) ratios. 

 

 



 

Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Psychology>Sense>Vision 

color properties 

 

Color has brightness, hue, and saturation. Color properties come from black-white, red-green, 

and blue-yellow opponent processes. 

hue 

Hue depends on electromagnetic-wave frequency. Fundamental color categories are white, 

gray, black, blue, green, yellow, orange, brown, red, pink, and purple. White, gray, and black 

mix red, green, and blue. Brown is dark orange. Pink mixes red and white. Purple mixes red and 

blue. See Figure 1. 

Alternatively, colors have six categories: white, black, red, yellow, green, and blue. Blue and 

red have no green or yellow. All other colors mix main colors. Purple mixes red and blue. Cyan 

mixes green and blue. Chartreuse mixes yellow and green. Orange mixes red and yellow. Pink 

mixes red and white. Brown mixes orange and black. 

brightness and blackness 

Color brightness depends on electromagnetic-wave intensity. Darkness is the opposite of 

brightness and is the same as added blackness. Colors can add black, and white can add black. 

Black adds to colors linearly and equally. See Figure 2. At all brightness levels, white looks 

lightest, yellow looks next lightest, green looks next lightest, red looks next lightest, blue looks 

darker, and black looks darkest. 

White surroundings blacken color. Complementary-color surroundings enhance color. Black 

surroundings whiten color. 

saturation and whiteness 

Color saturation depends on electromagnetic-wave frequency distribution. Colors can add 

white, and black can add white. White adds to colors linearly and equally. Complete saturation 

means no added white. Lower saturation means more white. No saturation means all white. Less 

saturation makes colors look lighter. See Figure 3. Black looks most saturated. At all saturation 

levels, blue looks next most saturated, red looks somewhat saturated, and green looks less 

saturated. White looks least saturated. 

transparency and opacity 

Color transparency depends on source or reflector electromagnetic-wave density. Opaqueness 

means maximum color density, with no background coming through. Transparency means zero 

color density, with all background coming through. See Figure 4. With a white background, 

opacity is the same as saturation, and transparency is the same as no saturation, so colors are the 

same as in Figure 3. With a black background, opacity is the same as lightness, and transparency 

is the same as darkness, so colors are the same in Figures 2 and 4. Blue looks most opaque, and 

green looks least opaque. 

color strength 

For all color brightnesses, when both colors have equal brightness, black suppresses one color 

more (color strength). Red is stronger than blue, because frequency is lower and wavelength is 

higher. Blue is stronger than green, because frequency is lower and wavelength is higher. Green 

is stronger than red, because frequency is lower and wavelength is higher. See Figure 6. Less 

blue needs to balance green and red, so blue is darker than red and green. Less red needs to 

balance green, so red is darker than green. 

For all color brightnesses, when stronger color is 32 bits lower, weaker color can appear. See 

Figure 6. 



 

Relative color strengths are the same no matter the computer-display color profile, contrast 

level, or brightness level. 

mixtures 

Blue is most dark, opaque, saturated, and cool. Red is less dark, opaque, and saturated and 

most warm. Green is least dark, opaque, and saturated and neither cool nor warm. See Figure 5, 

which displays the primary colors, their 1:1 mixtures plus CYMK mixtures, and their 2:1 

mixtures. 

Magenta mixes blue and red. In its group, it is most dark, opaque, saturated, and neither cool 

nor warm. Cyan mixes blue and green and so is less dark, opaque, and saturated and most cool. 

Yellow mixes red and green and so is least dark, opaque, and saturated and most warm. Because 

they add colors, magenta, cyan, and yellow do not directly compare to blue, green, and red. 

Violet mixes blue and some red. In its group, it is most dark, opaque, and saturated and 

slightly cool. Purple mixes red and some blue and so is less dark, opaque, and saturated and is 

slightly warm. Turquoise mixes blue and some green and so is less dark, opaque, and saturated 

and is slightly cool. Orange mixes red and some green and so is less dark, opaque, and saturated 

and is warm. Spring green mixes green and some blue and so is less dark, opaque, and saturated 

and is neither warm nor cool. Chartreuse mixes green and some red and so is least dark, opaque, 

and saturated and is neither warm nor cool. Because they add colors differently, these six colors 

do not directly compare to magenta, cyan, and yellow or to blue, green, and red. 

Mixing blue and yellow, green and magenta, or red and cyan makes white, gray, or black, 

because blue, green, and red then have ratios 1:1:1. White is lightest, because it adds blue, green, 

and red. Gray is in middle, because it mixes blue, green, and red. Black is darkest, because it 

subtracts blue, green, and red. 



 

Figure 1 

 

 
Color wavelengths range from 380 nm to 720 nm: Magenta, Violet, Indigo, Blue, Cyan, 

Green, Chartreuse, Yellow, Orange, and Red. Wavelengths under color letters indicate center of 

color range. 

Blues predominate from 380 nm to 500 nm. 

Blue-greens are from 460 nm to 545 nm. 

Greens predominate from 500 nm to 590 nm. 

Green-reds are from 545 nm to 630 nm. 

Reds predominate from 590 nm to 720 nm. 

Red-blues are from 630 nm to 460 nm. 

 

S, M, and L are the short-wavelength, middle-wavelength, and long-wavelength 

photoreceptors. Photoreceptor spectral curves approximate a normal distribution, with maximum 

sensitivity at 424 nm, 530 nm, and 560 nm, respectively. 

Short-wavelength range is 380 nm to 540 nm. 

Middle-wavelength range is 430 nm to 660 nm. 

Long-wavelength range is 430 nm to 720 nm. 
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Figure 5 

 

 



 

Figure 6 

 

When both colors have equal amounts, as color decreases amount, 

 
When stronger color is 32 bits lower, as color decreases amount, 

weaker color can appear: 

 



 

When stronger color is 16 bits lower, as color decreases amount, 

colors balance: 

 



 

Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation>Psychology>Sense>Vision 

color facts 

 

Colors are insubstantial, cannot change state, have no structure, do not belong to objects or 

events, and are results not processes. 

number of colors 

Colors range continuously from red to scarlet, vermilion, orange, yellow, chartreuse, green, 

spring green, cyan, turquoise, blue, indigo, violet, magenta, crimson, and back to red. People can 

distinguish 150 to 200 main colors and seven million different colors. 

discrimination 

Humans can discriminate colors better from cyan to orange than from cyan through blues, 

purples, and reds. 

people see same spectrum 

Different humans see similar color spectra, with same colors and color sequence. Adults, 

infants, and animals see similar color spectra. Colorblind people have consistent but incomplete 

spectra. 

purity 

For each person, under specific viewing conditions, blue, green, and yellow can appear pure, 

with no other colors, but red does not appear pure. 

location 

Colors appear on surfaces. 

adjacency 

Adjacent colors affect each other and enhance contrast. 

metamerism 

Identical objects can have different colors. Different spectra can have the same color. 

hue 

Colors have hue. Colors respond differently as hue changes. Reds and blues change more 

slowly than greens and yellows. 

brightness 

Colors have brightness (lightness) or absence of black. 

opaqueness 

Colors have opaqueness. Transparency means no color. 

saturation 

Colors have saturation or absence of white. Different hues have different saturability and 

number of saturation levels. 

emotion 

Psychologically, red is alerting color. Green is neutral color. Blue is calming color. 

depth 

Blue objects appear to go farther away and expand, and red objects appear to come closer and 

contract, because reds appear lighter and blues darker. 

Color can have shallow or deep depth. Yellow is shallow. Green is medium deep. Blue and red 

are deep. 

lightness 

Dark colors are sad because darker, and light colors are glad because lighter. Yellow is the 

lightest color, comparable to white. Colors darken from yellow toward red. Red is lighter than 

blue but darker than green. Colors darken from yellow toward green and blue. Green is lighter 



 

than blue, which is comparable to black. Therefore, subjective lightness increases from blue to 

red to green to yellow. See Figure 1. Lightness relates directly to transparency, unsaturability, 

and sparseness. Blue is dark, opaque, saturable, and dense. Red is lighter, less opaque, less 

saturable, and less dense. Green is light, more transparent, unsaturable, and sparse. Yellow is 

lightest, most transparent, most unsaturable, and sparsest. 

Blue is similar to dark gray. Red is similar to medium gray. Green is similar to gray. Yellow is 

similar to very light gray. Magenta is similar to gray. Cyan is similar to light gray. See Figure 1. 

temperature 

Colors can be relatively warm or cool. Blue is coolest, then green, then yellow, and then red. 

White, gray, and black, as color mixtures, have no net temperature. Temperature relates directly 

to sharpness, emotion level, expansion, size, and motion toward observer. Blue is cool, is sharp 

and crisp, causes calmness, seems to recede, and appears contracting and smaller than red. Green 

has neutral temperature, is less sharp and less crisp, has neutral emotion, neither recedes nor 

approaches, and is neither smaller nor larger. Red is warm, is not sharp and not crisp, causes 

excitement, seems to approach, and appears expanding and larger than blue. See Figure 2. Red 

and blue are approximately equally far away from green, so green is average. Magenta has 

neutral temperature, because it averages red and blue. Cyan is somewhat cool, because it 

averages green and blue. Yellow is somewhat warm, because it averages green and red. Black, 

grays, and white have neutral temperature, because mixing red, green, and blue makes average 

temperature. 

Warmness-coolness, excitement-calmness, approach-recession, expansion-contraction, and 

largeness-smallness relate to attention level, so temperature property relates to salience. 

change 

Colors change with illumination intensity, illumination spectrum, background surface, 

adjacent surface, distance, and viewing angle. 

constancy 

Vision tries to keep surface colors constant, by color constancy processes, as illumination 

brightness and spectra change. 

white 

White is relatively higher in brightness than adjacent surfaces. High colored-light intensity 

makes white. 

black 

Black is relatively lower in brightness than adjacent surfaces. Black is not absence of visual 

sense qualities but is a color. Low colored-light intensity makes black. 

gray 

Gray is relatively the same brightness as adjacent surfaces. Increasing gray intensity makes 

white. Decreasing gray intensity makes black. Increasing black intensity or decreasing white 

intensity makes gray. 

red 

Red light is absence of blue and green. Red pigment is absence of green, its subtractive 

complementary color. Red is alerting color. Red is warm color, not cool color. Red has average 

lightness. Red mixes with white to make pink. Spectral red blends with spectral cyan to make 

white. Pigment red blends with pigment green to make black. Spectral red blends with spectral 

yellow to make orange. Pigment red blends with pigment yellow to make brown. Spectral red 

blends with spectral blue or violet to make purples. Pigment red blends with pigment blue or 

violet to make purples. People do not see red as well at farther distances. People do not see red as 



 

well at visual periphery. Red has widest color range. Red can fade in intensity to brown then 

black. 

blue 

Blue light is absence of red and green. Blue pigment is absence of red and green. Blue is 

calming color. Blue is cool color, not warm color. Blue is dark color. Blue mixes with white to 

make pastel blue. Spectral blue blends with spectral yellow to make white. Pigment blue blends 

with pigment yellow to make black. Spectral blue blends with spectral green to make cyan. 

Pigment blue blends with pigment green to make dark blue-green. Spectral blue blends with 

spectral red to make purples. Pigment blue blends with pigment red to make purples. People see 

blue well at farther distances. People see blue well at visual periphery. Blue has narrow color 

range. 

green 

Green light is absence of red and blue. Green pigment is absence of red. Green is neutral color 

in alertness. Green is cool color. Green is light color. Green mixes with white to make pastel 

green. Spectral green blends with spectral magenta to make white. Pigment green blends with 

pigment magenta to make black. Spectral green blends with spectral orange to make yellow. 

Pigment green blends with pigment orange to make brown. Spectral green blends with spectral 

blue to make cyan. Pigment green blends with pigment blue to make dark blue-green. People see 

green OK at farther distances. People do not see green well at visual periphery. Green has wide 

color range. 

yellow 

Yellow light is absence of blue. Yellow pigment is absence of indigo or violet. Yellow is 

neutral color in alertness. Yellow is warm color. Yellow is lightest color. Yellow mixes with 

white to make pastel yellow. Spectral yellow blends with spectral blue to make white. Pigment 

yellow blends with pigment blue to make green. Spectral yellow blends with spectral red to make 

orange. Pigment yellow blends with pigment red to make brown. Olive is dark yellow-green or 

less saturated yellow. People see yellow OK at farther distances. People do not see yellow well at 

visual periphery. Yellow has narrow color range. 

orange 

Spectral orange can mix red and yellow. Pigment orange can mix red and yellow. Orange is 

slightly alerting color. Orange is warm color. Orange is light color. Orange mixes with white to 

make pastel orange. Spectral orange blends with spectral blue-green to make white. Pigment 

orange blends with pigment blue-green to make black. Spectral orange blends with spectral cyan 

to make yellow. Pigment orange blends with pigment cyan to make brown. Spectral orange 

blends with spectral red to make light red-orange. Pigment orange blends with pigment red to 

make dark red-orange. People do not see orange well at farther distances. People do not see 

orange well at visual periphery. Orange has narrow color range. 

violet 

Spectral violet can mix blue and red. Pigment violet has red and so is purple. Violet is calming 

color. Violet is cool color. Violet is dark color. Violet mixes with white to make pastel violet. 

Spectral violet blends with spectral yellow-green to make white. Pigment violet blends with 

pigment yellow-green to make black. Spectral violet blends with spectral red to make purples. 

Pigment violet blends with pigment red to make purples. People see violet well at farther 

distances. People see violet well at visual periphery. Violet has narrow color range. Violet can 

fade in intensity to dark purple then black. 



 

brown 

Pigment brown can mix red, yellow, and green. Brown is commonest color but is not spectral 

color. Brown is like dark orange pigment or dark yellow-orange. Brown color depends on 

contrast and surface texture. Brown is not alerting or calming. Brown is warm color. Brown is 

dark color. Brown mixes with white to make pastel brown. Pigment brown blends with other 

pigments to make dark brown or black. People do not see brown well at farther distances. People 

do not see brown well at visual periphery. Brown has wide color range. 
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Consciousness>Speculations>Space 

layers and three-dimensional space 

 

Because layers can represent two-dimensional images, multiple layers can represent a three-

dimensional image. See Figure 1. 

One layer can represent a three-dimensional image by skewing. See Figure 2. Left region 

represents top layer. Middle region represents middle layer. Right region represents bottom 

layer. 

One layer can represent a three-dimensional image by interleafing. See Figure 3. Evenly 

distributed neuron sets represent top layer, middle layer, and bottom layer. 

One topographic-map neuron layer can represent three-dimensional space, and layer series can 

represent three-dimensional space over time. 
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Consciousness>Speculations>Sensation Space Observer 

What Is Color 

 

Color Experiences 

Colors depend on brightness, light-source emissions, light paths/illuminations, object 

reflections, emitted and reflected light sources, matte/glossy surfaces, surface textures, physical 

states, shadows, contrasts, transparency/opaqueness, and occlusions. 

Color and brightness define surfaces/objects and their properties. For example, light blue color 

defines bluebirds. 

Color/brightness has multiple parameters, and so is not like physical quantities. 

Color/brightness experiences have properties. 

1. Color/brightness experiences 

From viewpoint at coordinate origin, color/brightness experiences are at distances in directions 

of space, representing a vector sheaf (because vectors have orientation), seen as the visual field 

with light rays. Colors are mixtures of black, white, and/or blue and red, blue and green, yellow 

and red, or yellow and green., representing brightness, hue, and saturation. 

1.1. Experience properties 

Experiences are for internal use only, with no output to others. 

Experiences appear in space, not in brain. 

Experiences are continuous. There are no pixels or voxels. There are no units of brightness, 

hue, saturation, black, white, blue, yellow, red, or green. 

Experiences are extended over time and space (possibly as high-level reverberations). 

Experiences are macroscopic, not microscopic. 

Experiences have multiple layers/tracks. It is like multitrack recording and play back. Vision 

has layers for black, white, yellow, blue, red, and green. Track/layer merging/interacting results 

in experiences, because interacting makes something new. 

Experiences are like flows. 

Experiences use qualities, not quantities. 

Experiences cannot change state. 

Experiences have no structure. 

Perhaps color (and sound, touch, smell, taste, and pain) experiences are like bosons, in that an 

unlimited number can be at one location simultaneously. 

1.2. Color-experience properties 

Color experiences are experienced/perceived light, with brightness and color. 

Color experiences form a system of meaning. 

All senses have different experiences for low, medium, and high intensity. For example, 

different brightnesses have different qualities. 

Different surfaces/objects make the same wavelengths look different. For example, the same 

color blue looks different for water, sky, and feathers. 

Qualities are similar for different senses. Because intensity is too low to have definite type, 

black, whisper, tickle, whiff, hint, and uncomfortableness are similar. Because intensity is too 

high to have definite type, white, too-loudness, too-stressful, sharp, too-strong, and deep pain are 

similar. If intensity is medium, and all subcategories are present so that there is no definite type, 

then gray, noise, pressure, odor, flavor, and ache are similar. 



 

People can see color/brightness without awareness, without definite color (such as at flicker 

threshold or in fast motion), with contradictory colors, and without object shape or motion (as in 

movement illusions). 

1.3. Location-experience properties 

Space locations are continuous, open-boundary, macroscopic (not microscopic), unitary 

geometric surfaces/regions at physical distances and physical directions from viewpoint. 

Surface/region information represents physical state, density, texture, 

transparency/opaqueness/depth, glossy or matte finish, and so on. Surfaces/regions blend with 

adjacent surfaces/regions. 

1.4. Colors from sensation, memory, and imagination 

Besides experiences made from sensations, colors in space can be remembered colors, 

constructed from color names or memories. People can say red and see a sort of red in their 

mind. 

Colors in space can be imagined colors, constructed from color locations or imagination. 

People imagine a location with an object with color. 

Spontaneous vision activities can evoke a sort of color in the mind. People see colors that 

change into something. 

1.5. Not physical 

People cannot experience physical things, which are only radiations, molecular structures, 

vibrations, and electrical forces. Color experiences are not physical. They are not a substance and 

have no structure. They have no particles, masses, charges, or resonances. They have no motions, 

translations, kinetics, dynamics, vibrations, oscillations, rotations, waves, flows, or frequencies. 

They have no particles, masses, charges, or amplitudes. They have no forces or energies. 

1.6. Not physiological 

Experienced light and space are not chemical or physiological. They are not electrical or 

chemical flows, other motions, or potentials. They have no chemical or electrical reactions or 

interactions. They have no electrochemical structures or internal changes. 

1.7. Not information 

Color experiences are not information, information structures, information transfers, inputs, 

outputs, or information processing. They are not datatypes, files/tables, or databases. They do not 

use coding or language. 

1.8. Purpose of experiences 

Why did consciousness evolve/develop? Seeing behavior maintains signals and so keeps the 

sensed world and mind going when signals are absent, minimal, or fade, such as in unchanging 

and slightly changing environments. Consciousness sets up a mostly unchanging environment 

that can persist to allow continuous behaviors with no outside input. 

Such a state also is good for alertness to new signals and for attention to meaningful signals. 

Experiences aid perception by marking boundaries and regions better. 

Experiences aid perception by increasing energy differences to signify importance and aid 

attention. 

Experiences aid perception by adding meaning for better memory and recall. 

Experiences in space correlate perceptions among brain regions, such as sound and sight 

location, and correlate actions and perceptions, such as odor smell and nose touch. Perceptions 

from different senses can have the same space locations but have nothing in common to relate 

them there, but all sense experiences share common properties and share experienced space. 



 

Perceptions from different senses are similar in form. Experiences in space differentiate sights, 

sounds, touches, smells, tastes, and pains at the same location. 

Experiences in space associate perceptions of same sense at different locations. 

2. Fundamental colors are a complete and consistent system 

The fundamental hues yellow, blue, red, and green have colorfulness of different types. They 

each have no black or white and have none of other three hues. Fundamental hues are equally 

distant from two other fundamental hues: 

• Yellow is halfway between red and green. 

• Blue is halfway between red and green. 

• Red is halfway between yellow and blue. 

• Green is halfway between yellow and blue. 

The fundamental no-hues are black and white. White has no black and no net hue (no net blue, 

yellow, red, or green). Black has no white and no hue (no blue, yellow, red, or green). Because 

color mixes black, white, and/or blue and red, blue and green, yellow and red, or yellow and 

green, the amount of black is the amount of color that is not hue and not white, and the amount 

of white is the amount of color that is not hue and not black. 

The percentages for no hue and net hue add to 100%. 

2.1. Fundamental colors 

Color categories depend on all three opponencies. The fundamental colors are black, white, 

blue, yellow, red, and green. Fundamental colors are independent of each other, are at extremes, 

and have maximum contrast. Fundamental colors are similar to, differ from, are opposite to, and 

exclude other fundamental colors, in a unified system of color relations. 

2.2. Complete and consistent system 

Blue, yellow, red, and green account for all four possible sets of color properties from two 

independent parameters. Black and white account for all two possible sets of color properties 

from one independent parameter. The six fundamental colors form a complete and consistent 

system. (Perhaps, they are a language, with vocabulary, grammar about relations and properties, 

contexts, associations, and meanings.) 

Hues, black, white, and grays have relations among themselves (internal relatedness), with 

similarities and differences. 

Vision ganglia associate brightness and black, white, and hues and detect grays, oranges, 

chartreuses, magentas, and cyans, as well as dark, light, and pale colors. 

2.3. Color logic 

The black, white, blue, yellow, red, and green colors have the colors they do, and their internal 

and external relations, because they follow a logical pattern, and so must look like and be what 

they are. Colors, and all sensations/qualities/experiences, are mathematical constructs, with 

internal and external relations. Colors are a type/datatype, with three parameters that determine 

the color categories. (Other senses have different types, with one or more parameters.) 



 

Blue and yellow are opposites, and red and green are opposites, which mix to make no hue (so 

no blue-yellow and no red-green). Based on black-white opponency, blue and red have low color 

lightness, and green and yellow have high color lightness. To distinguish green and yellow, and 

distinguish red and blue, blue and green have low color temperature, and red and yellow have 

high color temperature. (Vision cortex may have process that measures red amount, and so color 

temperature, with highest value for red, high value for yellow, and low values for blue and 

green.) Less of any hue makes more black, which is missing hue, because vision measures 

relative amounts, positive and negative. More of all hues equally makes more white, which is all 

hues in equal amounts, because hue washes out. 

3. Dark/dim, light/bright, black, and white 

Experienced/perceived light rays from spots are relatively light/bright or dark/dim. Dimness is 

the inverse of brightness. Darkness is the inverse of lightness. Because they are both about color 

with no hue, darkness and lightness do not cancel each other but mix to make a range from black 

to white. 

Hues have decreasing lightness, from yellow, through green, through red, down to blue. 

White emits (is a source of) and/or reflects all hues. Black absorbs (is a sink for) all hues. 

Note: Vision programming realizes that darkness and lightness total gray over a whole region, 

so light is conserved. 

3.1. Black vs. dark 

For higher vision, pure black is darkest, pure blue is dark, pure red is medium dark, pure green 

has small darkness, pure yellow has slight darkness, and pure white has no darkness. Pure blue, 

red, green, yellow, and white have no black (and pure-hue mixtures have no black), so darkness 

and blackness can be different. 

Black is a color with little lightness. Note that if people saw only luminance, dim/dark/black 

surfaces would appear to be barely there and look like empty space. People see colors that come 

from surfaces. 

Black and white cannot be reversed. A night-sky spot with no stars is very dark and is black. A 

very dim surface is very dark and is black. Very dark color is black. 

Because color mixes black, white, and/or blue and red, blue and green, yellow and red, or 

yellow and green, the amount of black is the amount of missing hue and white. If hue and white 

total less than 100%, black makes up the missing percent. If net blue is 50%, other net hues 

are 0%, and white is 0%, color has 50% black. Middle gray has 50% black and 50% white. Dark 

red is red 50% and black 50%. Dark orange is red 25%, yellow 25% (red 25% and green 25%), 

and black 50%. 

3.2. White vs. light 

For higher vision, pure black has no lightness, pure blue has low lightness, pure red has 

medium lightness, pure green has high lightness, pure yellow has very high lightness, and pure 

white has highest lightness. Pure black, blue, red, green, and yellow have no white, so whiteness 

and lightness can be different. 

White has no darkness. Note that people do not see luminance, only colors that come from 

surfaces. 

Black and white cannot be reversed. The brightest surface is very light and is white. Mixing all 

hues maximally and equally makes maximum lightness, with no net hue, and is white. Mixing 

complementary colors maximally and equally makes maximum lightness, with no net hue, and is 

white. Highest-lightness color is white. 



 

Any part of the color that is all hues together is white. If net blue is 50%, other net hues 

are 0%, and black is 0%, color has 50% white. Light gray has 25% black and 75% white. Light 

red is red 50% and white 50%. Light orange is red 25%, yellow 25% (red 25% and green 25%), 

and white 50%. 

4. Yellow, blue, red, and green hues 

Net hue is blue and red, blue and green, yellow and red, or yellow and green. It is never blue 

and yellow or red and green, which cannot mix because they are opposites about different things. 

Equal blue and yellow, or red and green, cancel each other to make no hue. 

5. Color properties and hue and no-hue categories 

Color has four hue categories: 

• Blue has low brightness, darkness/strength/wide chroma, and coolness/dullness. 

• Yellow has very high brightness, lightness/weakness/narrow chroma, and 

warmth/vividness. 

• Red has medium brightness, darkness/strength/wide chroma, and warmth/vividness. 

• Green has high brightness, lightness/weakness/narrow chroma, and coolness/dullness. 

Color has two no-hue color categories: 

• Black has darkness, high color strength, and high depth. 

• White has lightness, low color strength, and low depth. 

• Both pure black and white have no chroma range; not-applicable vividness and vibrancy; 

and neutral color temperature, attention, and salience. 

Note: Taking three levels for color temperature/vividness and two levels for color 

lightness/strength/depth makes six categories: black, white, blue, yellow, red, and green. 

This color set may be best for distinguishing and categorization. 

6. Color relations 

Experienced colors have relations. 

6.1. Fundamental-color property similarities 

Black and white have no hue, no chroma range, neutral color temperature, and no vividness. 

Blue and red are relatively dark, have high strength, and have wide chroma range. 

Green and yellow are relatively light, have low strength, and have narrow chroma range. 

Blue and green have cool color temperature and dullness. 

Red and yellow have warm color temperature and vividness. 

Blue, red, and black are dark and strong. 

Green, yellow, and white are light and weak. 

6.2. Fundamental-color property differences 

Black and white have opposite lightness and strength. 

Blue and red have opposite color temperature and vividness. 

Green and yellow have opposite color temperature and vividness. 

Blue and green have opposite lightness, chroma range, and strength. 

Red and yellow have opposite lightness, chroma range, and strength. 

Blue and yellow have opposite lightness, chroma range, strength, temperature, and vividness. 

Red and green have opposite lightness, chroma range, strength, temperature, and vividness. 

Blue and black have opposing chroma range, temperature, and vividness. 

Red and black have opposing chroma range, temperature, and vividness. 

Green and black have different lightness, chroma range, strength, temperature, and vividness. 

Yellow and black have different lightness, chroma range, strength, temperature, and vividness. 

Blue and white have different lightness, chroma range, strength, temperature, and vividness. 



 

Red and white have different lightness, chroma range, strength, temperature, and vividness. 

Green and white have different chroma range, temperature, and vividness. 

Yellow and white have different chroma range, temperature, and vividness. 

7. Fundamental colors maximize contrasts 

Colors maximize property contrasts. 

Blue and yellow are at extremes and have maximum contrast. Red and green are at extremes 

and have maximum contrast. Black and white are at extremes and have maximum 

brightness/lightness contrast. 

Yellow, blue, red, and green have maximum combined-lightness/temperature contrasts and so 

maximum hue contrast. 

Therefore, the fundamental colors have maximum brightness, hue, saturation, 

complementarity/simultaneity, lightness, temperature, vividness, and strength contrasts. 

Contrasts distinguish colors better, as well as calculate surface depth and figure/ground better. 

8. Brightness, hue, and saturation are not separate from color 

Experienced/perceived light rays and color require brightness, hue, and saturation, all three 

together. Brightness, hue, and saturation are not separate from color: they are inside color 

experiences. There is no need for separate explanations of brightness, hue, and saturation. 

Different colors can have the same brightness, hue, or saturation. The same brightness can be 

gray or have hue. The same hue can have different brightness depending on adjacent color and 

can have different saturations. The same saturation can have different hues and brightnesses. 

Different brightness, hue, or saturation makes different color. 

9. Black, white, blue, yellow, red, and green are not separate from color 

Experienced/perceived light rays and color require black, white, and/or blue and red, blue and 

green, yellow and red, or green and yellow. They are not separate from color: they are inside 

color experiences. There is no need for separate explanations of black, white, blue, yellow, red, 

and green. 

Different colors can have the same black, white, blue, yellow, red, or green quantities. The 

same black, white, blue, yellow, red, or green quantity can have different quantities of the others. 

Different black, white, blue, yellow, red, or green quantity makes different color. 

10. Colors are results not causes 

Experienced/perceived light rays and colors are results not causes. For example, blue and 

yellow do not add to white, only their wavelength amounts add to no hue for the blue-yellow 

opponency. Red and green do not add to yellow, only their wavelength amounts add to no hue 

for the red-green opponency and add to yellow wavelengths for the blue-yellow opponency. 

Black does not make colors blacker, only lack of hue makes low black-white opponency output. 

White does not make colors whiter, only all hues together make high black-white opponency 

output. 

11. Colors are independent and cannot interchange 

Blue, red, green, yellow, black, and white must have the colors they do and cannot 

interchange, because they differ in opponency properties, color properties, contrast properties, 

and color relations. 

Blue, red, green, yellow, black, and white are independent but are not opposites. 



 

11.1. Exchanging 

Assume that vision has three opponency pairs: white-black/black-white (dark-light), 

yellow-blue/blue-yellow, and red-green/green-red. 

Blue and green cannot exchange, because then there is no magenta and no chartreuse. 

Blue and red cannot exchange, because then there is no orange and no cyan. 

Yellow and green cannot exchange, because then there is no orange and no cyan. 

Yellow and red cannot exchange, because then there is no magenta and no chartreuse. 

Exchanging blue and yellow makes the same opponency and opponency relations, but then 

there is no bright yellow and blue is too light (and their saturability is incorrect). 

Exchanging red and green makes the same opponency and opponency relations, but then there 

is no bright green and red is too light (and their saturability is incorrect). 

Exchanging both blue and green and red and yellow, or blue and red and green and yellow, or 

blue and yellow and red and green causes the same problems as above. 

11.2. Modifying 

Changing the properties of blue, red, green, yellow, black, and white (so, for example, blue is 

bright) is not possible, because the properties form a complete and consistent system. 

12. Color systems 

Possible color systems are harmonic ratios, mathematical group, symmetry group, 

multivectors, and visual phonemes. 

12.1. Color harmonic ratios 

Musical tones have frequencies in harmonic ratios. Light frequency in terahertz (10^12 Hz) 

equals light speed (3.02 * 10^8 m/s) divided by wavelength in nanometers. Perhaps primary, 

secondary, and tertiary colors have harmonic ratios that fit into an octave. Table 1 shows 

example frequencies, ratios, and wavelengths. 

Table 1 

Hue harmonic ratios 

 
Notes: Azure has wavelength 461 nm to 481 nm. Spring green has wavelength 500 nm to 

502 nm. Maroon has wavelength 700 nm to 740 nm. 

Perhaps color categories come from the twelve-tone scale: C, C#, D, D#, E, F, F#, G, G#, A, 

A#, B, C. 

Perhaps color categories come from the pentatonic scale: C, D, E, G, A, C. 

Perhaps color categories come from the tones in an octave: C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C. 



 

12.2. Colors as a mathematical group 

Perhaps colors form a mathematical group. 

The color mathematical group has colors as elements. The operation is color addition, and 

adding two colors makes a color (by wavelength-space vector addition, following Grassmann's 

laws). 

Color addition is commutative, because adding two colors in either order results in the same 

color. 

Color addition is associative, because adding three colors in sequence in either of the two ways 

results in the same color. 

Colors have additive inverses, because every hue has a complementary color, and black, grays, 

and white have white, grays, and black, respectively. 

Colors have an identity element, because adding black, white, or gray to a color makes the 

same hue and adding black, white, or gray to black, white, or gray makes black, white, or gray. 

Adding color to itself makes the same color. 

Multiplying color by a scalar represents decreasing or increasing intensity. Colors have the 

distributive property for scalar multiplication and vector addition, because increasing intensity 

does not change hue and increasing the intensity of a mixture of two colors makes the same color 

as increasing the intensity of each mixture color. 

Colors do not multiply (or divide) 

The color mathematical group applies to colors from light sources and from pigment 

reflections. 

12.3. Colors as a symmetry group 

Perhaps colors form a symmetry group. 

Colors have three particles, which have value +2/3, +1/3, -1/3, or -2/3. 

White has color charge 3*(+2/3) = +2. Yellow has color charge 2*(+2/3) + 1*(-1/3) = +1. 

Green has color charge 1*(+2/3) + 2*(-1/3) = 0. Red has color charge 1*(-2/3) + 2*(+1/3) = 0. 

Blue has color charge 2*(-2/3) + 1*(+1/3) = -1. Black has color charge 3*(-2/3) = -2. 

2*(+2/3) + 1*(+1/3) = +5/3, 1*(+2/3) + 2*(+1/3) = +4/3, 1*(-2/3) + 2*(-1/3) = -4/3, and 

2*(-2/3) + 1*(-1/3) = -5/3 are not allowed. 

Alternatively, yellow has color charge 3*(+2/3) = +2. Red has color charge 2*(+2/3) + 

1*(-1/3) = +1. White has color charge 1*(+2/3) + 2*(-1/3) = 0. Black has color 1*(-2/3) + 

2*(+1/3) = 0. Green has color charge 2*(-2/3) + 1*(+1/3) = -1. Blue has color charge 3*(-2/3) 

= -2. 

12.4. Colors as multivectors 

Perhaps colors are multivectors. 

Binomials have the form (a + b)^n, which equals the sum of binomial terms 

(n! / (r! * (n - r)!)) * a^(n - r) * b^r, where 0 >= r <= n. Each binomial coefficient indicates the 

number of possible combinations of n things taken r at a time. If n = 3, the four coefficients are 

1, 3, 3, and 1: 

• The number of possible combinations of 3 things taken 0 at a time is 1. 

• The number of possible combinations of 3 things taken 1 at a time is 3. 

• The number of possible combinations of 3 things taken 2 at a time is 3. 

• The number of possible combinations of 3 things taken 3 at a time is 1. 



 

Geometric algebra GA(3) has dimension 2^3 = 8 and so 8 bases. Because both are about the 

number of possible combinations of 3 things taken r at a time, the binomial coefficients and the 

geometric algebra GA(3) coefficients are the same: 

• The one 0-vector is for the scalar basis. Black is scalar color. 

• The three 1-vectors are for the three space dimensions. Blue, red, and green are vector 

colors. 

• The three 2-vectors are for the three space planes. Yellow, cyan, and magenta are bivector 

colors. 

• The one 3-vector is for the single possible trivector. White is trivector color. 

12.5. Visual phonemes 

In phonetics, nine phonological distinctive features concatenate into sixty-seven phonemes 

(which concatenate into syllables, which concatenate into words). Phonological distinctive 

features are about consonant articulations and vowel acoustic-wave amplitudes, frequencies, 

frequency-intensity distribution, and amplitude-change rates, as they occur over one-dimensional 

time. 

In vision, unique combinations, of lightness, chroma, strength, and temperature, are a 

distinctive feature that makes the fundamental colors and their properties. Color 

lightness/strength has two main states, and color temperature/vividness has three main states. 

Two times three equals six directions (of the three opponency coordinates), making six 

fundamental colors: black, white, yellow, blue, red, and green. The fundamental colors are states 

of the same thing and are like visual phonemes. 



 

Making New Things 

Color/brightness experiences are new things. Also, brains can build new senses: starting with 

touch, people working with magnets learn to build a sense of magnetism. 

Splitting and joining existing things can make new things. Joining includes 

multiplying/finding a product. Splitting includes dividing/finding a quotient. Note: Adding or 

subtracting does not make new things, but only larger or smaller amounts/numbers of the same 

thing. 

Transforming existing things can make new things. 

Creating something physical requires energy and/or information transfer. 

1. New mathematical things by joining/multiplying or splitting/dividing 

Multiplying or dividing two same or different independent continuous quantity types makes a 

new quantity type. 

Geometric operations make new geometric figures by joining or splitting existing geometric 

figures. For example: 

• Polygons are connected lines. 

• Geometric projection links points to projected points. 

• Geometric drawing operations can construct points, lines, and surfaces. 

• Line generators can make ellipsoids. 

• Lines and vectors connect two points. 

2. New computational things by joining or splitting 

Computer programs join or split two same or different independent continuous datatypes to 

make a new datatype. For example: 

• Arrays can be series of strings. 

• A model and its parts and activities correspond to physical objects and events. 

3. New physical things by physical interactions of joining or splitting 

Physical interactions can make new things. 

New physical things can result from joining existing things to make larger and more-complex 

things. For example, features combine (by spatial and/or logical configuration) to make objects, 

and molecules combine (by chemical reaction) to make atoms. (However, most pairs of things do 

not have a way to join.) 

New physical things can result from multiplying two same or different independent continuous 

properties. For example, gravitational force multiplies two masses (scalar quantities), and torque 

multiplies force and radius (vector quantities). (However, most pairs of quantities do not have a 

way to multiply.) 

New physical things can result from splitting existing things to make smaller things. For 

example, atomic nuclei can split (by nuclear fission) to make smaller nuclei, and molecules can 

split (by chemical reaction) to make smaller molecules. (However, most things do not have a 

way to split.) 

New physical things can result from dividing existing things to make smaller things. For 

example, time divides into electric charge (scalar quantities) to make current, and radius divides 

into torque (vector quantities) to make force. (However, most things do not have any dividers.) 



 

New physical things can result from symmetry breaking. Perturbations can move systems from 

equilibrium. Vacuum fluctuations can reduce quantum-system symmetry. Transformation 

variabilities can reduce symmetry. Merging symmetric (or opposite) states breaks symmetry. 

Perhaps symmetry breaking gives rise to experiences. Opponent processes have two symmetric 

states, so perhaps their breakdown makes asymmetric states, as the states differentiate into black 

and white, yellow and blue, and red and green. Note that symmetry can be approximate. 

New physical things can result from symmetry making. States can move from an unstable to a 

stable (equilibrium) state. Reducing/damping fluctuations increases symmetry. Transformations 

can reduce variables or join two variables as opposites or end points. Splitting a state can make 

symmetric (or opposite) states. Perhaps symmetry making gives rise to experiences, by uniting 

different things into a symmetric whole. Using only descriptions has ambiguities, but images are 

unambiguous. For example, calculations using inputs to two ears result in two space locations, 

but sound comes from one location. 

4. Physical creation at a distance 

To create something physical at a distance requires energy transfer from existing to new and/or 

sending and receiving information signals. Some examples are: 

• An object can have a field around it. 

• Two objects can exchange particles and/or energy. 

• An object can send a signal to another object and receive the same or modified signal back. 

• Electrons in atoms can change orbital level. 

• Electromagnetic induction can propagate electromagnetic waves. 

• Two objects can have entanglement in a single quantum-mechanical wave. 

• Wave interference can make local wave resonances, and quantum-mechanical-wave 

interference can make local particles. 

• Quantum-mechanical-wave discrete-energy-level fluctuations can make virtual particles. 

• Quantum-mechanical-wave energy jumps/transfers can propagate charges, such as 

positive-charge "holes", through crystals. 

5. Transformations 

Transforming existing things can make new things. 

Transformations can change shapes, emphasize something different, associate or disassociate 

parts, and change viewpoint. 

6. Energy and/or information transfer 

Creating something new requires energy and/or information transfer. 

In cortical neural networks and neural assemblies, input opponent-process pairs and 

non-opponent processes have brightness/color and space-location information. Geometric/spatial 

computing has constructor functions/methods. Computation joins/finds-products-of and 

splits/finds-quotients-of information structures and processes to construct the display and 

viewpoint functions and make light and space. 

7. Alternative vectors and their representations 

Vectors represent force, velocity, and other intensive quantities that have magnitude and 

direction. Vectors indicate magnitude by their length. 

Vectors can have alternative representations that may relate to color/brightness. 



 

7.1. Width-vectors 

A new vector type could have unit length in the direction of force, velocity, or other intensive 

quantity and indicate magnitude by width. Such "width-vectors" have all vector properties: 

• Adding vectors: Add the two widths by vector addition. Resultant width-vector has unit 

length in the direction at a -90-degree angle (rotating clockwise) to resultant-width vector 

direction. 

• Vector dot product: Calculate the dot product of the two widths. 

• Vector cross product: Calculate the cross product of the widths. Resultant-width-vector has 

unit-length direction in the same direction as the cross product of the two traditional 

vectors. 

7.2. Extended-width-vectors 

A new vector type could have non-unit length in the direction of force, velocity, or other 

intensive quantity and indicate magnitude by width. Such "extended-width-vectors" can 

represent areas, bivectors, or right-angle electromagnetic values. 

For example, an extended-width-vector could have length 1, width 1, and area 1; length 0.5, 

width 2, and area 1; or length 0.33, width 3, and area 1. The extended-width-vector lengths have 

ratio 1:2:3. The extended-width-vector widths have ratio is 3:2:1. The areas are equal. 

7.3. Area-vectors 

A new vector type could have cross sections and area, with two widths as vectors. Such 

"area-vectors" can represent volumes and trivectors. Area-vectors can have area with any shape: 

triangle, circle, and so on. 

7.4. Vector-termini shapes 

A new vector type could have shapes with area at vector terminus or vector origin. 



 

How Vision Makes Light, Color, and Brightness in Space 

Brains can have no direct contact with the physical world, and so cannot directly know about 

space, time, or material things. Brains have electrochemical signals, calculations, comparisons, 

spatial and temporal relations, other physiological processes, neural networks, and computations 

to model/simulate surroundings and self. 

All brain activity is internal. But yet, people experience colors in space. How do brains know 

the meaning of neuron-assembly positions and signals? 

How do brains know what space directions and distances are and what space is and know what 

is happening there? From knowing, how do brains make space around and in body? What are 

space experiences, and how do space experiences evolve/develop? How does space have 

color/brightness experiences? 

How do brains know what light, brightness, hue, saturation and color are? From knowing, how 

do brains make them? What are light experiences, and how do they evolve/develop? What is the 

same, and what differs, among black, white, blue, red, green, and yellow? How do 

color/brightness experiences have locations in space? 

How do brains know surfaces, features, objects, and scenes? From knowing, how do brains 

make them? 

This chapter describes how vision could make light, color, and brightness in space: 

• Vision anatomy and physiology calculates quantities for color properties and categories. 

• Brain information processing uses datatypes, named variables, computation procedures, 

and object-oriented programming. 

• Spatial object-oriented programming constructs spatial datatypes for colors/light rays, 

features, objects, scenes, and space. Spatial datatypes have locations. Programming 

analyzes, synthesizes, and uses languages, images, networks, and statistics. 

• Twinning makes virtual space to represent the physical world and colors/light rays. 

• Geometric/spatial computing represents geometric objects, and computes geometrically 

and spatially, in three-dimensional space, including representing colors/light rays. 

• Vision programming represents observer to perceive colors/light rays in space. 

• Experiencing programming experiences colors/light rays in space. 

Note: The appendices have the background information needed for this chapter. 

All senses convert stimuli to neural signals, so brains cannot know physical or chemical 

substances or properties directly and cannot know spatial or temporal extents or properties 

directly. Brains construct a useful simulation of the physical world and its observer from sense 

information, memories, and imagination, using associations, correlations, analysis, syhnthesis, 

and construction tools. Brains have both perception knowledge and perceptual behavior. 



 

1. Vision physiology 

From neuron-input quantities, vision anatomy and physiology can calculate neuron and 

neuron-assembly output quantities. By evolution/development, original neural paths are for 

calculations about functions, so vision paths are for distances, directions, brightness amounts, 

hue (yellow, blue, red, green) amounts, and no-hue (black, white) amounts. 

1.1. Neurons and quantities 

Neural signals are about quantity. Some neurons measure quantity difference between two 

input signals. They are in pairs, to measure the difference in both directions. For example, one 

could be for center vs. surround, and the other for surround vs. center. Alternatively, one could 

be for a category vs. the opposite category, and the other for opposite category vs. category. Each 

neuron of the pair sends to a separate neuron circuit. Because the pair measures opposites, only 

one output can be above resting-signal quantity, so only one of the two neuron circuits has 

signals above resting. There is a third case: both outputs, and neuron circuits, are at resting level. 

Some neurons use thresholds, so that input must be above threshold quantity to make output 

above resting quantity. Neuron series can use a series of thresholds, and outputs go to separate 

circuits, each for a quantity category, for example, lowest, low, medium, high, and highest. 

Some neurons are for filtering, amplifying, and other functions of quantities. 

Note: Neural circuits can model all functions of electrical/electronic circuits. 

1.2. Multiple paths 

A sense uses multiple paths. 

Multiple paths can converge and/or diverge. 

Multiple paths can cause amplification. 

Some paths can carry the original signals and perform original processing, and other paths can 

evolve/develop to perform new processing and modify/embellish the signal. 

1.3. Contrasts and attention 

Brain anatomy and physiology emphasizes contrasts. 

The largest contrast gets the first attention. When/if that decreases by attenuation, the next 

largest contrast gets attention, and so on. 

1.4. Feedback and feedforward 

Feedback measures output and uses it to increase or decrease input, or measures output, 

compares it to a standard output or a previous output, and uses the difference to increase or 

decrease input. Feedback control mechanisms use a model of behavior, such as an optimum 

temperature, position, speed, time, concentration, and so on. 

Feedforward measures input and uses it, and a model of behavior, to increase or decrease that 

input or other inputs, or measures input, compares it to a standard input or a previous input, and 

uses the difference to increase or decrease that input or other inputs. Feedforward control 

mechanisms use a model of behavior, such as an additive, subtractive, multiplier, or divider 

factor to model how input affects output. 

Brain physiology may use deliberate perturbations, to vary things and to reach true equilibrium 

without sticking in the wrong state. 



 

1.5. Processing opponency outputs to calculate color-category quantities 

Retinal-ganglion-cell electrochemical outputs travel along trackable "labeled lines" to specific 

lateral-geniculate-nucleus and vision-cortex areas, which have opponent and non-opponent 

processes. Ganglion-cell output is excitatory (never inhibitory). 

Vision anatomy and physiology use arithmetic and algebra, and statistical processes, to 

calculate output quantities that later will relate to color brightness, hue, saturation, white, black, 

yellow, blue, red, and green: 

Step 1 - Resultant hue has two hues 

The yellow-blue opponent-process has yellow-wavelength and blue-wavelength ganglion-cell 

outputs, of which only one can have output above baseline. The red-green opponent-process has 

red-wavelength and green-wavelength ganglion-cell outputs, of which only one can have output 

above baseline. One ganglion-cell output is highest, and one is second highest. 

If second-highest amount equals highest amount, resultant hue has half of second hue and half 

of first hue. If second-highest amount is half highest amount, resultant hue has one-quarter of 

second hue and three-quarters of first hue. If second-highest amount equals zero, resultant hue 

has only first hue. The cases are: 

• If yellow has higher quantity than red and green, resultant hue is greenish-yellow or 

reddish-yellow. 

• If blue has higher amount than red and green, resultant hue is greenish-blue or 

reddish-blue. 

• If red has higher amount than blue and yellow, resultant hue is bluish-red or yellowish-red. 

• If green has higher amount than blue and yellow, resultant hue is yellowish-green or 

bluish-green. 

Step 2 - Saturation and unsaturation add to 100% 

The highest ganglion-cell output determines hue saturation. For example, if quantity is 

maximum, saturation is 100%. If quantity is half maximum, saturation is 50%. If quantity is zero, 

saturation is 0%. Hue saturation ranges from 0% to 100%. 

Black and white have no hue. Black quantity plus white quantity equals unsaturation. No-hue 

unsaturation equals 100% minus hue saturation. 

Step 3 - Luminance and whiteness quantity 

The white-black opponent process has ON-center and OFF-center ganglion-cell outputs. 

ON-center-output quantity is total luminance (from which vision later calculates brightness). 

(OFF-center-output quantity is inverse of total luminance.) 

Very low luminance appears black. Highest luminance appears white. 

Blue wavelengths have low luminance. Red wavelengths have medium luminance. Green 

wavelengths have high luminance. Yellow wavelengths have very high luminance. 

White quantity equals total luminance minus the two hue luminances. 

Step 4 - Unsaturation and blackness quantity 

Black quantity equals unsaturation minus white quantity. 

(Note: Black equals missing hue, so black quantity equals maximum possible luminance minus 

higher-hue luminance minus white luminance.) 



 

Evolution/development 

White-black opponency opposes the lightest and darkest fundamental colors. Yellow-blue 

opponency opposes the second-lightest and second-darkest fundamental colors. Red-green 

opponency opposes the third-lightest and third-darkest fundamental colors, which are the two 

middle fundamental colors. Perhaps colors split into black and white, then blue and yellow, and 

then red and green, to make lightness categories. 

Vision processing evolves/develops to make chartreuse, orange, magenta, and cyan categories, 

with amounts, from mixing pairs of yellow, blue, red, and green. Vision processing 

evolves/develops to make black, gray, and white categories, from mixing pairs or triples of 

yellow, blue, red, and green. Vision processing evolves/develops to make many more 

subcategories. 

1.6. Processing opponency outputs to calculate unsaturation with black and white 

What will be yellow and green have a narrow range when adding what will be white and a 

wide range when adding what will be black. 

What will be red and blue have a wide range when adding what will be white and a narrow 

range when adding what will be black. 

1.7. Processing transformed opponency outputs to calculate color-property quantities 

The two hue opponent processes naturally have blue-yellow and red-green principal 

components. Using evolution, development, and experiences, vision anatomy and physiology can 

transform coordinates to two other principal components: 

• One component runs from cyan, blue, and green through no hue to orange, yellow, and red. 

Red/yellow and blue/green have opposite values. Later vision processing uses this 

component for color temperature (cool/warm), vividness (vivid/dull), color vibrancy 

(low/high activity), attention (attracting/repulsing), and salience (foreground/background). 

Note: Blue and green have high light frequency, and yellow and red have low light 

frequency, so hue relative light frequency varies inversely with hue temperature/vividness, 

which may account for the yellow-blue and red-green opponencies. 

• The other component runs from chartreuse, yellow, and green through no hue to magenta, 

blue, and red. Red/blue and yellow/green have opposite values. Later vision processing 

uses this component for color lightness (dark/light), color strength (weak/strong), chroma 

range (narrow/wide), and color depth (shallow/deep). Note: Yellow and green have middle 

light frequencies, and blue and red have low and high light frequencies, so hue relative 

light frequency varies with chroma range and color strength, which may account for the 

yellow-blue and red-green opponencies. 

1.8. Keeping senses separate 

Brain anatomy and physiology keep vision, hearing, touch, smell, taste, and pain separate. 

2. Brain information processing 

Brain anatomy and physiology evolve/develop neurochemical processes that code information 

and perform information processing. For example, procedural loops have 

reverberations/resonances that extend over space and time to maintain signals, allowing space 

and time for parsing. 

Brain computation has the capabilities of general-purpose computers. It uses both serial and 

parallel, and both analog and digital, processing. Control mechanisms start, stop, and 

synchronize processes. 

Brain computation can represent space and color using programming languages and neural 

networks. 



 

2.1. Datatypes 

Nerve neurochemical transmissions represent quantities. Neuron assemblies have excitatory, 

quiet, and inhibiting signals and can amplify signals, the basis of representing intensity, and filter 

signals. the basis of representing sense types and their subcategories. 

The first neuron coding makes the first datatypes, which represent integer and real numbers. 

Later neuron coding represents datatypes for logical values. Examples include datatypes that 

represent on or off, true or false, low or high, middle or ends, or low or high 

importance/significance. 

That neuron coding evolves/develops to represent datatypes for dates/times and time intervals, 

space intervals and locations, object associations, and categories. 

Later neuron coding represents datatypes for symbols, such as alphabet characters and 

punctuation. 

Later neuron coding represents datatypes for angles and space directions. 

Later neuron coding represents datatypes for character strings, words, and phrases. 

Later neuron coding represents datatypes for events and event sequences. 

2.2. Data structures 

From datatypes, computation builds (and parses) data structures: bitmaps, pointers/links, 

records, tables/files, tablespaces, and databases. 

As an example, a MOL file describes a molecule. Its Counts line lists the number of atoms, 

number of bonds, if chiral or not, and file format type. Its Atoms block lists the atoms and their 

x,y,z coordinates. Its Bonds block lists the bonds: bond multiplicity, bond stereochemistry, first 

atom, and second atom. Its Properties block can list aromaticity, delocalization, tautomerism, 

coordination, net charge, stereocenter configuration, bond orientation, and other overall structure 

information. Computation can parse MOL file information. 

2.3. Variables and their values 

Variables represent, store, transfer, and process data, addresses, instructions, inputs, processes, 

and outputs. Variable values have a datatype. 

Variables can have multiple parameters. For example, color variables can have brightness, hue, 

and saturation parameters, and location variables can have three spherical or rectangular 

coordinates. 

Computation can track variables by space location and/or time interval. 

To track variables better during processes, computation declares and names/labels/codes 

variables. Labels are an internal information code, not symbols, numbers, or the like, and can be 

any datatype. 

Note: Brain physiology may use dynamic variables, which can vary and so have different 

expressions. 

2.4. Computation structures 

Computation uses neural networks, registers, processors, memories, and information channels. 

2.5. Computation steps 

Computation reads input into a variable; performs an input, output, mathematical, logical, or 

string operation/calculation; and writes output to a variable. 

Algorithms may have conditionals (if-then), loops (for, while), routing (of inputs to 

processors, for output), and chaining (sending output to be input to another process). 

Computation uses reverberating neural networks. 



 

Computing analyzes, splits, and differentiates to discriminate details, find new properties, and 

distinguish categories. It synthesizes, joins, and integrates to construct categories and associate 

details. data and programming structures. It performs statistical processes, finds principal 

components, and transforms coordinates. 

2.6. Procedure-oriented programming 

Procedure-oriented programming declares variables and runs processes on variables using 

statements. Processing functions include input and output operations, if/then/else (selection) 

operations, for/while (repetition) operations, and instruction-sequence groups. 

2.7. Object-oriented programming 

Object-oriented programming declares objects, which form a hierarchy. Objects have the same 

methods/functions as in procedure-oriented programming. Object-oriented programming uses 

programming languages and neural networks. 

For perception, object-oriented programming represents space, with a viewpoint and represents 

brightnesses with color. 

2.8. Connectionism and neural networks 

Neural networks can analyze and synthesize. Connectionism models neural networks. 

Deep neural networks analyze vision to conclude that there is vision and it sees brightness, 

hue, and saturation. Deep neural networks analyze vision to conclude that there are colors and 

they have the properties they do. Deep neural networks give rise to vision experiences and 

awareness. 

Analysis 

Neural networks can analyze by discriminating, using weighted connections to find an output. 

Analysis differentiates/separates/defines boundaries. 

Neural networks distinguish locations, within locations, and across all locations. Neural 

networks make categories of locations. 

Neural networks distinguish times and time intervals, within time intervals, and across all 

times. Neural networks make categories of times and time intervals. 

Neural networks distinguish finer and finer cases within each sense and within its parts. Neural 

networks make categorize within each sense and within its parts. 

Neural networks distinguish among senses. Neural networks make categorize about general 

properties of senses. 

Neural networks distinguish features and objects and feature and object properties. Neural 

networks make categories of features, objects, and properties. 

Neural networks distinguish scenes and their properties. Neural networks make categories of 

scenes and properties. 

Neural networks distinguish space and its properties. Neural networks make categories of 

space and properties. 

Neural networks can represent language. They can make labels. They can make meaning trees. 

Synthesis 

Neural networks can synthesize by putting together, using weighted connections to find an 

output set. Synthesis integrates/combines/makes connections. 

Neural networks find connections among locations, times, sensations, features, objects, and 

scenes, and so make integrated space. 



 

Connectionism 

Connectionism models neural networks. Connectionism can find output from input and 

perform all mathematical, linguistic, logical, and input/output operations. Connectionism can 

find categories and make discriminations. 

In basic connectionism, an output can represent a variable, such a quantity of green, and/or a 

set of outputs can represent a vector/category, such as a color. The set of weights can represent a 

state. 

Connection networks can have many hidden layers (deep learning). The layers might be an 

input layer, filter layer (that uses convolution to find local features), rectified linear units (that 

block signals below a threshold level and so transmit only signals above threshold), pooling layer 

(that transmits only significant features), further set of input-filter-rectified linear unit-pooling 

modules (that look for feature configurations), and classification layer (that labels objects). 

Connection networks can represent language vocabulary and syntax (including any language 

of thought), images, learning, behaviors, and knowledge. 

Connectionism can use modules with associations. Connectionist modules can represent 

objects and their spatial and temporal relations. Sets of modules can represent space and time. 

Note: Advanced symbolic processing and connectionism can have input, filter, rectify, pool, 

have modules, and classify, and can have the same capabilities. 

3. Perception programming 

Visual perception programming constructs observer/perceptions/space. 

Every space direction from coordinate origin has a location at distance. Perception 

programming has information about directions, distances, locations, motions, space, spatial 

relations, and spatial coordinates, and their properties, associations, and correlations. 

Every location has a function, of three parameters, that is the color, which has categories, such 

as black, white, yellow, blue, red, and green, and subcategories. The function has properties such 

as brightness, hue, saturation, and chroma. The function includes color category and property 

relations, associations, and correlations. 

Perception programming has information about features, objects, scenes, and space, and their 

properties, associations, and correlations. It uses vision graphics to represent perceptions in space 

as seen by observer. 

Perception programming has information about what is useful for behavior. It works with 

memory, motor, attention, and other brain systems, and their interactions. It has a system of 

meaning based on reference and association. 

Perception programming has descriptions/labels for colors, locations, and objects. 

Perception programming continually updates knowledge. 

3.1. Perception programming and color-quality knowledge 

By comparison and contrast of neuron quantities, and other analysis and synthesis, perception 

programming has information about the concepts of continuous and discrete quantities, 

low-to-high and high-to-low relative quantities, and quantity categories. 

From information about continuous quantities, relative quantities, and quantity categories, 

perception programming has information about the concepts of absolute and relative presence 

and absence, including light absorption, reflection, and emission. 

From information about quantity, presence, and absence, vision perception programming has 

information about boundaries, and their widths and orientations, and about continuous regions, 

and their surface textures and material properties. 



 

From the above information, vision programming labels figure and ground. The contrast from 

figure to ground can be either low-to-high or high-to-low relative quantity, so, for example, 

figure can be black (on white) or white (on black). Figures can have presence and absence, such 

as the lowercase letter i. Absence is as important as presence: for example, text lines have blank 

letters. 

From information about figure and ground, vision programming has information about the 

concepts of absolute and relative foreground and background, marked and not-marked, salient 

and not-salient, and significant and not-important. 

Vision programming performs pattern recognition to find, discriminate, and construct feature 

and color properties and categories. Vision programming requires many parallel processes to 

work with spectra (for example, voiceprints). It can construct, remember, and compare spectra. 

and their properties and internal and external relations. Color properties and categories are not 

simple but require pattern building and recognition. Vision programming has information about 

the concepts of points, features, and objects, and about the concepts of brightness, dimness, 

lightness, and darkness, which go together, because contrasts define figures. Note: Compared to 

brightness, dimness makes less surface texture, fewer boundaries, and harder to discern distances 

and directions, so spatial information helps define relative brightness and dimness and brightness 

categories: darkest, dark, medium, light, and lightest. 

From information about lightness and darkness, and using the two dimensions of hue, vision 

programming has information about the concepts of color: black, white, yellow, blue, red, and 

green. Colors are labeled/coded/cross-referenced/systematic color-property sets. 

Vision programming has information about surface texture, physical state, hardness, and so on. 

Vision programming has information about scenes and spatial and functional relations. 

Note: At each stage, knowledge of later concepts also increases knowledge of previous 

concepts. 

Vision programming describes/models a space/perception/observer/mind system, which has 

light rays and whose space points have color functions at distances in directions, with 

observations from observation point, making a vector bundle. Vision programming represents 

observer/perceptions/space, which is seeing. Observer/perceptions/space has an origin of 

vector-sheaf vectors, which is viewpoint. Observer/perceptions/space connects observer and 

perceptions along space vector-sheaf vectors. 

Even a speck of color is a deep perception, with properties and their values, in space, and a 

viewpoint. 

3.2. Actions not states 

Perceptions are actions, not states. Information flow represents three-dimensional space with 

colors. 

3.3. All brain programs/activities use same observer/perceptions/space 

All senses, motor system, thinking, will, expectation/prediction, dreaming, imagination, 

memory, and recall use the same observer/perceptions/space. 

3.4. Language of thought 

A "language of thought" has vocabulary, grammar, and syntax and makes and uses 

descriptions of perceptions and concepts. Language of thought can make categories, make 

associations, store memories, and recall memories. Language of thought can have imagination, 

because it can construct new sentences/thoughts by combining previous sentences/thoughts. 



 

3.5. Images 

Information can describe images and maps, using internal properties and structures. 

Maps and images can have space locations. 

Image programming can use geometry and spatial relations to manipulate images/maps. 

Images/maps can superimpose. 

Images/maps have spatial categories, associations, memories, and recall of memories. 

Images/maps can have imagination, because they can construct new images/maps by 

transformations. 

4. Spatial object-oriented programming and spatial datatypes 

Object-oriented programming can have algebraic, geometric, and linguistic descriptions of 

datatypes (spatial datatypes) for points and lines and for brightnesses with colors. 

Object-oriented programming evolves/develops to spatial object-oriented programming, which 

uses algebraic, geometric, linguistic, vector-algebra, and algebraic-geometry descriptions to 

represent multi-parameter spatial datatypes for points, lines, surfaces, objects, and scenes, and 

their brightnesses with colors. Spatial object-oriented programming also represents object and 

scene transformations, other changes, movements/kinetics, activities, and 

energies/accelerations/dynamics. Codes, labels, variable names, datatypes, and 

types-with-parameters add spatial and temporal properties/parameters. 

4.1. Spatial-datatype properties 

Spatial datatypes have instances that represent physical objects seen in space and their 

movements/accelerations. 

Spatial datatypes have locations using spherical or rectangular coordinates. 

Spatial datatypes have methods/operations that write/put objects in space, read/get objects 

from space, calculate spatial-datatype locations, represent motions, and perform image and map 

operations. Whereas object-oriented programming performs geometric/spatial operations 

algebraically, spatial object-oriented programming performs geometric/spatial operations 

geometrically and algebraically. 

4.2. Spatial datatypes for light, color, and color categories and properties 

From information about sense signals, the sense and its properties, brightness, color, 

correlations with other senses, locations, and how to construct surfaces/regions, spatial 

object-oriented programming constructs spatial datatypes (light/brightness/color spatial 

datatypes) to represent brightness with color (hue and saturation) at locations at distances in 

directions. Light spatial datatypes merge color and space information into a unit. 

Brightness, color, and light are not simple, but are color and space patterns (that are recognized 

by perception's pattern recognition). Light/brightness/color spatial datatypes have color 

categories (black, white, blue, yellow, red, and green) and have color properties (lightness, 

strength, chroma, temperature, and vividness). 

Light/brightness/color spatial datatypes have methods that work with 

labeled/coded/cross-referenced/systematic color properties and categories and their meanings 

and relations. 

Light/brightness/color spatial datatypes have instances that put colors at space locations. 



 

4.3. Spatial datatypes for features, objects, and scenes 

Spatial object-oriented programming constructs spatial datatypes for geometric configurations: 

• Straight-and-curved lines have light, color, brightness, orientation, and boundaries at 

physical distances and physical directions. 

• Planar-and-curved surfaces have sizes, shapes, textures, illuminations, reflections, 

transparencies, and depths. Surfaces are macroscopic, continuous, open-boundary, 

no-point, and unitary at physical distances and physical directions. Surfaces have 

information about physical state, density, texture, transparency/opaqueness/depth, and 

glossy or matte finish. 

• Features have angles, categories, similarities, and contrasts. 

• Objects have physical states. Objects include sky, water, dirt, greenery, fur, hair, sense 

organs, and illumination sources. 

• Scenes have object-spatial-relation and category-spatial-relation descriptions and 

associations. 

Spatial-datatypes can represent motions and accelerations. 

Spatial-datatype instances have space locations, with a distance in a direction. 

4.4. Space spatial datatype 

Space spatial datatypes represent light/brightness/color at distances from viewpoint 

(coordinate origin) in directions. A vector sheaf represents continuous physical space and its 

metrics, as a visual field. Space spatial datatypes represent information about surfaces, physical 

states, densities, textures, features, objects, scenes, space, spatial relations, locations, directions, 

and distances. Space spatial datatypes represent information about 

labeled/coded/cross-referenced/systematic color variables, and their values/quantities, as 

constructed patterns for recognition. 

Space spatial datatypes have three-dimensional coordinate systems, with viewpoint at 

coordinate origin. Egocentric spherical coordinates are for vertical/elevation and 

horizontal/azimuth angles and radial distances. Allocentric rectangular coordinates are for 

front-back, left-right, and down-up. Spaces use physical-distance metrics. Space has 

writable/readable locations. 

Space spatial datatypes include all information about visual perception: 

• Light rays, color, brightness, hue, saturation, color properties (lightness, depth, strength, 

temperature, and vividness), and color categories (black, white, blue, yellow, red, and 

green) 

• Surface, physical state, density, texture, transparency/opaqueness/depth, glossy or matte 

finish 

• Features, objects, and scenes 

• Space, spatial relations, locations, directions, and distances 

• How to make complex categories, to know general principals and components 

• How to distinguish individual differences, to know particular surfaces and objects 

• How to merge general and individual, to know what colors are and look like 

• How everything works together spatially in space 

Space spatial datatypes merge color and space information into a unified representation. 

Space spatial datatypes represent motions and accelerations. 

Space continually updates. 



 

4.5. Spatial and temporal programming 

Spatial object-oriented programming includes spatial programming and temporal 

programming: 

• Spatial programming takes account of register, processor, input, processing, and output 

space locations, topology, and shapes. For example, three-dimensional arrays of computing 

elements, such as cellular automata, can have regions of connected elements. Regions can 

attract or repel, or otherwise link, through channels. Regions and channels can move, make 

copies, appear, and disappear. Regions and channels can send signals about property 

values to, and receive signals about property values from, the same or other regions or 

channels. 

• Temporal programming includes sequential programming, parallel programming, 

distributed programming, and multiprocessor programming. 

5. Twinning and virtual space 

Computer "twinning" uses graphics computation to construct, and continually update, a digital 

virtual three-dimensional representation of the physical world and its processes. Twinning uses 

sensors at boundaries to define surfaces and model shape. 

Twinning has multiple interconnected simulations for many related processes, typically with 

updating (whereas computer simulations are for one process, typically with no updating). It can 

test parts, components/functions, asset/component/system interactions, and process/system 

interactions and timing. It can simulate behaviors; test hypotheses; optimize performance; 

represent memories, imaginings, and dreams; and allow new processes to evolve/develop. 

Twinning represents motions, changes, transformations, accelerations, and all kinetics and 

dynamics. 

From a copy of spatial object-oriented programming and from previous 

knowledge/representations of space and color, vision evolves/develops to add graphics and 

enable twinning. Vision twinning uses parallel processing of all spatial datatype instances and 

their interactions to represent space three-dimensionally, as virtual space, with objects in space 

and viewpoint at coordinate origin. Vision twinning includes representations of the patterns of 

colors and light rays, as virtual light. Descriptions transform to image representations. 

Twinning graphics are the brain's version of vector graphics and use the space spatial datatype 

and its coordinate system to put light/color patterns/perceptions, with categories and properties, 

at space locations. 

Note: Twinning also applies to sound, touch, odor, flavor, and pain representations. 

6. Geometric/spatial computing 

From spatial object-oriented programming and twinning, vision evolves/develops fully 

geometric and spatial computing operations and representations (geometric/spatial computing). 

Geometric/spatial computing uses geometric descriptions (as well as symbolic or algebraic 

descriptions) of three-dimensional spatial objects, including images, maps, and models. Note: All 

previous hardware and software still work. 

Geometric/spatial computation uses spatial information processing, with serial and parallel 

processing, to perform geometric and spatial operations on three-dimensional spatial objects in 

physical three-dimensional space. Geometric/spatial computation geometrically moves, projects, 

transforms, and scales (zooms). It represents object trajectories and flows through space. It 

represents motions, accelerations, and all kinetics and dynamics. 



 

Geometric/spatial computation represents viewpoint translations, rotations, and other 

transformations through space and maintains stationary space by reverse transformations using 

tensor operations. 

Geometric/spatial computing writes to, and reads from, virtual three-dimensional registers, 

processors, memories, and information channels, with spherical and rectangular coordinate 

systems. 

Geometric/spatial computing processes light and color constructed patterns, with categories 

and properties, for pattern recognition. 

6.1. Geometric operations 

Geometric/spatial computing performs geometric operations spatially. 

Add vectors: To add vectors, add line segments. 

Projection and dot-products: Projection moves points linearly from original figure onto 

projection line, surface, or volume. To perform projections (find dot-products), use two 

intersecting lines and a line segment on one line. Lines from line-segment endpoints intersect the 

second line at right angles, to make two right triangles that share the point where the two lines 

intersect. Using line-segment scaling, find the length of the line segment between the right-angle 

vertices on the second line. 

Perpendicular and cross-product: Two vectors can share a perpendicular vector. To find the 

perpendicular (cross-product), use two intersecting line segments, with known lengths a and b, 

and with angle A between them. Use line-segment scaling to find the product: a * b. Use 

similar-triangle corresponding-side ratios to find the sine of the angle: sin(A). Length = 

a * b *sin(A). At the intersection, construct a perpendicular with that length to both line 

segments. 

Geometric product: Multivector geometric product is the sum of the dot-product and 

cross-product. 

6.2. Boundary, region, and object making 

Geometric/spatial computing can spatially: 

• Make boundaries and split regions into features. 

• Merge regions and join features to make objects. 

• Account for spatial relations, such as adjacency, overlapping, and nesting. 

• Extrapolate and interpolate, including filling in. 

• Account for temporal and spatial binding. 

• Orient and align. 

• Mark regions for attention and importance. 

• Compare boundaries and regions for similarity and congruency. 

• Index objects, spatial relations, and temporal relations. 

6.3. Motions 

Objects can move around in space and have internal motions, which can have modes. Objects 

can have translation, expansion-contraction, curving, rotation, vibration, and coordinate 

transformations. 



 

6.4. Arithmetic operations 

Geometric/spatial computing can perform arithmetic operations spatially. 

Addition and subtraction: To add (and subtract), add line segments. 

Multiplication and division: To multiply (and divide), scale line segments. For example, use 

similar triangles to find length ratios. Two right triangles are similar triangles, with all 

corresponding sides having the same ratio of side lengths. In the first right triangle, the vertical 

side has unit length, and the horizontal side has length b. In the second right triangle, the vertical 

side has length a, and the horizontal side has unknown length x. For the two triangles, the 

vertical-side length ratio is a/1, and the horizontal-side length ratio is x/b = a/1, so the 

second-triangle horizontal side has length a*b. 

6.5. Set and logical operations 

Geometric/spatial computing can perform set operations spatially. Sets (such as empty and 

universal sets) are spatial. The negation, union, and intersection set operations are spatial 

operations. Also, set operations are equivalent to arithmetic operations: 

• 0 is the empty set. 

• 1 is the universal set. 

• Adding adds sets. 

• Subtracting subtracts sets. 

• Multiplying and dividing are multiple additions or subtractions. 

Geometric/spatial computing can do logical operations spatially, because set operations are 

equivalent to logical operations: 

• Logical negation relates to complementary set (and Boolean-algebra negation). 

• Logical conjunction relates to set intersection (and Boolean-algebra subtraction). 

• Logical disjunction relates to set union (and Boolean-algebra addition). 

• Conditionals are equivalent to NOT(p AND NOT q). 

6.6. Algebraic, calculus, and linguistic (string) operations 

Using arithmetic, set, logic, and geometric operations, geometric/spatial computing can 

perform all algebraic, calculus, and linguistic (string) operations spatially. 

6.7. Information 

Geometric/spatial computing represents bits as points, and letters and numbers as 

two-dimensional patterns. It manipulates information geometrically. 

6.8. Information transfers 

In geometric/spatial computing, three-dimensional registers store three-dimensional spatial 

configurations. Registers have three-dimensional information channels between them. Spatial 

commands transfer spatial configurations three-dimensionally. 

Three-dimensional information channels have signal flows with both longitudinal and 

transverse components and so cross-sections and longitudinal sections. 

Three-dimensional registers, channels, and processors have synchronized (same frequency and 

phase) firing, at sets of adjacent and non-adjacent elements, to group all points of spatial objects. 



 

Stacking 

Three-dimensional information transfer (and storage) can use three-dimensional registers. At 

each time step, stacking puts the three-dimensional register into the flow, so the flow is a series 

of three-dimensional registers. To illustrate, use a 27-point three-dimensional register (Figure 1, 

left side) with a vector. Information flow sends the same register down the pathway. 

Figure 1 

Stacking 

 
The vector does not change. It repeats at equal time intervals. The flow is discontinuous. The 

register's and the flow's cross-sections have the same dimensions. 

Skewing 

Three-dimensional information transfer (and storage) can use two-dimensional layers. At each 

time step, skewing puts the three-dimensional register into a layer one element thick. For 

example (Figure 2), the left plane is the layer's left side, the middle plane is the layer's middle, 

and the right plane is the layer's right side. 

Figure 2 

Skewing 

 
The vector changes. It repeats at equal time intervals. The flow is discontinuous. The register's 

and the flow's cross-sections have different dimensions. 

Information storage can use such two-dimensional layers. Reversing the above process can 

recover the three-dimensional register. 



 

Interleafing 

Three-dimensional information transfer (and storage) can use two-dimensional layers. At each 

time step, interleafing puts the three-dimensional register into a layer one element thick. For 

example (Figure 3), the top plane is the layer's left side, the middle plane is the layer's middle, 

and the bottom plane is the layer's right side. 

Figure 3 

Interleafing 

 
The vector changes. It repeats at equal time intervals. The flow is discontinuous. The register's 

and the flow's cross-sections have different dimensions. 

Information storage can use such two-dimensional layers. Reversing the above process can 

recover the three-dimensional register. 

7. Experiencing programming writes/reads observer/experiences/space model 

Copies of spatial object-oriented programming, twinning/graphics, and geometric/spatial 

computing evolve/develop to experiencing programming, which has added properties and 

functions that make experiences. Experiencing programming uses advanced vision graphics, in 

three-dimensional working memory, on perception's actionable descriptions, to write/read an 

observer/experiences/space model. 

Vision experiences, awareness, seeing, knowing, memory, recall, will, dreaming, and 

imagination use the same observer/experiences/space. 

7.1. Experiencing programming 

Experiencing programming adds properties and functions to the light/color/brightness spatial 

datatype: 

• Experiencing programming adds the properties (with allowed values) visibility, 

experienced brightness, experienced color, and apparent space. 

• Experiencing programming can write/read to locations and has advanced graphics. 

Running experiencing programming runs functions to write property values, which 

experiencing programming can simultaneously read. 

7.2. Evolution/development 

Originally, locations have numerical contrasts that are functions of spot 

black-white-opponency output. Contrasts evolve/develop into dark, medium, or light brightness 

quantities. Brightness evolves/develops into colors (composites of black, white, and hues). 

In three-dimensional working memory, using actionable descriptions, writing/reading 

functions and intensitized graphics, experiencing programming evolves/develops 

observer/perceptions/space to continuous three-dimensional observer/experiences/space, which 

has space locations that have color/light. 



 

7.3. Experiencing programming unifies writing and reading and making and knowing 

Experiencing programming, and observer/experiences/space, combine/unify reading and 

writing, and so output and input. 

Observing merges making and knowing. (Similarly, people can have inner speech, which has 

simultaneous speaking, hearing, and understanding.) 

7.4. Experiencing 

Experiencing programming models/simulates the behavior of observer seeing experiences in 

space, over time, by processing signals that sustain/write/read color states and space. Note that 

experiencing is not about what is outside body, but is all internal and non-physical. 

Experiences are write/read actions (Experiences are not states.) Actionable color and space 

descriptions become behavior: active brightness and color experiences at space-model locations. 

Light has activity/dynamics/energy: potential energy, directed kinetic energy, and random 

kinetic energy. Qualities model energies. 

The observer/experiences/space model has programming and so makes, knows, and is 

experiences (since only like can know like). Observer/experiences/space is both object and 

subject, and is self and consciousness. 
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Appendices about Evolution and Development of Sensation and Perception 

 

Evolution of Sensation and Perception 

Sensation and perception evolved as organisms evolved from one-celled organisms to humans. 

1. Protista/Protozoa 

Stimulus Detection by Cell Membrane: Cell-membrane receptor molecules react to pressure, 

light, or chemicals. 

Potential Difference across Cell Membrane: Cell-membrane ion channels actively transport 

ions across membrane, to make a concentration gradient that causes electric-voltage difference 

across cell membrane. 

2. Marine metazoa 

Glands: Mesoderm develops into glands, which release hormones to regulate cell metabolism 

(and into muscles). (Endoderm develops into digestive tract.) 

Neurons: Ectoderm develops into sense receptors, neurons, and nerves (and into outer skin). 

Nerve Impulse: Local stimulation can discharge local-cell-membrane electric potential, which 

discharges adjacent local-cell-membrane electric potential, and so on, so nerve impulse travels 

along nerve. 

Nerve Excitation: Excitation raises membrane potential to make reaching impulse threshold 

easier, or to amplify stimuli. 

Nerve Inhibition: Inhibition lowers membrane potential to damp competing weaker stimuli to 

leave stronger stimuli, or to more quickly damp neuron potential back to resting state (to allow 

timing). 

Neuron Coordination: Sense receptors and neurons connect by membrane electrical and 

chemical connectors, allowing neuron coordination. 

3. Bilateria 

Bilateral Symmetry: Flatworms have symmetrical right and left sides and have front and back. 

Ganglia: Neuron assemblies have functions. 

4. Deuterostomes 

Body Structure: Flatworm embryos have enterocoelom; separate mouth, muscular gut, and 

anus; and circulatory system. Embryo inner tube opens to outside at anus, not head. 

5. Chordata 

Body Structure: Larval and adult stages have notochord and distinct heads, trunks, and tails. 

Nervous System: Chordates have head ganglion, dorsal hollow nerve, and peripheral nerves. 

Reflexes: Sense receptors send electrochemical signals to neurons that send electrochemical 

signals to muscle or gland cells, to make reflex arcs. 

Interneurons for Excitation and Inhibition: Interneurons connect reflex arcs and other neuron 

pathways, allowing simultaneous mutual interactions, alternate pathways, and networks. 

Association: Interneurons associate pathway neuron states with other-pathway neuron states. 

Simultaneous stimulation of associated neurons modifies membrane potentials and impulse 

thresholds. 

Attention: Association allows input acknowledgement and so simple attention. 

Circuits for Timing and Calculation: Association series build neuron circuits. Outside 

stimulation causes electrochemical signal flows and enzyme releases. Circuits have signal 

sequences and patterns whose flows can spread stimulus effects over time and space and 

calculate algorithms. 



 

Receptor and Neuron Arrays for Feature Detection: Sense-receptor and neuron 

two-dimensional arrays detect spatial and temporal stimulus-intensity patterns, and so 

constancies, covariances, and contravariances over time and/or space, to find curvatures, edges, 

gradients, flows, and sense features. 

Topographic Maps for Spatial and Temporal Locations and for Objects and Events: Neuron 

arrays are topographic, with spatial layouts similar to body surfaces and space. Electrochemical 

signals stay organized spatially and temporally and so carry information about spatial and 

temporal location. Topographic maps receive electrochemical-signal vector-field wave fronts, 

transform them using tensors, and output electrochemical-signal vector-field wave fronts that 

represent objects and events. 

Memory for Excitation and Inhibition: Secondary neuron arrays, maps, and circuits store 

associative-learning memories. 

Recall for Excitation and Inhibition: Secondary neuron arrays, maps, and circuits recall 

associative-learning memories, to inhibit or excite neuron arrays that control muscles and glands. 

6. Vertebrates/fish 

Motor Coordination: Hindbrain has motor cerebellum. 

Sleeping and Waking: Hindbrain has sleep and wakefulness functions. 

Sensation: Hindbrain and midbrain have sense ganglia. 

Sensation Organization: Forebrain has vision occipital lobe, hearing-equilibrium temporal 

lobe, touch-temperature-motor parietal lobe, and smell frontal lobe. 

Balance: Vestibular system maintains balance. 

7. Fresh-water lobe-finned fish 

Hearing: Eardrum helps amplify sound. 

8. Amphibians 

No New Perception Functions: Early amphibians had no new sense or nervous-system 

features. 

9. Reptiles 

Sensation Organization: Paleocortex has two cell layers. 

Vision: Parietal eye detects infrared light. 

10. Anapsids, diapsids, synapsids, pelycosaurs, and pristerognathids 

No New Perception Functions: Early anapsids, diapsids, synapsids, pelycosaurs, and 

pristerognathids had no new nerve or sense features. 

11. Therapsids 

Warm-Blooded: Therapsids have thermoregulation. 

Hearing: Outer ear has pinna. 

12. Cynodonts, Eutheria, Tribosphenida, Monotremes, and Theria 

No New Perception Functions: Early cynodonts, Eutheria, Tribosphenida, monotremes, and 

Theria had no new nerve or sense features. 

13. Mammals 

Stationary Space: Vision can maintain stationary three-dimensional space, with a fixed 

reference frame. 

Sensation Organization: Neocortex has four cell layers. 

Vision: Mammals can see brightness and color. 

14. Insectivores 

Vision: Face has a front, with eyes with two overlapping visual fields. 



 

15. Primates, prosimians, and monkeys 

No New Perception Functions: Early primates, prosimians, and monkeys had no new nerve or 

sense features. 

16. Old World monkeys 

Vision: Old World monkeys have trichromatic vision. 

17. Apes 

Self: Chimpanzees and humans over two years old can recognize themselves using mirror 

reflections and can use mirrors to look at themselves and reach body-surface locations. 

18. Anthropoid apes 

Planning and Prediction: Neocortex frontal lobes have better memory and space functions, 

with planning and prediction. 

19. Hominins 

Multisensory Sensation Coordination: Neocortex has six layers and has multisensory regions. 

20. Humans 

Sensation and Motor Coordination and Space: New associational cortex is for better 

perception-motion coordination and behaviors. Frontal lobes have better spatial organization. 

Language: Neocortex has language areas. Parietal lobes have better communication. 



 

Human Growth and Development of Sensation and Perception 

Development is from embryo to fetus, newborn, infant, toddler, child, adolescent, and adult. 

During development, humans pass through many different environments, so development has 

many possibilities. Environment (nurture) and genes (nature) have approximately equal 

importance [Carey, 1987] [Winick, 1978]. 

1. Growth and development 

Growth and development begins at fertilization and involves cell proliferation and 

specialization that creates and modifies structures, functions, and behaviors. 

In early development, source cells secrete peptide transcription factors (morphogens) that 

diffuse through all stem-cell tissue, making concentration gradients. Different concentrations 

cause different stem-cell chemical reactions that differentiate stem cells into more specialized 

cells: low concentrations affect only low-threshold reactions, while high concentrations affect 

low-threshold and high-threshold reactions. 

Later in development, in each brain region and sub-region, cells secrete signaling proteins 

(morphogens), making concentration gradients. Different concentrations cause different chemical 

reactions to make specialized cells. 

Adult human bodies have 256 cell types and 10^15 cells. 

2. Development stages 

Human development passes through stages: embryo, fetus, newborn, infant, toddler, child, 

adolescent, and adult. 

2.1. Embryo 

By seven days after fertilization, cells that will make brain and spinal cord have rolled into a 

hollow cylinder (periventricular germ layer), multiplied, migrated outwards, and become 

neuroblasts. 

From 7 days to 21 days, neuroblasts make a cell slab (cortical plate) in embryo upper layer, 

with two hemispheres around empty regions (ventricles). 

From 14 days to 21 days, ectoderm above the notochord makes first neural plate, then neural 

groove, then neural folds, and then neural tube. Neural tube has inner ventricular zone 

(ependyma) around central ventricle, intermediate-zone (mantle-layer) gray matter, and 

marginal-zone (pia) white matter. Ependyma becomes neurons and glia. Mantle layer becomes 

dorsal sense neurons (alar plate) and ventral motor neurons (basal plate). Pia is myelinated 

axons. 

Mesoderm (neural crest) lies next to neural tube and makes adrenal medulla, sympathetic 

ganglia, and dorsal-root ganglia. 

Genes direct nervous-system development: 

• After head and tail develop, proneural genes code transcription factors that make neural 

precursor cells to start brain development. 

• Neurogenic genes make cell-to-cell signal proteins for cell adhesion, signal transduction, 

membrane channels, and transcription factors for differential cell proliferation and 

specialization. 

• Selector genes make neuron types. 

• Neurotrophic genes secrete neurotrophic factors that keep neurons alive, differentiate 

neurons, and make neurotransmitters. 

• Neurotrophic-factor receptor genes code neurotrophic-factor receptor proteins. 



 

By 21 days, brain interneurons have sent axons down brainstem to spinal cord and up to 

forebrain. Axons transmit messenger chemicals to other neurons to integrate central nervous 

system. Medulla oblongata appears at neural-tube first flexure. 

By 28 days, forebrain telencephalon and diencephalon, midbrain, and hindbrain pons and 

medulla have differentiated. Guided by chemical and electrical signals (with no learning), 

brainstem and spinal-cord ventral motor cells have grown axons to trunk, limb, and viscera 

muscles. Embryo has first coordinated movements. 

By 32 days, pons and cerebellum have appeared at neural-tube third flexure. Spinal ganglia 

begin forming. 

By 35 days, paleocortex, cerebral medulla, and basal ganglia have appeared at neural-tube 

fourth flexure. Sensory nerve tracts begin, as epithelial and head sensory receptors project to 

brainstem and spinal-cord dorsal half. Embryo has first sensory information. 

By 42 days, arms and legs have appeared. Sympathetic ganglia start to form segmental masses. 

Hypothalamus and epithalamus begin. Cerebral hemispheres start. Embryo has first reflex arcs. 

By 49 days, thalamus, corpus striatum, and hippocampus begin. Embryo has first spatial and 

temporal information. 

By 52 days, spinal reflexes work, and limbic lobe begins. Embryo has first emotional, success, 

and goal information. 

By 56 days, brainstem has many projections into cerebral cortex to guide cortical-neuron 

migration and differentiation. Embryo has first whole-body motor and sensory integration. 

2.2. Fetus 

By 63 days (two months), anterior commissure appears. 

By 66 days, hippocampal commissure appears. 

By 70 days, corpus callosum appears. Fetus has first right-left motor and sensory integration. 

By 74 days, spinal cord has internal structure. Neocortex parietal lobe starts. Fetus has 

localized movements. 

By 84 days, cortical layers five and six appear. Fetus has first high-level motor and sensory 

coordination. 

By 88 days, spinal cord has organized. Connections from neocortex to hippocampus start. 

Fetus has first high-level spatial and temporal information coordination. 

By 98 days, long sensory tracts have appeared in spinal cord. Flocculonodular lobe has 

appeared. Fetus has first balance, position, and position-change information. 

By 112 days, spinal-cord ventral-root myelination begins. Cerebellar vermis is in position. 

Corpora quadrigemina have appeared. Neocortex has first layering stage. Parietal and frontal 

lobes have separated. Fetus has first spatial maps and temporal sequences. 

By 126 days (four months), occipital lobe and temporal lobe have separated. Fetus has first 

high-level vision and hearing. 

By 136 days, tract myelination from spinal cord to cerebellum and pons begins, and 

dorsal-root myelination begins. Fetus has first sensory-motor coordination. 

By 140 days, inner neocortex layers have matured, and pyramidal tracts from cortex begin. 

Fetus has voluntary movements and moves eyes. Fetus has REM sleep, indicating dreaming. 

By 156 days (five months), outer neocortical layers have matured. Fetus has high-level control 

of motor and sensory processing. Fetus can have pain. 



 

By 170 days, brain has all cortical layers. Ventral commissure has myelinated. Cranial nerves 

have myelinated through midbrain. All cerebral-hemisphere commissures are complete. Some 

left and right temporal-lobe and parietal-lobe regions have become asymmetric, so fetus has first 

handedness. 

By 196 days, spinal cord to thalamus tract has myelinated through midbrain, and spinal cord to 

cerebellar vermis tract has myelinated. Cerebellum has final configuration. Cerebral 

convolutions and fissures start. Fetus has integrated motor and sensory processing. 

By 224 days, secondary and tertiary brain sulci start. 

2.3. Newborn 

Almost all central-nervous-system neurons are present at birth, and most brain connections are 

present. Cell dendrites are still growing, and synapse number is still increasing. (During 

maturation, 80% of neurons die.) 

Brainstem, thalamus, amygdala, and deep cerebellum are active. 

All reflex arcs are active. Newborns can cry, suck, swallow, thrash, yell, cough, vomit, lift 

chin while lying on stomach, smack lips, chew on fingers, flex limbs, extend limbs, creep, shiver, 

jerk, arch back, draw in stomach, twist, and turn in touched-cheek direction. If spoken to, 

newborns can smile, coo, and make hand gestures. 

All senses are present: 

• Newborns can have pain. 

• In first few days, newborns can distinguish people by odor. 

• Newborns react to loud sounds. If newborns are alert, high sound frequencies cause 

freezing, but low ones soothe crying and increase motor activity. Rhythmic sounds quiet 

newborns. 

• Newborns have wide-open eyes that can move stepwise to fixate on bright places or to 

track stimuli in motion. Gaze focuses only at 20 centimeters away. Newborns can follow 

slowly moving lights, react to brightness changes, and turn away from light stimuli. 

Newborns can learn and have short-term memory of times and locations. 

Newborns have emotions and express puzzlement, surprise, pleasure, and displeasure. They 

can try to avoid experiences. 

2.4. Infant 

In the first four months, infants look only at positions (because they do not know size, shape, 

color, or objects). Eyes and head can follow object position changes, so infants have vision and 

muscle coordination. 

From 1 to 4 months, infants have undifferentiated fear reactions to light flashes, fast 

object-position changes, noises, and falling, so infants have elementary perceptions. 

From 1 to 6 months, infants have undifferentiated excitement (associated with tension or 

need), undifferentiated relaxed quiescence, or no emotion, so they coordinate vision and 

emotions. 

By 1.5 months, infants can change pupil size, so they can account for light intensity. They can 

yawn, frown, sneeze, and close hand. 

By 2 to 3 months, eye accommodation begins, and infants have good visual attention. 

By 3 months, infants look back and forth between objects and hands and have good visually 

directed arm movements. They can put objects or hands in mouth. 

By 3 to 4 months, infants have eye convergence and eye coordination and know depth and 

orientation, so they perceive three-dimensional space. They have size constancy, shape 

constancy, completion, motion parallax, and binocular parallax. 



 

By 4 months, infants perceive size, shape, and color and have object perception. Infants never 

confuse objects with themselves. They can distinguish human faces and so realize whether 

people are family or strangers. 

They have undifferentiated fear reactions to strange objects and to people and animals 

associated with pain, and so coordinate vision and pain perceptions. 

By 6 months, most synapses have developed. Neocortex layers one, two, and three have 

myelinated. Frontal lobes have become active, and theta waves have appeared. Infants can place 

objects in three-dimensional space. 

By 7 months, delta and alpha waves have appeared. Infants can give meaning to perceptions. 

By 7.5 months, brain-wave pattern is continuously present. Infants can integrate perceptions. 

By 9 months, layer 3c and layer 4 cortical neurons are functional. Sensory tracts between 

thalamus and primary sensorimotor cortex, and motor tracts between motor cortex and 

cerebellum, are functional. Thalamus and lower gyrus-cinguli layers are in intraorganismic short 

circuit. 

Brain-wave waking and sleeping patterns are like adult ones. 

Infants first predict other's movements and realize that people are pointing at or looking at 

something, so they can follow other's eye direction toward distant objects. Infants first know 

relation of objects to self (intentionality) and have a body image. 

By 9 to 12 months, infants can reach everywhere in space without looking, so they have a 

cognitive map. 

By 12 months, pyramidal tract has myelinated. Infants can accurately reach for objects and are 

aware that objects exist even when not seen, so they have a complete cognitive map and can use 

symbols. Visual cortex has complete space and color information. Infants understand 

household-object names, so they coordinate language and perception. 

By 14 to 18 months, meaningful speech begins, and infants can make two-word phrases. 

By 18 months, pre-frontal lobes and language areas become active. Self-consciousness begins. 

Visual-cortex structures and functions for sensations have begun. 

2.5. Toddler 

By 24 months, toddlers have 75% of adult brain, and cerebellum is 80% of adult weight. 

Cortex layer 3b, thalamus and association-area tracts, and association-area outer sections are 

functional. Fissures between brain lobes are present. Vertical exogenous fibers connect cortex 

with subcortex. Subcortical association fibers, layer-one tangential fibers, and horizontal 

exogenous fibers develop. Visual-cortex structures and functions for sensations are complete. 

Toddlers use names plus verbs (grammar), so they know that things have actions. Toddlers use 

words that refer to self ("I", "my", "mine", "me", and "myself"), so they have good 

self-consciousness. Personality begins. 

By 24 to 36 months, toddlers learn tense, number, and other word-association rules and build 

simple sentences from words. Toddlers express locations, desires, goals, feelings, and thoughts, 

so they have integrated self and world. 

By 36 months, hippocampus becomes mature. Toddlers can remember sensations and have 

first long-term memory. They begin to know about minds and mental states. They cannot 

distinguish appearance and reality. 

By 36 to 48 months, toddlers can compare and reason, can connect sentences into paragraphs, 

can fantasize and pretend, and have first value systems. 



 

2.6. Child 

By 4 to 7 years, according to Piaget, children can use intuitive thought, make classes, realize 

that objects belong in classes, and use quantifiers, but use no logic and are still centering. 

Children cannot use interaction or no interaction between two variables to determine object 

properties, such as number, quantity, time, or space (conservation concept). 

At 5 years, temporal-pole fissure is complete. 

At 5 years, children can pick up tiny pellets and place them, have good balance, show 

handedness, act independently, dress themselves, use toilet alone, play alone unsupervised, and 

imitate activities. They can draw squares and triangles but not diamonds, trace long straight 

lines, and draw people. 

At 5 years, children can organize memories, so they can recover from speaking interruptions. 

They can recall 4 to 5 numbers immediately, solve small problems, and talk and think to 

themselves. They have well-defined personalities. 

At 6 years, frontal-lobe, parietal-lobe, and occipital-lobe fissurations are mostly complete. 

Brain is 90% of adult weight. Parietal-lobe and occipital-lobe surface areas are complete. Layer 2 

is functional. Neural connections maximize at age 6. 

At 6 years, children have 2500-word vocabularies, can read, and can count up to 9. 

At 6 years, children can throw balls well, go through mazes, and react to orientation changes, 

because they have learned up-down and right-left. 

At 7 years, children can recreate mental states and reverse logical processes or transformations 

(reversibility concept). 

At 7 to 8 years, children can understand metaphors. Speech articulation becomes as good as 

adults. 

At 7 to 11 years, according to Piaget, children can perform concrete operations (serialization), 

relate objects by scale or quantity, include objects in classes, relate parts to wholes, play using 

logical rules, use flexible thinking, consider other views, communicate extensively, make mental 

representations, know relations, and understand relations among relatives. 

At 10 years, frontal-lobe surface area is complete, and all fissurations are complete. 

At 10 years, children can recall 6 to 7 numbers immediately and can tell objects from outlines. 

At 11 years, according to Piaget, children can perform formal operations, think abstractly, 

analyze, judge, reason, deduce, consider problems not related to reality, apply rules to things, and 

combine rules and generalize (combinative structure). They can think about thinking, 

possibilities, self, future, and things not in experience. 

2.7. Adolescent 

At 11 to 14 years, brain-wave pattern is like adult. 

At 11 to 15 years, gonadotropin-releasing-hormone (GnRH) release from hypothalamus 

triggers puberty, causing pituitary to secrete hormones that affect testes or ovaries. Kiss-1-gene 

enzyme (kisspeptin) activates GPR54, which also affects puberty. 

At 12 years, layer two functions (except for prefrontal lobe). Alpha waves dominate EEG. 

Central association areas and frontal lobes can function. Reticular formation completes 

myelination at puberty. 

At 12 to 14 years, adolescents understand metaphors. 

At 13 years, cerebellum is at adult weight. Substantia-nigra dark pigmentation is complete. 

At 14 years, prefrontal-lobe lower layers function. Cortex layers one and two function (except 

in prefrontal lobe). These layers affect association areas and short-and-long circuit 

reorganizations. Waking and sleeping EEGs show sudden transitions. 



 

At 17 to 20 years, prefrontal-lobe layers three, four, five, and six function. Association areas 

are still developing. 

At 18 years, myelin is still forming in reticular formation and association areas. 

2.8. Adult 

Speed and ability peak between late teens and late thirties and then gradually decline. 

At age 35, all brain parts are complete. Frontal lobes have myelin. 

3. Summary of development 

Before one year old: 

• Three-month-olds seem to realize where things are in space, like hands and feet, music box 

on a cradle side, and people nearby. They can look at you, then turn away, and then look 

again. 

• Four-month-olds appear to see the world as stable and outside. They attend to some stimuli 

and ignore others. 

• Five-month-olds can recognize objects, like a bottle, and sounds, like people's voices and 

water running for the bottle. 

• Seven-month-olds know where a thing goes if it is moving or dragged. 

• Eight-month-olds can remember that pulling a cord made a light go on and off and that 

flowing faucet water means time for food. 

• Nine-month-olds can remember where something was, for example, where a toy is that had 

gone out of sight. 

• Ten-month-olds can remember in what direction a thing is. 

These do not prove consciousness or awareness before one year old. 

Between one year old and two years old: 

• One-year-olds know in and out, near and far, and open and closed, and can do them. 

• One-and-a-third-year-olds appear to know that seen and/or remembered items are similar, 

such as doilies. 

• One-and-two-thirds-year-olds can say the names of colors red and blue, and they realize 

that the parts of a doll body are the parts of a human body. 

These do not prove consciousness or awareness before two years old. 

Between two years old and three-and-a-half years old: 

• After two years old, toddlers have concepts of numbers. For example, if a father mentions 

that his shirt sleeve has one stripe, toddlers can notice that there is one stripe on the other 

sleeve, and say "two stripes". They can then say that their dress has no stripes. 

• Three-year-olds can put together a puzzle and memorize the pieces. When they see a sign, 

they can recognize some letters. 

• At three-and-a-half years old, when a father put stuffed animals in a car first, and said he 

was number 3, a girl can say Strawberry was first, Snoopy was second, and she was third. 

Then she can say that the three were 1, 2, and 3. Three-and-a-half-year-olds can realize that 

2 and 1 are 3, by counting books. 

These do not prove consciousness or awareness before two years old between two years old 

and three-and-a-half years old. 



 

Living-Thing Properties 

Living organisms result from cell, organ, and organ system hierarchical structures and 

processes. They require energy and metabolism. They develop, grow, and have regulation and 

homeostasis. They have sensitivities and behaviors. 

Living things: 

• Move (movement) (behavior) and have internal motions that transform parts. 

• Have a hierarchy of structures (hierarchical organization) and processes (metabolism). 

• Act in response to internal and external conditions and changes (sensitivity). 

• Build and copy structures and processes (reproduction). 

• Develop (development) and grow (growth). 

• Regulate processes (regulation). 

• Keep processes steady/constant/in-balance (homeostasis). 

• Gather and use energy (energy processing) and conserve or shed heat (energy balance). 



 

Appendices about Human Vision Physiology for Color and Brightness 

 

Vision Reception and Vision Physiology up to Opponent Processes 

The visual system has retinal rods, cones, and neurons and lateral-geniculate-nucleus and 

visual-cortex neuron assemblies and topographic maps. Neurons for same spatial direction have 

same relative position in retina, thalamus, occipital lobe, and association cortex. 

Vision physiology calculates brightnesses and colors for all directions from eye and assigns 

them a distance. 

1. Visible light and its properties 

Vision can see electromagnetic waves (visible light) whose frequency is in a narrow range, 

above infrared light and below ultraviolet light. 

Electromagnetic radiation is a flow that has power (energy per second) and intensity (power 

per unit cross-sectional area). 

Radiant intensity, such as from infrared waves, is power per solid angle. Visible-light waves 

have radiant intensity called luminous intensity. 

Electromagnetic radiation has a frequency-intensity distribution, in which each frequency has 

intensity. A frequency-intensity distribution has weighted average frequency. Over visible light 

waves, weighted average frequency is the basis of hue, weighted frequency standard deviation is 

the basis of saturation, and total intensity is the square of color brightness. 

Two light sources with different frequency-intensity distributions combine to make a new 

frequency-intensity distribution, so vision is a synthetic sense, not an analytic sense). Two 

brightnesses/colors mix to make intermediate color. 

Note: All sight-line points between light source/surface and retina have no net intensity, 

because electromagnetic waves interfere and cancel, so no information comes from those points. 

2. Light sources 

Light has sources. Illumination can come from seen and unseen surfaces. Light, heat, electric, 

electronic, and/or mechanical energy make atoms, molecules, crystals, and fluids stretch, 

compress, twist, vibrate, and rotate, and so move charges and change electric-charge structure. 

For example, dyes, pigments, transition-metal complexes, and compounds with bond conjugation 

have free charges, charges in chemical bonds, ions, electric dipoles with polarities, and electron 

orbitals. 

Absorbed energy moves electrons and other charges to higher energy states (electron-orbital 

transitions, ionization, and charge transfer). When charges fall back to lower energy states, 

visible light emits. 

Electromagnetic waves come from light sources or surface reflections. 

2.1. Emission 

Surface emission is light intensity coming from a light source. Processes include 

incandescence, fluorescence, phosphorescence, neon and argon light, light amplification by 

stimulated emission (laser), diode light emission, and crystal color centers. 

Physical surfaces can be luminous and emit visible light. 

Light sources have no scattering and no absorbance. 

2.2. Reflection, pigment scattering, and absorption 

Light has surface reflections, with scattering and absorbance. Reflections can have diffraction, 

interference, and/or polarization. 

Physical surfaces can reflect visible light. Spectra depend on both illumination spectrum and 

surface reflectivity (reflectances at wavelengths). 



 

Pigments have scattering and absorbance. Reflectance increases with more scattering and 

decreases with more absorbance: 

• Black pigment scatters least and absorbs most. As value falls, black-to-paint ratio increases 

as a power, not linearly. 

• Blue, green, and cyan pigments have low scattering (and so higher tinting strength) and 

variable absorbance. 

• Yellow, red, and orange pigments have high scattering (and so lower tinting strength) and 

variable absorbance. 

• White pigment scatters most and absorbs least. As value rises, white-to-paint ratio 

increases as a power, not linearly. 

2.3. Diffuse and specular reflection 

Surfaces can have diffuse or specular reflection. 

Diffuse reflection means that a surface reflects light in all directions. Such surfaces are matte. 

Specular reflection means that a surface reflects light in one direction. Such surfaces are 

glossy/shiny/glittering. For example, light at a large angle to vertical has specular reflection. 

3. Light paths 

Light has reflection from opaque surfaces, with diffraction (as in liquid crystals), interference, 

and/or polarization. Surface reflectance is ratio of outgoing light intensity to incoming light 

intensity. 

Light has transmission through transparent or translucent materials, with scattering and/or 

polarization. 

Light has refraction through transparent or translucent materials, with chromatic (and other) 

aberration and/or polarization. 

Scenes have shadows and occlusions. 

3.1. Illumination angle and viewing angle 

Illumination angle and viewing angle affect perception of light, brightness, and color. 

Surface illumination is light intensity coming into the surface. Visual scenes have illumination 

from seen and unseen surfaces. 

Colors differ with illumination angle and viewing angle. 

3.2. Transparency 

Surfaces and materials can be opaque, translucent, or transparent. Opaque means that no light 

can come through from behind. Translucent means that some light can come through from 

behind. Transparent means that most light can come through from behind. 

Visible materials have opaque (or translucent) surfaces. (Because they have no surfaces, clear 

air and flawless glass are transparent.) 

Through transparent or translucent materials, light has transmission, with scattering and/or 

polarization, and refraction, with chromatic aberration and/or polarization. For example, 

applying a thin or low-density green paint over white paint allows white to show through, 

because green has only a narrow range of light wavelengths. Surface black, grays, and white 

must be opaque, because they have all wavelengths. For example, applying white, gray, or black 

paint over green paint blocks green from coming through. 

Opaque surfaces have no surface depth. Surfaces can have some depth, so that they can have 

some translucency, such as dark and deep surfaces. 

Colorless materials allow all light wavelengths to go through. Surfaces cannot be colorless, 

because then people cannot see them. 



 

3.3. Depth 

Transparent and translucent surfaces and materials can have depth. 

Note: Materials have depth and can have interior reflection. For example, air can be clear, 

hazy, or foggy. 

3.4. Physical state 

Objects have phase/state (solid, liquid, gas) and surface textures. 

3.5. Color associations 

Objects have color associations. For example, blue comes from sky and water. Yellow comes 

from sunlight, skin, and sand. Red comes from fruit, blood, and meat. Green comes from leaves 

and grass. Black comes from night. White comes from daylight. 

4. Cone and rod light reception 

Rod and cone retinal-receptor chemical processes have transition states whose energies are the 

same as those of visible-light-wavelength photons. 

After photon absorption, rods and cones change membrane potential. Rods and cones integrate 

intensities over a frequency range. Rod and cone outputs vary directly with logarithm of light 

intensity. 

4.1. Cone processing 

Cones absorb photons of a specific wavelength with highest probability, and absorb photons at 

lower and higher wavelengths with lower probabilities: 

• Short-wavelength cone: Maximum sensitivity is at 419 nm. Peak runs from 420 nm to 

440 nm. Curve is approximately symmetric around 419 nm. The short-wavelength cone 

type has non-zero output at every light wavelength from 380 nm to 530 nm. 

• Middle-wavelength cone: Maximum sensitivity is at 531 nm. Peak runs from 534 nm to 

545 nm. Curve is approximately symmetric around 531 nm. The middle-wavelength cone 

type has non-zero output at every light wavelength from 400 nm to 660 nm. 

• Long-wavelength cone: Maximum sensitivity is at 558 nm. Peak runs from 564 nm to 

580 nm. Curve is approximately symmetric around 558 nm. The long-wavelength cone 

type has non-zero output at every light wavelength from 400 nm to 700 nm. 

Three cones are necessary, to cover the light spectrum. Cones require brighter light than rods. 

Cones take a logarithm of the integration/sum over the emitted or reflected frequency-intensity 

spectrum, with each frequency having a weight (sensitivity curve). Because cone output depends 

on a logarithm, output is not linear. For example, ten times the input intensity may only increase 

output by 1.5 times. 

4.2. Color and cone outputs 

For blues, short-wavelength cone has high output, middle-wavelength cone has low output, 

and long-wavelength cone has no output. 

For cyans, short-wavelength cone has output, middle-wavelength cone has output, and 

long-wavelength cone has low output. 

For greens, short-wavelength cone has low output, middle-wavelength cone has high output, 

and long-wavelength cone has low output. 

For chartreuses, short-wavelength cone has low output, middle-wavelength cone has output, 

and long-wavelength cone has output. 

For yellows, short-wavelength cone has low output, middle-wavelength cone has output, and 

long-wavelength cone has output. 

For oranges, short-wavelength cone has low output, middle-wavelength cone has output, and 

long-wavelength cone has output. 



 

For reds, short-wavelength cone has low output, middle-wavelength cone has low output, and 

long-wavelength cone has high output. 

For black, short-wavelength cone has low output, middle-wavelength cone has low output, and 

long-wavelength cone has low output. 

For middle gray, short-wavelength cone has half output, middle-wavelength cone has half 

output, and long-wavelength cone has half output. 

For white, short-wavelength cone has high output, middle-wavelength cone has high output, 

and long-wavelength cone has high output. 

4.3. Univariance and light spectrum 

Photoreceptors have a wavelength at which they have highest probability of energy absorption 

and lower and higher wavelengths at which they have lower probability of energy absorption. A 

higher-intensity low-probability wavelength can make same total absorption as a lower-intensity 

high-probability wavelength (univariance problem). For example, if frequency A has 

probability 1% and intensity 2, and frequency B has probability 2% and intensity 1, total 

photoreceptor absorption is the same. 

There are three cones, and every wavelength affects all three cones. Three wavelengths can 

have intensities at which all three photoreceptors have the same absorption as one or more 

wavelengths at other intensities. (Using three wavelengths always makes unsaturated color.) 

Note: Two different wavelengths can never have intensities at which all three cones have the 

same absorption, so that case has no univariance problem. Using two wavelengths always makes 

saturated color. 

4.4. Rod processing 

Retinal rod light receptors have highest sensitivity at wavelength 498 nm (blue-green). The 

wavelength range is 440 nm to 660 nm. Rods take a logarithm of the integration/sum over the 

emitted or reflected frequency-intensity spectrum, with each frequency having a weight 

(sensitivity curve), because rods absorb photons of middle wavelengths with highest probability, 

and absorb photons at lower and higher wavelengths with lower probabilities. 

Rod cells evolved after cone cells (and opponent processes). Rods are more sensitive than 

cones. For light intensity below cone threshold, only rod cells measure light intensity. Rods have 

no information about hue or saturation, only brightness. 

Rods send to rod bipolar cells and amacrine cells, which then send to ganglion cells. 

4.5. Alternative receptor types and numbers 

Vision has three receptor types, which must cover the spectrum with even distribution. 

Therefore, because the spectrum is narrow, alternative receptor types can only differ somewhat 

in relative spectrum peak and so must be almost the same. 

Note: Because receptor peaks are too narrow, only one or two receptor types cannot cover the 

spectrum. Vision can have four receptor types, but, because the spectrum is narrow, two must 

have close spectrum peaks and so be almost the same. 

5. Adaptation 

Visual receptors adapt within a few seconds. Cortical processes also adapt. 

Vision adapts to illumination intensity changes, darker and lighter (simultaneous brightness 

contrast). 

Afterimages are temporal effects of adaptation and seem to not be on surfaces 

[Wilson and Brocklebank, 1955] [Brown, 1965]. 



 

6. Accommodation, focus, and resolution 

Occipital-lobe peristriate area 19 sends to Edinger-Westphal nucleus, which sends, along third 

cranial nerve, to: 

• Ciliary muscle to control lens accommodation 

• Sphincter pupillae muscle to control pupil constriction 

• Medial rectus muscle to converge eyes 

Eye can focus on objects between 6 cm and 6 meters away. (At distances greater than 

6 meters, light rays are essentially parallel.) 

Rods and cones have diameters 4 to 100 micrometers. Dim light excites only rods and has less 

acuity. Bright light excites cones and has more acuity. Eye has resolution of 10 seconds of arc at 

best. Normal vision has visual acuity one minute of arc. 

Eye properties reduce resolution. Eye fluid scatters light. Eye lens has chromatic aberration. 

Retina has blood vessels, macula, fovea, and blind spot. Eye vibrates, drifts, and has saccades. 

7. Melanopsin-containing retinal ganglion cells 

Retina inner part has intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (melanopsin-containing 

retinal ganglion cells) that measure overall light intensity, approximately as intensity square root. 

They are 1% of retinal ganglion cells. They have melanopsin, whose absorption peak is at 

480 nm, so they directly detect (with slow response) light intensity centered on that wavelength. 

They also receive from rods, which they use at low to medium light levels for light intensity 

centered on wavelength 500 nm. 

They have three main functions: 

• Pupillary light reflex: Their axons go to upper-midbrain olivary pretectal nucleus, which 

sends to Edinger-Westphal nucleus, which sends, along oculomotor nerve, 

parasympathetically to ciliary ganglion, which sends to iris sphincter. 

• Melatonin and sleep: Their axons go to hypothalamus ventrolateral preoptic nucleus and 

regulate melatonin release and sleep. 

• Circadian rhythms: Their axons go to hypothalamus suprachiasmatic nuclei and thalamus 

intergeniculate leaflet and regulate circadian rhythms. 

Attention, awareness, and perception affect these activities. 

Amacrine cells inhibit them. 

They contribute little to location, color, or object perception. 

8. Constancies 

Colors, sizes, and shapes stay relatively constant. 

Surface hues stay constant over illuminance changes (simultaneous chromatic contrast), 

because vision adapts to illumination chromaticity changes by changing relative cone 

sensitivities in retina and visual cortex [Kries, 1895] [Lamb, 1985]. 

9. Motion detection 

Retina outer part sends to occipital lobe to detect motion. 

10. Blinking 

Blinking occurs automatically to moisten cornea. 

Reflex eyelid blinking occurs upon cornea stimulation (corneal reflex) (blink reflex). Cornea 

sends to pons, which sends along facial nerve to eyelid muscle. 

Reflex eyelid blinking occurs to bright light (optical reflex) or to approaching objects. 

Occipital lobe mediates optical reflex. 



 

Vision-Physiology Opponent Processes 

Retinal opponent processes compare cone outputs (which have only positive values) to find 

differences [DeValois and DeValois, 1975] [Hurvich, 1981] [Hurvich and Jameson, 1955] 

[Hurvich and Jameson, 1956] [Jameson and Hurvich, 1955] [Jameson and Hurvich, 1956] 

[Svaetichin and MacNichol, 1958]. Opponent processes contrast two states. 

Each retinal location has three pairs of opponent-process ganglion-cell outputs: spot luminance 

relative to surround luminance, short-wavelength amount relative to 

long-and-middle-wavelength amount, short-and-long-wavelength amount relative to 

middle-wavelength amount, and their inverses. The opposing (but not necessarily opposite) 

states name the opponency, so the opponencies are white-black/black-white, 

yellow-blue/blue-yellow, and red-green/green-red. The two opponencies of an opponency pair 

are linear transformations of each other. Pairs are necessary because output is positive. Onset and 

offset have equal representation. The three opponency pairs are orthogonal/independent. 

Every visible-light stimulus typically affects all three cones, so opponent processes are 

necessary to differentiate colors. 

Cone cells and opponent processes evolved at the same time (before rod cells). Opponent 

processes aid hue discrimination and boundary demarcation, so vision favors opponent 

processes. 

Note: For each and all surfaces, cortical processes put the three opponency pairs together to 

make surface color, brightness, hue, and saturation. Each different color has a unique set of 

values of the three opponencies. 

1. Retina and cortex physiology 

Cones (and rods) connect to bipolar cells. All vertebrate retinas have bipolar cells, which have 

ON-center/OFF-surround or OFF-center/ON-surround receptive fields. ON-center/OFF-surround 

receptive-fields have positive input from center bipolar cells and negative input from annulus 

same-type bipolar cells, and so measure onset. OFF-center/ON-surround receptive-fields have 

positive input from annulus bipolar cells and negative input from center same-type bipolar cells, 

and so measure offset. Onset and offset have equal representation. Bipolar cells use graded 

potentials to excite or inhibit ganglion cells. 

Cones also connect to horizontal cells, which inhibit ON-center/OFF-surround and/or 

OFF-center/ON-surround bipolar cells. (Rods also connect to amacrine cells, which inhibit 

ganglion cells.) 

Ganglion cells have ON and OFF opponent-process pairs receptive fields. Ganglion-cell-center 

size defines the smallest perceptible visual angle. Each cone affects several ganglion cells 

(related to "filling-in"), and each ganglion cell gets information from several cones. Ganglion 

cells send action potentials (with 200-fold firing range), with high baseline rate, to lateral 

geniculate nucleus. 

Lateral-geniculate-nucleus neurons have ON and OFF opponent-process pairs and send to 

visual cortex, whose cells also have ON and OFF opponent-process pairs. The two types are 

approximately equal in number, so onset and offset have equal representation. 

1.1. Regulation 

Opponent-process inputs have weights, which can regulate color, region, and boundary 

detection. 

1.2. Lateral inhibition 

Cells can inhibit neighboring cells. Lateral inhibition increases contrast, suppresses noise, 

sharpens boundaries, and contracts (and distinguishes) regions. 



 

1.3. Spreading activation 

Cells can excite neighboring cells. Spreading activation reduces contrast, fills in, blurs 

boundaries, and expands (and unifies) regions. 

1.4. Ganglion-cell input and output 

Ganglion-cell input is a function of a difference, and so varies continuously from maximum 

negative to zero to maximum positive. 

Ganglion-cell-output action-potential rate varies continuously from minimum to baseline to 

maximum: 

• If negative input is maximum and positive input is half, negative input is three-quarters and 

positive input is one-quarter, or negative input is half and positive input is zero, so 

opponent-process-input difference is negative, ganglion-cell output is below baseline. 

Maximum negative input and zero positive input makes zero ganglion-cell output. 

• If positive input is maximum and negative input is maximum, positive input is half and 

negative input is half, or positive input is zero and negative input is zero, so 

opponent-process-input difference is zero, then ganglion-cell output is baseline. 

• If positive input is maximum and negative input is half, positive input is three-quarters and 

negative input is one-quarter, or positive input is half and negative input is zero, so 

opponent-process-input difference is positive, ganglion-cell output is above baseline. 

Maximum positive input and zero negative input makes maximum ganglion-cell output. 

Opponencies can have low baseline rate and so smaller range down and larger range up, 

medium baseline rate and so medium range down and medium range up, or high baseline value 

and so larger range down and smaller range up. 

2. White-black/black-white opponent-process pair 

For these ganglion cells, both the center and the surround have the same input function, whose 

general form is C * (l*L + m*M + s*S + K), where C, l, m, s, and K are constants. An example is 

C * (2*L + M + 0.5*S + K). An oversimplified function is (L + M) / 2. 

Input uses mostly long-wavelength and middle-wavelength cones, because ambient light has 

wavelengths near the middle of the visible spectrum. Input uses more than one cone to be more 

accurate. Therefore, each frequency has a different weight, with higher weights for long and 

medium wavelengths and lower weights for short wavelengths: 

• 380 nm: 0. 

• 415 nm to 425 nm: one-eighth of highest. 

• 440 nm to 450 nm: one-quarter of highest. 

• 505 nm to 515 nm: half of highest. 

• 535 nm to 545 nm: three-quarters of highest. 

• 550 nm to 560 nm: highest (photopic peak). 

• 570 nm to 580 nm: seven-eighths of highest. 

• 605 nm to 615 nm: half of highest. 

• 630 nm to 640 nm: three-eighths of highest. 

• 700 nm to 740 nm: 0. 

Maximum sensitivity is at yellow wavelengths, followed by green wavelengths, red 

wavelengths, and blue wavelengths. The sensitivity curve is approximately symmetric from 

490 nm to 620 nm. 

Because this opponency pair depends on cone output, which depends on a logarithm, 

ganglion-cell output is not linear. 



 

This opponency pair is a function of the difference between input values from a surface and 

from its surrounding surface [Jameson, 1985] and measures relative luminosity between center 

and surround. For ON-center/OFF-surround: 

• If center has lower luminosity than surround, difference is negative, and ganglion-cell 

output is below baseline. 

• If center has higher luminosity than surround, difference is positive, and ganglion-cell 

output is above baseline. 

• If center has same luminosity as surround, difference is zero, and ganglion-cell output is at 

baseline. 

For OFF-center/ON-surround: 

• If center has lower luminosity than surround, difference is positive, and ganglion-cell 

output is above baseline. 

• If center has higher luminosity than surround, difference is negative, and ganglion-cell 

output is below baseline. 

• If center has same luminosity as surround, difference is zero, and ganglion-cell output is at 

baseline. 

If ON-center/OFF-surround has low output and OFF-center/ON-surround has high output, 

higher-level vision makes surface dark. If ON-center/OFF-surround has high output and 

OFF-center/ON-surround has low output, higher-level vision makes surface light. 

If center and surround have the same weight, if illumination doubles, the difference doubles, 

and if illumination halves, the difference halves. Higher illumination allows better contrast. (The 

quantity subtracted is never more than 20% of the center quantity, so only large differences in 

illumination allow significantly better contrast.) Scenes with high contrast have high overall 

illumination. Scenes with low contrast have low overall illumination. 

White-black opponency measures sharpness of luminance contrast, gradient, and boundary 

between a spot and an adjacent surface, and black-white opponency measures the inverse. These 

opponencies distinguish one surface from another to make discriminations or categories. 

This opponency pair has spatial information, contrasting center and surround. Higher-level 

vision uses this information to find boundaries between space regions. 

This opponency pair (achromatic opponency) does not differentiate by different wavelengths, 

has no information about light frequency or frequency distribution, and does not compare hues or 

saturations. (Lightness and darkness have no hue information.) 

Note: Similar ganglion cells have positive input from current time and negative input from a 

previous time and detect changes in intensity over time and so help detect motions through 

space. 



 

3. Red-green/green-red opponent-process pair 

Ganglion-cell-input general function is C * (l*L + m*M + s*S + K), where C, l, m, s, and K 

are constants. An example is L - 1.09*M + 0.09*S. An oversimplified function is L - M. 

Therefore, these ganglion cells have positive input from one cone type/bipolar cell receiving 

from surface, and have negative input from a different cone type/bipolar cell receiving from 

same surface [Jameson, 1985]. 

Each frequency has a different weight, with positive weights for long wavelengths and 

negative weights for medium wavelengths: 

• 380 nm: 0. 

• 440 nm to 445 nm: smaller local maximum. Curve is symmetric between 425 nm and 

460 nm. 

• 470 nm to 475 nm: 0. 

• 520 nm to 530 nm: local minimum. Curve is symmetric between 475 nm and 575 nm. 

• 570 nm to 575 nm: 0. 

• 605 nm to 615 nm: larger local maximum. Curve is symmetric between 580 nm and 

640 nm. 

• 700 nm to 740 nm: 0. 

Because this opponency pair depends on cone output, which depends on a logarithm, output is 

not linear. 

This opponency pair measures the difference between surface long+short-wavelength and 

middle-wavelength inputs (total high+low-frequency intensity and total middle-frequency 

intensity). For ON: 

• If middle-wavelength light is more than little long+short-wavelength light, difference is 

negative, and ganglion-cell output is below baseline. 

• If long+short-wavelength light is more than middle-wavelength light, difference is 

positive, and ganglion-cell output is above baseline. 

• If long+short-wavelength light equals middle-wavelength light, difference is zero, and 

ganglion-cell output is at baseline. 

For OFF: 

• If middle-wavelength light is less than little long+short-wavelength light, difference is 

negative, and ganglion-cell output is below baseline. 

• If long+short-wavelength light is less than middle-wavelength light, difference is positive, 

and ganglion-cell output is above baseline. 

• If long+short-wavelength light equals middle-wavelength light, difference is zero, and 

ganglion-cell output is at baseline. 

Chromatic opponencies find difference between hue amounts/saturations at a spot 

(simultaneous color contrast). Red-green and green-red opponencies measure hue amount 

relative to its complementary/opposite hue amount. If ON has low output and OFF has high 

output, higher-level vision makes surface green. If ON has high output and OFF has low output, 

higher-level vision makes surface red. Equal opposite inputs cancel each other to make no hue. 

There is no reddish-green or greenish-red. Net hue appears either red or green, with no mixing. 

The hues cannot mix, because they are opposites about different things. Net hue (saturation) and 

no-hue (unsaturation) always add to 100%. Note: Red plus green appears yellow because both 

excite yellow, and red and green cancel. 



 

This opponency pair does not compare two surfaces and has no spatial information. It has no 

information about brightness, only about spot hue and saturation. The opponency pair is 

independent of both yellowness and blueness. 

4. Yellow-blue/blue-yellow opponent-process pair 

Ganglion-cell-input general function is C * (l*L + m*M + s*S + K), where C, l, m, s, and K 

are constants. An example is 0.11 * (L + M - 2*S). An oversimplified function is 

((L + M) / 2) - S. Therefore, these ganglion cells have positive input from two cone types/bipolar 

cells receiving from surface, and have negative input from a different cone type/bipolar cell 

receiving from same surface [Jameson, 1985]. 

Each frequency has a different weight, with positive weights for long and medium 

wavelengths and negative weights for short wavelengths: 

• 380 nm: 0. 

• 440 nm to 450 nm: local minimum. Curve is symmetric between 420 nm and 470 nm. 

• 490 nm to 495 nm: 0. 

• 550 nm to 560 nm: local maximum. Curve is symmetric between 530 nm and 580 nm. 

• 675 nm to 700 nm: 0. 

Because this opponency pair depends on cone output, which depends on a logarithm, output is 

not linear. 

This opponency pair measures the difference between surface short-wavelength and 

long+middle-wavelength inputs (total low-frequency intensity and total high-frequency 

intensity). For ON: 

• If short-wavelength light is more than long+middle-wavelength light, difference is 

negative, and ganglion-cell output is below baseline. 

• If long+middle-wavelength light is more than short-wavelength light, difference is 

positive, and ganglion-cell output is above baseline. 

• If long+middle-wavelength light equals short-wavelength light, difference is zero, and 

ganglion-cell output is at baseline. 

For OFF: 

• If short-wavelength light is less than long+middle-wavelength light, difference is negative, 

and ganglion-cell output is below baseline. 

• If long+middle-wavelength light is less than short-wavelength light, difference is positive, 

and ganglion-cell output is above baseline. 

• If long+middle-wavelength light equals short-wavelength light, difference is zero, and 

ganglion-cell output is at baseline. 

Chromatic opponencies find difference between hue amounts/saturations at a spot 

(simultaneous color contrast). Yellow-blue and blue-yellow opponencies measure hue amount 

relative to its complementary/opposite hue amount. If ON has low output and OFF has high 

output, higher-level vision makes surface blue. If ON has high output and OFF has low output, 

higher-level vision makes surface yellow. Equal opposite inputs cancel each other to make no 

hue. Net hue appears either blue or yellow, with no mixing. The hues cannot mix, because they 

are opposites about different things. There is no bluish-yellow or yellowish-blue, because blue 

and yellow light mix to make white (and so are complementary colors). The percentages for no 

hue (unsaturation) and net hue (saturation) add to 100%. 

This opponency pair does not compare center and surround and has no spatial information. It 

has no information about brightness, only about spot hue and saturation. The opponency pair is 

independent of both redness and greenness. 



 

5. Light wavelengths have red-green, yellow-blue, and white-black opponency values 

Light wavelengths have yellow-blue, red-green, and white-black opponency values 

[Jameson, 1985]: 

380 nm: Red-green is zero, and yellow-blue is zero. 

440 nm to 450 nm (violet): Red-green is smaller maximum, and yellow-blue is minimum. 

470 nm to 475 nm (unique blue): Red-green is zero, and yellow-blue is half minimum. 

485 nm to 490 nm (cyan): Red-green is one-quarter minimum, and yellow-blue is one-quarter 

minimum, so approximately equal. 

490 nm to 495 nm (unique green): Red-green is half minimum, and yellow-blue is zero. 

520 nm to 530 nm (green): Red-green is minimum, and yellow-blue is seven-eighths 

maximum. 

550 nm to 560 nm (chartreuse): Red-green is three-quarters minimum, and yellow-blue is 

maximum. 

560 nm to 565 nm (yellow): Red-green is half minimum, and yellow-blue is maximum. 

570 nm to 575 nm (unique yellow): Red-green is zero, and yellow-blue is three-quarters 

maximum. 

590 nm to 595 nm (orange): Red-green is five-eighths maximum, and yellow-blue is 

two-thirds maximum, so approximately equal. 

605 nm to 615 nm (red beginning): Red-green is higher maximum, and yellow-blue is 

three-eighths maximum. There is no unique red because, at wavelength 600 nm, red-green 

difference is less than maximum, and yellow-blue difference is higher than at wavelength 

610 nm; at wavelength 610 nm, red-green difference is maximum, but yellow-blue difference is 

not zero; and, at wavelength 620 nm, red-green difference is less than maximum, and 

yellow-blue difference is still not zero. 

670 nm to 680 nm (red to maroon): Red-green is one-eighth maximum, and yellow-blue is 

zero. 

700 nm to 740 nm: Red-green is zero, and yellow-blue is zero. 

Note: The three cone sensitivity curves cross at 465 nm, 475 nm, and 545 nm. 

When either red-green or yellow-blue opponency value is zero, that is said to be a "unique 

hue". Note: Unique hues are for maximum saturation and brightness. At lower saturation and/or 

lower brightness, unique hues make a line through color space. The unique-hue red line could 

come from a cortical process that combines weighted L - M and differently weighted 

S - (L + M). The unique-hue green line could come from a different cortical process that 

combines weighted L - M and differently weighted S - (L + M). The unique-hue blue line and 

yellow line could come from a third cortical process that combines weighted L - M and similarly 

weighted S - (L + M). 

Note: The color categories violet, blue, azure, cyan, spring green, green, chartreuse, yellow, 

orange, and red do not have even spacing over the spectrum. Blue, green, and yellow have even 

spacing over the spectrum, but violets and reds have wide ranges at spectrum ends. 



 

5.1. Colors and opponency values 

Colors depend on all three opponent processes: 

• For greens, the yellow-blue opponency crosses in the middle, with low yellow and low 

blue, with narrow wavelength range. Red-green input is negative. White-black input is 

high positive. 

• For reds, the yellow-blue opponency tapers off at the ends, with low yellow and low blue, 

with broad wavelength range. Red-green input is positive. White-black output is medium 

positive. 

• For blues, the red-green opponency crosses in the middle, with low red and low green, 

with narrow wavelength range. Yellow-blue input is negative. White-black output is low 

positive. 

• For yellows, the red-green opponency crosses in the middle, with low red and low green, 

with narrow wavelength range. Yellow-blue input is positive. White-black output is very 

high positive. 

• For blacks, the red-green opponency has no red and no green, and yellow-blue opponency 

has no blue and no yellow. White-black output is very negative. 

• For grays, the red-green opponency has equal red and green, and yellow-blue opponency 

has equal blue and yellow. White-black output is near zero. 

• For whites, the red-green opponency has equally high red and green, and yellow-blue 

opponency has equally high blue and yellow. White-black output is very positive. 

5.2. Red-green vs. yellow-blue 

Red-green opponency is more important at low intensity, and yellow-blue opponency is more 

important at high intensity. At higher intensity, vision boosts blue less and yellow more, and 

green less and red more. 

Slopes have large changes in difference as wavelength changes. Balance points and tails have 

small changes in difference as wavelength changes. Wavelength discrimination is better at 

opponent-process balance points, because differentials are larger. 

5.3. Color mixtures 

Mixing hues typically moves both yellow-blue and red-green opponent-process inputs toward 

zero and increases white-black opponent-process input. Color adds white and decreases 

saturation. 

Adding gray pigment to spot hue pigment may make white-black opponent-process input 

decrease, stay the same, or increase. Also, both red-green and yellow-blue opponent-process 

inputs are closer to zero, so hue has lower saturation. 

Yellow wavelengths, and equal-intensity red+green wavelengths, make red-green 

opponent-process input zero and make yellow-blue opponent-process input yellow. The two 

opponencies together have no region where green overlaps red, so red+green light does not make 

reddish-green or greenish-red. 

Cyan wavelengths, and equal-intensity blue+green wavelengths, make red-green 

opponent-process input green and make yellow-blue opponent-process input blue. The two 

opponencies together have a region where green overlaps blue, so blue+green light makes 

bluish-green or greenish-blue. 

Violet wavelengths, and equal-intensity blue+red wavelengths, make red-green 

opponent-process input red and make yellow-blue opponent-process input blue. The two 

opponencies together have a region where red overlaps blue, so blue+red light makes bluish-red 

or reddish-blue. 



 

Blue wavelengths make red-green opponent-process input zero and make yellow-blue 

opponent-process input blue. Red wavelengths make red-green opponent-process input red and 

make yellow-blue opponent-process input zero. Equal-intensity, but separate, blue+red 

wavelengths make magentas. Note that, at the other end of the spectrum from violets, the two 

opponencies together have no region where blue overlaps red. For pigments, blue mixed with red 

makes purples. 

Equal-intensity blue+yellow wavelengths make red-green opponent-process input zero and 

make yellow-blue opponent-process input zero, so color is gray or white. The two opponencies 

together have no region where yellow overlaps blue, so blue+yellow light does not make 

bluish-yellow or yellowish-blue. For pigments, blue mixed with yellow makes green, because 

blue has some green, and yellow has some green, so together green is more than blue or yellow. 

For emitted light, blue has little or no green, and yellow has little or no green. 

6. Only three opponency pairs needed 

The three opponency pairs provide three independent parameters/coordinates, enough for all 

colors. 

6.1. Two opponency pairs are not enough to distinguish colors 

If colors have just two coordinates, they are all on a plane. Then, one primary color is on the 

line from pure hue to black and the other primary color is on the line from pure hue to white. The 

two lines must intersect, so different amounts of blue and red, red and green, and/or blue and 

green can make the same two parameter/coordinate values. Therefore, two opponency pairs are 

not enough to distinguish colors, so colors cannot have just two parameters/coordinates. 

When colors have three parameters/coordinates, they are all in a solid, and so those two lines 

do not have to intersect, and different amounts of blue and red, red and green, and/or blue and 

green make different colors. 

6.2. Alternative opponencies for hue 

If hue opponencies were yellow-red and green-blue: For orange, yellow-red would be zero, 

and green-blue would be zero. For cyan, green-blue would be zero, and yellow-red would be 

zero. They cannot represent the spectrum. 

If hue opponencies were yellow-green and red-blue: For chartreuse, yellow-green would be 

zero, and red-blue would be zero. For magenta, red-blue would be zero, and yellow-green would 

be zero. They cannot represent the spectrum. 

Only the yellow-blue and red-green opponencies can represent the spectrum of hues and the 

purples. 

6.3. Alternative functions for white-black opponency 

Short-wavelength-receptor output is small for sunlight, so white-black opponency cannot be a 

function of middle and short wavelengths, or a function of short and long wavelengths. Only a 

function of middle and long wavelengths represents brightness most efficiently and accurately. 

7. Brain opponency variations 

Brain may modify the red-green opponency to be red-cyan opponency, such as L - (S+M)/2, 

and/or green-magenta opponency, such as M - (S+L)/2. 

Brain distinguishes between blue and green and so may use an opponency such as S - M. 

Brain distinguishes between blue and red and so may use an opponency such as S - L. 

Brain also distinguishes between green and yellow and between yellow and red and so may 

use opponencies such as M - (L+M)/2 and L - (L+M)/2. 



 

8. Double-opponent cells 

Double-opponent cells measure both adjacent spatial regions and two different wavelength 

intensities. Positive input comes to dendritic-tree central region from one or two cone types 

receiving from surface center, and negative input comes to dendritic-tree central region from a 

different cone type receiving from surface center, while positive input comes to dendritic-tree 

surround region from the different cone type receiving from surface annulus, and negative input 

comes to dendritic-tree surround region from the one or two cone types from surface annulus. 

Double-opponent cells differentiate two regions' wavelength-intensity differences, to detect 

boundaries between regions. 

Double-opponent cells start the process for cortical processes to maintain color constancy 

under low, medium, or high illumination and/or changes in illumination frequency-intensity 

spectrum. 



 

Opponent-Process Input and Output Properties 

Opponent processes measure a difference between two quantities, which are like opposite 

states. 

Opponencies can vary in input values, input ranges, input weights, difference range, difference 

change rate, baseline output, and output range. Opponencies can vary in spatial distribution. 

1. Input is negative, zero, or positive 

Opponent-process input is a function (e) of the difference (an extensive quantity) between two 

functions (f and g), each of which has one variable (x or y): e(f(x) - g(y)). For vision, receptor 

outputs are positive, so and f(x) and g(y) are always positive. The difference can be negative, 

zero, or positive. (The smaller function may negate/cancel some of the larger function.) 

Note: f(x) and g(y) can change with inhibition or excitation. Vision adjusts weights based on 

experience of different visual contexts during development. 

2. Possible values of input components 

A difference is minuend minus subtrahend. A difference, by itself, says nothing about the 

minuend or subtrahend. For example, for the difference x - y, if both x and y range from 0 to 1, 

the same difference has different possible x and y pairs: 

• Difference of -0.5 could be x = 0 and y = 0.5, ..., x = 0.25 and y = 0.75, ..., or x = 0.5 and 

y = 1.0. 

• Difference of 0.0 could be x = 0 and y = 0, ..., x = 0.5 and y = 0.5, ..., or x = 1 and y = 1. 

• Difference of +0.5 could be x = 0.5 and y = 0, ..., x = 0.75 and y = 0.25, ..., or x = 1.0 and 

y = 0.5. 

For the white-black opponent process: 

• If difference is half-maximum negative, center absolute brightness could be medium and 

surround high, or low and surround medium. 

• If difference is zero, center is same as surround. Center absolute brightness could be low 

and surround low, medium and surround medium, or high and surround high. 

• If difference is half-maximum positive, center absolute brightness could be medium and 

surround low, or high and surround medium. 

For the yellow-blue opponent process: 

• If difference is half-maximum negative, receptors could have high blue and medium 

yellow, or half blue and no yellow. 

• If difference is zero, receptors could have low blue and low yellow, medium blue and 

medium yellow, or high blue and high yellow. 

• If difference is half-maximum positive, receptors could have high yellow and medium 

blue, or medium yellow and low blue. 

For the red-green opponent process: 

• If difference is half-maximum negative, receptors could have high green and medium red, 

or medium green and low red. 

• If difference is zero, receptors could have low green and low red, medium green and 

medium red, or high green and high red. 

• If difference is half-maximum positive, receptors could have high red and medium green, 

or medium red and low green. 

Note: Perhaps cortical-opponency ganglion-cell outputs can also measure input differential 

(intensive quantity). Input differentials differ for the three cases, and so can distinguish between 

cases with equal input differences. Knowing both difference and differential allows calculating 

opponency minuend and subtrahend. 



 

3. Values of input components at maximum and minimum difference 

All differences have two extremes, the opposite system states, when one quantity is maximum 

and one minimum. When the opponent process has f(x) at maximum value and g(y) at minimum 

value, the difference is maximum positive. When the opponent process has g(y) at maximum 

value and f(x) at minimum value, the difference is maximum negative, the opposite state. 

Only when the difference is maximum positive or negative is there a definite minuend and a 

definite subtrahend. For example: 

• Difference of -1.0 requires x = 0 and y = 1. 

• Difference of +1.0 requires x = 1 and y = 0. 

For the white-black opponent process: 

• If difference is maximum negative, center absolute brightness must be lowest (appearing 

black) and surround must be highest (appearing white). 

• If difference is maximum positive, center absolute brightness must be highest (appearing 

white) and surround must be lowest (appearing black). 

For the yellow-blue opponent process: 

• If difference is maximum negative, center has highest blue, with no no-hue and no yellow. 

• If difference is maximum positive, center has highest yellow, with no no-hue and no blue. 

For the red-green opponent process: 

• If difference is maximum negative, center has highest green, with no no-hue and no red. 

• If difference is maximum positive, center has highest red, with no no-hue and no green. 

4. Difference range 

Depending on f(x) and g(y), the difference range can be small, medium, or large. If both 

f(x) and g(y) range from 0 to 1, the difference ranges from -1 to +1. If f(x) and g(y) double, the 

difference doubles. If f(x) and g(y) halve, the difference halves. 

Opponencies can have small, medium, or wide range. 

5. Zero difference point can be lower or higher than range midpoint 

Depending on f(x) and g(y), the state where difference equals zero can be in the middle of the 

difference range, or lower or higher. 

Therefore, the range from most negative to zero can be smaller, the same as, or larger than the 

range from zero most positive. 

Opponencies can have low midpoint and so smaller range down and larger range up, high 

midpoint and so larger range down and smaller range up, or high midpoint and so larger range 

down and smaller range up. 

6. Difference change rate 

A linear function has constant change rate. For example, the difference x - y has constant 

slope. 

A non-linear function has decreasing, increasing, or increasing-and-decreasing change rate. 

For example, (x - y)^2 has increasing slope, and a sigmoid curve has increasing and then 

decreasing slope. 

Vision opponent processes can have linear or non-linear difference-change rates. 



 

Vision Physiology after Opponent Processes: Analysis and Synthesis 

Successive cortical processes compare and combine ganglion-cell outputs to make new color, 

brightness, and light variables and parameters. Vision physiology acquires information about 

brightness, color lightness, and other color properties, and color categories, relations, and 

associations. 

Vision physiology calculates spatial direction, distance, location, spatial extension, temporal 

extension, and motion 

Vision physiology integrates "what" and "where", for cognition of features, objects, scenes, 

space, and concepts. 

Vision physiology learns from experience and development. 

1. Vision higher systems 

Visual processing proceeds through lateral geniculate nucleus, visual cortices, and association 

cortices. 

1.1. Lateral geniculate nucleus 

Correlating with retina, lateral-geniculate-nucleus ganglion cells are for white-black, 

yellow-blue, and red-green opponencies [Lennie, 1984]. It has alternating layers for each eye. 

1.2. Visual cortex 

Visual-cortex topographic maps have hypercolumns in a spatial array [LeVay and 

Nelson, 1991] [Wandell, 1995]. Hypercolumns have minicolumns that calculate color/brightness, 

location/distance, and other information for one spatial direction [Dow, 2002]. 

Visual cortex has simple cells (for line orientation and width) and complex cells (for line 

motion). Cell assemblies detect features [Teller, 1984]. 

Some visual-cortex cells respond to spatial frequency. 

Some cells respond to a narrow frequency band, shape, and/or orientation [Zeki, 1973] 

[Zeki, 1980] [Zeki, 1985]. Some cells respond to figure-ground hue differences and shapes 

[DeValois and DeValois, 1975]. 

Some chromatically opponent visual-cortex cells are also spatially opponent 

ON-center/OFF-surround cells. 

Some chromatically opponent visual-cortex cells are double-opponent cells, involving lateral 

inhibition. 

Some visual-cortex cells combine right-eye and left-eye information. 

1.3. After visual cortex 

Using occipital and posterior-parietal cortices, the "where" system directs attention to locations 

in space, at directions and distances, to gather more information about what, shape, and size. 

Location and motion use only brightness. 

Using occipital and ventral/inferior temporal cortices, the "what" system is about shape and 

size and directs memory to associated locations, to gather more information about where 

relative-location [Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982]. 

Inferior parietal lobe, prefrontal-cortex working-memory neurons, and whole-visual-field 

topographic neurons integrate the where and what systems. 



 

2. Signal flows 

Cortex has electrochemical flows through neuron assemblies and nerve bundles. Local flows 

directly relate to stimulus intensity. Coordinated brain pathways/circuits, in neuron bundles, have 

coordinated signal flows. Visual-system massively parallel signal flow goes from retina to visual 

cortex to perceptual cortex and location cortex to frontal lobes and spatial brain regions to motor 

and gland systems. 

Neuron-assembly output signals flow longitudinally through retina, thalamus, occipital lobe, 

and association cortex, making linear (terminal or pass-through) processing. Processing excites 

or inhibits neurons. 

Neuron-assembly output signals have lateral flows and circuits, for excitation or inhibition, 

making transverse (cross-sectional) processing. 

Electrochemical flows have excitations and inhibitions that are like fluid pressure; longitudinal 

speeds that are like fluid velocity; transverse motions that are like fluid viscosity; and intensities 

that are like fluid density. Tensors model longitudinal and transverse fluid motions and pressure 

fields, so tensors can describe neuron-assembly-output-signal flows. 

Locally and globally, different senses have different brain anatomy and physiology, so 

different senses have different flow patterns, and sense subcategories (such as red and blue) are 

variations on sense flow pattern. 

Electrochemical flows can model information processing and have input, processing, and 

output. Such information processing is the neural correlate of 

perceptions/sensations/experiences. 

Signal flows have nerve-signal spatial and temporal aggregations, configurations, and 

structures, with densities, gradients, velocities, and complex flow patterns. Signal flows can have 

smooth, abrupt, increasing, decreasing, and combined patterns of velocity and acceleration 

directions. Signal flows can be linear or have loops. 

Flow cross-sections have up-down and right-left and maintain spatial relations among space 

directions. The signal stream codes for intensities, colors, features and objects, and locations for 

all space directions. 

Signal flows can have analog and/or digital information. 

Feedback, feedforward, and reverberations/resonances can maintain data structures and 

processes and continuously update them. 

Signal flows have multiple threads. 

Current computers do not have flows. 

2.1. Discrete-to-continuous and local-to-global signal flow 

Flow analysis and synthesis merge and transform discrete flow points into continuous surface 

areas with intensities, colors, features and objects, and locations, for all space directions. This 

higher processing makes digital analog, discrete continuous, local global, and information 

mental. Senses can go from digital/discrete to analog/continuous by adding filters, current or 

voltage sources, and/or resistances. 

Perceiving is a statistical process, and perceptions have the highest probability. 

2.2. Coarse and fine tuning 

Coarse tuning has only intensity and type. For example, it can only distinguish loudness and 

frequency, plus computed space location. 

Fine tuning is about harmonics, relations, and detail. For example, people can distinguish 

whose voice it is and the voice has a location in three-dimensional space, which appears through 

the detailed space-relation network. 



 

3. Sensory-organ brain-pathway variables and amounts 

Brain pathways from sensory organs are for physiological variables. Brain pathways have 

coded or noncoded analog and/or digital information about variable amounts. 

(Pathways/variables are not knowable because they are physiological.) 

From retina, each space direction has three pathways/variables: electromagnetic-wave relative 

intensity (white-black), low to high wavelength (yellow-blue), and middle to high-or-low 

wavelength (red-green). 

At cortex, each space direction has three pathways/variables about color brightness, hue, and 

saturation. Each space direction also has three pathways/variables for space location, distance, 

horizontal angle, and vertical angle. 

3.1. Brain-pathway physiology 

Along pathways, neurons have spikes/second for impulses and mass/second for chemicals: 

• Impulses have rates, rate changes, spike clusters, intervals between spikes and clusters, and 

impulse envelopes. Rates range from baseline to 800/second. Time intervals are typically 

2 milliseconds to 20 milliseconds. 

• Brain chemicals control individual and group neuron behavior. Chemicals can be for 

2-millisecond to 20-millisecond time intervals, longer intervals, and very long intervals. 

Chemicals can change digital signals into analog signals. 

3.2. Brain-pathway spatial and temporal characteristics 

Neuron pathways have spatial and temporal characteristics: 

• Neurons can send to one or many neurons, and many neurons can converge on one or 

many neurons. 

• Neuron pathways can split into different pathways that have different lengths and timings. 

• Neuron pathways can have loops/recurrences and make circuits. 

Neuron pathways have spatial organization, so each is for a space direction and/or distance. 

Neuron pathways have temporal organization, so each is for a time position and/or interval. 

4. Functions 

Brain signal flows can be adders/integrators, subtractors, multipliers/amplifiers, 

dividers/differentiators, filters, sequencers, and timers. Nerve-signal amplification and 

modulation depend on the number of neurons and on feedback and feedforward (reverberations). 

Signal flows can have feedback and feedforward, and lateral inhibition and spreading 

excitation. 

A third neuron can lower threshold in a pathway. 

Input to parallel neurons can multiply net output. 

Neurons do not use flow resistance, capacitance, inductance, or impedance (resistances and 

reactances), and so are not like electrical circuits. 

5. Circuits 

Brain circuits can have spatial and temporal patterns, including series of levels (such as those 

for >800 cycles/second hearing). 

Brains have many interacting circuits, perhaps with resonating waves. 

5.1. Circuit types 

Neural circuits can be converging (many to one, for addition), diverging (one to many, for 

spatial and temporal patterns), reverberating (positive feedback, for rhythms), or parallel 

after-discharge (one to many parallel pathways with different numbers of synapses, for 

temporal/spatial extensions) circuits. 

Filter circuits can keep low, high, low and high, or middle frequencies. 



 

Switching circuits (relays are electromechanical switches) can do computations. 

Amplifying circuits can use recurrent excitation, which inhibitory input can modulate. 

5.2. Learning 

Using input-stimuli features and predictive coding, vision circuits can self-organize and 

self-train. 

6. Neural networks 

Neural networks find pattern categories. Vision cortex uses the three opponencies as input 

vectors to neural networks that use coordinate transformations to find output vectors as 

color/brightness categories (such as pale yellow-green). 

7. Clustering/principal component analyses 

Principal component analysis and clustering find space axes. Vision cortex uses the three 

opponencies as input vectors to principal component analyses that use clustering and coordinate 

transformations to find color/brightness categories (such as pale yellow-green). 

8. Labels 

Cortical processing assigns labels/patterns to color categories, so they become variables for 

further processing. 

9. Integrating visual information 

From input-stimuli features (information context) and predictive coding, for each space 

direction, vision builds colors/brightnesses, regions and boundaries, features, objects, 

illumination sources, and scenes at distances in three-dimensional-space directions. Vision uses 

top-down and bottom-up processes. 

Vision uses differentiation and lateral inhibition to increase contrast, suppress noise, sharpen 

boundaries, and distinguish. 

Vision uses integration and spreading activation to reduce contrast, fill in, blur boundaries, and 

expand and unify. 

Vision uses unconscious inductive inference, associations, relaxation and optimization, 

clustering, constraint satisfaction, signal detection, statistics, and principal component analysis. 

Vision physiology becomes vision information processing and computation to analyze and 

synthesize light, brightness, color, distance, direction, feature, object, scene, and space 

information. 

Vision uses spatial Fourier analysis and distributed information [Harris, 1980] [Levine and 

Sheffner, 1981] [Robson, 1980] [Weisstein, 1980]. 

Vision analysis and synthesis includes attention, selection, and association. Vision also 

depends on memory and recall. 



 

Appendices about Human Vision Physiology for Distance, Direction, and Space 

 

Directions, Distances, Locations, and Spatial Relations 

Vision (and all senses) use trigonometry and vector algebra, and statistical processes, to 

calculate directions, distances, angles, locations, and spatial relations. 

1. Directions 

Primary-visual-cortex, pre-frontal-lobe, and frontal-lobe topographic maps have arrays of 

macrocolumns/hypercolumns, which have coordinated microcolumns/minicolumns [Dow, 2002]. 

Columns are neuron cylinders, perpendicular to cortical neuron layers, with an axis and 

cross-section. Each column represents one of a million radial directions from eye out into space. 

The columns have relative vertical elevations and horizontal azimuths for all spatial directions 

and measure distances. 

2. Distances using topographic maps 

Just as somatosensory-cortex macrocolumns detect skin or joint-and-muscle stimulation for 

one body-surface patch [Buxhoeveden and Casanova, 2002] [Mountcastle, 1998], 

primary-visual-cortex topographic-map columns measure relative distances apart between points 

and angles, in all spatial directions [Dow, 2002]. 

Topographic maps have grid markers whose spatial frequencies help establish a distance 

metric and calculate distances. 

Sensory and motor topographic maps have regularly spaced lattices of superficial pyramidal 

cells. Non-myelinated and non-branched superficial-pyramidal-cell axons travel horizontally 

0.4 to 0.9 millimeters to synapse in superficial-pyramidal-cell clusters. The skipping pattern aids 

macrocolumn neuron-excitation synchronization [Calvin, 1995]. The superficial-pyramidal-cell 

lattice makes spatial frequencies that help calculate distances and lengths. 

Topographic maps use sky, ground, verticals, horizontals, and landmarks to make a system of 

distances. 

3. Distances using calculations 

The "where" visual system [Rao et al., 1997] measures distances and directions to objects in 

space and directs attention to gather more information about what. 

Distance representations can use actual distance, scaled distance, or logarithm of distance. 

Metric depth cues help calculate distances. Closer surfaces have larger average surface-texture 

size and larger spatial-frequency-change gradient. Closer regions are brighter. 

Angle comparisons, and convexity or concavity, help calculate distances. Closer concave 

angles appear larger, while closer convex angles appear smaller. 

Eye accommodation helps calculate distances. 

Animals continually track distances and directions to distinctive landmarks and navigate 

environments using maps with centroid reference points and gradient slopes [O'Keefe, 1991]. 

Visual feedback builds the correct distance-unit metric. 

4. Relative distance away 

Vision can use knowledge about visual angles to measure distances. 

Using coordination among vision, motor system, and kinesthetics, vision knows rotation 

angles as eye, head, and/or body rotate to fixate on space locations. 

To measure relative distance, vision can fixate on an object point. Then eye, head, and/or body 

rotate to fixate on a second object point. The rotation angle is the visual angle between the two 

points. Visual angle varies inversely with relative distance: d = k / A, where k is a constant, A is 

visual angle, and d is relative distance. If relative visual angle is larger, point is nearer. 



 

To measure absolute distance, eye, head, and/or body then rotate to fixate on a third object 

point. Vision compares the two visual angles in two equations to calculate the constant k and 

find the absolute distance. 

Using the same angle knowledge and calculations, vision can measure distance of a moving 

object on a trajectory. Vision fixates on the object at the first, second, and third location. 

5. Space locations 

Pre-frontal-lobe and frontal-lobe neurons respond to stimuli at specific three-dimensional 

locations and build egocentric maps of object locations (distances in directions) and spatial 

relations. 

Hippocampus "place cells" respond to stimuli at specific three-dimensional locations 

[Epstein et al., 1999] [Nadel and Eichenbaum, 1999] [O'Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971] 

[Rolls, 1999]. 

Medial entorhinal cortex has "grid cells" that fire when body is at specific spatial locations of a 

hexagonal grid [Fyhn et al., 2004] [Hafting et al., 2005] [Sargolini et al., 2006]. 

Dorsal presubiculum, postsubiculum, entorhinal cortex, anterior dorsal thalamic nucleus, and 

retrosplenial cortex have "head-direction cells" that fire when organism is facing in an absolute 

spatial direction [Sargolini et al., 2006] [Taube, 1998] [Taube, 2007] [Taube et al., 1990]. 

Subiculum, presubiculum, parasubiculum, and entorhinal cortex have "boundary cells" 

(boundary vector cell, border cell) that fire when organism is at a distance in a direction from a 

boundary [Barry et al., 2006] [Lever et al., 2009] [Savelli et al., 2008] [Solstad et al., 2008]. 

Hippocampus has "time cells" that fire upon time delays at locations, distances, and directions 

[Kraus et al., 2013] [MacDonald et al., 2011]. 

Coding patterns among place, grid, head-direction, boundary, and time cells build an 

allocentric map of space, with locations, distances, and directions. 

6. Space coordinates 

Knowing distances, and/or angles, from a point to reference points allows calculating point 

coordinates. 

6.1. Intersection 

From three points with known coordinates, calculate the three bearing angles to a space point. 

The point's location coordinates are where the three lines intersect. 

6.2. Resection 

From a space point, calculate the three bearing angles to three points with known coordinates. 

The point's location coordinates are where the three lines intersect. 

6.3. Triangulation 

The trigonometry tangent rule (equivalent to the sine rule) can find triangle sides and angles: 

(a - b) / (a + b) = tan(0.5 * (A - B)) / tan(0.5 * (A + B)), where a and b are triangle sides, and A 

and B are their opposite angles. Two reference points have a distance between them and make a 

line segment. From a space point, measure the two angles to the line segment. The third angle is 

180 degrees minus the sum of the two angles. Use the tangent rule to calculate the other two side 

lengths, and so find point coordinates. 

The trigonometry sine rule can find triangle sides and angles: 

d = l * (sin(A) * sin(B) / sin(A + B)), where l is side length, angles A and B are the two angles to 

the side made by lines from the point, and d is distance from point to side. Two reference points 

have a distance between them and make a line segment. From a space point, measure the two 

angles to the line segment. Use the sine rule to calculate the distance from point to side, and so 

find point coordinates. 



 

6.4. Trilateration and multilateration 

Use the three distances from a point to three reference points with known coordinates to find 

the point's coordinates (trilateralization). The four points form a tetrahedron (with four triangles). 

Distance from first reference point defines a sphere. Distance from second reference point 

defines a circle on the sphere. Distance from third reference point defines two points on the 

circle. 

The time differences in signal arrivals from a point to three known points use a similar 

calculation (multilateration) to find point coordinates. 



 

Surfaces, Features, and Objects 

Vision physiology finds physical-space points, lines, lengths, rays, angles, surfaces, and 

regions [Burgess and O'Keefe, 2003] [Moscovitch et al., 1995]. Surfaces have orientations, 

curvatures, boundaries, fills, and filters. Vision physiology can then find shapes, features, and 

objects, and their spatial relations. 

1. Points 

ON-center-neuron dendritic trees have a center region, on which input excites neuron output, 

and have a surrounding annulus, on which input inhibits neuron output [Hubel and Wiesel, 1959] 

[Kuffler, 1953]. Light from a point has small diameter and so lands on either center region or 

surrounding annulus, not both. For its direction, a single neuron can detect whether or not a point 

is a light source. 

2. Lines and rays 

An ON-center-neuron series has a dendritic pattern with an ON line and OFF lines on both 

sides. ON-center-neuron series are for all line lengths, orientations, and directions. 

ON-center-neuron series can be for straight or curved lines, edges, boundaries, and contours 

[Livingstone, 1998] [Wilson et al., 1990]. 

2.1. Line orientation 

Lines have orientation compared to horizontal, vertical, or straight-ahead. 

Ocular-dominance hypercolumns have minicolumns (orientation columns) that detect one 

stationary, moving, or flashing line (edge) orientation, for a specific line length, for one spatial 

direction [LeVay and Nelson, 1991]. Orientations differ by approximately ten degrees of angle, 

making 18 principal orientations. 

Visual-cortex hypercolumns that receive from both eyes detect both orientation and distance 

for lines for one spatial direction [Wandell, 1995]. 

Vision assigns convexity and concavity to edges, boundaries, and contours [Horn, 1986]. 

Angle comparisons, and convexity or concavity, help calculate line orientations. 

Vision indexes lines for distance and orientation [Glassner, 1989]. 

2.2. Boundaries 

At a boundary, brightness changes. It can go up (positive), then down (negative), or vice versa 

(zero crossing). Vision uses zero-crossing brightness gradients to find boundaries [Horn, 1986]. 

Boundary-line perpendiculars have highest brightness gradient, while other directions have 

lower brightness gradients. 

2.3. Vectors 

A line with orientation and direction is a vector. 

An ON-center-neuron-series dendritic pattern can have an opponent process with value 

positive if pointing in a direction and value negative if pointing in the opposite direction. 

Macrocolumns/hypercolumns and their microcolumns/minicolumns have a central axis, from 

layer I through layer VI, and a preferred transverse direction, along the plane of same-orientation 

columns. The central axis and preferred transverse direction are vector components. 

Motor brain regions have coordinated signals that make a muscle move in a direction with a 

magnitude. Similarly, perceptual brain regions have coordinated signals that represent object 

motion in a direction with a magnitude, so topographic-map signal patterns can represent 

vectors. 

3. Angles 

Because two intersecting lines make angles, ON-center-neuron arrays can detect angles. 



 

4. Surfaces 

An ON-center-neuron-array dendritic pattern can have a large ON center and OFF surround to 

detect flat and curved surfaces. 

Because brightness gradient is small over surfaces, vision uses brightness variations to find 

two-dimensional visual primitives (blobs) [Horn, 1986]. 

4.1. Convexity and concavity 

Vision can use visual primitives to find surface flatness, convexity, or concavity [Horn, 1986]. 

4.2. Surface orientation 

Topographic-map orientation minicolumns detect surface orientation, for a specific surface 

size, for a specific spatial direction [Blasdel, 1992] [Das and Gilbert, 1997] 

[Hübener et al., 1997]. 

Visual-cortex hypercolumns that receive from both eyes detect both orientation and distance 

for surfaces for one spatial direction [Wandell, 1995]. 

Angle comparisons and convexity or concavity help calculate surface orientation. 

Vision indexes surfaces for distance and orientation [Glassner, 1989]. 

4.3. Surface texture 

Surfaces have fill colors, gradients, shading, transparency, patterns (foreground and 

background), and textures (smoothness-roughness and spacing, which is sparse or dense, random 

or non-random, clustered or dispersed spatial distribution). 

Surface textures can diffuse, fade, blur, blend, flood, merge, offset, blacken or whiten, make 

linear or radial gradients, and change lighting direction and amount. 

5. Regions 

An ON-center-neuron-assembly dendritic pattern can have an ON center and OFF surround to 

detect a region. 

Generalized cones or cylinders can describe local three-dimensional regions. 

6. Features and objects 

Vision uses point, line, surface, and region detection to find shapes. Shapes have 

points/vertices, lines/edges, and surfaces. Shapes have natural axes (such as vertical, horizontal, 

radial, long axis, and short axis) and orientations. Shapes have adjacent and separated parts, in 

directions at distances. 

Point, line, and surface configurations make features. For example, a corner has two 

intersecting rays. 

Feature configurations make objects. For example, a circle is a figure with constant distance 

from center. Alternatively, it is a closed figure with constant curvature and no vertices. 

6.1. Feature and object spatial relations 

Vision uses all point, line, surface, and region information to assign spatial coordinates and 

relations to points, lines, surfaces, regions, features, and objects. 

Spatial relations include adjacency, gradient, right-left, above-below, front-back, in-out, 

near-far, forward-backward, and up-down. 

Vision topographic maps have neuron arrays that detect when adjacent nerve pathways have 

coincidences, and so know point, line, ray, angle, surface, and region pairs and triples and their 

spatial relations. 

Spatial relations include symmetries and invariants [Burgess and O'Keefe, 2003] 

[Moscovitch et al., 1995]. 

Vision indexes features and objects for spatial relations [Glassner, 1989]. 



 

Scenes, Space, and Time 

Vision physiology represents scenes, space, and time. 

1. Scenes 

Vision experiences whole scene (perceptual field), not just isolated surfaces, features, or 

objects. The feeling of seeing whole scene results from maintaining general scene sense in 

semantic memory, attending repeatedly to scene objects, and forming object patterns. Perceptual 

field provides background and context, which can identify objects and events. 

Scenes have different spatial frequencies in different directions and distances. Scenes can have 

low spatial frequency and seem open. Low-spatial-frequency scenes have more depth, less 

expansiveness, and less roughness, and are more natural. Scenes can have high spatial frequency 

and seem closed. High-spatial-frequency scenes have less depth, more expansiveness, and more 

roughness, and are more about towns. 

Scenes have numbers of objects (set size). 

Scenes have patterns or structures of object and object-property placeholders (spatial layout), 

such as smooth texture, rough texture, enclosed space, and open space. In spatial layouts, object 

and property meanings do not matter, only placeholder pattern. Objects and properties can fill 

object and object property placeholders to supply meaning. Objects have spatial positions, and 

relations to other objects, that depend on spacing and order. Spatial relations include object and 

part separations, feature and part conjunctions, movement and orientation directions, and object 

resolution. 

Scenes have homogeneous color and texture regions (visual unit). 

1.1. Sketches and arrays 

Vision uses known shapes and orientations, consistent convexities and concavities, surface 

shading and texture, and motion information to make two-dimensional sketches (intrinsic image) 

that represent scene local properties [Marr, 1982]. 

From sketches, vision combines local properties to make scene two-dimensional line arrays. 

From line arrays, vision uses depth information to make scene two-and-one-half-dimensional 

contour arrays. (They are like oblique projections, or like 3/4 views with axonometric 

projections.) 

From contour arrays, vision assigns consistent convexities and concavities to lines and 

vertices, to make three-dimensional regions with surface-texture arrays. 

1.2. Scene files 

A vision scene file assigns relative three-dimensional positions, directions, distances (depths), 

orientations (surface normals), and spatial relations, as well as illumination and reflectance 

(albedo), to feature and object placeholders. Objects include ground and sky. 

2. Space 

Vision integrates scene, sketch, and array information, along with information from other 

senses and motor system, to make three-dimensional space. All use the same space. 

2.1. Topographic maps 

Midbrain tectum and cuneiform nucleus have multimodal neurons, whose axons envelop 

reticular thalamic nucleus and other thalamic nuclei to map three-dimensional space 

[Andersen et al., 1997]. 

Topographic maps specify body and three-dimensional-space locations [Gross and 

Graziano, 1995] and represent three-dimensional space [Olson et al., 1999] 

[Rizzolatti et al., 1997]. Locations include sensory-organ, sensory-receptor, and motor-system 

spatial layouts. 



 

Topographic maps can hold three-dimensional arrays. For example, 3 x n vertex matrices can 

represent n-point three-dimensional arrays (or n-vertex polygons/polyhedrons, or n-point 

curves/surfaces). Array indices correlate with directions, distances, and coordinates. 

2.2. Continuity 

Because adjacent topographic-map hypercolumns overlap and connect, they can represent 

continuous (rather than discrete) three-dimensional space. 

Vision physiology uses many neurons, which average over time and space, to represent each 

space point, so output can represent continuous three-dimensional space. 

Three-dimensional arrays a(x, y, z) can have elements that are themselves arrays 

b(i(x, y, z), j(x, y, z), k(x, y, z)). Topographic maps can hold such three-dimensional nested 

arrays. Nested arrays can represent connections to other space points, and elements can overlap 

their edges, to represent continuous three-dimensional space. 

2.3. Coordinate axes 

The vertical gaze center, near midbrain oculomotor nucleus, detects up and down motions 

[Pelphrey et al., 2003] [Tomasello et al., 1999], helping establish a vertical axis and determine 

heights. 

The horizontal gaze center, near pons abducens nucleus, detects right-to-left motion and 

left-to-right motion [Löwel and Singer, 1992], helping establish a horizontal axis and plane. 

Animals have right and left eyes, and this arrangement helps establish a vertical axis and a 

horizontal plane. 

The superficial-pyramidal-cell lattice can represent vertical and horizontal coordinate axes. 

Same-orientation topographic-map orientation columns have connections, helping establish 

spatial axes. 

Vestibular-system saccule, utricle, and semicircular canals make three planes, one horizontal 

and two vertical, and detect body accelerations, head rotations, and gravity direction. Vestibular 

system works with visual system to establish a vertical axis and ground plane. 

2.4. Distance metric 

Vision establishes a distance metric for the spherical-coordinate system. The radial coordinate 

uses the distance unit to assign numerical distances. 

2.5. Angle metric 

Vision establishes an angle metric for the spherical-coordinate system. The horizontal and 

vertical coordinates use the angle unit to assign numerical angles. 

2.6. Coordinate origin 

Coordinate axes intersect at coordinate origin. 

The superficial-pyramidal-cell lattice can represent topographic-map reference points, 

including coordinate origin. 

Two observations make two scenes, whose differences define a projection matrix. Inversion of 

perspective finds lines of sight and eye location in space. Eye location relates to coordinate 

origin. 

2.7. Coordinate system 

Coordinate axes and origin define a coordinate system. 

Spherical coordinates have a central coordinate origin, a radial vector from origin, a 

straight-ahead vector for polar axis, a transverse direction angle right and left from polar-axis, 

and a transverse direction angle up and down from polar-axis. A metric defines distance along 

radial direction. For vision, coordinate origin is at eye. 



 

Cartesian coordinates have a coordinate origin, a vector from origin straight-ahead, a vector 

from origin up, and a vector from origin right. A metric defines distance along vectors. For 

vision, coordinate origin is at eye. 

The visual, auditory, haptic, proprioceptive, and motor systems use the same egocentric 

coordinate system and egocenter [Bridgeman et al., 1997] [Owens, 1987], so perceptions and 

motions use the same coordinate system, point locations, and point-pair distances. 

3. Time 

Spatiotemporal processes establish perceptual time. Time has an interval, events, and temporal 

relations (before, during, after). Time intervals establish a clock for timing and flows. Memory 

realizes before and after, and historical time. 



 

Coordinate Transformations and Stationary Space 

The location/direction/distance/where pathway finds space locations as distances in directions, 

using spherical and rectangular coordinates to model physical-space directions and distances. 

Vision works with motor, auditory, haptic, proprioceptive, and kinesthetic systems. 

Thinking, dreaming, imagining, and memory recall use the same space. 

Attention and memory track features, objects, scenes, and space locations and spatial relations. 

Vision can track object motions in space. 

Vision can transform spherical-coordinate-system coordinates, to translate, rotate, scale, and 

zoom. 

As eye, head, and/or body move, coordinate transformations compensate for movements to 

make a stationary coordinate system, aligned with physical space. 

1. Motor system 

The motor system models muscle and bone positions and motions. 

Muscles rotate right or left, flex or extend (bend or straighten), abduct or adduct (go away 

from or toward spine), elevate or depress (raise or lower), and pronate or supinate (go 

up-forward or down-backward). 

Extremity bones are like connected rotatable vectors, which have origin (at joint), terminus 

(at joint or tip), length, and direction. Vectors translate and rotate. 

For voluntary movements, brain signals mark vector final position and/or speed and direction. 

The motor system compares the signal to current position, speed, and direction and makes a 

difference signal. Difference signals go to muscles to trigger and coordinate muscle movements. 

Bones and muscles have controlled movement direction and speed as they go from original 

position to final position. (Voluntary processes use will.) 

Visual perceptions of muscle and body positions integrate with motor-system muscle 

commands and reflexes, to develop fine voluntary-muscle control. 

2. Touch, proprioception, and kinesthesia 

To be surface-exploring devices, senses evolve and develop an experience surface. For 

example, a touch experience surface is on outside of skin. Experience surfaces have a spatial 

layout, with known sensory-receptor locations, distances, and directions. 

Body, head, and sense organs have a spatial layout, with known locations, distances, and 

directions. 

Body, head, and sense organs move so that eye, skin, ear, nose, and tongue sensory receptors 

can gather and store intensities. 

Proprioception and kinesthesia know eye, head, and body positions and position changes, and 

store positions in memory using series over time. 

Vision works with touch, proprioception, and kinesthesia. 

Touch knows the positions, and position changes, of objects nearby in space. 

3. Hearing 

Hearing knows the positions, and position changes, of objects nearby in space. Vision works 

with hearing. 

4. Attention and memory 

Attention processes select features, objects, and their spatial and temporal relations. 

Memory processes store and re-imagine features, objects, and their spatial and temporal 

relations. 



 

5. Motion tracking 

Vision, hearing, touch, kinesthesia, proprioception, and motor systems use the same perceptual 

space and work together to track object positions, motions, trajectories, orientations, vibrations, 

velocities, and accelerations. 

The vertical gaze center detects up and down motions, and the horizontal gaze center detects 

right-to-left motions and left-to-right motions. 

Perceptual brain regions have coordinated signals that represent object motion in a direction 

with a magnitude. 

Vision can track trajectories, as objects move or as eye, head, or body move. 

6. Coordinate transformations 

Coordinate systems can transform (translate, rotate, scale, and zoom) coordinates. 

Motor-system commands cause eye, head, and body movements. As eye, head, and/or body 

move, objects and scenes have translations, rotations, and scalings, and perceptual field has 

gradients and flows. 

Linear transformations and extrapolation reveal how eyes, head, and body, and egocentric 

coordinate origin, move through space. 

Integrated motor and sensory systems learn to track coordinate-system transformations, using 

tensor operations. (Topographic maps can represent magnitudes and directions and so represent 

vectors, matrices, and tensors.) 

Early in development, as voluntary-muscle control develops, integrated motor and sensory 

systems correlate coordinate transformations, senses, and muscles, to calculate how actual and 

intended eye, head, and/or body movements cause egocentric-space coordinate transformations. 

7. Stationary space 

As eye, head, and/or body move, computation maintains stationary space by performing 

coordinate transformations of the spherical-coordinate system to compensate for movements. 

Repeated scenes allow vision to learn to transform coordinates to compensate for body, head, 

and/or eye movements, using tensor operations to reverse egocentric-space coordinate 

transformations caused by anticipated body, head, and eye movements. 

Canceling egocentric-space coordinate transformations establishes stationary allocentric space 

and aligns directions, distances, and positions with physical-space directions, distances, and 

positions. 

Stationary space has invariant space positions for named and indexed features, objects, events, 

and scenes. 

Moving objects have trajectories through stationary space. For example, as body, head, and/or 

eyes move, coordinate origin moves though stationary space. 

Coordinate transformations provide feedback to visual, auditory, haptic, kinesthetic, and motor 

systems and help know eye, head, and body-part sizes, shapes, orientations, directions, distances 

apart, and locations, and object distances, directions, and locations. 

All senses and the motor system use the same stationary space, which aligns with physical 

space. 



 

8. Location concepts and principles 

Brains construct distance/direction/coordinate/spatial-relation concepts and principles about: 

• Direction, distance, and location 

• Point, line, surface, and solid 

• Space, coordinates, coordinate origin, and viewpoint 

• Adjacent, above-below, right-left, near-far, and other spatial relations 

• Orientation, spatial extent, boundary, angle, overlap, and occlusion 

• Location categories (such as "distant top right" or "on ground") 

• Motions, transformations, trajectories, and accelerations 



 

Appendices about Color and Brightness Experiences 

 

Color and Brightness Properties 

Color has brightness, hue, saturation, and other properties. 

1. Colors have brightness, hue, and saturation 

Every color has a unique set of values of the three opponencies, which are independent 

properties, and people can distinguish 256^3 colors. From the three opponencies, every color has 

a unique set of values of brightness, hue, and saturation. Light-stimuli total power relates to 

brightness. Light-stimuli energy distribution and relative uniformity relate to hue and saturation. 

1.1. Brightness 

Color brightness (value) is relative light intensity of center compared to surround, so it 

depends on a contrast. Brightness relates to light-stimuli total power. Perceived intensity 

{subjective magnitude} is a power function of stimulus intensity. 

For the same surround: Pure white has highest brightness. Pure yellow has very high 

brightness. Pure green has high brightness. Pure red has medium brightness. Pure blue has low 

brightness. Pure black has lowest brightness. 

1.2. Hue 

Hue has colorfulness. Hue is blue, yellow, red, or green, or a mixture of red and yellow, red 

and blue, blue and green, or green and yellow. 

Hue relates to light-stimuli energy distribution and relative uniformity. Hue causes brightness. 

1.3. Saturation 

Saturation is hue percent. More black, gray, or white reduces saturation. Less black, gray, or 

white increases saturation. 

Saturation relates to light-stimuli energy distribution and relative uniformity. White causes 

highest brightness, and black contributes very little to brightness. 

Color mixtures have higher unsaturation, because more wavelengths make both yellow-blue 

and red-green opponency inputs move toward zero. 

1.4. Evolution 

Mammals can perceive brightness and some colors. Old World monkeys have trichromatic 

vision. Human newborns can perceive brightness levels, and, by four months old, human infants 

can perceive color (and size and shape). 

2. Hue 

Hue is surface appearance compared to red, orange, yellow, green, blue, or purple. Hues form 

a closed system (color space), in which they mix to make only other hues. Colors differ in hue 

along a circular scale (color circle), and adjacent hues are similar [Armstrong, 1978]. People can 

distinguish 100 hues. 

Hues combine blue and red, blue and green, green and yellow, or red and yellow. Those pairs 

have one hue each from the yellow-blue and red-green opponencies and so are adjacent hues that 

mix to make intermediate color. Note: There are two other hue combinations, but they have one 

hue each from the yellow-blue or red-green opponency and do not make intermediate color: 

Equal yellow and blue make no-hue white, and equal red and green make yellow. 

Just noticeable differences in hue (and saturation) vary with wavelength. 

Hue relates to highest peak (average wavelength) height and narrowness (wavelength standard 

deviation) in the luminous frequency-intensity spectrum. Higher and narrower peaks have more 

hue. Lower and wider peaks have more unsaturation/no net hue. (However, color is not 

frequency or wavelength.) 



 

Colorfulness is perceived amount of hue. Colorfulness increases with brightness. Colorfulness 

is height of the highest-intensity frequency band in the luminous frequency-intensity spectrum 

compared to maximum possible height. Colorfulness varies directly with peak width, because 

wider peaks make lower heights. Low illumination makes less color and lower colorfulness, and 

high illumination makes more color and higher colorfulness. (However, very high illumination 

makes white and so lowers colorfulness.) High surface reflectance makes high colorfulness. All 

hues have the same colorfulness range, so one hue is not more colorful than another hue. White, 

grays, and black have no colorfulness, because they have no highest-intensity frequency band. 

Color chroma is relative colorfulness of reflected light, independent of illumination. For 

emitted light, chroma is relative colorfulness independent of intensity. 

Chroma range is color's number of Munsell equal steps from no chroma to maximum chroma. 

For the fundamental colors, blue and red have wide chroma range. Green and yellow have 

narrow chroma range. (For hues, chroma range correlates with lightness.) Black and white have 

no colorfulness and no chroma range. 

Different hue saturations have different brightness. Different illuminations have different hue 

saturation and brightness. Hue maintains the same hue (color constancy) over varying 

illuminations, saturation, and brightness and over surface orientation, waviness, and texture. 

2.1. Primary, secondary, and tertiary hues 

Figure 4 shows pure primary, secondary, and tertiary hues of the RGB color system. 

Figure 4 

Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Hues 

 



 

Table 2 shows percentages of RGB-color-system primary colors for 41 colors. 

Table 2 

Mixed-color RGB percentages 

 
2.2. Hues, wavelengths, and yellow-blue and red-green opponencies 

The combined yellow-blue and red-green opponencies separate the frequency-intensity 

spectrum into four wavelength regions/categories, from short wavelengths to long wavelengths: 

• Blue and red 

• Blue and green 

• Green and yellow 

• Yellow and red 

All hues are one of those four mixtures. 



 

Hues correlate with wavelength: 

• The shortest wavelengths appear violet, with small blue and smaller red. 

• The next wavelengths appear blue, with blue and small red. 

• The next wavelengths appear blue, with blue and no red or green. 

• The next wavelengths appear blue, with blue and small green. 

• The next wavelengths appear cyan, with equal blue and green. 

• The next wavelengths appear green, with green and small blue. 

• The next wavelengths appear green, with green and no blue or yellow. 

• The next wavelengths appear green, with green and small yellow. 

• The middle wavelengths appear chartreuse, with equal yellow and green. 

• The next wavelengths appear yellow, with yellow and small green. 

• The next wavelengths appear yellow, with yellow and no green or red. 

• The next wavelengths appear yellow, with yellow and small red. 

• The next wavelengths appear orange, with equal yellow and red. 

• The next wavelengths appear red, with red and small yellow. 

• The longest wavelengths appear maroon, with small red and no yellow. 

In the sRGB system, hues and wavelengths correlate like this: 

• Violet: 437 nm (violet: 380 nm to 445 nm) 

• Blue: 472 nm 

• Azure: 481 nm 

• Cyan: 487 nm 

• Spring green: 500 nm 

• Green: 524 nm 

• Chartreuse: 554 nm 

• Yellow: 573 nm 

• Orange: 592 nm to 610 nm 

• Red: 645 nm to 700 nm (maroon: 700 nm to 740 nm) 

Purples mix red and blue: 

• Red-magenta (rose) mixes highest-intensity red with some blue. 

• Magenta (fuchsia) equally mixes highest-intensity red and highest-intensity blue. 

• Blue-magenta (bright violet) mixes highest-intensity blue with some red. 

2.3. Primary colors 

Three hues (primary colors) mix to make any and all colors. Surfaces reflect subtractive 

primary colors: red, yellow, and blue. Light sources make additive primary colors: red, green, 

and blue. 

The primary colors blue, red, and green have even spread over the spectrum. Blue anchors a 

spectrum end. Green is in spectrum middle. Red anchors a spectrum end. 

Colors from light sources, and colors from pigment reflections, cannot add to make blue or 

red, but can add to make green. 

Using blue, red, and green as the three additive primary colors best calculates surface depth 

and figure/ground. Blue, red, and green have the most differentiation of color lightness, 

temperature, colorfulness/vividness, and strength. 

The three primary colors do not cover the whole color gamut. 



 

2.4. Complementary colors 

For additive colors, red-cyan, green-magenta, and blue-yellow (complementary colors) mix 

red, green, and blue equally and so make white. 

For subtractive colors, red-green, yellow-violet, and blue-orange mix red, yellow, and blue 

equally and so make black. 

All hues have complementary hues. 

2.5. Analogous colors 

Three adjacent colors (analogous colors) are similar in wavelength and properties. Examples 

are blue, azure, and cyan, and red, red-orange, and orange. 

Four or five adjacent colors are also analogous colors, such as blue through cyan through 

green, and red through orange through yellow. 

2.6. Afterimages 

Afterimages can make imaginary color or chimerical color. 

Visual stimuli excite all three cone types. Stimulating just one cone type should make new 

colors (imaginary color) (unrealizable color). 

Staring at bright pure color and then looking at black, white, or opposite-color background 

makes the afterimage be a new color (chimerical color). Staring at yellow and then looking at 

black makes very dark very saturated blue (stygian color). Staring at green and then looking at 

white makes glowing red (self-luminous color). Staring at cyan and then looking at orange 

makes very saturated orange, and staring at magenta and then looking at green makes very 

saturated green (hyperbolic color). 

2.7. Ambient illumination and coloring 

Colors look redder or greener at lower ambient illumination, and yellower or bluer at higher 

ambient illumination (Bezold-Brücke hue shift) [Bezold, 1873] [Brücke, 1878], perhaps because 

the red-green and yellow-blue processes differ in activity for different ambient illuminations. 

2.8. Hue and saturation 

Hue varies with saturation (purity-on-hue effect) (Abney effect) [Abney, 1910]. Adding white 

light shifts perceived hue. 

2.9. Grassmann's laws of color mixing 

Grassmann described color-mixing laws that are vector additions and multiplications in 

wavelength mixture space [Grassmann, 1853]. To illustrate, use 475-nm blue B, 487-nm cyan C, 

500-nm green G, 577-nm yellow Y, 630-nm red R, and white W. 

Association: Adding a color to a mixture of two colors makes the same color as adding the 

color to each mixture color. For example, mixing green and red makes yellow: G + R = Y. 

Adding blue to yellow makes white: Y + B = W. Adding blue to green, and adding blue to red, 

also makes white: (G + B) + (R + B) = W. 

Distribution: Increasing the intensity of a mixture of two colors makes the same color as 

increasing the intensity of each mixture color. For example, mixing green and red makes yellow: 

G + R = Y. Decreasing yellow intensity makes dark yellow: i*Y = dY. Decreasing green 

intensity and decreasing red intensity also makes dark yellow: i*G + i*R = dY. 

Identity: Adding color pairs that both make the same color makes the same color. For example, 

mixing cyan and red makes white: C + R = W, and mixing blue and yellow makes white: 

B + Y = W. Adding the pairs makes white: (C + R) + (B + Y) = W. 



 

2.10. Color-mixture appearances 

Red and blue mixtures make magentas, which appear to be reddish and/or bluish. 

Red and green mixtures make chartreuses, yellows, and oranges. Red and green do not make 

reddish-green or greenish-red. Chartreuse appears to have green and yellow. Yellow appears to 

have no green and no red. Orange appears to have no green. 

Blue and green mixtures make azures, cyans, and spring greens, which appear to be bluish 

and/or greenish. Azure appears to have no green. Cyan appears to have no green. Spring green 

appears to have no blue. 

For two 100% RGB colors on a flat screen, compare the equal mixture (no edge contrast), dots 

and field with equal areas (small edge contrast), and very-small-square checkerboard (medium 

edge contrast): 

• Mixtures: Blue/green, blue/red, and red/green make 100% secondary color. Red/yellow, 

green/yellow, blue/cyan, green/cyan, red/magenta, and blue/magenta make 100% tertiary 

color. Blue/yellow, red/cyan, and green/magenta make 100% white. 

• Dots and field, from far away: with straight-on viewing angle, blue/green, blue/red, and 

red/green average 67% secondary color (not 50%, because of overlap). Red/yellow, 

green/yellow, blue/cyan, green/cyan, red/magenta, and blue/magenta average 67% of one 

primary color and 100% of another primary color (not 50%/100%, because of overlap). 

Blue/yellow, red/cyan, and green/magenta average 67% white. (At higher viewing angles, 

colors are darker or lighter.) 

• Very-small-square checkerboard: Blue/green, blue/red, and red/green average 

67% secondary color. Red/yellow, green/yellow, blue/cyan, green/cyan, red/magenta, and 

blue/magenta average 67% of one primary color and 100% of another primary color. 

Blue/yellow, red/cyan, and green/magenta average 67% white. 

2.11. Light scattering 

After white light passes through a length of dusty or moist air, you see yellow, because that air 

scatters blue, scatters green half, and scatters red little. "Yellow is a light which has been 

dampened by darkness" (paragraph 502) [Goethe, 1810]. 

After white light passes through a longer length of the same dusty or moist air, or through very 

dusty or moist air, you see dark red, because that air scatters blue, scatters green, and scatters red 

half. 

If white light strikes dusty or moist air from the side, and you look through that air at a black 

surface, you see blue, because that air scatters blue, scatters green half, and scatters red little. 

"Blue is a darkness weakened by light" (paragraph 502) [Goethe, 1810]. 

If white light strikes very dusty or moist air from the side, and you look through that air at a 

black surface, you see lighter and paler blue, because that air scatters blue, scatters green 

three-quarters, and scatters red half, and blue, green, and red mix to make white. 

If white light strikes slightly dusty or moist air from the side, and you look through that air at a 

black surface, you see darker and deeper blue, because that air scatters blue three-quarters, 

scatters green one-quarter, and scatters red little. 

If white light strikes very slightly dusty or moist air from the side, and you look through that 

air at a black surface, you see violet, because that air scatters blue half, scatters green little, and 

scatters red very little. 

Light scattering shows that white light is a mixture of different-wavelength light waves. 



 

2.12. Prism 

White light goes through a tiny square slit to make a light beam. A triangular prism rests on its 

base. The light beam comes from the left heading up and enters the left prism surface at a 

45-degree angle. The light beam exits the right prism surface heading down and is wider than the 

entering beam. 

Red bends least in the prism and is at the top of the exiting beam. (Above the red, there is no 

light, so black appears.) The other colors bend more and so are no longer where red is: 

• Below the red, there is still red, and green begins, so the overlap makes orange. 

• Below the orange, there is less red, but more green, so the overlap makes yellow. 

• Below the yellow, there is no more red, so only green appears. (The total width of the red, 

orange, yellow, and green is typically the width of the original light beam.) 

• Below the green, there is still green, and blue begins, so the overlap makes cyan. 

• Below the cyan, there is no more green, so only blue appears. 

• Below the blue, blue has low intensity, so violet appears. 

• Below the violet, there is no light, so black appears. 

If the entering light beam first encounters a small square barrier, the barrier makes a shadow in 

the middle of the light beam. After the beam passes through the prism, the central shadow 

narrows. All the red and half the green do not bend enough to get out of the top of the light 

beam, so the top of the light beam still appears white: 

• Below the light beam, where the shadow was, there is half green, and blue begins, so the 

overlap makes cyan. 

• Below the cyan, there is no more green, so only blue appears. 

• Below the blue, there is still blue, and red from the lower light beam begins, so the overlap 

makes violet. (The total width of the cyan, blue, and violet is typically the width of the 

original shadow.) 

• Below the violet, there is no blue, so only red appears. 

• Below the red, there is red and some green, so the overlap makes orange. 

• Below the orange, there is some red and green, so the overlap makes yellow. 

• Below the yellow, the bottom white light is much brighter than any green or blue, so the 

bottom light beam appears white. 

Prism refraction shows that white light is a mixture of different-wavelength light waves. 

3. Brightness and lightness 

At each wavelength, sources and surfaces radiate light intensity. Integrating over the 

frequency-intensity spectrum (spectral power distribution) calculates total intensity. 

People sense different light wavelengths with different sensitivities. Color spaces use a 

standard colorimetric observer, who has specific weights for all visible-light wavelengths. 

Light intensity must be high enough so that rod receptors do not count. Centers must be larger 

than four degrees of angle. 



 

For the standard colorimetric observer, a luminosity function assigns weights to all 

visible-light wavelengths to make a normal distribution. White-black opponency has low 

sensitivity to blue, medium sensitivity to red, high sensitivity to green, and very high sensitivity 

to yellow. The CIE luminosity function centers on 555 nm: 

• Wavelength 400 nm has weight 0. 

• Wavelength 450 nm has weight <0.1. 

• Wavelength 500 nm has weight ~0.3. 

• Wavelength 555 nm has weight 1. 

• Wavelength 600 nm has weight ~0.6. 

• Wavelength 650 nm has weight <0. 

• Wavelength 700 nm has weight 0. 

Luminosity is total light power after weighting by the luminosity function, so it approximates 

sensed light power. 

Luminance is total light intensity (luminous intensity) after weighting by the luminosity 

function. It is luminous-power surface or angle density. Luminance is the sum of wavelength 

intensities (total intensity) in the frequency-intensity spectrum. Luminance is not about 

wavelength and has no hue information. Brightness models luminance. 

Light sources have different frequency-intensity spectra: 

• CIE standard illuminant D65 closely matches the frequency-intensity spectrum of the 

average midday sunlight and diffused clear-sky light at European latitudes, with color 

temperature 6500 K. For white, CIE XYZ (x,y) = (0.31, 0.33). Other D illuminants have 

different color temperatures. 

• CIE standard illuminant E has the same intensity at each frequency, making CIE XYZ 

(x,y) = (1/3, 1/3) for white. 

• CIE standard illuminants F are for fluorescent sources. 

• CIE standard illuminants L are for LED sources. 

3.1. Brightness 

White-black opponency senses center relative brightness. Center color brightness comes from 

hue and from no-hue gray. People can distinguish more than 100 brightness levels. Brightness is 

for contrast between adjacent surfaces. 

Color brightness depends on light intensity, and so, for reflected light, on illumination. 

Brightness depends on illuminant frequency-intensity spectrum and luminosity function. 

Brightness b is a root of intensity i: b = i^(1/gamma), where gamma>1.8. As intensity increases, 

brightness increases slower. (If intensity increases exponentially as a power function, brightness 

is the logarithm. For example, if i = 2^b, brightness increases by one unit when intensity 

doubles.) 

Brightness is not potential energy and is not kinetic energy and so is not physical intensity. 

In dim light, rods take over from cones, so luminosity function changes. In bright light, irises 

narrow, so eyes control brightness. 

Surface brightness is relative to illumination brightness and surrounding brightness. There is 

also a feeling of ambient brightness, from light sources and from reflections from all surfaces. 

If intensity is too high, people see painful flashes and cannot discriminate color surface. 

If intensity is zero, such as the black in the night sky, people still see a surface. 

Eye iris opens wide at low intensity. Eye iris closes at high intensity. Receptors also change. 

Note: A computer display's gamma and color-temperature settings affect color brightness and 

appearance. 



 

3.2. White-black opponency 

Surrounding central hue with white, or with complementary color, appears to darken hue. 

Surrounding central hue with black appears to lighten hue. Colors are not constant in different 

visual contexts. 

3.3. Light controls 

Brightness control: Brightness is average intensity level. Good brightness control increases 

all intensities by same amount. Note: A computer display or television "Brightness" control sets 

"picture" or "white level" by changing the multiple of intensity. It increases ratio between black 

and white and so really changes contrast. 

Contrast control: Contrast is difference between lowest and highest intensity. Good contrast 

control has black at zero intensity and white at maximum intensity. Note: A computer display or 

television "Contrast" control sets "black level" by shifting the intensity scale to set the lowest 

(zero) intensity to no input signal. It changes all intensities by same amount and so really 

changes brightness. 

Exposure control: Exposure is being dark or light. Good exposure control integrates over the 

correct time interval to make lowest intensity black and highest intensity white. 

Tint control: Tint is overall color. Good tint control is neutral and makes lowest intensity 

black and highest intensity white. 

3.4. Color lightness 

Surface lightness (color lightness [Goethe, 1810]) is color brightness compared to white 

brightness. Surface lightness ranges from 0 for black to 1 for white. Lightness is a function of 

surface reflectance. People can distinguish more than 100 lightness levels. In the CIE L*a*b* 

color space, middle gray has 50% black and 50% white and has 50% lightness, so achromatic 

colors have lightness equal to white percent (absolute whiteness). For the same illuminant, blue 

is dark, red is medium, green is light, and yellow is very light [Goethe, 1810]. 

Color lightness is relative brightness. For emitted light, it is ratio to white light, and so is 

independent of light intensity. For reflected light, it is ratio to white, and so is independent of 

illumination. For the fundamental colors, black is darkest. Blue is dark. Red has medium 

lightness. Green is light. Yellow is very light. White is lightest. (For hues, lightness is highest at 

middle light frequencies and lowest at high and low frequencies.) For mixed colors, black, blue, 

and red typically add darkness. White, green, and yellow typically add lightness. 

Value is color lightness expressed as a range between 0 and 10. 

Lightness/value depends on contrast, so different illuminations make similar lightness/value. 

Color lightnesses do not add linearly. More white increases lightness. More black decreases 

lightness. Mixtures of two colors increase color lightness. 

3.5. Relative luminance 

Relative luminance is surface luminance divided by white-surface luminance. Relative 

luminance ranges from 0% to 100%. Darkest color appears black, and lightest color appears 

white. For example, middle gray (50% black and 50% white) has 18% relative luminance in the 

CIE L*a*b* color space. 

In color mixtures, primary-color relative luminances add linearly. 

For surfaces, color lightness is a function of luminance. In the CIE L*a*b* color space, surface 

lightness L* is 116 * (luminance / white-point luminance)^0.33 - 16, where luminance ranges 

from 0 to ~100, and white-point luminance is near 100. L* ranges from 0 for black to 1 for 

white. Note: Surface luminance is ((L* + 16) / 116)^3. 



 

Luminance gradients have gradually varying brightness over long distances. 

Luminance-gradient causes include gradients of angles of incidence and/or reflection, shading 

over curved surfaces, shadows, and blur. Later visual processing integrates all luminance 

gradients to find all light sources and reflectors and uses ray tracing/casting to make scenes and 

space. 

3.6. Reflectance 

Surface reflectance is a function of percentage of impinging light reflected by surface. 

Standardly, reflectance equals relative luminance, so it ranges from 0% to 100%, and middle 

gray has 18% reflectance. In the CIE L*a*b* color space, surface lightness L* is 

116 * (reflectance / white-point reflectance)^0.33 - 16, where reflectance ranges from 0 to 1, and 

white-point luminance is near 1. For example, middle gray has lightness 50 and reflectance 0.18. 

Note: Surface relative reflectance is ((L* + 16) / 116)^3. 

For color mixtures, relative reflectances add linearly: 

• Blue 0.07 and red 0.21 add to 0.28, and magenta is 0.28. 

• Blue 0.07 and green 0.71 add to 0.78, and cyan is 0.78. 

• Red 0.21 and green 0.71 add to 0.92, and yellow is 0.92. 

• Blue 0.07, red 0.21, and green 0.71 add to 0.99, and white is 1.00. 

• Blue 0.07 and yellow 0.92 add to 0.99, and white is 1.00. 

• Red 0.21 and cyan 0.78 add to 0.99, and white is 1.00. 

• Green 0.71 and magenta 0.28 add to 0.99, and white is 1.00. 

• 0.5*Green 0.71 and red 0.21 add to 0.57, and 0.5*yellow 0.92 and 0.5*red 0.21 add to 

0.57, and orange is 0.57. 

• Green 0.71 and 0.5*red 0.21 add to 0.81, and 0.5*yellow 0.92 and 0.5*green 0.71 add to 

0.81, and chartreuse is 0.81. 

For achromatic light sources and surfaces, surfaces appear black if reflectance is less than 3% 

and lightness is 14% or less, medium gray if reflectances are 10% to 25%, and white if 

reflectance is more than 80% and lightness is 91% or more. 

3.7. Lightness of mixed colors 

For mixed colors, green, yellow, and white make lighter color. Blue and black make darker 

color. Red makes color more medium. 

The top part of Figure 5 shows color lightness for percentages of RGB-color-system primary, 

secondary, and tertiary colors mixed with white. RGB 75% is 25% white (and 0% black), 

RGB 50% is 50% white (and 0% black), and RGB 25% is 75% white (and 0% black). RGB 0% 

would be 100% white (and 0% black). 

The middle part of Figure 5 shows color lightness for percentages of RGB-color-system 

primary, secondary, and tertiary colors mixed with black (because the screen background is 

black). RGB 75% is 25% black (and 0% white), RGB 50% is 50% black (and 0% white), and 

RGB 25% is 75% black (and 0% white). RGB 0% would be 100% black (and 0% white). 

The bottom part of Figure 5 shows color lightness for percentages of RGB-color-system 

primary, secondary, and tertiary colors mixed with gray (because the screen background is 

black). RGB 75% is 25% gray, RGB 50% is 50% gray, and RGB 25% is 75% gray. RGB 0% 

would be 100% gray. 



 

Figure 5 

Color Lightness for RGB Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Colors with White/Black/Gray 

 
At every percentage level, green is lighter than red, and red is lighter than blue. 

Reds change color lightness almost the same as grays do. 

Blues change from dark to light only above 100% blue with 75% white. 

Greens change from light to dark only below 50% green. 

RGB hues cannot have percentage less than 0% or greater than 100%. 



 

Figure 6 shows grays from 100% whiteness to 0% whiteness. 

Figure 6 

Gray Lightness in relation to White Percentage 

 
Black surrounded by white looks different than black surrounded by light gray and black 

surrounded by dark gray. 

White surrounded by black looks different than white surrounded by dark gray and white 

surrounded by light gray. 

For grays, going from 0% whiteness to 100% whiteness is linear. Gray lightness equals 

grayscale whiteness. Because the screen background is black, grayscale blackness equals 

100% minus grayscale whiteness. Grays cannot have black or white percentage less than 0% or 

greater than 100%. 

3.8. Hue lightness compared to gray lightness 

Hues appear brighter than gray of the same luminance (Helmholtz-Kohlrausch effect). The 

effect is greatest for blue and least for yellow: blue, red, magenta, green, orange, cyan, yellow. 

The effect varies inversely with hue lightness. The effect varies directly with hue chroma. 

3.9. Primary-color lightness range 

Because pure blue is dark, blue amount from zero to maximum has small lightness range. Blue 

can add more of white than red, green, or yellow. 

Because pure red is medium light, red amount from zero to maximum has medium lightness 

range. Red can add more of white than green and yellow but less than blue. 

Because pure green is light, green amount from zero to maximum has large lightness range. 

Green can add less of white than red and green but more than yellow. 

Because pure yellow is very light, yellow amount from zero to maximum has very large 

lightness range. Yellow can add less of white than blue, red, or green. 



 

3.10. Primary-color and yellow lightness with different background 

Hues appear to have different lightness depending on their surroundings. A white, gray, or 

black background affects color appearance. 

Figure 7 shows primary-color and yellow lightness with different backgrounds. White and 

complementary-color backgrounds make color darker. Black background makes color lighter. 

Equally bright foreground and background makes intermediate lightness. 

Figure 7 

Primary-Color and Yellow Lightness in White, Complementary Color, and Black 

 
The effect is the same for smaller and larger sizes. 

3.11. Intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells 

Intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) contain melanopsin. They help 

synchronize brain internal clocks with daylight changes. They measure brightness linearly. 

Image brightness depends on both cones and ipRGCs. 

3.12. Surface spatiotemporal pattern 

You can directly see surface spatiotemporal patterns. In dim light, do not focus on anything. 

You may see one-degree-of-arc (in brighter light) to three-degrees-of-arc (in dimmer light) 

circular regions that flicker between black and white several times each second (variable 

resolution). 

The dots do not move sideways, forward, or backward, but if you move your eyes, the pattern 

moves. 

Variable resolution is due to receptor-signal oscillation, from competitive inhibition and 

excitation, when low light activates only a few receptors [Hardin, 1988] [Hurvich, 1981]. 



 

4. Saturation 

Color saturation (color richness) is ratio of colorfulness to brightness. Color saturation is 

relative colorfulness of object's reflected light, dependent on brightness. For emitted light, 

richness/saturation is relative colorfulness dependent on intensity. People can distinguish 

100 saturation levels. Black, grays, and white have no richness/saturation. Color mixtures 

typically have lower saturation. 

Saturation is hue quantity compared to maximum possible quantity. Colors have a saturated 

part and an unsaturated part. Color saturated part is hue as a mixture of red and blue, yellow and 

red, green and blue, or yellow and green. Color unsaturated part has no hue as a mixture of black 

and white (shade of gray). Saturation percent plus unsaturation percent is 100%. 

At low illumination, hue saturation decreases. At high illumination, hue saturation increases. 

However, a very high illumination, hue saturation decreases because of more white. 

Added black and added white unsaturate hues to equal extent. 

Just noticeable differences in saturation (and hue) vary with wavelength. 

4.1. Hue chroma 

Chroma is surface colorfulness relative to a white surface. Chroma is resistance to 

unsaturation by white. Chroma varies directly with colorfulness and strength. 

Chroma increases with surface reflectance, so different hues have different maximum chroma 

values. Yellow (with very high color lightness) has lowest. Green (with high color lightness) has 

second lowest. Red (with medium color lightness) has second highest. Blue (with low color 

lightness) has highest. Relative maximum colorfulness is: 

• Black: 0 

• Middle gray: 0 

• White: 0 

• Cyan: 10 (because coolest and very light) 

• Yellow: 12 (because warm and very light) 

• Azure: 12 (because very cool and light) 

• Orange: 14 (because very warm and light) 

• Chartreuse: 18 (because neutral and light) 

• Green: 18 (because cool and light) 

• Red: 18 (because warmest and medium light) 

• Red-magenta: 18 (because very warm and medium dark) 

• Spring green: 18 (because very cool and light) 

• Magenta: 20 (because warm and dark) 

• Blue-magenta: 24 (because neutral and very dark) 

• Blue: 24 (because cool and darkest) 

Low and high illuminations make similar surface chroma. 

White, grays, and black have no hue, so they have no chroma. 

Adding other hues, black, gray, or white to hue reduces chroma (and changes brightness). 

Hue saturation is ratio of chroma to lightness. For chromatic surfaces with the same surface 

reflectance relative to a white surface's reflectance, blue surfaces appear most saturated, red 

surfaces appear highly saturated, green surfaces appear medium saturated, and yellow surfaces 

appear least saturated. 



 

4.2. Chromaticity 

Chromaticness is hue saturation. Chromaticness ranges from 0% to 100%. Chromaticness is 

not about reflectance and so is about light, not surface. 

Black, grays, and white have no hue and so have 0% chromaticness. Adding black or white 

decreases chromaticness. 

Purity (chromaticity) is hue percent relative to white percent. Different hues have the same 

purity range, from 0% to 100%, so one hue is not more pure than another hue. At different 

illuminations, hue purity/chromaticity stays constant. Purity/chromaticity is not about reflectance 

and so is about light, not surface. White has no hue and so has 0% purity/chromaticity: adding 

white makes lower purity/chromaticity. Black has no hue and undefined purity/chromaticity: 

adding black does not change purity/chromaticity. 

Adding white (tinting) to a pure hue makes it less saturated, lighter, paler, and brighter. White 

adds to hues linearly. A hue has a tint at which it appears purest. For example, bright green may 

appear too light, whereas a darker green may look like pure green. 

Subtracting hue, and so adding black (shading) to a pure hue, makes it less saturated, darker, 

deeper, and duller. Black subtracts hue linearly. 

Adding gray to a pure hue (toning) changes its shade and tint. Adding one of the two adjacent 

colors (toning) to a pure hue changes its hue. 

4.3. RGB saturation 

RGB-color-system saturation is hue percent, equal to 100% minus black+white percent. For 

example: 

• Middle gray is 50% white and 50% black, black is 0% white and 100% black, and white is 

100% white and 0% black, and they all have saturation 0%. 

• Gray red has 25% black, 25% white, and 50% pure red (it has 75% red that contributes 

25% to white), and so has 50% saturation. 

• Gray magenta has 25% black, 25% white, and 50% pure magenta (it has 75% magenta that 

contributes 25% to white), and so has 50% saturation. 

Saturation with respect to white 

The top third of Figure 5 shows RGB-color-system primary colors at a percent, mixed with 

white at 100% minus primary-color percent: 

• 100% primary color and 0% white has 100% saturation, such as a mixture of 100% red, 

0% green, and 0% blue. 

• 75% primary color and 25% white has 75% saturation, such as a mixture of 100% red, 

25% green, and 25% blue. 

• 50% primary color and 50% white has 50% saturation, such as a mixture of 100% red, 

50% green, and 50% blue. 

• 25% primary color and 75% white has 25% saturation, such as a mixture of 100% red, 

75% green, and 75% blue. 

• 0% primary color and 100% white has 0% saturation, such as a mixture of 100% red, 

100% green, and 100% blue. 

Mixing two pure primary colors makes a color with no white (or black), so saturation is 100%. 

Mixing two half-white and half-primary-color colors makes a color with half white (and no 

black), so saturation is 50%. 



 

Saturation with respect to black 

The middle third of Figure 5 shows RGB-color-system primary colors at a percent, with black 

at 100% minus primary-color percent: 

• 100% primary color and 0% black has 100% saturation. 

• 75% primary color and 25% black has 75% saturation, such as a mixture of 75% red, 

0% green, and 0% blue. 

• 50% primary color and 50% black has 50% saturation, such as a mixture of 50% red, 

0% green, and 0% blue. 

• 25% primary color and 75% black has 25% saturation, such as a mixture of 25% red, 

0% green, and 0% blue. 

• 0% primary color and 100% black has 0% saturation. 

Mixing two pure primary colors makes a color with no black (or white), so saturation is 100%. 

Mixing two 50% primary colors makes a color with half black (and no white), so saturation 

is 50%. 

Saturation with respect to gray 

The bottom third of Figure 5 shows RGB-color-system primary colors at a percent, with gray 

at 100% minus primary-color percent: 

• 100% primary color and 0% gray has 100% saturation. 

• 75% primary color and 25% gray has 75% saturation, such as a mixture of 88% red, 

13% green, and 13% blue. 

• 50% primary color and 50% gray has 50% saturation, such as a mixture of 75% red, 

25% green, and 25% blue. 

• 25% primary color and 75% gray has 25% saturation, such as a mixture of 63% red, 

38% green, and 38% blue. 

• 0% primary color and 100% gray has 0% saturation. 

Saturation with respect to both black and white 

Figure 8 shows RGB-color-system primary colors mixed with middle gray, light gray, or dark 

gray. 

Middle gray has one part black and one part white: 

• 100% primary color, 0% black, and 0% white has 0% middle gray and 100% saturation, 

such as a mixture of 100% red, 0% green, and 0% blue. 

• 75% primary color, 12% black, and 12% white has 25% middle gray and 75% saturation, 

such as a mixture of 75% red, 25% green, and 25% blue. 

• 50% primary color, 25% black, and 25% white has 50% middle gray and 50% saturation, 

such as a mixture of 75% red, 25% green, and 25% blue. 

• 25% primary color, 37% black, and 37% white has 75% middle gray and 25% saturation, 

such as a mixture of 62% red, 37% green, and 37% blue. 

• 0% primary color, 50% black, and 50% white has 100% middle gray and 0% saturation, 

such as a mixture of 50% red, 50% green, and 50% blue. 



 

Light gray has one part black and two parts white: 

• 75% primary color, 8% black, and 17% white has 25% light gray and 75% saturation, such 

as a mixture of 92% red, 17% green, and 17% blue. 

• 50% primary color, 17% black, and 33% white has 50% light gray and 50% saturation, 

such as a mixture of 83% red, 33% green, and 33% blue. 

• 25% primary color, 25% black, and 50% white has 75% light gray and 25% saturation, 

such as a mixture of 75% red, 50% green, and 50% blue. 

Dark gray has two parts black and one part white: 

• 75% primary color, 17% black, and 8% white has 25% dark gray and 75% saturation, such 

as a mixture of 83% red, 8% green, and 8% blue. 

• 50% primary color, 33% black, and 17% white has 50% dark gray and 50% saturation, 

such as a mixture of 67% red, 17% green, and 17% blue. 

• 25% primary color, 50% black, and 25% white has 75% dark gray and 25% saturation, 

such as a mixture of 50% red, 25% green, and 25% blue. 

Figure 8 

Primary Colors with both Black and White 

 
Adding medium gray changes blue little, darkens green, and seems to change red's color. 

Adding light gray lightens blue, darkens green some, and washes out red. 

Adding dark gray darkens blue, darkens green, and makes red brown. 



 

4.4. Primary-color saturation range 

Primary-color saturation range from pure hue to black differs for all three primary colors, and 

perceivable difference in saturation differs for all three primary colors: 

• Blue: Because lightness difference between all black and pure blue is smaller, saturation 

range is smaller, with fewer saturation levels. Blue requires a larger difference in saturation 

to make a perceivable difference in saturation. 

• Red: Because lightness difference between all black and pure red is medium, saturation 

range is medium, with a medium number of saturation levels. Red requires a medium 

difference in saturation to make a perceivable difference in saturation. 

• Green: Because lightness difference between all black and pure green is larger, saturation 

range is larger, with more saturation levels. Green requires a smaller difference in 

saturation to make a perceivable difference in saturation. 

• Yellow: Because lightness difference between all black and pure yellow is largest, 

saturation range is largest, with most saturation levels. Yellow requires the smallest 

difference in saturation to make a perceivable difference in saturation. 

Primary-color saturation range from pure hue to white differs for all three primary colors, and 

perceivable difference in saturation differs for all three primary colors: 

• Blue: Because lightness difference between all white and pure blue is larger, saturation 

range is larger, with more saturation levels. Blue requires a smaller difference in saturation 

to make a perceivable difference in saturation. 

• Red: Because lightness difference between all white and pure red is medium, saturation 

range is medium, with a medium number of saturation levels. Red requires a medium 

difference in saturation to make a perceivable difference in saturation. 

• Green: Because lightness difference between all white and pure green is smaller, saturation 

range is smaller, with fewer saturation levels. Green requires a larger difference in 

saturation to make a perceivable difference in saturation. 

• Yellow: Because lightness difference between all white and pure yellow is smallest, 

saturation range is smallest, with fewest saturation levels. Yellow requires the largest 

difference in saturation to make a perceivable difference in saturation. 

For saturation with respect to both black and white (gray), saturation ranges are similar for 

blue, red, green, and yellow. 

4.5. Saturation with black or white and transparency of foreground color 

Figure 5 shows lightness for primary, secondary, and tertiary hues at different saturations with 

respect to white or black. 

In computer graphics, colors can be in foreground or background. Foreground colors can have 

transparency. 0% transparency (opaqueness) means that no background color comes through. 

Opaqueness is maximum foreground-color density. 100% transparency means that all 

background color comes through. Transparency is zero foreground-color density. 

With a white background, opacity is the same as saturation with respect to white, and 

transparency is the same as no saturation. Blue looks most opaque, and green and yellow look 

least opaque. 

With a black background, opacity is the same as saturation with respect to black, and 

transparency is the same as no saturation. Blue looks most opaque, and green and yellow look 

least opaque. 



 

4.6. Saturation varies with luminance 

Saturation varies with luminance (Hunt effect) [Hunt, 1952]. 

Decreased light intensity and color brightness and saturation 

If center light intensity decreases, cones have lower output, so white-black opponent-process 

input decreases and brightness decreases. Also, both red-green and yellow-blue 

opponent-process inputs are closer to zero, so hue has lower saturation. 

Adding black pigment to center hue pigment makes white-black opponent-process input 

decrease, so color is darker. Also, both red-green and yellow-blue opponent-process inputs 

decrease, so hue has lower saturation. 

Increased light intensity and color brightness and saturation 

If center light intensity increases, cones have higher output, so white-black opponent-process 

input increases and brightness increases. Also, both red-green and yellow-blue opponent-process 

inputs are closer to zero, so hue has lower saturation. 

Adding white pigment to center hue pigment makes white-black opponent-process input 

increase so color is lighter. Also, both red-green and yellow-blue opponent-process inputs 

decrease, so hue has lower saturation. 

5. Color temperature and vividness 

Hue temperature is relative coolness/dullness or warmness/vividness [Goethe, 1810]. For the 

fundamental hues, red and yellow are warm and vivid, and blue and green are cool and dull. 

Because they have no net hue, both black and white have neutral temperature and undefined 

vividness. 

Color mixtures have more neutral color temperature, because more wavelengths make both 

yellow-blue and red-green opponency inputs move toward zero. 

Other names/concepts for color temperature are liveliness/dullness, boldness/quietness, 

activity/stillness, and salience/background. 

Color phenomena relate to color temperature/vividness: 

• Radial motion is along sight line. Blues and greens recede from observer. Reds, oranges, 

and yellows approach observer. 

• Transverse motion is across sight line. Blues and greens contract transverse to observer. 

Reds, oranges, and yellows expand transverse to observer. 

• Size is relative surface area. Blues and greens have smaller size. Reds, oranges, and 

yellows have larger size. 

• Texture is roughness or smoothness. Blues and greens have smoother surface texture. 

Reds, oranges, and yellows have rougher surface texture. 

Because they have no hue, white and black have neither recede nor approach, neither contract 

nor expand, are neither in background nor in foreground, are neither smaller nor larger, and are 

neither smoother nor rougher. 

6. Color strength 

Hue strength is dominance in mixtures of two hues. Other names/concepts for color strength 

are density, solidity, compactness, coverage, and opaqueness. Figure 5 shows mixtures of two 

primary colors to make secondary and tertiary colors, and shows that primary colors have 

different strengths. For the fundamental colors, red and blue are strong. Green and yellow are 

weak. Black is strong. White is weak. 

For hues, color strength is lowest at middle light frequencies and highest at high and low 

frequencies, and is lowest at high brightness and highest at low brightness, so strength correlates 

with lightness. 



 

For the fundamental colors black and white, color strength is lowest at high brightness and 

highest at low brightness, so strength correlates with lightness. 

Primary-color strength varies directly with lightness, vividness, and chroma. Lightness is less 

important than chroma and vividness. 

6.1. Blue vs. green 

The color between cyan and spring green appears half green and half blue, whereas cyan 

appears more blue than green, spring green appears green with no blue, and azure appears to 

have no green, so blue appears stronger. Blue appears to be darker and have more chroma than 

green, while both have same vividness. 

6.2. Blue vs. red 

Magenta appears half red and half blue, whereas blue-magenta appears purple, with both red 

and blue, and red-magenta appears red with no blue, so blue and red have equal strength. Red 

appears lighter and more vivid than blue, with same chroma. 

6.3. Yellow vs. green 

Because yellow includes green, chartreuse appears to have more green than yellow. Chartreuse 

appears to have no red. 

6.4. Yellow vs. red 

Because yellow includes red, orange appears to have more red than yellow. Orange appears to 

have no green. 

6.5. Red vs. green 

No hue appears half red and half green, so green and red have undefined relative strength. 

Yellow appears to have no red or green. Green is light and red is medium light, so yellow has 

very high lightness, washing out red and green. Green is dull and red is most vivid, so yellow has 

high vividness, washing out red vividness and changing green away from dullness. Green has 

low chroma and red has high chroma, so yellow has low chroma, washing out red chroma and 

increasing green chroma. 

6.6. Blue vs. yellow 

No hue appears half blue and half yellow, so blue and yellow have undefined relative strength. 

6.7. Darker hues 

Primary, secondary, and tertiary hues maintain hue as they get darker (Figure 5). Dark yellow 

is olive, which has no green, but yellow-black's black appears greenish, perhaps because green is 

brighter than red. Dark orange is brown. 

Secondary and tertiary hues maintain primary-color relative strengths as they get darker 

(Figure 5). 

6.8. Black and white 

Adding black and/or white (which are not hues) to primary color reduces color saturation, 

purity, chromaticness, and chroma, and so reduces primary-color strength. 

7. Color mixtures 

Red and yellow, red and blue, blue and green, and green and yellow can mix. Color mixtures 

cannot make blue or red. Black and white can mix with all hues. 

Color mixes no-hue gray (mixture of black and white) and hue (mixture of red and yellow, red 

and blue, blue and green, or green and yellow). Color-mixture property values are weighted 

averages of the color property values. 



 

The main color mixtures are gray, purple, cyan, orange, chartreuse, pink, brown, tan, and 

cream: 

• Black and white light and/or pigments mix to make gray. 

• Blue and red light and/or pigments mix to make magenta/purple. 

• Blue and green light and/or pigments mix to make cyan. 

• Yellow and red light and/or pigments mix to make orange. 

• Yellow and green light and/or pigments mix to make chartreuse. 

• White and red (or white, blue, and red) mix to make pink, a pale red (or pale magenta). 

• Red, yellow, and black mix to make brown, a dark orange. 

• White, red, and yellow mix to make tan, a pale brown. 

• White and yellow mix to make cream, a pastel yellow. 

Blue and yellow light mix to make low, middle, and high frequencies, with no dominant 

frequency, so color is white. Blue and yellow pigments have some green, and the blue and 

yellow add to cancel hue, so the mixture has dark green color. 

Green and red light add middle to low frequencies, so color is yellow. Green and red pigments 

have some yellow, and the red and green add to cancel hue, so the mixture has dark yellow color. 

Note: Magenta and cyan light and pigments mix to make blue. Magenta and yellow light and 

pigments mix to make red. Cyan and yellow light and pigments mix to make green. 



 

Color Coordinates 

Every color has a unique set of values of three independent properties, which do not add, 

interfere, displace, or overlap each other. Therefore, colors have locations in three-dimensional 

coordinate systems. 

1. CIE L*a*b* color space, with lightness and two opponency coordinates 

The CIELAB or CIE L*a*b* color space (1976) is for diffuse reflection from surfaces 

illuminated by a standard illuminant. The non-linear coordinates match the non-linear 

perceptions, so coordinate differences are linearly proportional to perceived color differences, 

making perceptual uniformity. The CIE L*a*b* color space covers the human gamut. 

L* equals lightness, which ranges from 0 to 1 (brightest white). The L* coordinate is 

perpendicular to the planes of the two opponency coordinates. The L* coordinate determines 

relative color brightness, which ranges from darkness to lightness. Lightness L* equals 

116 * (reflectance)^0.33 - 16, for reflectances greater than 0.01. For example, 18%-reflectance 

achromatic gray surface has lightness 0.50. Reflectance = ((0.16 + lightness) / 1.16)^3. Note: 

The best approximation using a power function is lightness equals (reflectance)^0.42. For 

example, 18%-reflectance achromatic gray surface has lightness 0.49. 

Reflectance = (lightness)^(1 / 0.42). 

a* is for red-green opponency, which ranges from -1 to +1. The a* coordinate determines the 

amount of red or green that is not in yellow and/or white. 

b* is for yellow-blue opponency, which ranges from -1 to +1. The b* coordinate determines 

the amount of blue or yellow that is not in white. Hues are mixtures of red or green and yellow or 

blue. 

The a* and b* axes are perpendicular. Each a*b* plane has a square of colors centered on 

a* = 0, b* = 0. Colors are relative to a* = 0 and b* = 0 white point, typically based on 

illuminant D50. Hue and saturation depend on linear combinations of a* and b*. The a* and 

b* coordinates together determine hue and saturation. 

In CIE (1976), red has wavelength 650 nm, green has wavelength 546 nm, and blue has 

wavelength 400 nm. 

sRGB: CIE L*a*b* can transform to sRGB. As an example, middle gray has CIE L*a*b* 

lightness 50% and reflectance 18%, with RGB coordinates (0.47, 0.47, 0.47) and 

sRGB brightness 47% (with gamma correction 2.44). 

Whiteness: Black has lightness 0 and reflectance 0. White has lightness 100 and reflectance 1. 

Blue has lightness 32 and reflectance 0.07. Red has lightness 53 and reflectance 0.21. Green has 

lightness 88 and reflectance 0.71. Reflectance is linear, but lightness is not linear. Mixed colors 

add reflectances, so whiteness is 0.07 B + 0.21*R + 0.71*G. For example, complementary colors 

have reflectances that add to 1, so magenta whiteness is 0.28 and green whiteness is 0.71. 

1.1. CIE XYZ color space, with luminance and two hue coordinates 

The CIE XYZ color space (1931) is for diffuse reflection from surfaces illuminated by a 

standard illuminant. It is not perceptually uniform, so coordinate differences are not proportional 

to perceived color differences. The CIE XYZ color space covers the human gamut. 

Y equals luminance, which tracks the luminosity function (normal distribution centered on 

555 nm) and approximates medium-wavelength-cone output. For different media, the white point 

can have different luminances. Luminance can be set to relative luminance (surface reflectance), 

which ranges from 0 (darkest black) to 1 (brightest white). The luminance coordinate is 

perpendicular to the XZ plane. 

Z approximates short-wavelength-cone output. 



 

X is a linear function of long-, medium-, and short-wavelength-cone outputs. 

The XZ plane has the color chromaticities for relative luminance 1. Pure hues make an 

upside-down U shape. Green is at top left. Blue is at bottom left. Red is at low right. Purples go 

from blue to red. Hue is angle around center. Saturation is distance from center. The center has 

coordinates (0.33, 0.33), where color is white. Color purity is ratio of (distance to white point) to 

(distance of hue's boundary point to white point). 

sRGB: CIE XYZ can transform to sRGB. As an example, middle gray has CIE XYZ 

luminance/reflectance (relative whiteness) 50% and lightness 76%, with RGB coordinates 

(0.5, 0.5, 0.5) and sRGB brightness 74% (with gamma correction 1.0). 

1.2. CIE LUV color space, with luminance and two hue coordinates 

The CIELUV or CIE L*u*v* color space (1976) is perceptually uniform, so coordinate 

differences are linearly proportional to perceived color differences. 

L* is the CIE XYZ space's Y. 

u* and v* are transformations of the CIE XYZ space's X and Z. 

1.3. CIE RGB color space, with luminance and two hue coordinates 

The CIE XYZ color space (1931) is a linear transformation of the CIE RGB color space 

(1931), whose three primary colors were red 700 nm, green 546 nm, and blue 436 nm. To match 

a single-wavelength color, observers added three brightnesses: 

• From 380 nm (end point) to 436 nm (the red and green starting point and blue maximum 

point) has increasing blue brightness, zero red brightness, and zero green brightness. 

• From 436 nm to 490 nm (the blue and green crossing point) has decreasing blue 

brightness, increasing negative red brightness, and increasing green brightness. 

• From 490 nm to 515 nm (red minimum point) has decreasing blue brightness, increasing 

negative red brightness, and increasing green brightness. 

• From 515 nm to 546 nm (the blue endpoint, blue and red crossing point, and green 

maximum point) has decreasing blue brightness, decreasing negative red brightness, and 

increasing green brightness. 

• From 546 nm to 580 nm (the red and green crossing point) has zero blue brightness, 

increasing red brightness, and decreasing green brightness. 

• From 580 nm to 610 nm (red maximum point) has zero blue brightness, increasing red 

brightness, and decreasing green brightness. 

• From 610 nm to 630 nm (the green end point) has zero blue brightness, decreasing red 

brightness, and decreasing green brightness. 

• From 630 nm to 700 nm (end point) has zero blue brightness, decreasing red brightness, 

and zero green brightness. 

The luminosity function (normal distribution) for blue centers on 440 nm. For green, it centers 

on 530 nm. For red, it centers on 610 nm and also centers negatively on 515 nm. The three 

functions have the same area, normalizing the three brightnesses. 

The luminance/brightness, equal to Y in CIE XYZ, is 0.18*red + 0.81*green + 0.01*blue, 

where r, g, and b range from 0 to 1, and 0.18 + 0.81 + 0.01 = 1. 

The CIE RGB color space covers the human gamut. 

2. Munsell color space, with value, hue, and chroma 

A coordinate system (Munsell color space) is for diffuse reflection from surfaces illuminated 

by a standard illuminant. The coordinate system indicates hue by angle around a circle, 

saturation (chroma) by distance from axis along circle radii, and lightness (value) by position 

along black-white axis along perpendicular through circle centers. 



 

2.1. Value 

Munsell value is a function of relative-luminance cube root. Value is on vertical axis and 

ranges from 0 to 10, for example: 

• Black: 0 

• Pure blue: 4 

• Pure red: 5 

• Pure green: 8 

• Pure yellow: 9 

• White: 10 

For mixed colors, adding values is not linear. 

2.2. Hue 

Hues are in a circle, with equal change in hue for every angle. The five main hues are blue, 

red, yellow, green, and purple. 

Complementary colors are in approximately opposite directions. 

Black, white, and grays are not hues, and so are only along vertical axis. 

2.3. Chroma 

Chroma (saturation) is distance from vertical axis. All chroma levels have equal distance. 

Green has fewest levels and so lowest maximum chroma value. 

Yellow has second-fewest levels and so second-lowest maximum chroma value. 

Red has second-most levels and so second-lowest maximum chroma value. 

Blue has most levels and so highest maximum chroma value. 

3. Natural Color System, with hue, blackness, and chromaticness 

A coordinate system (Natural Color System NCS) is for diffuse reflection from surfaces 

illuminated by a standard illuminant. It uses hue, blackness, and chromaticness coordinates. 

There are six elementary colors: black, white, blue, red, green, and yellow. NCS defines the 

six colors by human-perception experiments. Black and white are the same as in RGB color 

space, black with 0% of R, G, and B, and white with 100% of R, G, and B. NCS blue mixes B 

with G. NCS red mixes R with B. NCS green mixes G with B. NCS yellow mixes R and G. Note 

that there are no primary or secondary colors, only the four unique hues. 

3.1. Hue 

Hue is the percent (NCS first-hue percent) of NCS blue, red, green, or yellow, depending 

which is more, and the percent (NCS second-hue percent) of NCS blue, red, green, or yellow, 

depending which is less. (The remaining two of NCS blue, red, green, and yellow are not 

present.) For chromatic colors, the two numbers add to 100%: 

• Pure, dark, and light NCS blues, reds, greens, and yellows have first-hue 100% and 

second-hue 0%. 

• Pure, dark, and light NCS cyans and magentas have first-hue 50% and second-hue 50%. 

• Pure, dark, and light NCS oranges have NCS yellow 50% and NCS red 50%, as an 

example of tertiary colors. 

• Pure, dark, and light NCS red-magentas have NCS red 75% and NCS blue 25%, as another 

example of tertiary colors. 

Black, grays, and white have 0% for NCS blue, red, green, and yellow. 

3.2. Blackness 

Blackness is black percent. For example, pure yellow has 0% blackness. Olive has 

50% blackness. Black has 100% blackness. 



 

3.3. Chromaticness 

Chromaticness is most-saturated hue percent and is 100% minus black percent minus white 

percent. For example: 

• Pure yellow has 100% yellow, 0% black, and 0% white, and has 100% chromaticness. 

• Olive has 50% yellow, 50% black, and 0% white, and has 50% chromaticness. 

• Light yellow has 50% yellow, 0% black, and 50% white, and has 50% chromaticness. 

• Gray yellow has 50% yellow, 25% white, and 25% black, and has 50% chromaticness. 

• Black, grays, and white have no hue and so 0% chromaticness. 

3.4. Whiteness 

Whiteness is white percent and is 100% minus blackness minus chromaticness. For example, 

pure yellow has 100% - 0% - 100% = 0% whiteness. Gray yellow has 100% - 25% - 50% = 

25% whiteness. 

Saturation is ratio of chromaticness to (chromaticness plus whiteness). 

4. Ostwald color system, with hue, reflectance, and purity 

A coordinate system (Ostwald color system) is for diffuse reflection from surfaces illuminated 

by a standard illuminant. It uses hue, reflectance, and purity coordinates: 

• A circle has 24 equilateral triangles, for 24 hues at their average wavelength. Each triangle 

has one side along the perpendicular to the circle starting at circle center. Triangle third 

point is on circle circumference. Each triangle has seven squares along the perpendicular 

and 28 (7 + 6 + 5 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 1) squares total. 

• Lower reflectance (surface's reflected light energy per second divided by received light 

energy per second) means less hue and more black. Higher reflectance means more hue 

and less black. 

• Purity is hue percent relative to white percent. Lower purity means less hue and more 

white. Higher purity means more hue and less white. 

Triangle third point has hue maximum purity and hue maximum reflectance. 

The top point on the side beside the perpendicular has highest reflectance and lowest purity 

and so is gray/white. 

The bottom point on the side beside the perpendicular has lowest reflectance and lowest purity 

and so is black. 

Along any vertical, hue has the same purity. Reflectance decreases from vertical center point 

down and increases from vertical center point up. 

Along the horizontal, hue decreases in purity from triangle third point to side beside the 

perpendicular. 

5. Color cube, with blue, red, and green coordinates 

The color cube has rectangular blue B, red R, and green G positive-only coordinates, for the 

three additive primary colors. R, B, and G come from three light emitters with specific 

wavelengths, for example, 436 nm (blue), 546 nm (green), and 610 nm or 700 nm (red). R, G, 

and B range from 0 to 1 (for percentages), or from 0 to 255 (for octet or HEX values). Every 

color in the color cube has a unique set of B, R, and G percentages. 

Different vectors from coordinate origin represent different colors. Vectors from coordinate 

origin that are in the R, B, or G axis represent colors with one primary color and black. Vectors 

from coordinate origin that are in the RG, RB, or GB plane represent colors with two primary 

colors and black. Color-cube diagonal represents black, grays, and white; complementary colors 

add their two vectors to put resultant vector on the diagonal. 



 

RGB color spaces do not cover the human color gamut. They are about machine color 

production and color mixing. 

The Standard RGB (sRGB) color space (of Microsoft and Hewlett-Packard, 1996) uses the 

same three primary colors, the same D65 illuminant (and so same white standard), the same 

standard colorimetric observer, and the same luminosity function as the ITU-R BT.709 

specification and the CIE XYZ color space. 

Note: Adobe RGB (for example, in Adobe Photoshop) has a wider gamut of colors than sRGB. 

5.1. Brightness, intensity, and voltage 

Selecting R, G, and B values sends voltages to pixels, whose red, green, and blue intensities 

are exponential functions of voltages and so non-linear. Expressing intensities in the range from 

0 to 1, light intensity = ((x + 0.055) / 1.055)^2.4 (gamma expansion, with gamma = 2.4), where 

x = R, G, or B voltage, for x > 0.04. For example, R = 0 has intensity 0, R = 0.5 has 

intensity 0.21, and R = 1 has intensity 1. 

People see those light intensities as brightnesses, which are logarithmic/root functions of 

intensity. Expressing brightness in the range from 0 to 1, brightness = 

(1.055 * intensity)^(1/2.4) - 0.055 (gamma compression), for intensity > 0.003. For example, 

intensity = 0 has brightness 0, intensity = 0.5 has brightness 0.50, and intensity = 1 has 

brightness 1. Note that brightness then matches RGB voltages. 

As an example, middle gray has RGB coordinates (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) and sRGB brightness 0.5. By 

comparison, middle gray has CIE L*a*b* lightness 0.53 and has CIE XYZ reflectance 0.21. 

5.2. Hue mixtures 

Hue mixes (RGB-highest-percent-primary-color percent minus 

RGB-lowest-percent-primary-color percent) and (RGB-middle-percent-primary-color percent 

minus RGB-lowest-percent-primary-color percent). 

At highest intensity, representative RGB values for the wavelength spectrum are: 

• Violet (darkest): 380 nm RGB(97,0,97) 

• Violet (medium): 387 nm RGB(116,0,128) 

• Violet (medium): 395 nm RGB(127,0,157) 

• Violet (bright): 420 nm RGB(106,0,255) 

• Blue (bright): 440 nm RGB(0,0,255) 

• Azure (bright): 461 nm RGB(0,127,255) 

• Cyan (bright): 490 nm RGB(0,255,255) 

• Spring green (bright): 502 nm RGB(0,255,123) 

• Green (lime): 510 nm RGB(0,255,0) 

• Chartreuse (bright): 540 nm RGB(129,255,0) 

• Yellow (bright): 580 nm RGB(255,255,0) 

• Orange (bright): 617 nm RGB(255,130,0) 

• Red (bright): 645 nm to 700 nm RGB(255,0,0) 

• Red (maroon): 766 nm RGB(128,0,0) 

• Red (maroon): 780 nm RGB(97,0,0) 

5.3. Blue, red, and green percentages and color mixing 

The RGB color space has blue-in-all-colors B, red-in-all-colors R, and green-in-all-colors G 

percentages. In that color space, pure primary color, pure secondary color, black, and white are 

definite and have percentages. Colors mix the three additive primary colors. For example, gray 

orange has 25% blue, 75% red, and 50% green. 



 

The RGB highest-percentage primary color contributes to white, secondary color, and/or pure 

primary color. 

The RGB middle-percentage primary color contributes to white and/or secondary color, and 

never appears as a pure primary color. 

The RGB lowest-percentage primary color contributes only and all to white, and never appears 

as a pure primary color or in a secondary color. 

Black percent 

The RGB color space has a black screen, so, when B, R, and G are all 0, color is black. In 

color mixtures, black percent equals 100% minus RGB highest percent, because that primary 

color is in pure primary color, pure secondary color, and white. For example, gray-orange's 

75% red results in 25% black. 

Adding or subtracting that primary color is the only way to change black percent. Note: If 

color has more than one primary color, decreasing that primary color changes hue. Decreasing 

the primary color with RGB middle percent by the same proportion keeps hue the same. Adding 

or subtracting the primary color with RGB lowest percent changes white percent, but not black 

percent. 

White percent 

In color mixtures, white percent equals RGB lowest percent, because that primary color is all 

in white. (White is presence of all three primary colors.) For example, gray-orange's 25% blue 

results in 25% white. Note: Because adding a third primary color adds white, that third primary 

color is never in a hue. 

Adding or subtracting that primary color is the only way to change white percent. Adding or 

subtracting the same percent of all three primary colors increases white percent (and decreases 

black percent) by that percent. Note: A hue has two primary colors. Changing amount of the 

primary color with RGB lowest percent changes hue if it becomes the primary color with 

RGB middle percent. Adding or subtracting the same percent of all three primary colors does not 

change hue. 

Gray percent 

In color mixtures, gray percent equals RGB lowest percent plus 100% minus RGB highest 

percent. For example: 

• Gray orange has red at 75%, green at 50%, and blue at 25%, and its white percent is 25% 

and black percent is 25%, so it is 50% medium gray. 

• Dark gray orange has red at 60%, green at 40%, and blue at 20%, and its white percent 

is 20% and black percent is 40%, so it is 60% dark gray. 

• Light gray orange has red at 80%, green at 60%, and blue at 40%, and its white percent 

is 40% and black percent is 20%, so it is 60% light gray. 

Black, white, primary color, and secondary color 

Pure primary color (red, green, or blue) percent is RGB highest percent minus RGB middle 

percent. For example, gray-orange's 25% red equals 75% red minus 50% green. 

Pure secondary color (yellow, cyan, or magenta) percent is RGB middle percent minus 

RGB lowest percent (white percent). For example, gray-orange's 25% yellow equals 50% green 

minus 25% blue. 

Note: Yellow mixes equal percentages of red and green, with no blue, so yellow percentage 

equals the lower of R or G percentage, minus the B percentage (white percent), so colors with 

yellow have no pure red or pure green. (However, yellow has no red and has no green, but is a 

fundamental color.) 



 

5.4. RGB colors to grayscale whiteness 

A function can convert RGB percentages to grayscale whiteness, which ranges from 

0% to 100%, with middle gray at 50% whiteness. Note: The function is about whiteness, not 

about brightness/luminance, lightness, reflectance, or luminosity. 

ITU-R 709 

To convert RGB percentages to grayscale whiteness for television and for LED monitors, 

International Telecommunications Union Radiocommunication (ITU-R) Sector 

Recommendation BT.709 uses primary colors such that whiteness equals 

0.213 * R + 0.715 * G + 0.072 * B. 

The coefficients are primary-color reflectances and add to one. Those reflectances make blue 

lightness 0.33, red lightness 0.54, and green lightness 0.88, the CIE L*a*b* lightness values. 

ITU-R 601 

To convert RGB percentages to grayscale whiteness, Windows 10 "Grayscale Effect", Adobe 

PDF and Photoshop, and other programs use International Telecommunications Union 

Radiocommunication (ITU-R) Sector Recommendation BT.601, for television, with primary 

colors such that whiteness equals 0.299 * R + 0.587 * G + 0.114 * B. 

The coefficients are primary-color reflectances and add to one. Those reflectances make blue 

lightness 0.40, red lightness 0.60, and green lightness 0.80, far from CIE L*a*b* lightness values 

but close to Munsell values. 

MacOS before version 10.6 

In versions before MacOS 10.6, RGB grayscale whiteness percentages in the PDF Viewer and 

in Microsoft Word 2004 for Mac are 25% for 100% blue, 46% for 100% red, and 80% for 

100% green. Monitor primary colors are such that whiteness equals 

((0.25 * Blue)^1.8 + (0.46 * Red)^1.8 + (0.80 * Green)^1.8)^0.556, where Blue, Red, and Green 

are percentages. 

The formula uses gamma correction: gamma = 1.8, and 1 / gamma = 0.556. 100% color has 

gamma-corrected value 1.00^1.8 = 1.00. 50% color has gamma-corrected value 0.50^1.8 = 0.29. 

The coefficients are primary-color reflectances and add to one. Those reflectances make blue 

lightness 0.35, red lightness 0.57, and green lightness 0.86, close to CIE L*a*b* lightness values. 

5.5. Transforming coordinates 

Rotating the color cube transforms coordinates. Instead of using the red, green, and blue 

coordinates, color cubes can use the magenta, cyan, and yellow coordinates, or any linear 

combination of the blue, red, and green coordinates. 

Rotating the color cube counterclockwise around the green axis transforms the blue axis to 

magenta axis. (Rotating the color cube around the green axis clockwise transforms the blue 

coordinate to negative magenta coordinate, so do not use negative rotation angles.) Rotating the 

color cube counterclockwise around the perpendicular to both the green and new magenta axes 

transforms the original blue axis to a mixture of three primary colors (which has some white). 

Rotating the color cube counterclockwise around the green axis transforms the blue axis to 

magenta axis. Rotating farther counterclockwise transforms the magenta axis to red axis. 

(Rotating farther counterclockwise transforms the red axis to negative values, so do not rotate 

farther.) 



 

Yaw, pitch, roll 

Rotating w counterclockwise around the z axis (yaw, in the xy plane), then rotating 

v counterclockwise around the y axis (pitch, in the xz plane), and then rotating 

u counterclockwise around the x axis (roll, in the yz plane) keeps the old and new coordinates in 

the same relations. 

Rotating 45 degrees (0.79 radians) counterclockwise around the green axis (in the blue-red 

plane), then rotating 45 degrees counterclockwise around the red axis (in the blue-green plane), 

and then rotating 45 degrees counterclockwise around the blue axis (in the red-green plane) puts 

the blue axis on the diagonal, and the red and green coordinates along two other old diagonals. 

The new axes have the same lengths as the old axes, so the three new axes still indicate blue, 

red, and green percentages. 

x-convention 

Rotating w counterclockwise around the z axis (in the xy plane), then rotating 

v counterclockwise around the new x' axis (in the y'z plane), and then rotating 

u counterclockwise around the new z' axis (in the x'y' plane) keeps the old and new coordinates 

in the same relations. 

Rotating 45 degrees counterclockwise around the green axis (in the blue-red plane), then 

rotating 45 degrees counterclockwise around new blue axis (in the red'-green plane), and then 

rotating 45 degrees counterclockwise around the new green axis (in the blue'-red' plane) puts the 

blue axis on the diagonal, and the red and green coordinates along two other old diagonals: 

The new axes have the same lengths as the old axes, so the three new axes still indicate blue, 

red, and green percentages. 



 

6. Color circle and color cone 

The color circle can represent all hues and hue percentages (Figure 9). The color circle is about 

light sources and color mixing, not human perception. Its RGB blue, green, and red are specific 

wavelengths, such as 436 nm, 546 nm, and 610 nm or 700 nm. 

Figure 9 

Three primary colors in a plane at 120-degree angles, and their equal-mixture colors 

 
The yellow-blue vertical line represents the yellow-blue opponency. Blue and yellow do not 

mix (to yellowish-blue or bluish-yellow), are complements of white, and have no red or green. 

Blue needs more weight than yellow. Yellow is warm and very bright, and blue is cool and very 

dark. 

The black horizontal line represents the red-green opponency. Red and green do not mix (to 

reddish-green or greenish-red), are equal components of yellow, and have no yellow or blue. Red 

and green have equal weight. Red is very warm and medium bright, and green is cool and bright. 

Color-circle circumference depicts pure hues, each at a polar angle: red 30, yellow 90, 

green 150, cyan 210, blue 270, and magenta 330 degrees. Note: People experimentally place 

their unique hues close to color-circle values: red 26, yellow 92, green 162, cyan 217, blue 272, 

and magenta 329 degrees. 

The color circle approximates a circle through Munsell color space, with pure hues at 

maximum saturation with their Munsell brightness. 

Black has 0% hue, and white has 0% net hue, so circle center represents black, grays, and 

white. 



 

6.1. Color-circle polar coordinates 

Color-circle points have polar coordinates: angle and radius. Hues have origin at circle center. 

In the color circle, hue polar angle defines hue and equals RGB-highest-percent-primary-color 

angle plus or minus (60 degrees times (RGB-middle-percent-primary-color percent minus 

RGB-lowest-percent-primary-color percent) divided by (RGB-highest-percent-primary-color 

percent minus RGB-lowest-percent-primary-color percent)). 

Each hue has a unique angle from polar axis, for example: 

• Red-magenta (rose): 0 degrees 

• Red: 30 degrees 

• Orange: 60 degrees 

• Yellow: 90 degrees 

• Chartreuse: 1200 degrees 

• Green: 150 degrees 

• Spring green: 180 degrees 

• Cyan: 210 degrees 

• Azure: 240 degrees 

• Blue: 270 degrees 

• Blue-magenta (violet): 300 degrees 

• Magenta (fuchsia): 330 degrees 

Pure hues have unit length from origin to circumference. Hue length represents hue percentage 

(and saturation percentage). 

Complementary colors (red and cyan, blue and yellow, and green and magenta) are in opposite 

directions. 

Adding black and/or white does not change hue angle. 

6.2. Color-circle rectangular coordinates 

Color-circle horizontal and vertical coordinates for pure RGB hues are: 

• (+1.00, +0.00) Red-magenta 

• (+0.87, +0.50) Red 

• (+0.50, +0.87) Orange 

• (+0.00, +1.00) Yellow 

• (–0.50, +0.87) Chartreuse 

• (–0.87, +0.50) Green 

• (–1.00, +0.00) Spring green 

• (–0.87, –0.50) Cyan 

• (–0.50, –0.87) Azure 

• (+0.00, –1.00) Blue 

• (+0.50, –0.87) Blue-magenta 

• (+0.87, –0.50) Magenta 

• (+0.00, +0.00) White, grays, and black 

6.3. Examples 

100% red and 50% green is the same as 50% red and 50% yellow and so bright orange, whose 

angle is halfway between red and yellow, with unit length. 

100% red, 100% green, and 50% blue is the same as 50% yellow and 50% white and so light 

yellow, whose angle is same as yellow, with half-unit length. 



 

50% red, 100% green, and 50% blue is the same as 50% green and 50% white and so light 

green, whose angle is same as green, with half-unit length. 

75% red, 25% green, and 25% blue is the same as 50% red, 25% black, and 25% white and so 

gray red, whose angle is same as red, with half-unit length. 

50% red and 25% green is the same as 25% yellow, 25% red, and 50% black and so dark 

orange, whose angle is same as orange, with quarter-unit length. 

6.4. Color cone 

Color-circle points indicate hue and saturation (hue percent). Hue percent plus black percent 

plus white percent equals 100%. White percent is percentage of RGB-lowest-percent primary 

color, and hue percent equals RGB-highest-percent-primary-color percent minus 

RGB-lowest-percent-primary-color percent. Perpendiculars to color circle model white 

percentage: 

• The perpendicular to color-circle center, where hue percent equals 0%, has 100% black 

and 0% white at its bottom. It has 50% black and 50% white at its middle. It has 0% black 

and 100% white at its top. 

• Every color-circle-circumference point, where hue percent equals 100%, has 0% black and 

0% white, and so no perpendicular. 

• The perpendicular to every other color-circle point, where hue percent is greater than 0% 

and less than 100%, has (100% minus hue percent) black and 0% white at its bottom. It has 

((100% minus hue percent) / 2) white and ((100% minus hue percent) / 2) black at its 

middle. It has (100% minus hue percent) white and 0% black at its top. 

The perpendiculars and the color circle make a color cone. The color cone does not model 

brightness or lightness. 

6.5. Color hexagon 

The RGB color circle can have an inscribed hexagon. The color hexagon models RGB primary 

and secondary colors as vectors and their mixtures as vector additions. Primary colors are at 

120-degree angles (Figure 9). Hues have an angle from polar axis. Hue vectors have origin in 

color-hexagon center. Vectors have unit length from coordinate origin to color-hexagon corner. 

Hue-vector magnitude compared to maximum magnitude at that angle represents hue percentage 

(and saturation percentage). 

Trying to use a color hexagon shows that mixed colors are not vector sums of primary colors, 

because their percentages and saturations are not correct. 

7. HSV color space, with hue, saturation, and value 

A coordinate system (HSV color space) is about light sources and color mixing, not human 

perception. It uses hue, saturation, and value (lightness) coordinates. A cone has hue angle 

around circle, saturation along circle radii, and value along perpendicular downward from circle 

center. Circle center is 100% white. Cone vertex is 100% black. 

8. HSL color space, with hue, saturation, and lightness 

A coordinate system (HSL color space) is about light sources and color mixing, not human 

perception. It uses hue, saturation, and lightness coordinates. A bicone has hue angle around 

circle, saturation along circle radii, and lightness along perpendicular through circle center. 

Circle center is 50% white. Bicone vertices are 100% black and 100% white. 



 

Appendices about Other Senses 

 

Hearing/Sound, Loudness, and Tone 

Hearing refers to object that makes sound, not to accidental or abstract properties nor to 

concepts about hearing. 

Hearing is an analytic sense. Tones are independent, so people can simultaneously hear 

different frequencies (with different intensities). 

Hearing awareness models relatively-large-surface vibrations. Hearing has whisper, tones, and 

noise, with sound loudness, frequency, and harmonics. 

1. Sound properties 

Tone/loudness models sound-wave frequency-intensity spectrum. Sounds are a function of a 

set of intensities over a frequency range. 

Sounds have continuity, with no parts and no structure. 

Sounds have rate of onset (attack) and rate of offset (decay). 

Two frequencies can have harmonic ratios, and tones are in octaves. 

Low-frequency tones sound louder. High-frequency tones sound quieter. 

Warm tones have longer and lower attack and decay, longer tones, and more harmonics. Cool 

tones have shorter and higher attack and decay, shorter tones, and fewer harmonics. 

Clear tones have narrow frequency band. Unclear tones have wide frequency band. 

Full tones have many frequency resonances. Shallow tones have few frequency resonances. 

Shrill tones have higher frequencies. Dull tones have lower frequencies. 

Sounds with many high-frequency components sound sharp or strident. Tones with mostly 

low-frequency components sound dull or mellow. 

2. Space 

Hearing analyzes sound-wave phases to locate sound directions and distances in 

three-dimensional space. 

3. Language 

Tone/loudness properties and categories have a vocabulary, grammar (about relations and 

properties), and language (with contexts, associations, and meanings). 



 

Touch, Pressure, and Deformation/Vibration 

Touch refers to object that makes touch, not to accidental or abstract properties nor to concepts 

about touch. 

Touch finds self and object movements, surface texture, surface curvature, material density, 

material hardness, and material elasticity. 

Touch is a synthetic sense, with some analysis. 

Touch awareness models surface vibrations, tensions, extensions, compressions, and torsions. 

Touch has tickle, touch, and pain, with pressure and vibration. 

1. Touch properties 

Touch/pressure models body-part strains, vibrations, and motions. Touches are a function of a 

set of pressures/vibrations over surfaces. 

Touches have continuity, with no parts and no structure. 

Touches have rate of onset and rate of offset. 

2. Space 

Touch/feel analyzes topographic maps to locate touch directions and distances in 

three-dimensional space. 

3. Language 

Deformation/vibration/pressure properties and categories have a vocabulary, grammar (about 

relations and properties), and language (with contexts, associations, and meanings). 



 

Temperature, Magnitude, and Warmth/Coolness 

Temperature finds material warmth or coolness. 

Temperature refers to object that makes temperature, not to accidental or abstract properties 

nor to concepts about temperature. 

Temperature is a synthetic sense, with some analysis. 

1. Temperature properties 

Temperature/level models skin heat flows. Temperatures are a function of a set of heat flows 

over surfaces. 

Temperatures have continuity, with no parts and no structure. 

Temperatures have rate of onset and rate of offset. 

2. Space 

Temperature/warmth/coolness analyzes topographic maps to locate touch/temperature 

directions and distances in three-dimensional space. 

3. Language 

Warm/cool/magnitude properties and categories have a vocabulary, grammar (about relations 

and properties), and language (with contexts, associations, and meanings). 



 

Smell, Concentration, and Odor 

Smell refers to object that makes smell, not to accidental or abstract properties nor to concepts 

about smell. 

Smell is an analytic sense, with some synthetic properties. Smells blend in concordances and 

discordances, like music harmonics. Pungent and sweet can mix. Pungent and sweaty can mix. 

Perhaps, smells can cancel other smells, not just mask them. 

Smell awareness models region vibrations. Smell has the main odors, with odor 

strength/concentration, sweetness, pungentness, and so on. 

1. Smell properties 

Odor/strength models volatile-chemical concentration gradient. Smells are a function of a set 

of concentrations of classes of gas molecules. 

Smells have continuity, with no parts and no structure. 

Smells have rate of onset and rate of offset. 

Odors have volatility, reactivity, and size. 

Odors are camphorous, fishy, fruity, malty, minty, musky, spermous, sweaty, or urinous. 

Odors can be acidic, acrid or vinegary, alliaceous or garlicy, ambrosial or musky, aromatic, 

burnt or smoky, camphorous or resinous, ether-like, ethereal or peary, floral or flowery, foul or 

sulfurous, fragrant, fruity, goaty or hircine or caprylic, halogens or mineral, minty, nauseating, 

peppermint-like, pungent or spicy, putrid, spearmint-like, sweaty, and sweet. 

Aromatic, camphorous, ether, minty, musky, and sweet are similar. Acidic and vinegary are 

similar. Acidic and fruity are similar. Goaty, nauseating, putrid, and sulphurous are similar. 

Smoky/burnt and spicy/pungent are similar. Camphor, resin, aromatic, musk, mint, pear, flower, 

fragrant, pungent, fruit, and sweets are similar. Putrid or nauseating, foul or sulfur, vinegar or 

acrid, smoke, garlic, and goat are similar. Vegetable smells are similar. Animal smells are 

similar. 

Acidic and sweet smells are opposites. Sweaty and sweet smells are opposites. 

Smells can have harshness and be sharp, or they can have dullness and be smooth. 

Smells can be cool or hot. 

2. Space 

Smell/odor analyzes topographic maps to locate smell directions and distances in 

three-dimensional space. 

3. Language 

Odor/concentration properties and categories have a vocabulary, grammar (about relations and 

properties), and language (with contexts, associations, and meanings). 



 

Taste, Concentration, and Flavor 

Taste refers to object that makes taste, not to accidental or abstract properties nor to concepts 

about taste. 

Taste is a synthetic sense, with some analytic properties. 

Taste awareness models surface and region vibrations. Taste has sourness, saltiness, bitterness, 

and sweetness, and savoriness, with flavor strength/concentration, acidity, saltiness, and so on. 

1. Taste properties 

Flavor/strength models soluble-chemical concentration gradient. Tastes are a function of a set 

of concentrations of classes of liquid molecules. 

Tastes have continuity, with no parts and no structure. 

Tastes have rate of onset and rate of offset. 

Flavors have acidity, polarity, and size. 

Taste detects salt, sweet, sour, bitter, and savory: 

• Salt has neutral acidity, is ionic, and has medium size. 

• Sweet has neutral acidity, is polar, and has large size. 

• Sour has is acid, is ionic, and has small size. 

• Bitter is basic, is polar, and has small, medium, or large size. 

• Savory has neutral acidity, is ionic, and has large size. 

Sour acid and salt are similar. Bitter and salt are similar. Sweet and salt are similar. 

Sour (acid) and bitter (base) are opposites. Sweet (neutral) and sour (acid) are opposites. Salt 

and sweet are opposites. 

2. Space 

Taste/flavor analyzes topographic maps to locate taste directions and distances in 

three-dimensional space. 

3. Language 

Flavor/concentration properties and categories have a vocabulary, grammar (about relations 

and properties), and language (with contexts, associations, and meanings). 



 

Pain, Level, and Pain Type 

Pain refers to accidental or abstract properties, not to concepts about pain or objects. 

Pain is an analytic sense. 

Pain awareness models region high-frequency vibrations and strong torsions. Pain has 

pressure, aching, squeezing, cramping, gnawing, burning, freezing, numbness, tingling, shooting, 

stabbing, and electric, with strength/intensity, acute/chronic, and so on. 

1. Pain properties 

Pain/level models pain-chemical concentration gradient. Pains are a function of chemical 

concentrations over surfaces. 

Pains have continuity, with no parts and no structure. 

Pains have no rate of onset and no rate of offset. 

2. Space 

Pain analyzes topographic maps to locate pain directions and distances in three-dimensional 

space. 

3. Language 

Pain type/level properties and categories have a vocabulary, grammar (about relations and 

properties), and language (with contexts, associations, and meanings). 



 

Appendices about Perception, Cognition, and Meaning 

 

Perception 

Perception acquires information about physical objects and events using unconscious inductive 

inference. Perception/recognition depends on alertness and attention and on memory and recall. 

Perception requires sensation but not awareness or consciousness. 

The what pathway finds features, objects, scenes, and space. Vision uses fast multisensory 

processes and slow single-sense processes. Brain processes object recognition and color from 

area V1, to area V2, to area V4, to inferotemporal cortex. Cortical area V1, V2, and V3 damage 

impairs shape perception and pattern recognition. Perception involves amygdala, septum, 

hypothalamus, insula, and cingulate gyrus. 

Vision can perceive/recognize patterns, shapes, and objects. To survive and reproduce, 

organisms need to recognize food/prey, dangerous situation/predator, and related organism: 

mate, child, relative, and self. They can recognize different levels, such as food that is easier to 

get or more nutritious. 

Perception involves sensation, feature, object, and scene distinction, identification/recognition, 

organization/categorization, indexing, association, and narrative. 

Vision requires time to gather information from separated locations. Vision requires space to 

gather information from separated times. 

Perception uses statistical methods, data clustering, principal-component analysis, hypothesis 

testing, trial and error, constraint satisfaction, optimization, gestalt principles, rules, and 

geometry to perceive features, objects, scenes, and space and make categories. Perception 

integrates local and global information, takes account of context, and uses associations and 

memories. It changes discrete to continuous. 

1. Boundaries and regions 

Perception first finds boundaries and regions. 

1.1. Boundaries 

Vision uses edge information to make object boundaries and adds information about boundary 

positions, shapes, directions, and noise. Neuron assemblies have different spatial scales to detect 

different-size edges and lines. Tracking and linking connect detected edges. 

Differentiation subtracts second derivative from intensity and emphasizes high frequencies. 

Sharp brightness (or hue) difference indicates edge or line (edge detection). 

Point clustering indicates edges. 

Vision uses contrast for boundary making (sketching). Lateral inhibition distinguishes and 

sharpens boundaries. 

Pattern recognition uses shortest line, extends line, or links lines. Secondary visual cortex 

neurons can detect line orientation. 

Contour outlines indicate objects and enhance brightness and contrast. Irregular contours and 

hatching indicate movement. Contrast enhances contours, for example with Mach bands. 

Contrast differences divide large surfaces into parts. 

Vision can separate scene into additive parts, by boundaries, rather than using basis functions. 



 

1.2. Regions 

Regions form by clustering features, smoothing differences, relaxing/optimizing, and 

extending lines using edge information. 

Surfaces recruit neighboring similar surfaces to expand homogeneous regions by wave 

entrainment. Progressive entrainment of larger and larger cell populations builds regions using 

synchronized firing. 

Regions can form by splitting spatial features or scenes. Parallel circuits break large domains 

into similar-texture subdomains for texture analysis. Parallel circuits find edge ends by edge 

interruptions. 

Region analysis finds, separates, and labels visual areas by enlarging spatial features or 

partitioning scenes. 

HBF or RBF basis functions can separate scene into multiple dimensions. 

Vision can connect pieces in sequence and fill gaps. 

Vision can use dynamic programming to optimize parameters. 

Vision accurately knows surface tilt and slant, directly, by tilt angle itself, not by angle 

function [Bhalla and Proffitt, 1999] [Proffitt et al., 1995]. 

Averaging removes noise by emphasizing low frequencies and minimizing high frequencies. 

1.3. Region expansion and contraction 

Boundaries, surfaces, regions, features, objects, scenes, and space result by optimal expansion 

and contraction. 

Clustering features, smoothing differences, relaxation, optimization, and extending lines make 

surfaces and regions. 

Association (over space and/or time), spreading activation (excitation of adjacent areas), and 

progressive entrainment (by synchronized firing) enlarge surfaces and regions. 

Lateral inhibition makes region boundaries, minimizes surfaces and regions, and separates 

figure and ground. 

Parallel texture-analysis circuits break large areas into smaller similar-texture areas. Parallel 

edge-interruption circuits find edge ends. 

Constraint satisfaction, such as minimization [Crane, 1992], detects edges and minimizes 

areas. 

1.4. Figure and ground 

Vision separates figure and ground by detecting edges and increasing homogeneous regions, 

using constraint satisfaction [Crane, 1992]. Smaller region is figure, and nearby larger region is 

ground. Edges separate figure and ground. 

1.5. Gestalt 

Vision groups points, lines, and regions into three-dimensional representations (gestalt) 

depending on figure-ground relationship, proximity, similarity, continuity, closure, 

connectedness, and context [Ehrenfels, 1891] [Köffka, 1935] [Köhler, 1929]. Figures have 

internal consistency and regularity (pragnans). 

1.6. Part relations 

Objects are wholes and have parts. Wholes are part integrations or configurations and are 

about gist. Parts are standard features and are about details. 

2. Features 

Perception then finds features. (Object classification first needs high-level feature recognition. 

Brain extracts features and feeds forward to make hypotheses and classifications.) 

Features can remain invariant as images deform or move. 



 

2.1. Vertex perception 

Vision can label vertices as three-intersecting-line combinations. Intersections can be convex 

or concave, to right or to left. 

2.2. Signal detection theory 

Signal detection theory can find patterns in noisy backgrounds. Patterns have stronger signal 

strength than noise. Detectors have sensitivity and response criteria. 

2.3. Segmentation 

Vision separates scene features into belonging to object and not belonging (segmentation 

problem). Large-scale analysis is first and then local constraints. Context hierarchically divides 

image into non-interacting parts. 

Using Bayesian theory, image segmentation extends edges to segment image and surround 

scene regions. 

2.4. Deconvolution 

Feature deconvolution separates feature from feature mixture. 

2.5. Relational matching 

For feature detection, brain can use classifying context or constrain classification {relational 

matching}. 

3. Shapes 

Vision can recognize geometric shapes. Shapes have lines, line orientations, and edges. Shapes 

have surfaces, with surface curvatures, orientations, and vertices. Shapes have distances and 

natural metrics, such as lines between points. 

3.1. Shading for shape 

If brain knows reflectance and illumination, shading can reveal shape. Line and edge detectors 

can find shape from shading. 

3.2. Shape from motion 

Motion change and retinal disparity are equivalent perceptual problems, so finding distance 

from retinal disparity and finding shape from motion changes use equivalent techniques. 

3.3. Axes 

Shapes have natural position axes, such as vertical and horizontal, and natural shape axes, such 

as long axis and short axis. Vision uses horizontal, vertical, and radial axes for structure and 

composition. 

3.4. Shape functions 

Vision can use shape functions [Grunewald et al., 2002]. Shapes have: 

• Convex, concave, or overlapping lines and surfaces. 

• Shape-density functions, with projections onto axes or chords. 

• Axis and chord ratios (area eccentricity). 

• Perimeter squared divided by area (compactness). 

• Minimum chain-code sequences that make shape classes (concavity tree), which have 

maximum and minimum concavity-shape numbers. 

• Connectedness (Euler number). 

4. Object representations 

From features and shapes, perception finds objects. Objects have shape, size, orientation, 

feature and part relations, color, texture, and location. 

Object representations include generalized cone, generalized cylinder, structural description, 

template, and vector coding. 



 

4.1. Generalized cone 

Generalized cones describe three-dimensional objects as conical shapes, with axis 

length/orientation and circle radius/orientation. Main and subsidiary cones can be solid, hollow, 

inverted, asymmetric, or symmetric. Cone surfaces have patterns and textures. Cone descriptions 

can use three-dimensional Fourier spherical harmonics, which have volumes, centroids, inertia 

moments, and inertia products. 

4.2. Generalized cylinder 

Generalized cylinders describe three-dimensional objects as cylindrical shapes, with axis 

length/orientation and circle radius/orientation. Main and subsidiary cylinders can be solid, 

hollow, inverted, asymmetric, or symmetric. Cylindrical surfaces have patterns and textures. 

Cylinder descriptions can use three-dimensional Fourier spherical harmonics, which have 

volumes, centroids, inertia moments, and inertia products. 

4.3. Structural description 

Structural descriptions are about object parts and spatial relations. Structure units can be 

three-dimensional generalized cylinders, three-dimensional geons, or three-dimensional curved 

solids. Structural descriptions are only good for simple recognition {entry level recognition}, not 

for superstructures or substructures. Vision uses viewpoint-dependent recognition, not structural 

descriptions. 

4.4. Template 

Defining properties make templates. Templates are structural descriptions. Templates can be 

coded shapes, images, models, prototypes, patterns, or abstract-space vectors. 

4.5. Vector coding 

Vector codings are sense-receptor intensity patterns and/or brain-structure neuron outputs, 

which make feature vectors. Vector coding can identify rigid objects in Euclidean space. Vision 

uses non-metric projective geometry to find invariances by vector analysis [Staudt, 1847] 

[Veblen and Young, 1918]. Motor-representation middle and lower levels use code that indicates 

direction and amount. 

5. Pattern and object recognition 

Vision recognizes/identifies patterns and objects. Vision uses statistics to assign probability to 

patterns recognized. 

5.1. Association 

The first and main pattern-recognition mechanism is association. Complex recognition uses 

multiple associations. 

5.2. Templates 

Vision compares input patterns to template using constraint satisfaction on rules or criteria and 

then selects best-fitting match, by score. If input activates one representation strongly and 

inhibits others, representation sends feedback to visual buffer, which then augments input image 

and modifies or completes input image by altering size, location, or orientation. If representation 

and image then match even better, vision recognizes object. If not, vision inhibits or ranks that 

representation and activates next representation. 

Matching can use heuristic search to find feature or path. Low-resolution search over whole 

image looks for matches to feature templates. 

5.3. Detection threshold 

To test patterns against feature sets, if pattern has a feature, add a distinctiveness weight to 

object distinctiveness-weight sum until sum is greater than threshold (detection threshold). (Set 

detection threshold using context.) 



 

5.4. Distinctiveness weight 

Object features have weights (distinctiveness weight), based on how well feature distinguishes 

object from other objects. Consulting the feature-vs.-weight table (perhaps built automatically 

using experiences) shows whether object is present. 

5.5. Gabor transform 

Gabor transform/filter makes series, whose terms are for independent visual features, have 

constant amplitude, and have functions. Term sums are series [Palmer et al., 1991]. Visual-cortex 

complex cells act like Gabor filters with power series. Terms have variables raised to powers. 

Complex-cell types are for specific surface orientation and object size. Gabor-filter complex 

cells typically make errors for edge gaps, small textures, blurs, and shadows. 

5.6. Histogram density estimate 

Histogram density estimate calculates density. Algorithm tests various cell sizes by 

nearest-neighbor method or kernel method. Density is average volume per point. 

5.7. Kernel method 

Kernel method tests various cell sizes, to see how small volume must be to have only one 

point. 

5.8. Linear discriminant function 

Linear discriminant function finds abstract-space hypersurface boundary between space 

regions (classes), using region averages and covariances. 

5.9. Memory-based model 

Memory-based models match input-pattern components to template-pattern components, using 

weighted sums, to find highest scoring template. Scores are proportional to similarity. 

Memory-based models uniquely label component differences. Memory-based recognition, 

sparse-population coding, generalized radial-basis-function (RBF) networks, and 

hyper-basis-function (HBF) networks are similar algorithms. 

5.10. Nearest neighbor method 

Nearest neighbor method tests various cell sizes to see how many points (nearest neighbor) are 

in cells. 

5.11. Cluster analysis 

Cluster analysis finds classes or subsets in abstract space. 

5.12. Selectionism 

Selectionism compares multiple variations and selects best match. 

5.13. Pattern matching 

Pattern matching tries to match two network representations by two parallel searches, starting 

from each representation. Searches look for similar features, components, or relations. When 

both searches meet, they excite the intermediate point (not necessarily simultaneously), whose 

signals indicate matching. 

5.14. Pattern theory 

Pattern theory uses feedforward and feedback processes and relaxation methods to move from 

input pattern toward memory pattern. Algorithm uses probabilities, fuzzy sets, and population 

coding, not formal logic. 



 

5.15. Production systems 

Production systems) use IF/THEN rules on input to conditionally branch to one feature or 

object. Production systems have three parts: fact database, production rule, and rule-choosing 

control algorithm: 

• Database: Fact-database entries code for one state {local representation, database}, 

allowing memory. 

• Rules: Production rules have form "IF State A, THEN Process N". Rules with same IF 

clause have one precedence order. Rules move from one state to the next. 

• Controller: It checks all rules, performing steps in sequence {serial processing}. For 

example, if system is in State A and rule starts "IF State A", then controller performs 

Process N, which uses fact-database data. 

Discrete systems have state spaces whose axes represent parameters, with possible values. 

System starts with initial-state parameter settings and moves from state to state, along a 

trajectory, as controller applies rules. 

6. Pattern recognition properties 

Frequency is more important than recency. 

Spatial organization and overall pattern are more important than parts. Parts are more 

important for nearby objects. 

Size/scale and orientation do not matter. 

Pattern recognition uses gray-level changes, not colors. Motion detection uses gray-level and 

pattern changes. 

7. Pattern generalization 

Pattern generalization eliminates one dimension, uses one subpattern, or includes outer 

domains. 

8. Perception properties 

Perceptions are on or from a surface at a distance along all directions from eye/head in 

continuous three-dimensional space. Perceptions have intensity and quality properties. 

8.1. Continuity 

Perceptions appear continuous (not particulate), so continuous geometric figures are in 

continuous space. Perceptions do not have parts, but they have components [Hardin, 1988]. 

8.2. Context 

Perceptions appear different in different contexts. Perception can have illusions, omissions, 

and additions. 

9. Object concepts and principles 

Brains construct concepts and principles about: 

• Features, objects, scenes, and space categories 

• Feature, object, scene, and space properties 

• Shapes 

• Spatial relations 

• Temporal relations 

• Associations 

• Contexts 



 

Perception Properties 

In the frontal lobes, perception integrates all "what", "where", and "what" and "where" 

information, to unify location and sense information, represent physical three-dimensional space, 

represent sense and multisense information, and model substances, densities, motions, and 

radiations. Perception has knowledge of sense categories, relations, associations, and properties. 

Perceptions are on or from a surface at a distance along all directions from eye/head in 

continuous three-dimensional space. Perceptions have intensity and quality properties. 

Perceptions are about surface appearance and object properties. They are for surface, feature, 

object, and scene identification, location, categorization, memory, and recall. Perceptions 

provide feedback. 

Surfaces, features, objects, and scenes maintain continuous existence as subjects and objects of 

verbs, with pasts/histories, current events, and futures, and have movement patterns, making 

narratives. 

Perceptions are similar to, different from, opposite to, and exclusive of other perceptions, in a 

unified system of relations. Perception properties statistically covary, and perception uses the 

covariances. Perception is a complete and consistent system. 

Perceptions are for use by muscles/actions and glands/feelings. Perception is for behavior: 

action preparation and action. 

Perceptions are intermediate behaviors. (The first perceptions came from attraction and/or 

repulsion.) 

Note: People can perceive without experience, as in seeing while sleepwalking and when 

awakened by a loud sound or bright light. 

1. Processing 

Perception requires time to gather information from separated locations and requires space to 

gather information from separated times. 

Information goes from local to global, to help find regions, categories, and concepts (that 

people can express in language). Perceptions (and imagination and memory) have linguistic and 

non-linguistic labels/categories/patterns for brightness, hue, and saturation and spatial and 

temporal locations and extensions. 

Information goes from global to local, general goes to particular, and category goes to 

detail/individual, to help find distinctions. Perceptions detect individual differences and fine 

gradations. Perceptual differences help discriminate/distinguish shapes, boundaries, regions, 

objects, depths, and figures from ground. 

Active non-conscious cognitive processes {constructivism} use associations, spatial and 

temporal relations, extrapolations, interpolations, interpretations, analysis, synthesis, and schema 

to make cognitions about physical phenomena, number, space, time, causation, and logic. 

Cortical information processing builds perceptions, associations, concepts, memories, and 

imagination about observer, observations, eyes, head, body, sensation sources, and sense 

properties. Perceptions can have example objects as paradigms, such as oranges for orange color. 

2. Light, brightness, and color perception 

Vision processes color through successive cortical regions and uses unconscious inductive 

inference to gain information about, and construct, color, brightness, and light properties and 

color coordinates. Vision distinguishes, relates, labels, and indexes color properties and 

categories. 



 

Vision uses differentiation and lateral inhibition to increase contrast, suppress noise, sharpen 

boundaries, and contract and distinguish regions. Vision uses integration and spreading 

activation to reduce contrast, fill in, blur boundaries, and expand and unify regions. Vision uses 

associations, relaxation and optimization, clustering, constraint satisfaction, signal detection, 

statistics, principal component analysis, and computation. Vision also depends on memory and 

recall. Vision uses top-down and bottom-up processes. All processes help to make color and 

brightness boundaries and categories. 

Vision builds a complete and consistent system of color and brightness properties, categories, 

and relations. Color and brightness are continuous, have multiple parameters, and are spatial. 

Vision constructs intensity, quality, and surface appearances at distances along all directions 

from eye/head in continuous three-dimensional space. Perception constructs vision as an 

observer with observations. 

Light, brightnesses, and colors and their properties provide the bases for gathering location and 

object information to build scenes and space. 

3. Continuity 

Perceptions appear continuous (not particulate), so continuous geometric figures are in 

continuous space. Perceptions do not have parts, but they have components [Hardin, 1988]. 

Massively parallel digital/discrete signals become analog/continuous, which involves 

diverging and converging and makes fluid, as brains use larger-scale and longer-time processes. 

Labeled lines become neuron assemblies, and signals become patterns. 

4. Multiple parameters 

Unlike physical quantities, perceptions have multiple intensive and/or extensive quantities. 

Perceptions are quantity sets/information multiples, over surfaces and time intervals. Perception 

labels the pathways/variables. 

Vision represents colors using multi-dimensional spaces/arrays for brightness, hue, and 

saturation and/or for the six fundamental colors, plus space location. 

5. Macroscopic level 

The classical-thermodynamics macroscopic-quantity temperature depends directly on the 

statistical-thermodynamics microscopic-quantity average random molecule kinetic energy. 

Organism small-scale processes lead directly to their large-scale processes. Electrochemical 

signals in neurons and glia lead directly to neuron-assembly representations of perceptions. 

Brains (unlike computers) have gigabit registers and processors, with large-scale structures and 

parallel-and-serial processes that model object spatial relations and space, with 

three-dimensional spherical and rectangular coordinates. Brains know details, such as colors, 

spatial relations, and individuals, and general information, such as categories, regions, and the 

whole visual field. 

6. Perception, space, and time 

Spaces have three-dimensional coordinate systems, with viewpoint at coordinate origin. 

Egocentric spherical coordinates are for vertical/elevation and horizontal/azimuth angles and 

radial distances. Allocentric rectangular coordinates are for front-back, left-right, and down-up. 

Spaces use physical-distance metrics. Spaces have one-dimensional time. 

Perception integrates space and time. 

Perceptions are all in the same continuous three-dimensional egocentric and 

allocentric/stationary space and in the same continuous time. 

People experience time as flowing (at differing rates). Observer travels through time and has 

memories. 



 

Perception has knowledge of space, time, space and time categories and relations, kinetics, and 

dynamics. 

7. Viewpoint and egocentric space 

Perception has egocentric space, with a viewpoint. People experience a coordinate origin that 

correlates with brain location. An observer observes along sight lines to brightness/color 

experiences. 

Eye, head, and body can move, so viewpoint moves in stationary space. Observer travels 

through space and has trajectories. A viewpoint/observer makes perspective, which can change. 

Perhaps perception evolves/develops from using a kind of vector algebra and/or algebraic 

geometry to using a kind of geometric algebra. Geometric algebra directly makes spatial objects 

and space and can transform coordinates/properties. 

Note: People cannot perceive empty space or its coordinates, but only perceive space and build 

coordinates from feature/object color spatial relations. 

Unlike a person looking at a printed page or monitor display, nothing is outside looking in. 

Unlike a computer, people do not write output or read input, and have no input or output devices 

with writing or reading mechanisms. 

8. Stationary space 

People feel that they are moving through space, so people experience space as stationary. 

Space has ground (down) and sky (up), left and right, and front and behind. Perception models 

the physical world. Far away observations are stationary. Objects have trajectories. All motions 

and relations coordinate with eye, head, and body motions. 

Space is stable, to be continually updated. Stationary space can maintain colors, optimize 

trajectories, and allow tracking of objects and self. 

Stationary space relies on a set of brain regions that stays the same for each observer location 

in a setting (room, field, town, and so on). 

Perception models motions/trajectories/transformations. In particular, as eye, head, and/or 

body move, tensor operations transform egocentric spherical coordinates to maintain allocentric 

stationary space. 



 

Cognition 

Cognitive processes include perception, selection, attention, categorization, recognition, 

identification, indexing, association, learning, memory, recall, language, and reasoning. 

Cognition relates to decision-making, action initiation, dreaming, imagination, will, voluntary 

motions, and affective mechanisms (pain, pleasure, and mood: happy, sad, angry, afraid, 

surprised, confused). 

Brains can derive the meaning of perceptions, concepts, and principles. 

1. Cognitions 

Cognitions are intuitions or concepts. 

Intuitions are conscious, immediate, and singular cognitions. They are objective 

representations about an object, property, or state. Empirical intuitions are perceptions. A priori 

intuitions are "meta-perceptions" or "sub-perceptions". 

Concepts are conscious, mediated, and general cognitions. They are objective representations 

about objects, properties, or states. Empirical concepts are perceptual categories. A priori 

concepts are reasoning, feeling, and mood categories. Concepts have subclasses and 

superclasses: 

• Concept extension is more specific subclasses that still have class properties. For example, 

things can be material or immaterial, and material things can be can be alive or not alive. 

Alternatively, concept extension is all instances of the class or all things with a property. 

• Concept intension is the list of specific values of the concept's superclass in the hierarchy. 

For example, people are alive and material. 

1.1. Concept types 

Concepts have types. 

Opposites: A concept can have opposite sub-concepts, perhaps with an in-between 

sub-concept. Such concepts can be about direction or about substance, state, and/or process: 

• Substance/state/process examples are dark/middling/light, cold/neutral/hot, and 

base/neutral acid. Such opposites are different in kind. 

• Direction examples are in/neutral/out, contracting/stationary/expanding, 

valley/plain/mountain, trough/middle/peak, take/neutral/give, and defend/stationary/attack. 

Because space is isotropic, directions are equivalent, so opposites based on direction are 

not different in kind. 

Phases: A concept can have two fundamentally different substances/states/phases, with no 

middle state/phase. An example is fermion spin, with values -1/2 and +1/2. A concept can have 

three fundamentally different substances/states/phases. An example is solid, liquid, and gas. A 

concept can have more than three fundamentally different substances/states/phases. An example 

is ice, which has many different frozen states. 

Group: A concept can have sub-concepts that form a mathematical group. It has an operation 

(such as addition), and perhaps a second operation, such as multiplication. It can have 

association. It can have commutation or anti-commutation. It can have an identity element. It can 

have an inverse element. Examples include geometric-figure rotations, such as the color circle. 

Values may be angles of -180 degrees to +180 degrees to a reference line (polar axis). 

Vector: A concept can be a vector, with magnitude and direction. Values range from negative 

minimum through zero to positive maximum. Its sub-concepts have vector addition, inner 

product, outer product, and geometric product. Examples include force and momentum. 



 

Conservation: A concept can conserve a quantity. Examples are conservation of energy, mass, 

and charge. Total energy is constant, though kinetic energy and potential energy interchange. 

Conservation is expressible in percent, so, for example, kinetic-energy percent plus 

potential-energy percent always equals 100%. 

2. Representations 

Cognitions always are representations. 

Representations have content, such as objects, properties, states, reasoning, feelings, mood, 

and events. 

Representations have basis/origin, such as empirical or a priori. 

Representations can be conscious or unconscious. Unconscious representations are 

information intermediaries. Conscious representations can be experiences or be cognitions of 

concepts or intuitions. 

3. Listening and reading 

Listening and reading are cognitive processes that use attention, selection, association, 

memory, recall, and reasoning to find meaning and understand the scene/situation/narrative. 

Listening requires ability to: 

• Select sound out of all sounds and noise (selection). 

• Attend to selected sound (attention). 

• Recognize, identify, and categorize sound (understanding), such as sound source, 

associations, and meaning. 

Listening to speech requires ability to: 

• Assign symbols to selected/attended sounds (phonics and phonemic awareness). 

• Form symbol sequences into words (phonics and phonemic awareness), using speech 

segmentation and identification. 

• Give words meaning using pictures or concepts (vocabulary). 

• Parse word strings to put words into contexts (recognize subject, verb, object, and their 

modifiers) and identify a scenario/situation and a narrative (comprehension). 

Reading requires ability to: 

• Recognize, identify, and categorize selected/attended letters/marks and assign known 

phonemes/symbols to them (phonics). 

• Form letter/mark strings into words, assign sounds (phonemic awareness) to words, and 

give words meaning using pictures or concepts (vocabulary). 

• Parse word strings to put words into contexts (recognize subject, verb, object, and their 

modifiers) and identify a scenario/situation and a narrative (comprehension). 

Fluency is accuracy and speed/efficiency at these tasks. 

During reading or listening, people may: 

• Use whole context to find meaning. 

• Understand theme and references. 

• Decide to remember. 

• Associate with previous knowledge. 

• Attend to idea or action. 

• Use reasoning to make an inference. 

Listening and reading require an integrated symbol system, with many connected datatypes at 

different hierarchy levels, with meaning as a place in the meaning relationship network. 



 

Meaning 

Meaning requires symbols, symbol systems, reference frames, association, and categorization. 

Spatial and other relations make categories and associations, and so make an integrated symbol 

system, with many connected datatypes at different hierarchy levels. Meaning is a place in a 

meaning relationship network. 

Perception has relations in space, and space has structure from perception. Correspondence 

with the physical world provides meaning. Perceptions have meaning because they are in space. 

1. Symbols 

Symbols represent, reference, and/or point to things, ideas, relations, processes, and functions. 

For example, the symbol A can represent "the highest grade". Anything can be a symbol of 

something else. Anything can be the reference of a symbol. Events, actions, and motions can be 

symbols, as can ideas of events, actions, and motions. 

2. Symbol systems 

A set of symbols can be a complete and consistent system. All symbols are of similar type, and 

all symbol references are in one category. 

For example, a symbol system can be about single characters for phonemes, in which the 

alphabet letters A through Z are symbols for sound syllables. 

As another example, a symbol system can be about single characters for success levels in 

school. The symbol A represents "the highest level", the symbol F represents "the lowest level", 

and so on. 

3. Reference frames and integrated symbol systems 

An integrated symbol system has relations among its symbols. Symbols have an order, values, 

roles, or probabilities, in relation to each other. For example, the letters A through Z are all 

letters and have an order, first to last. 

An integrated symbol system has relations among its representations. Representations have an 

order, values, roles, or probabilities, in relation to each other. For example, all sounds are 

syllables/phonemes, some sound syllables/phonemes are consonants, and consonants have 

different articulation types. 

Integrated symbol systems give meaning (grounding) to symbols by assigning parameters to 

references. Parameters make a reference frame. For example, a parameter can have values good 

or bad, true or false, large or small, or multiple values. In the letter-grade reference frame, A is 

good, and F is bad. Meaning requires an integrated symbol system. 

4. Association 

Association links two things. Some bases of association are location, time, shape, feature, 

property, process, function, state, structure, or substance. 

Association can be sharing the same property value. For example, two things can have the 

same location. The sound a and letter A link language speaking and writing. 

Association can be sharing the same property. For example, left and right associate along a 

horizontal direction. 

Association can be groups. For example, objects can be near each other in a cluster. Objects 

can be near each other in time. Objects can be parts of a whole. 

Association can be over evolution or development. For example, two advanced objects start 

from the same primitive object. 

Symbols and representations can have associations. 

Associations can make reference frames. 



 

5. Categorization 

Categories group things. Things that have the same or similar location, time, shape, feature, 

property, process, function, state, structure, or substance can be in a group. For example, the 

consonants form a category. 

Categories are collections of objects. For example, the letters are in the alphabet. Categories 

are higher than objects. 

Categories can have associations. 

Categories can make reference frames. 

6. Meaning 

Symbols, representations, reference frames, integrated symbol systems, associations, and 

categories make a meaning relationship network, which has connections and hierarchy levels. 

Meaning is a node or link in a meaning relationship network. 

7. Human, computer, and experiential languages 

Human languages are complex integrated symbol systems, with symbols, symbol systems, 

reference frames, association, and categorization, so they can have meanings. 

Computer languages are not integrated symbol systems, because they have no reference frame, 

so they cannot have meanings. Objects have relations but do not use representations. Computer 

code, input, output, datatypes, and constant and variable values are only series of off-on switch 

settings. Computer processing transforms switch settings. Computer languages are only formal, 

abstract, and syntactic. (However, human observers give datatypes and variables meaning when 

they design input, make programs, and observe output.) 

Experiences have space as reference frame, and so make an integrated symbol system, with 

meaning. 



 

Knowledge, Perception, Cognition, Meaning, and Behavior 

Vision physiology builds knowledge, perception, cognition, and meaning, for use in behavior: 

• Distances, angles, lengths 

• Radial distances in space directions, absolute and relative to eye, head, and body 

• Brightness, hue, saturation, and color; lightness, temperature, strength, vividness, depth, 

and glossiness; and color categories and amounts: black, white, yellow, blue, red, and 

green (four hue categories and two non-hue categories) and their properties 

• Points, surfaces, and regions, with orientation, finish (glossy, semi-glossy, or matte), 

material phase, mass, density, texture, depth, transparency, translucence, and opaqueness, 

plus overlapping, shadows, and occlusions 

• Light sources/emitters, reflections, refractions, and depths 

• Features, objects, scenes, and space, and feature and object spatial locations and 

configurations 

• Spherical (radial distance, azimuth, and elevation) and rectangular (right-left, up-down, 

and near-far) coordinate systems, including landmarks, with observer at coordinate origin 

• Relative (before, during, and after) and absolute time 

• Sequences and series 

• Motions (translations, rotations, and vibrations), flows, and body movements in egocentric 

and allocentric space 

• Physical-property and chemical-property labels 

• Behaviors 

• Numbers, text, and languages 

• Purposes, functions, and activities in relation to self and other objects 

• Methods about actions (muscles) and emotions (glands) 

• Emotion, mood, attention, attraction/repulsion, signifiers, and all behavior influences, plus 

observation self or not-self designation 

• Observations, observer, and observation-observer relations and spatial models 

• Context, association, memory, and recall 

Knowledge, perception, cognition, and meaning work together, use the same time and space, 

discriminate, categorize, and model physical properties, to make the bases for behaviors for 

actions/muscles and emotions for feelings/glands. 

Neural-assembly attractors and repellers direct behavior. 

Knowledge, perception, cognition, and meaning allow affective processes, which increase 

survival by avoiding problems and finding resources better. 

Brains can control and make voluntary movements and movement sequences. Will is about 

space directions (movements) and experience motivations (movement reasons and agency). 

Knowledge, perception, cognition, and meaning call attention and mark significance. 

Knowledge, perception, cognition, and meaning have an observer and recognize self and 

not-self. Narratives are about observer moving through space, knowing itself and objects in 

space. Selves have interactions among all their parts and surroundings. 



 

Appendices about Experiences and Consciousness 

 

Experiences, Space, and Time 

All senses gather information about direction, distance, and spatial extension (surface and/or 

volume), as well as about magnitude, quality, and temporal extension. The sensory processes use 

selection, discrimination, association, and memory to make spatial and temporal experiences and 

perceptions at locations in three-dimensional space and with spatial relations. 

Spatial extension, temporal extension, spatial location, spatial distance, and motion are the first 

steps of building space. Space is not a form of empirical intuition, because space is imperceptible 

and is not a cause or caused. Space could be a form of a priori intuition. Space representation 

could be a concept, because space has object spatial relations and geometry. 

People seem to see a visual field [Jackson, 1977]. The whole visual field has its own 

properties, such as overall lightness or darkness and brightness and color gradients. 

Experience requires associations (binding) of various perceptual features, for example, colors, 

brightnesses, shapes, and functions. Binding uses temporal/synchronized and spatial/shape 

information [Treisman, 2003], as well as sensation and function information. 

As body, head, and/or eyes move, senses maintain stationary space. Stationary space models 

motions most efficiently. 

1. Space properties 

Space locates all experiences and perceptions. Space is the reference frame for objects and 

object spatial relations, including the observer. Space itself is imperceptible. Experienced space 

is not a cause or caused. 

Space could be finite or infinite, homogeneous or heterogeneous, and isotropic or not, and 

have a fixed or relative geometry and static or changing geometry. 

If space is infinite, it cannot be a substance. If space is a property of a substance, then space 

depends on the substance (and so might not exist at some places and times). 

Psychological spatial concepts derive from object location, size, and orientation perceptions. 

Special visual systems encode spatial properties, separately from object shapes, colors, and 

textures. 

Space locations can be relative to retina (retinotopic coordinate) or relative to spatial reference 

point (spatiotopic coordinate). 

Spatiotopic coordinates can be relative to body (egocentric coordinate) or to another object 

(allocentric coordinate). Allocentric coordinates can be specific to view (viewer-centered) or 

object itself (object-centered). People use viewer-centered coordinates in imagery. 

Body-centered coordinates can relate to head (craniotopic). Allocentric representations can 

transform to egocentric representations, and egocentric space can transform to conceptual space 

representations. 

Conceptual space representations use Cartesian coordinates, along X, Y, and Z dimensions 

from origin, or polar coordinates, by radius and planar and depth angles from origin. 

Perception can use local coordinates for part locations, using many separate origins to form 

interlocking coordinate system, and global coordinates for part locations relative to one origin. 

Topographic maps compute locations in nearby space using body-based coordinates. 

Topographic maps compute locations in far space using allocentric coordinates. 

Behavior uses egocentric coordinates, compensating for body movements. Movement 

coordination requires only egocentric space, not images. 



 

Animals navigate environment using map (slope-centroid model) with reference point 

(centroid) and gradient (slope). Mind can calculate direction and distance to target by 

triangulation using centroid and slope. 

2. Motions through space over time 

Subject and objects have motions. Space has no motion. 

True motion is through absolute space or in relation to center of mass. 

Apparent motion is a change in relation to an object or objects or to observer. 

3. Theories of space 

Space could be: 

Objective - Physically and/or mathematically real, as physical substance or mathematical 

entity: The universe is space. 

Subjective - Ideal, mental, or mind-dependent representation, property, or relation: Space is 

part of experience. 

Space could be: 

Empirical - Information comes from experiences (and their associations). Empirical 

representations originate from sensory information: Space is not an object and does not make 

experiences and so is imperceptible. Space has geometrical structure but it is not sensed directly. 

A priori - A priori representations originate from mental information, as part of mind's nature, 

as a mental property, or as a product of a mental function: Sensory processes work on sensory 

information to make space as part of perceptions. 

Space could be: 

Absolute - Space is a substance or substrate, independent of objects and object relations. Space 

is uniform and homogeneous. Different orientations have different geometry, and so are 

objectively different. However, different orientations of absolute space look the same. Therefore, 

people cannot sense absolute space, so absolute space is impossible, because things that are not 

discernibly different must be identical. 

Relative - Space is an abstract mathematical (metaphysical) representation built by mind from 

experience and association among observer and real possible objects and object relations. Space 

and space points have geometry but are not substances. Perceiving a system of objects, observers 

can find locations that have specific relations to all objects, and all those (possible) locations 

make the space. 

Some space theories are: 

Naturalism - Information can only come from nature. Such information is empirical not a 

priori. Such information is an experience or representation (concept or intuition): Space is real 

and may or may not have geometrical structure. 

Rationalism - Information can come from deduction, induction, and all forms of reasoning: 

Space has geometrical structure and is a product of reasoning but not exclusively of reasoning. 

Transcendentalism - Information can come from the nature of mind. Such information is a 

representation. Such information is not empirical but a priori. Such information cannot be an 

experience, because experiences are always empirical. Such information cannot be a concept, 

because concepts always have higher and lower concepts, but mind is a whole with no 

constituents: Space is a mental representation that is an a priori intuition, not an empirical 

intuition. Space is not real and does not inhere in objects or their relations. Space has geometrical 

structure. 



 

Realism - Nature exists independently of mind. Sensations and experience are information 

about real objects: Space is objective and real. Space is independent of objects and object 

relations. Space has geometrical structure. 

• Non-transcendental realism - Space is physically objective and real and/or is a 

mathematical coordinate system (like a Platonic Real). Space is not a concept or intuition. 

• Transcendental realism - Mind has an empirical or a priori concept of space as physically 

objective and real, as a mathematical coordinate system, and/or as metaphysical 

representation that inheres/supervenes in object relations. Space has geometrical structure. 

Idealism - Sensations and experience are information only in mind. All objects and properties 

are empirical intuitions. Perceptions are mental representations: Space is a mental representation 

as an empirical intuition. Space has no objective existence but inheres/supervenes in object 

relations. Space has geometrical structure. 

• Non-transcendental idealism - Mind has an empirical intuition of space. Space has no 

objective existence and is not a concept. Space may or may not have geometrical structure. 

• Transcendental idealism - Mind has an a priori intuition of space. Such a space makes 

possible experience, perception, and representation of spatial relations and so objects 

outside and inside body. Such a space corresponds with the sensory processes. 

Space is not dependent on object relations and does not come from experience, because 

perceiving distance relations requires an existing space representation, so space cannot be 

built from distance relations. 

Space is not an empirical intuition because that would allow people to represent no space 

(not just empty space), but they cannot. 

Space cannot be a concept, or represented by any other concepts, because there is only one 

space, with no parts and no constituents, and all spatial things are in that space. (However, 

space does not appear uniform or to have no constituents or parts, being different when 

close or far and in front or behind, and being filled out by perception of more objects.) 

Space may or may not have geometrical structure. 



 

Experiences/Qualities of Light, Space, and Other Senses 

From physiology, perception, cognition, meaning, memory, imagination, and computation, 

vision makes experiences/qualities. 

1. Experience properties 

Color experiences have primary, secondary, and tertiary properties. 

Experiences have space location, time event, energy-like intensity, and experience quality. 

Experiences are in three-dimensional space. Space has regions and region relations. Intensity and 

quality interact, and total three or more parameters. 

Experiences are on continuous surfaces. Experiences have no medium. Colors make adjacent 

surface points continuous. Color, and all qualities, provide the "glue" to integrate all datatypes 

into a continuous whole. 

Experiences have categories. Physical quantities have values and units, but experience has 

intensity and sense/category (such as blue). 

By definition, experiences are empirical, never a priori (though the origin may be internal to 

brain). 

People can experience experiences (sentience) [Armstrong, 1981]. Sentience has levels. 

People can be aware of experiences. People can be aware that they sense. People can have 

awareness that they are aware of experiences (self-awareness) (self-consciousness) 

[Carruthers, 2000]. Self-consciousness has levels. 

Experiences may be independent and unmixed (analytic), like sounds; dependent and mixed 

(synthetic), like brightnesses and colors; or both, like touches, smells, and tastes. 

Experiences seem continuous, with no spatial or temporal gaps [VanRullen and Koch, 2003]. 

Experiences have no discrete units. To make continuity, inputs from small and large regions, and 

short and long times, integrate over space and time [Dainton, 2000]. 

Experiences seem to be about the objects, not about experience properties (transparency) 

[Dretske, 1995] [Harman, 1990] [Horgan and Tienson, 2002] [Moore, 1922] [Tye, 1995]. 

Experiences are transparent, with no intermediates [Kind, 2003]. People are conscious of objects, 

not just experiences [Rosenthal, 1986]. Consciousness is conscious of outside objects (the 

in-itself), which are intentional [Sartre, 1943], and such consciousness is not active. People may 

have a consciousness state without object. 

People can have ineffable qualitative sensory experiences (qualitative consciousness) 

[Chalmers, 1996] [Churchland, 1985] [Clark, 1993] [Shoemaker, 1990]. They have no 

description except their own existence. Subject experience is not directly communicable, because 

it has no units with which to measure. Such experiences could have inversion [Block, 1980] 

[Block, 1980] [Shoemaker, 1981] [Shoemaker, 1982]. Such experiences could be epiphenomenal 

[Chalmers, 1996] [Jackson, 1982]. 

Experiences are immediate, and so not affected by activity, reasoning, or will [Botero, 1999]. 

Subjective experiences seem not to be ignorable and have self-intimation. Experiences seem 

indubitable, unerring, infallible, and irrevocable. Experiences seem incorrigible, and so not 

correctable or improvable by activity, reasoning, or will. Experiences are intrinsic, with no 

dependence on external processes [Harman, 1990]. 

Experiences are private, and so not available for others' observations or measurements. 

Experiences are privileged, and so not possible to observe except from the first-person 

viewpoint [Alston, 1971]. 



 

Experiences are subjective, and so intrinsic, private, privileged, and not objective 

[Kriegel, 2005] [Nagel, 1979] [Tye, 1986]. Experiences are conscious states of a subject, and so 

are subjective representations. People have a subjective point of view that depends on their 

senses and ways of sensing (subjectivity) [Nagel, 1974]. People can know some things, but do 

not know many things, about their own conscious experiences [Chalmers, 2003] [Lycan, 1996] 

[Papineau, 2002] [Van Gulick, 1985]. 

People's knowledge about experience is not the experience itself [Jackson, 1982] 

[Jackson, 1986]. 

Conscious representations have unity across distances, times, and categories 

[Cleeremans, 2003]. Features unite into objects [Treisman and Gelade, 1980]. There are 

representational, functional, neural, and phenomenal unities [Bayne, 2010] [Tye, 2005]. People's 

experiences and actions have unity of purpose. 

Qualitative experiences form a multidimensional system in space and time, and have specific 

relations [Churchland, 1995] [Clark, 1993] [Hardin, 1992]. Qualitative consciousness seemingly 

needs no other cause or information to have meaning. 

2. Experiences are not processes, properties, states, structures, or substances 

Experiences are not processes, properties, states, structures, or substances. 

Processes (such as higher-order thinking) input, transform, and output information. Making 

experiences involves processing information. However, experiences appear to be results not 

processes. 

Properties are categories, such as lightness, with values. Experiences have properties. 

However, experiences appear to be whole things, not properties of something else. 

States are distributions of positions, momenta, energies, and times. Experiences have positions 

and times. However, experiences have no momenta or energies. 

Structures are feature and object patterns. Experiences are of features and objects. However, 

experiences appear to be wholes, not arrangements of parts. 

Substances may be physical or nonphysical and have properties. Experiences relate to physical 

properties. However, experiences are of, or on, substances, not substances themselves. 

Experiences are not variables, functions, or relations (which have an amount) but have 

multiple parameters for continuous spaces/arrays, with coordinates that may, or may not, be 

independent. Qualities mix amounts and variables. At different intensities qualities change. Color 

experiences/qualities are not substances and do not have motions. 

3. Essence/nature of experiences 

Experiencing appears to reveal experience nature/essence. 

People's language has experience categories/concepts. 

People have knowledge/beliefs about experience. Seeing experiences can cause belief that the 

experience is present. 

Experience can have example objects as paradigms, such as cherries for cherry red. 

Experiences are similar to, differ from, are opposite to, and exclude other colors, in a unified 

system of relations. 

Experiences are insubstantial, cannot change state, have no structure, do not belong to objects 

or events, and are results not processes. 

Experiences could be phenomena, experiences, perceptual features, conceptual or 

non-conceptual representations, elements in a relational/comparative system, and/or fundamental 

epistemological entities. Experience properties (such as hue, saturation, and brightness) could be 

properties in experiences or representations of object properties. 



 

Whereas brains do everything microscopically, experiences are macroscopic. 

4. Theories about experiences 

Experiences appear to depend on minds, because dreams and imagination are visual. Some 

theories are: 

Experience realism: Experiences are physical things or properties. 

Experience primitivism: Experiences are simple physical qualitative properties. 

Experience physicalism: Experiences have complex physical properties that cause appearance. 

Experience objectivism: Experiences are physical things that perform functions that make 

observers see them. 

Experience disjunctivism: The same subjective experience can have different causes. Different 

experiences can have the same cause. 

Experience dispositionalism: Experiences are physical things, with secondary qualities, that 

dispose normal observers, in standard conditions, to see them. 

Experience relationalism: Objects are physical things that, in a defined context/situation, have 

relational properties/qualities/capacities that make them appear to have experience to observers 

with a defined phenomenology. Vision develops experience categories that aid object 

classification and recognition. 

Experience enactivism: Observer actions change perspective. 

Experience adverbialism: Experiences are properties of perceptual processes which depend on 

objects, vision physiology, and mental state. 

Experience eliminativism: Experiences are not physical things or properties. 

Experience subjectivism: Experiences are psychological things or subjective properties, either 

of experiences or in experience's qualities. Psychological things or properties could be qualia, 

sensa, sense-data, experiential properties, non-intentional content, and/or 

intentional/representational content. Subjective properties could (monism), or could not 

(dualism), be identical to, or reducible to, physical properties. (Electrochemical patterns are 

stimuli for such psychological things or properties.) 

Experience projectivism: Experiences are subjective properties projected to surfaces in 

three-dimensional space. 



 

Consciousness and Philosophy 

Consciousness increases gradually as brain develops structures and functions [Aoki and 

Siekevitz, 1988] [Borrell and Callaway, 2002] [Carey, 1987] [Schaefer-Simmern, 1948]. 

Consciousness theories try to describe what consciousness is (features), why we have it 

(functions, roles, values), and how it came to be (causes, bases, antecedents) [Van Gulick, 2016]. 

Consciousness could be about processes, properties, states, structures, or substances. 

The foundation of consciousness is spatiality. Consciousness has: 

• Accessibility: Space provides a workspace for access. 

• Intentionality: Space provides representations for intentions. 

• Subjectivity: Space provides a coordinate-origin viewpoint for subject. 

• Reflexivity: Space provides a viewpoint representation for reflexive thought. 

• Narrative: Space provides scenes for narrative thought. 

Consciousness has many connections, with many spatial and other relations, at different 

hierarchy levels, that make an integrated symbol system and so make meaning possible. 

Consciousness can make experience by itself, with no input, and so can have memory, 

imagination, and dreams. 

1. Studying consciousness 

Consciousness studies use first-, second-, and third-person methods [Flanagan, 1992]. 

Introspection can reveal the nature of consciousness [Helmholtz, 1897] [James, 1890] 

[Titchener, 1901] [Wundt, 1897]. First-person self-observation, second-person interactions, and 

third-person observation require comparison [Searle, 1992] [Siewert, 1998] [Varela, 1996]. 

Consciousness has biological, personal, and social aspects (phenomenology) 

[Heidegger, 1927] [Husserl, 1913], [Husserl, 1929], [Merleau-Ponty, 1945]. 

Memory, perception, and language all process information (cognitive psychology) 

[Gardiner, 1985] [Neisser, 1965]. 

Philosophy, computer science, psychology, linguistics, and biology contribute to 

consciousness studies [Baars, 1988] [Chalmers, 1996] [Crick, 1994] [Dennett, 1991] 

[Libet, 1982] [Libet, 1985] [Lycan, 1987] [Lycan, 1996] [Penrose, 1989] [Penrose, 1994] 

[Wegner, 2002]. 

Neural damage and abnormal psychology indicate features of consciousness [Farah, 1995] 

[Sacks, 1985] [Shallice, 1988]. 

2. Nature and features of consciousness 

People can have different levels of arousal (alertness): awake, dreaming, hypnosis, stupor, 

non-dreaming sleep, minimally conscious state, vegetative state, and coma. 

People can have different levels of knowing that objects (including self), thoughts, or feelings 

are currently present or imagined (awareness). 

People can have consciousness (creature consciousness) [Rosenthal, 1986]. 

Consciousness is a physical-world object (the for-others) that relates to brain and body and 

that other people and the for-itself can perceive [Sartre, 1943]. 

Consciousness requires space, time, and causation [Kant, 1787]. 

Consciousness is experiences. 



 

2.1. Conscious states 

Mental states and processes can be conscious (state consciousness) [Rosenthal, 1986]. For 

example, people can have pains, sights, sounds, touches, smells, tastes, emotions, moods, 

feelings, and desires [Siewert, 1998]. 

Intentional conscious states 

Conscious states represent objects and have intentionality [Carruthers, 2000], as do some 

non-conscious states. Mental states model reality. People can be the subjects of conscious states. 

Perhaps conscious states are representations [Carruthers, 2000] [Dretske, 1995] 

[Harman, 1990] [Lycan, 1996] [Tye, 1995] [Tye, 2000]. However, representations may have no 

qualitative experiences [Block, 1996] [Peacocke, 1983] [Tye, 2003]. 

Perhaps consciousness requires interpretation of representations and testing against 

alternatives, with some rising in generality, as in the Multiple Drafts Model [Dennett, 1991]. 

Perhaps left hemisphere (interpreter module) integrates experiences and actions 

[Gazzaniga, 2011]. 

Attended Intermediate-level Representation [Prinz, 2012] represents, and attends to, colors, 

tones, and touches. Higher levels are judgments. Lower levels cannot have attention or 

qualitative experiences. 

Reflexive conscious states 

People can be aware that they are in a mental state (reflexive consciousness) (reflexivity) 

[Rosenthal, 1986] [Rosenthal, 1996]. People then have a mental state about a mental state. 

Perhaps conscious states require a higher level that can have self-awareness and reflexive 

intentionality (higher-order theories). Perhaps conscious states require higher-order thinking 

(higher-order thought) [Carruthers, 2000] [Gennaro, 1995] [Gennaro, 2004] [Rosenthal, 1986] 

[Rosenthal, 1993). Perhaps conscious states require mental perception monitoring (higher-order 

perception) [Armstrong, 1981] [Lycan, 1987] [Lycan, 1996] [Lycan, 2004] [Shoemaker, 1975] 

[Van Gulick, 2000]. However, it remains to explain why more thinking or perceiving makes 

consciousness [Byrne, 1997] [Dretske, 1995] [Lycan, 1997] [Rosenthal, 1997]. 

Perhaps conscious states require reflexivity in themselves, with intentionally toward both 

object and state [Brentano, 1874] [Gennaro, 2004] [Gennaro, 2012] [Kriegel, 2009] 

[Kriegel and Williford, 2006]. 

Perhaps conscious states require whole-brain states (Higher-Order Global State models) 

[Van Gulick, 2004] [Van Gulick, 2006]. 

Mental states can have the idea of selves as agents. 

Accessible conscious states 

Mental states can have interactions with other mental states, and more, or specific kinds of, 

interactions make more consciousness (access consciousness) (accessibility) [Block, 1995]. 

Consciousness is about functionality. 

Consciousness has interconnected contents [Van Gulick, 2000]. Consciousness seems to 

organize and create itself as a system [Varela and Maturana, 1980]. Mental states arise in brain, 

and some fit into a story and become conscious (narrative consciousness) [Dennett, 1991] 

[Dennett, 1992]. There is a stream of consciousness [James, 1890]. 

Phenomenal conscious states 

Mental states (phenomenal state) have space, time, causality, intentionality, body, self, 

physical-world concepts (phenomenal consciousness) [Husserl, 1913] [Husserl, 1929] 

[Siewert, 1998]. 



 

2.2. Self 

People are conscious selves/subjects [Descartes, 1644] [Searle, 1992]. Selves are observers 

and have a viewpoint on objects [Wittgenstein, 1921]. 

The physical world has space, time, and causation structure that defines the viewpoint and so 

self [Husserl, 1929] [Kant, 1787]. 

Consciousness is conscious of itself (the for-itself), which is non-intentional [Sartre, 1943], 

and such consciousness actively knows that there are intentions and the in-itself. 

Selves are abstract concepts built by mental processes combining functional elements 

[Mackay, 1987]. 

Selves have meaningful experiences [Baars, et al., 2003] [Baumeister, 1998] 

[Kessel, et al., 1992]. 

Selves are subjects of experiences [Zahavi, 2005]. 

Self is identity (not a property, and not just a body image), and people know self and not-self 

[Leary and Tangney, 2003]. 

As observer, selves are agents for reading/getting and writing/putting observations. To survive 

and reproduce, selves perceive prey, predator, self, same-sex species member, or opposite-sex 

species member and then act, controlling action inhibition or permission by using the will, so 

selves are agents. 

Selves have a continuous history, which can persist through amnesia, sensory deprivation, 

minimal information, body-perception loss, distorted perceptions, and hallucinations. 

Meaning and consciousness combine to make self. Consciousness refers experience to self. 

Mental processes combine functional elements to build abstract concepts and perceptions. 

Perceiving, thinking, reasoning, believing, imagining, dreaming, having emotions, having a 

conscience, being aware, and having a self all develop from experiences. 

Mental states, structures, and processes (mind) are about seeing, hearing, tasting, smelling, and 

feeling temperatures and touches (experiences). For example, people have mental images of the 

environment around them (cognitive map) [Järvilehto, 2000] and of their physical dimensions 

(body image). People need cognitive maps and body images to perform conscious actions. 

Body-movement, sense-quality, and mental-state covariance define subject and location, 

distinguishing it from environment, other organisms, and other minds. 

2.3. Thought 

People can think, and thought is everything that is conscious [Descartes, 1640]. 

Thinking requires sensibility [Locke, 1688]. Selves can think. 

Thoughts can have levels of consciousness and can be unconscious [Leibniz, 1686]. 

Conscious thoughts have associations [Hume, 1739] [Mill, 1829]. 

Thought associations can make new thoughts [Mill, 1865]. 

Thoughts are about the objects, not about the process [Searle, 1992] [Van Gulick, 1992]. 

Thoughts and beliefs may have qualitative experiences [Pitt, 2004] [Seigel, 2010] 

[Strawson, 2003], or may not [Prinz, 2012] [Tye, 2012]. 

2.4. Functions 

What function(s) does consciousness have? Does it cause anything [Chalmers, 1996] 

[Huxley, 1874] [Jackson, 1982] [Velmans, 1991]? 

Perhaps consciousness has a moral function in relation to pleasure and pain and in relation to 

responsibility [Singer, 1975]. 



 

Perhaps consciousness allows control and selection of thoughts and actions [Anderson, 1983] 

[Armstrong, 1981] [Penfield, 1975], useful in new situations. Repeated, or emotional, conscious 

processing may change over to unconscious processing [Schneider and Shiffrin, 1977]. 

Perhaps consciousness helps understand others' mental states (perceptions, thoughts, beliefs, 

desires, motivations, and goals) and so aids social interaction and communication 

[Dennett, 1978] [Dennett, 1992] [Humphrey, 1982] [Ryle, 1949]. Social interaction also aids 

consciousness. 

Perhaps consciousness integrates feature, object, space, and time information from all 

experiences, perceptions, and memories [Campbell, 1997] [Gallistel, 1990] [Husserl, 1913] 

[Kant, 1787] [Lorenz, 1977]. Consciousness provides a symbol system and so meaning. 

Perhaps consciousness provides overall information to many other brain processes 

[Baars, 1988] [Prinz, 2012] [Tononi, 2008], not just functional modules [Fodor, 1983]. 

Perhaps consciousness relates to choice and free will [Dennett, 1984] [Dennett, 2003] 

[Hasker, 1999] [van Inwagen, 1983] [Wegner, 2002]. Consciousness presents the information 

upon which to base the choice and presents the action options. 

Pleasure also has attraction, and pain also has repulsion [Humphreys, 1992] [Nelkin, 1989] 

[Rosenthal, 1991]. Such consciousness would then be a cause. 

3. Brains and consciousness 

How does consciousness come from physical things [Block and Stalnaker, 1999] 

[Chalmers and Jackson, 2001] [Van Gulick, 1995]? In physics, lower level structures and their 

properties and processes can make all higher level structures and their properties and processes 

(reduction) [Armstrong, 1968] [Lewis, 1972]. All physical functions have explanations in terms 

of matter and its laws. 

Currently, there is no physical explanation of consciousness [Levine, 1983] [Levine, 1993] 

[Levine, 2001] [Papineau, 1995] [Papineau, 2002] [Van Gulick, 2003]: 

• Perhaps people cannot know such an explanation [McGinn, 1991] [McGinn, 1995]. 

• Perhaps consciousness has no physical basis [Block, 1980] [Campbell, 1970] 

[Chalmers, 1996] [Foster, 1989] [Foster, 1996] [Kirk, 1970] [Kirk, 1974] 

[Robinson, 1982]. 

• Perhaps there is no reductive explanation, only a non-reductive one [Fodor, 1974] 

[Kim, 1980] [Kim, 1989] [Putnam and Oppenheim, 1958] [Putnam, 1975] 

[Van Gulick, 1993]. 

Access, phenomenal, qualitative, narrative, and reflexive consciousness seemingly arise from 

neural properties and activities. How can brains cause conscious experiences (mind-body 

problem) [Levine, 1983] [McGinn, 1991]? 

3.1. No consciousness, experience, or self 

Perhaps consciousness does not exist (eliminativism) [Churchland, 1983] [Wilkes, 1984] 

[Wilkes, 1988]. 

Perhaps consciousness has no qualitative experiences [Carruthers, 2000] [Dennett, 1990] 

[Dennett and Kinsbourne, 1992]. 

Perhaps consciousness has no self [Dennett, 1992]. 

3.2. Idealism 

Consciousness cannot come from matter or mechanics [Leibniz, 1714]. 

Perhaps causation is fundamental, and consciousness is an extension of it [Rosenberg, 2004]. 

Perhaps consciousness depends on a deeper non-physical/non-mental reality (neutral monism) 

[Russell, 1927] [Strawson, 1994]. 



 

Perhaps consciousness relates to the level of information integration (integrated information 

theory) [Koch, 2012] [Tononi, 2008]. 

Perhaps colors are mental properties, events, or processes (color subjectivism). Perhaps colors 

are mental properties of mental objects (sense-datum). Perhaps, colors are perceiver mental 

processes or events (adverbialism). 

3.3. Dualism 

Perhaps consciousness has aspects that are non-physical (dualism) [Eccles and Popper, 1977]. 

Perhaps reality has both physical and non-physical substances (substance dualism) 

[Descartes, 1644] [Foster, 1989] [Foster, 1996] [Swinburne, 1986]. Non-physical mind/self has 

consciousness. 

Perhaps consciousness has properties that are not physical (property dualism). Such properties 

may have independent existence (supervenience) [Chalmers, 1996] or emerge from physical 

properties (emergence) [Hasker, 1999] 

Perhaps all reality has mental aspects (panpsychism) [Nagel, 1979]. 

3.4. Physicalism 

Dualism cannot be correct [Churchland, 1981] [Dennett and Kinsbourne, 1992]. 

Perhaps consciousness has physical parts or functions (physicalism). Perhaps consciousness 

realizes the physical (realization). Physical states and processes have or are functions in a system 

(functionalism) [Block, 1980]. Higher level states and processes have their own principles that 

are not reducible to physical states and processes (non-reductive physicalism) [Boyd, 1980] 

[Putnam, 1975]. However, there remains the task of explaining how the higher level states and 

processes have those principles [Jackson, 2004] [Kim, 1989] [Kim, 1998]. 

Perhaps color relates to physical objects, events, or properties (color realism) (color 

objectivism). Perhaps, color is identical to a physical property (color physicalism), such as 

surface spectral reflectance distribution (reflectance physicalism). 

Perhaps colors depend on both subject and physical conditions (color relationism) (color 

relativism). 

Perhaps humans perceive real properties that cause phenomenal color. Perhaps colors are only 

things that dispose mind to see color (color dispositionalism). Perhaps colors depend on action 

(color enactivism). Perhaps colors depend on natural selection requirements (color selectionism). 

Perhaps, colors depend on required functions (color functionalism). Perhaps colors represent 

physical properties (color representationalism). Perhaps experience has color content (color 

intentionalism), which provides information about surface color. Perhaps humans know colors, 

essentially, by experiencing them (doctrine of acquaintance), though they can also learn 

information about colors. Perhaps, colors are identical to mental properties that correspond to 

color categories (corresponding category constraint). However, there are really no normal 

observers or standard conditions. 



 

Brain neural activities 

Consciousness seemingly must have "neural correlates of consciousness" 

[Crick and Koch, 1990] [Metzinger, 2000]. 

Perhaps conscious states, properties, or processes are physical/brain states, properties, or 

processes (identity theory) (type-type identity theory) [Place, 1956] [Smart, 1959]. However, 

many different physical states, properties, or processes can be/represent/model the same mental 

state, property, and process [Fodor, 1974] [Hellman and Thompson, 1975]. Perhaps qualitative 

experiences are physical/brain neurochemical activities [Hill and McLaughlin, 1998] 

[Papineau, 1995] [Papineau, 2003], though there remains the task of explaining why 

[Levine, 2001]. 

Perhaps consciousness is about neural activities that unify: 

• Synchronous oscillation can cause binding [Crick and Koch, 1990] [Singer, 1999]. 

• NMDA can make temporary neural assemblies [Flohr, 1995]. 

• Thalamus can initiate and control cortical-activation patterns [Llinas, 2001]. 

• Cortex can have circuits with feedback and feedforward [Edelman, 1989]. Local recurrent 

activity in sensory cortex may make qualitative experience [Block, 2007] [Lamme, 2006]. 

• Neural modules can have fields, and brain can have overall fields [Kinsbourne, 1988]. 

Perhaps consciousness is circuits: 

• Left hemisphere interprets perceptions according to a story [Gazzaniga, 1988]. 

• Frontal lobe and midbrain have circuits that initiate and control actions after predicting and 

comparing outcomes [Gray, 1995]. 

• Frontal lobe and limbic system have processes related to emotion [Damasio, 1999]. 

Peri-aqueductal gray matter has processes related to emotion [Panksepp, 1998]. 

Brain quantum mechanics 

Perhaps consciousness is quantum effects in neuron microtubules [Hameroff, 1998] 

[Penrose, 1989] [Penrose, 1994]. 

Perhaps consciousness occurs when brain states integrate into a single thing (as does a 

physical Bose-Einstein condensate) [Marshall, 1990] [Marshall and Zohar, 1990]. 

Perhaps consciousness occurs when separated brain parts interact (as in quantum 

entanglement) [Silberstein, 1998] [Silberstein, 2001]. 

Perhaps consciousness is necessary for physical reality, as an observer/measurement is 

necessary for wavefunction collapse [Stapp, 1993]. 

4. Perception, decision-making, language, and cognition 

Perception, decision-making, language, and cognition have productivity, systematicity, 

inferential coherence, and context dependence. 

4.1. Productivity 

Perception, decision-making, language, and/or cognition can build complex things from 

simpler things, so they can make sums and products (productivity). They have competence to do 

so, but only do so for useful things (performance). 

4.2. Systematicity of thoughts 

Perception, decision-making, language, and/or cognition have analogous, opposite, similar, 

logical, empirical, spatial, temporal, and other relations among their simple and complex 

things/objects (systematicity of mental contents and systematicity of thoughts). The same 

relation can hold between different objects in the same category. Different objects in the same 

category can have similar, opposite, contrasting, and other relations. Different objects and 

relations have similarities, opposites, and contrasts. 



 

4.3. Inferential coherence and systematicity of thinking 

Perception, decision-making, language, and/or cognition have analogous, opposite, similar, 

and other relations among their processes, inferences, and computations (inferential coherence 

and systematicity of thinking). The same process, inference, or computation can use different 

objects in the same category. Different objects in the same category can have similar, opposite, 

contrasting, and other processes, inferences, and computations. Different processes, inferences, 

and computations have similarities, opposites, and contrasts. 

4.4. Context dependency 

Thoughts and thinking, and their properties and relations, are context-dependent. 

Maps and images have context-dependency, as do neural networks. 

5. Computational theory of mind 

The computational theory of mind says that brains/minds are computers, with hardware, 

software, inputs, information processing, and outputs. Thinking is computation. Thoughts are 

representations. 

Perception, decision-making, language, and cognition are likely to use a programming 

language and computations, with datatypes and connecting words for arithmetic, logic, character 

manipulations, spatial manipulations, and temporal manipulations. 

Rational processes have implementations as physical causal processes. 

Meaning/intentionality can come from the system of relations of all mental representations 

and/or causal connections among perceptions and representations. 

Primitive mental representations may be innate or acquired and have syntactic, semantic, and 

computational roles and relations. 

Computational theories of mind include the language of thought hypothesis, causal-syntactic 

theory of mental processes, representational theory of mind, and neural networks. 

5.1. Language of thought 

The language of thought hypothesis says that mind is a representation system. There are innate 

or acquired primitive representations that have meaning. A syntax can combine primitive (and/or 

compound) representations to make compound representations (combinatorial syntax). 

Compound representations have semantics that comes from the components and how they are 

used in a representation structure (compositional semantics). 

5.2. Causal-syntactic theory of mental processes 

The causal-syntactic theory of mental processes takes the language of thought further. It says 

that representations have knowledge of syntax, and so have constraints on their compositional 

semantics. Mental processes are causal processes. 

5.3. Representational theory of mind 

The representational theory of mind says that minds have relations between subjects and 

mental representations. Such relations (intentional states/propositional attitudes) include beliefs, 

desires, and repulsions. Mental representations can be mental objects or mental sentences. 

5.4. Neural networks 

Neural networks (connectionism) have no syntax or semantics, so their representations do not 

use language. Each node has no meaning and contributes no meaning. Only the whole vector can 

have meaning, and meaning does not depend on symbolic processing. 

Neural networks must learn, and so have goal outputs. 

Neural networks are not like neuron assemblies. Neuron-assembly neurons have more 

connections to nearby neurons, but neural-network nodes have even distribution. Neuron 

assemblies not have scalars or vectors. 



 

6. Maps, images, and spatial features/descriptions 

Maps and images have spatial features and descriptions, whereas computation has logical 

features and descriptions. 

Cognitive maps in brains are processes and/or representations for animal navigation in 

three-dimensional space. Cognitive maps may be geometric and/or descriptional representations 

of distances, directions, angles, spatial relations, and/or space. Topological representations can 

be connectedness, adjacencies, or nesting/containment. Affine representations can be collinear, 

coplanar, intersecting, parallel, or curved. Metric representations can be distances and angles. 

Cognitive maps may be images or models of space. Cognitive maps may have productivity and 

systematicity. 

7. Consciousness and computation 

Access, phenomenal, qualitative, narrative, and reflexive consciousness appear to have 

computational aspects and be about cognition. 

The Global Workspace [Baars, 1988] [Dehaene, et al., 2000] is a main processor, with an 

information-processing limit, that disseminates information to many modules for output and 

behavior, including primary sensory cortex and attention centers in frontal and parietal lobes. 

Integrated Information Theory [Koch, 2012] [Tononi, 2008] equates level of information 

integration with level of consciousness. Information integration is system-organization 

information relations. 



 

Appendices about Information Processing 

 

Information Theory 

Processes in physical media can input/retrieve, transfer/process/transform, and output/store 

information. 

1. Information and data 

Positions have a finite number of possible states (information). States differ from other states, 

so information is about state differences, rather than state amounts. 

Two-state devices store one bit of binary information. Each of the two states has probability 

1/2. Binary coding turns switches on and off to represent data and programs. It can represent 

Boolean false or true. Current, voltage, or wave amplitude can be 0 or 1. A switch can be off or 

on. A point can be absent or present. 

N-state devices store one bit of N-ary information. Each of the N states has probability 1/N. 

N-ary coding turns switches to digital or analog settings/positions to represent data and 

programs. Decimal code uses bits with values 0 through 9. 

Device series store one byte of information. 

Device-series series store one record of information. 

Device-series-series series store one table of information. 

1.1. Addresses 

Bits, bytes, records, and tables have addresses, so processing can access them. 

1.2. Data types 

Data types can be for categories (qualitative data) or numbers (quantitative data). Categories 

can be in order (ordinal qualitative data, such as grades and sizes) or have no order (nominal 

qualitative data, such as colors and genders). Numbers can be discrete (integers) or continuous 

(real numbers). 

1.3. Data, context, contrast, and meaning 

State series are data. 

In a series, each state has preceding, following, adjacent, and related states (context) (data 

context). Contexts have possible-symbol sets (code) (data contrast). Symbols have probabilities 

of being in contexts, which are information amounts. 

Syntax defines context relations and contrasts/codes, which contribute to meaning. 

2. Information transfer 

Binary information transfer/transmission uses a series of absent or present currents or voltages 

along one channel, or parallel absent or present currents or voltages along multiple channels. 

Amplitude modulation of carrier-wave amplitude, or frequency modulation of carrier-wave 

frequency, makes a series of absent or present states. Carrier-wave frequency determines 

frequency or amplitude modulation range (bandwidth). 

The number of possible on-off positions per second is information carrying capacity. 

3. Input 

Inputs are vectors (ensemble). Each vector coordinate has possible events, each with a 

probability. A high number of possible events makes each state have low probability. 

4. Output 

Outputs are vectors (ensemble). Each vector coordinate has possible events, each with a 

probability. 



 

5. Information channel 

Information channels link input and output. 

Information channels have cross-sections, with a possible number (channel capacity) of carrier 

waves. 

Information redundancy, by series repetition or parallel channels, can overcome noise and 

reduce transient errors (but not systematic errors). 

6. Transducer 

Transducers extract information from data, by sampling. 

Information can change from analog to digital, or vice versa. 

7. Information compression 

If a series of bits has the same value, rather than using the whole series of bits, coding can 

denote series length. For example, 000000000000000 can have code 1111, because number of 

0's is 15. 

If a code has few symbols, a series of bits is more likely to have the same value, allowing more 

compression. 

8. Error checking 

Error-correcting code can perform same operation three times and use majority result. 

Logical sum checking finds logical sum of bits. Weighted check sum uses bit frequencies. 

Extra bits (check bit) in bytes can detect errors. Parity checking compares check bit to sum of 

other bits. Rectangular code codes message in arrays, with check bits for rows and columns. 

9. Information processing 

A switching network runs a program. Switching can represent any serial or parallel program 

and all procedures and objects. 

Switching transforms an input state to an output state. Switching allows input values to have 

negative or positive weights, processing to go forward or backward, and output values to 

decrease or increase. 

10. Encoding and decoding 

Decoding is essentially reading code, using the code's format and rules, and expressing the 

code's information in a format that the reader understands, whereas encoding is essentially 

writing code, in the code's format and rules, expressing the writer's understanding of the 

information. 

A language has structures (syntax) for making phrases from words and morphemes and has 

rules (grammar) for producing phrases and sentences. 

Parsing uses syntax and grammar on a sentence or phrase to make a tree diagram showing the 

relations of parts of speech. 



 

Procedure-Oriented Structured Programming 

Procedure-oriented programming/structured programming reads inputs from addresses, runs 

information-processing instructions on constants and variables to get values, and writes output to 

addresses. 

1. Data hierarchy 

Instruction, address, and input and output data is in an information hierarchy: 

• Bits have one of a series of values. In binary code, bits represent two possible states 0 or 1. 

In decimal code, bits can have values 0 through 9. 

• Bytes are one-dimensional series of bits. Bytes can have any number of bits, but typically 

have eight bits. Bytes use positional notation. In binary code, a byte with two bits has 

values 00, 01, 10, and 11. In decimal code, a byte with two bits has values 00 through 99. 

• Fields (columns) are one-dimensional series of bytes. Fields represent numbers, strings, 

dates/times, Booleans, and pixels (system datatypes). Data types can be for categories 

(qualitative data) or numbers (quantitative data). Categories can be in order (ordinal 

qualitative data, such as grades and sizes) or have no order (nominal qualitative data, such 

as colors and genders). Numbers can be discrete (integers) or continuous (real numbers). 

• Records (rows) are one-dimensional series of fields. Records represent sentences, 

formulas, equations, and vectors. 

• Tables (files and arrays) are two-dimensional series of records. Tables represent 

paragraphs, equation systems, matrices, arrays, voxels, blobs, and bitmaps. Tablespaces 

(file sets) link tables. 

• Databases have three-dimensional arrays of tables. Databases represent books, tensors, 

spaces, and vector-graphic pictures. 

Computers typically use 64-bit data units (word) to represent data, instructions, and addresses 

in their registers, processors, and information channels. Typical words have eight eight-bit bytes. 

A hash, map, associative array, or dictionary datatype has name-value pairs. 

1.1. Program datatypes 

Structured programming uses integer, floating-point-number, character, string, Boolean, time, 

date, and monetary-value system datatypes to build program datatypes. 

The reference datatype is a memory or other address (so it comes from the integer datatype). 

The pointer datatype is a memory address and is the simplest reference datatype. 

The set datatype has elements, which may use a rule. The enumerated datatype has named 

elements (forming a set). Elements are typically constants. Elements may have an order. It is like 

a categorical variable in statistics. The union datatype is a record datatype that allows only one 

type of datatype. 

The list datatype has elements in a sequence. The linked list datatype has elements that each 

point to the next, making a sequence. The queue datatype is a linked list with first in, first out. 

The stack datatype is a linked list with last in, first out. 

The graph datatype has nodes/vertices and directed or undirected links/edges. The tree 

datatype has a root node and child nodes, with no recursion. 

The blob datatype holds images, sounds, or videos as binary strings/byte strings. 

1.2. Arrays 

Computer-software arrays are variables with any number of elements/dimensions, each of 

which can have values. For example, array A(e1, e2, e3) has three elements. Arrays are vectors or 

numbered lists. 

Elements are system datatypes or object references. All elements have the same datatype. 



 

Elements have integer indices in sequence. The example has 1, 2, 3. (Theoretically, indices 

could be any datatype and/or have mixed datatypes.) To scan arrays, programs read elements in 

sequence from first integer index to last integer index. Typical arrays have a specific number of 

elements, so that they use a contiguous memory block with elements in the same series as the 

integer indices. 

In procedural-programming languages, multidimensional arrays have dimensions, such as 

numbers of rows and columns. Arrays with four rows and four columns have 16 discrete 

elements: B(e11, e12, ..., e43, e44). The first element e11 is in row 1 and column 1. Arrays with four 

rows, four columns, and four depths have 64 discrete elements: C(e111, e112, ..., e443, e444). The 

first element e111 is in row 1, column 1, and depth 1. 

In the Java programming language, multidimensional arrays are nested arrays. 

Two-dimensional arrays are one-dimensional arrays whose elements are (references to) 

one-dimensional arrays, whose elements are values. For example, 

D(e1(f1, f2, f3), e2(f1, f2, f3), e3(f1, f2, f3)) has nine elements. Three-dimensional arrays are 

one-dimensional arrays whose elements are references to one-dimensional arrays, whose 

elements are references to one-dimensional arrays, whose elements are values. For example, 

E(e1(f1(g1, g2), f2(g1, g2)), e2(f1(g1, g2), f2(g1, g2))) has eight elements. 

The awk language uses one-dimensional arrays. Associative arrays are a series of string-index 

(not integer index) and string-element pairs: F(ia ea, ib eb, ic ec, id ed). For future scanning of the 

array, awk stores all index strings to which the program has assigned an element string. Such 

scanning is not by consecutive indices but by consecutive assignments. Multidimensional 

associative arrays have index strings with separators between index substrings: G(ia ja ea, ib jb 

eb, ic jc ec, id jd ed). The first substring is the index for the first dimension, the second substring is 

the index for the second dimension, and so on. Multidimensional associative arrays are still a 

series of index-element pairs. To scan multidimensional associative arrays, the program can scan 

by the whole index string, or it can first split the index string into substrings and then scan first 

by the first substring, then by the second substring, and so on. Associative arrays can change size 

by adding or deleting index-element pairs, so they can use random-access memory. 

Theoretically, arrays could start with variable size and dimension and/or change size and 

dimension during program runs. 

2. Programs 

Programs/algorithms are series of instructions to perform arithmetic, algebraic, calculus, 

logical, and linguistic operations on inputs to make outputs. 

Procedure-oriented programs read input, run application programs, and write output: 

1. The central processor unit (CPU) reads a program instruction and its input data from two 

addresses in memory registers. 

2. The CPU runs the instruction in its register, to perform an arithmetic, logical, or string 

operation on input. 

3. The CPU writes output data to an address in a memory register. 

4. The CPU repeats the steps for the next instruction in the program. 

The CPU clock sends electric pulses to run the processing steps. 

Information moves from one register to another along one information channel (serial 

processing) or through multiple independent information channels (parallel processing). 



 

2.1. Program instructions 

Structured programming uses if/then/else (selection), for/while (repetition), declarations and 

statements in groups (block structures), and instruction-sequence groups (subroutines). Computer 

instruction sets have approximately 200 instructions: 

• Define a constant or variable. 

• Assign a datatype to a defined constant or variable. 

• Read data (number, symbol, letter, word, date, or Boolean) from a memory address into the 

CPU. 

• Write data from CPU to a memory address. 

• Using data retrieved from two registers, perform an arithmetic operation and put the 

resulting data in a register. 

• Using data retrieved from two registers, perform a logical operation (AND or OR) and put 

TRUE or FALSE in a register. 

• Using data retrieved from two registers, perform a comparison operation, to see if numbers 

are equal, less than, or greater than, and put EQUAL/SAME, MORE, or LESS in a 

register. 

• Using data retrieved from two registers, perform a comparison operation, to see if strings 

are the same, different, longer, or shorter, and put EQUAL/SAME, MORE, or LESS in a 

register. 

• Transform strings or extract substrings from strings. 

• Depending on a condition (or unconditionally), branch to a new location in a program and 

perform the instruction there, sometimes returning to the previous location. 

• Determine if statement A and/or B is (or is NOT) true, and then perform statement C 

(conditional): "IF A, THEN C", "IF A AND B, then C", or "IF A OR B, then C". 

• If value of i is between m and n, perform x to change i, and then check value of i again 

(loop): "FOR i FROM m TO n, DO x" or "DO ... WHILE ...". 

• Execute STOP instruction. 

2.2. Operating systems 

Computer operating systems manage files, memory, input-output devices, and system 

configuration: 

• Run the central processor unit (CPU). 

• Schedule and run applications in working registers, using the CPU. 

• Store in, retrieve from, and organize memory devices. 

• Create, name, copy, move, delete, locate, index, and search files and directories. 

• Compare, edit, and format files. 

• Use clocks to step through programs and track time and motion. 

• Read input from input devices. 

• Write output to output devices. 

• Coordinate CPU, memory and working registers, and input and output devices. 



 

Some operating-system functions are: 

• Import and export 

• APIs, applets, and init() method 

• Log in and log out 

• Processes and variable to open and close 

• Foreground and background operations 

• Windows 

3. Transformations in grammar 

Programming compares with transformations in grammar. 

Transformational grammar [Chomsky, 1957] generates and comprehends sentence patterns by 

mappings/rules. For example, predicate calculus is a transformational grammar. 

Phrase-structure rules describe language syntax by relating grammatical units (such as subject, 

verb, and object) to define basic sentence types. Basic-sentence-type elements are placeholders 

for grammatical units and their specific phrase or word categories. 

Transformations work on basic sentence types to make complex sentences: 

• The Move function has rules, with constraints, to move phrases and make trees, for each 

basic sentence. For example, the Move function can interchange phrases. The Move 

function can add and subtract branches and leaves. 

• The Merge function combines phrases and sentences by copying and deleting phrases. For 

example, the Merge can add phrases that govern, or bind to, another phrase. 

Specific sentences are sentence types with placeholders replaced with specific words. 



 

Object-Oriented Programming 

Function-oriented programming takes processes and use cases as fundamental, emphasizing 

the data flow. Object-oriented programming takes objects and their classes and fundamental, 

emphasizing the data hierarchy. 

In object-oriented programming, objects are unique (identity) with a unique name, are different 

from all other objects, and cannot transform to another object. Objects have 

properties/attributes/states, such as number, size, or shape. Objects have behaviors/methods, such 

as write, read, transform strings, and do arithmetic, which are functions. Functions are 

independent entities and have input(s), processing, and output. Objects and properties can be 

functions. 

Object-oriented programming builds datatypes for information categories. Datatypes have 

parameters, properties, and procedures, as well as structures and relations. Programs assign 

datatype instances to constants and variables and run the procedures to return values. 

1. Objects/datatypes 

Object-oriented programming has datatypes for strings (for qualitative data), numbers (for 

quantitative data), true/false, dates/times, and arrays. Qualitative data is for categories that have 

an order (ordinal qualitative data, such as grades and sizes) or no order (nominal qualitative data, 

such as color and gender). Quantitative data can be discrete (integers) or continuous (real 

numbers). Structured procedure-oriented and object-oriented programming both use the same 

system datatypes: integers, floating-point numbers, alphanumeric strings, times, dates, monetary 

values, and arrays. 

Object-oriented programming also has datatypes (spatial datatypes) for geometric objects such 

as points, straight and curved lines, polygons with straight and/or curved lines, circles, multiple 

points, multiple lines, multiple polygons, and their collections and indices. Spatial datatypes have 

information about lengths, areas, volumes, distances, directions, and orientations. Spatial 

datatypes can be for planar geometries or for curved surfaces and solids. Geographic spatial 

datatypes represent spatial datatypes for spheres/ellipsoids, so they have latitude, longitude, and 

distance from center. Spatial datatypes have information about coordinate systems. 

Spatial datatypes can use raster data, with a two-dimensional or three-dimensional grid of 

cells, or vector data, with points, polylines, and polygons at locations in space. They have color 

variables added to point locations. Vector data uses vector graphics, which may use vector 

algebra or geometric algebra. Spatial datatypes include information about names/labels and 

quantities, ratios, and intervals. Spatial datatypes can transform and scale (zoom). 

Spatial-datatype series and sequences can model motions. 

Object-oriented-programming languages use independent modules (class) to define datatypes 

for fields, records, files, tables, databases, database query results, windows, images, geometric 

figures, and algebraic and geometric functions. 

1.1. Spatial datatypes 

Spatial datatypes are geometric shapes. 

The point datatype is zero-dimensional. 

The line datatype is one-dimensional and has a pair, or series, of points connected by line 

segment(s). Lines have length. 

The curve datatype is one-dimensional and has a start point, middle point, and end point 

connected by an arc. Curves have length and width. 

The polygon datatype is two-dimensional and has a start point, lines, and an end point. 

Polygons have width and area. 



 

The curved-polygon datatype is two-dimensional and has a start point, curves, and an end 

point. Polygons have width and area. 

The solid datatype is three-dimensional and has surfaces. Solids have width and volume. 

Spatial datatypes can represent numbers, letters, symbols, and all geometric figures. 

Spatial datatypes have coordinate locations. 

Collections of spatial datatypes are necessary to describe scenes and space. 

1.2. Spatial-datatype properties 

Spatial datatypes are datatype collections. Spatial datatypes have: 

• Numbers, configurations, and patterns of bytes and datatypes 

• Magnitude 

• Area or volume 

• Shape 

• Location 

• Discrete or continuous boundaries 

• Orientation with or without direction 

• Constants, variables, and methods about object properties/attributes 

• Relations, indexes, and importance markers 

Any number of spatial datatypes can be at a location. 

1.3. Examples 

Object-oriented vector-graphics-like text files describe three-dimensional spatial datatypes and 

their three-dimensional spatial relations. An example is a string: 
public class class1 { // Define a class. 

   private static String String1 = "0"; // Define a variable. 

   public static void main (String args[]) { // main method. 

      System.out.println("String1 = " + String1); // Print. 

   } 

   public class1() { // Constructor method makes an instance. 

   } 

} 

A three-dimensional space can represent any text as an array. Therefore, a three-dimensional 

space can represent a molecule type by listing atoms, atom locations, and bonds. For that 

molecule type, methods can add or delete atoms, add or remove bonds, and describe molecule 

vibrations and rotations. Compiling the space in the memory register makes a three-dimensional 

molecule-instance in the working register. 

2. Methods 

Datatype classes define procedures (methods): 

• Define a variable and set its datatype instance to a value. 

• Make a datatype instance with specific property values (constructor method). 

• Make a datatype instance with a procedure that returns a value (instance method). 

• Change variable state or property. 

• Call a class or method. 

• Open and close windows. 

• Open file, write to file, read from file, and close file. 

• Get table-cell value and set (put) table-cell value. 

• Indicate if statement about datatype-instance state or property is true or false. 



 

Methods can have parameters and return result values. For example, a function with point 

coordinates as parameters can calculate distance between two points and return a variable with a 

real-number value. 

A main static method starts the program by assigning datatype instances to variables and 

running their datatype methods. 

2.1. Spatial methods 

Spatial methods store, retrieve, update, or query: 

• Dimension 

• Shape/Type 

• Text description 

• Coordinate geometry 

• Vector-graphic representation 

• Boundary 

• Constructor 

• Index 

3. Packages 

Classes are in a group (package) about database, files, output, input, flow control, or other 

system part. All the packages together make the program (software system). 

4. Example of class, instance, data attribute, and method 

Make a class file that can create the Point datatype. 

Run the class file to put the Point datatype into the system. 

Set a variable and assign it the Point datatype, making a specific instance (instantiation) of 

the class by using the class like a function (constructor): 

pt = Point(). 

Note: The class and constructor have the same name, but the constructor has parentheses to 

contain the three placeholders for the three data attributes, in this case the three point 

coordinates. 

To provide initial data for the instance, call (or let the system automatically call) an initializer 

method: 

define _init_(self,n,m,p). For pt = Point(). 

define _init_(self,n=0,m=0,p=0). For pt = Point(0,0,0). 

The variable is automatically set equal to "self": 

pt = self. 

The initializer method creates the x, y, and z coordinate values: 

self.x = n, self.y = m, self.z = p. 

After initialization, the variables have attribute values: 

pt.x = n, pt.y = m, pt.z = p. 

Note that all instances have the current settings (state) of their data attributes. 

Some system methods are: 

• set method sets an attribute value: set pt.x = 0. 

• get method gets an attribute value: get a = pt.x. 

• print() method sends a string to the printer or display: print(pt.x). 

Define methods in the class file: 

define CalculateDistanceFromOrigin(self). 



 

Call methods only from instances: 

pt.CalculateDistanceFromOrigin(). 

Parameters are datatypes. Methods can take parameter values: 

define CalculateDistanceBetweenPoints(self,n,m,p). 

Methods can return a value: 

return ((n - pt.x)^2 + (m - pt.y)^2 + (p - pt.z)^2)^0.5. 

Methods can return a value for the datatype: 

return Point(n,m,p). 

5. Object-oriented-programming language 

An object-oriented-programming language has an operating system, datatypes, compiler, 

machine, memory, instruction set, and run-time environment. 

The operating system runs the compiler, machine, and run-time environment using memory, 

datatypes, and instruction set. 

5.1. Structured files for datatypes 

Memory subdirectories (like packages in Java) have structured files (like classes in Java) that 

describe datatypes. Classes are collections of fields, methods, and attributes. 

A structured file (like the Object class in Java) describes datatypes in general, and all classes 

are subclasses of that datatype. 

Classes can have superclasses and subclasses. Some classes (like final classes in Java) have no 

superclasses or subclasses. 

An abstract class (like the Interface class in Java) acts like an interface. Datatypes can 

implement an interface, such as an interface (like a serializable interface in Java) that allows 

reading and writing datatypes. 

Datatypes have links to other datatypes. 

Constants and variables 

Classes define constants and variables (fields in Java) and then assign them a datatype. Some 

constants and variables (attributes in Java) belong to named objects of the class. 

Classes may give constants and variables a value. 

Some variables (like final variables in Java) must be initialized and then cannot be changed. 

Procedures and functions 

Classes define procedures and functions (methods in Java), such as set, get, print, and display. 

Procedures do not return values (void method in Java). Functions return a variable value (for 

example, int method in Java returns an integer). 

Procedures and functions have instructions, such as FOR...NEXT loops, IF...THEN 

conditionals, comparisons, and all arithmetic, algebraic, calculus, linguistic (string), and logical 

operations. 

Procedures and functions can have arguments (parameters). 

Procedures and functions can call procedures, functions, datatypes, and datatype instances. 

If a datatype has a "main" procedure, which can have arguments, it is run first by the program. 

Other procedures open, write to, read from, and close files. The files are the arguments. 

A procedure (like the Constructor method in Java) uses the class to create datatype instances. 

Functions return a field. Some functions write and read bytes from files. 

Some procedures and functions can be called by any method (public method in Java). Some 

procedures and functions can be called only by instance methods in the same class (private 

method in Java). Some procedures and functions can be called only by instance methods in the 

same class, package, or subclass (protected method in Java). 



 

Some procedures and functions are only in a class, not its instances (static method in Java). 

5.2. Compiling 

The operating system has a compiler to convert source-code text-like formatted 

files/information (like java files), in memory, into machine-language-like formatted 

files/information (like bytecode Java class files), in working registers. Compiled files are streams 

of bytes about one datatype and have a structure: 

• References to already-compiled classes/datatypes, interfaces, fields, methods, attributes, 

and constants 

• Permissions and access 

• Class/interface information 

• Fields with datatypes 

• Methods in the class 

• Attributes (constants or variables) of named objects of the class 

5.3. Virtual machine 

A virtual machine (like the Java Virtual Machine) is software that is an abstract computing 

machine. It can be hardware-, operating-system-, host-, and network-independent (like HTML 

and Java). Source-code programs can embed inside other programs (such as HTML pages). 

Virtual machines implement a programming language (such as Java). 

Virtual machines have a specification, implementation, and instance: 

• The specification document (such as the Java Virtual Machine Specification) describes 

virtual-machine implementation requirements. 

• Virtual machines implement the specification (the Java Development Kit has several 

implementations of the Java Virtual Machine). 

• The run-time environment/system (such as the Java run-time environment) makes an 

instance of the virtual-machine implementation on the hardware/software (including 

microcode) platform. 

5.4. Instructions and run-time 

Virtual machines have an instruction set (such as the Java Virtual Machine instruction set). An 

instruction is an operation code (one-byte opcode in Java) followed by zero or more 

arguments/data (operands in Java). Instructions are specific to datatypes (in Java, iadd and fadd 

add integers or floating-point numbers). 

Virtual machines know only a binary-file format (not the source-code programming language). 

A binary file (such as a Java class file) contains virtual-machine instructions, a symbol table that 

defines the placeholders used, and some information about the binary file itself. 

Virtual machines dynamically load, link, and initialize classes and interfaces: 

• Loading reads a named class binary file and creates a class or interface datatype. 

• Linking combines the class or interface datatype with the run-time state of the virtual 

machine, ready for execution. 

• Initializing executes an initialization method to make a class instance, interface, or array. 

The virtual-machine interpreter runs a loop: 

• Calculate program-counter value. 

• Fetch that value's operation code, and fetch that operation code's operands (if any). 

• Execute the operation-code action. 

Virtual machines can support many execution threads simultaneously, using separate 

program-counter registers (such as pc registers in Java). 



 

5.5. Datatypes and run-time 

Virtual machines work with datatypes: 

• They have system datatypes (primitive types in Java): numeric, Boolean, and 

address-return (returnAddress in Java). Primitive types can be declared as local variables, 

object-instance variables, and method class variables. 

• They create class and interface datatypes (reference types in Java). 

• They make class instances and create arrays (objects in Java). Array elements are 

primitive-type values or are object references. All array elements have the same primitive 

type or refer to the same object. Object references can be declared as local variables, 

object-instance variables, or method class variables. After declaring an object reference, it 

must be initialized by referencing an existing object or calling "new". Multidimensional 

arrays are arrays of arrays, of any dimension, and have more than one index. Arrays cannot 

be declared as variables. 

• Variables, constants, method arguments, method returns, and operands have values 

(primitive-type values or reference-type values in Java). 

Note that the compiler does all datatype checking, so virtual machines do not check datatypes. 

5.6. Memory areas and run-time 

Virtual machines manipulate memory areas at run time. 

At run time, virtual machines set up a stack or queue. Queues are linear collections of local 

variables accessible at either end. Stack memory is a vector of local variables, which can be 

primitive types or object references. It works last-in-first-out: 

• The Push command puts a local variable on top of the stack. 

• The Pop command takes the local variable off top of the stack. 

• The Peek command tells what local variable is at the top. 

• The Search command tells position of a local variable in the stack. 

• The Empty command tests if stack is empty. 

At run time, virtual machines set up a heap memory to hold all objects (class instances and 

arrays), with their object-instance variables. If the heap is full, virtual machines remove unused 

objects (garbage collection). 

At run time, virtual machines set up a memory area for methods, with their class variables. 

Note: At run time, virtual machines also set up memories for thread stacks, native handles, and 

virtual-machine internal data structures. 

6. Object-oriented database-management principles 

Objects have constants, variables, locations, times, descriptions, attributes, and parameters. 

Objects have contexts as spatial, temporal, and functional relations (for example, located at the 

same place). 

Object-oriented database-management and programming uses encapsulation, polymorphism, 

classes and instances, and subclasses and subclass inheritance. 

6.1. Encapsulation 

Objects have both data elements, such as identifiers, attributes, and coordinates, and 

procedures/methods, such as calculate length, area, or angle, for data-element processing. 

Datatypes/classes encapsulate data elements, attributes, parameters, variables, constants, and 

methods. Accessing an object executes the method on the data elements. 



 

6.2. Polymorphism 

For the same object, output can differ because the method first identifies the data element and 

then uses the method that applies to that data element. Polymorphism can make classes have 

categories. 

6.3. Class and instance 

Objects can have the same formal structure of data elements and methods. For example, 

curved lines formally model many things in nature and engineering. Classes have instances. The 

curved-line class has specific-shape circumference, perimeter, power-function graph, and other 

instances. 

6.4. Subclass and subclass inheritance 

Child classes have the same data elements and methods as a parent class, plus more-specific 

data elements and their methods. Subclasses are consistent with class data elements and methods. 

(It is possible for a subclass to have more than one parent class.) From basic datatypes and 

operations, subclasses and inheritance organize data and programs. 

7. Object-oriented user interfaces 

Object-oriented user interfaces, such as graphical user interfaces, have a "desktop", dialog 

boxes, and glyphs. 

7.1. Desktop 

Desktop/screen icons/objects include file folders, shortcuts to programs, recycle bin, and 

taskbar icons, to point to, click, double-click, drag, and drop 

7.2. Dialog boxes 

Dialog boxes have checkboxes, command buttons, radio/option buttons, sliders, spinners, and 

drop-down lists. 

7.3. Glyphs 

Glyphs are graphics displays and include screen savers and blinking arrows or dots indicating 

GPS positions on maps. 

7.4. Graphical user interfaces 

Computer graphical user interfaces have a: 

• Display, typically made to look like a desktop 

• Movable and shapeable icons and windows, for files and programs 

• Menus, to select a command to operate on selected item 

• Standard text and graphics formats, such as photos, tables, and spreadsheets 

• Center of attention/point of action, typically a pointer 

• Pointer mover/dragger, typically a mouse, trackball, finger pad, or joystick 

• Item activator/selector/releaser, typically a mouse button or keyboard key 

• Processes running in the background 

Vector-graphics files work with screen or printer two-dimensional-page coordinates to make 

the display. Vector graphics and rasterization have an existing display on which to write. 

8. Object-oriented programming systems 

Object-oriented programming systems use flowcharts to design code. Arranging flowchart 

objects (widgets) models the program's logic. Widgets have dialog boxes. Compiling writes 

actual code. 

Examples are Visual Basic and Visual C. Compiling writes actual Basic or C code. 

Many applications, such as Microsoft Word, include the ability to make short programs 

(macros). 

People can design data displays in Microsoft Excel. 



 

Vector Graphics 

Computer vector graphics [Foley et al., 1994] uses curves (including straight lines) to connect 

points (at coordinate locations) to make polygons, polyhedrons, and all three-dimensional 

shapes. For example, computer fonts are outlines using quadratic and cubic functions ("fills" fill 

in the outlines). 

Vector graphics is object-oriented. Objects include lines, polylines, splines, polygons, Bézier 

curves, bezigons, circles, ellipses, polyhedrons, and ellipsoids. Objects have an order of overlap 

from observer. Illumination sources and reflecting, refracting, and/or diffracting surfaces connect 

by ray casts and ray traces. 

Scripts perform operations on objects: translation, rotation, reflection, inversion, vibration, 

bending, scaling, stretching, skewing, all affine transformations, order of overlap from observer, 

embedding, nesting, and combining objects (such as with set operations) to make new objects. 

The same pattern can change position, brightness, color, size, scale, and shape. 

To display objects requires converting to the output-display pixel array, which has a 

coordinate system. A page-drawing program assigns object points to spatial coordinates. 

1. Geometric-figure representations 

Vector graphics represents geometric figures for use in drawing programs. As examples, 

Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) is part of both XML and HTML page-drawing programs 

[www.w3schools.com/graphics/svg_intro.asp], and HTML scalable fonts use vector graphics. 

Vector graphics represents images with text, which allows editing, search, indexing, and 

scripts. 

2. Geometric figures 

Vector graphics represents planar geometric figures: 

• Point and pixel 

• Line 

• Circle and ellipse 

• Polyline has three or more points, connected by a series of lines, and includes angles. 

• Polygon has three or more vertices, connected by a series of lines, and includes triangles 

and rectangles. 

• Path has three or more points, connected by a series of absolute-or-relative-position 

commands: moveto, lineto, horizontal lineto, vertical lineto, curveto, smooth curveto, 

quadratic Bézier curve, smooth quadratic Bézier curveto, elliptical arc, and closepath. 

• Text can have different sizes, fonts, boldness, italics, transparencies, shadows, and other 

effects. Text can rotate and otherwise transform. Text can be hyperlinks. 

Spline descriptors can represent any point, line, or curve. Linear, quadratic, and cubic Bézier 

curves (Bézier spline) (Bézier polygon) (bezigon); Catmull-Rom splines; and non-uniform 

rational basis splines (NURBS) can represent region boundaries. 

Vector graphics represents surfaces in different ways: 

• Parallel splines or spline grids 

• Polygons and their vertices 

• Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline areas (NURBS), with parameters (knot) and weighted 

control points 

• Constructive Solid Geometry Boolean operations on shapes 

Vector graphics models surface location, orientation, curvature (convexity or concavity), 

shape, pattern, fill, and filters. Object surfaces have consistent indices for direction and distance 

[Glassner, 1989]. 



 

Splines can generate ellipsoids that represent voxels, boxes, parallelpipeds, spheres, ellipsoids, 

cylinders, cones, and other volumes. 

3. Geometric-figure parameters 

Geometric figures have parameters: 

• Center, vertex, endpoint, and control-point coordinates 

• Circle radius, ellipse radii, rectangle height and width, and other geometric-figure lengths 

• Line color, width, transparency, dashing, and end shape (square, round, arrow, flare) 

• Fill color, gradient, shading, transparency, pattern (foreground and background), and 

texture (smoothness-roughness and spacing, which is sparse or dense, random or 

non-random, clustered or dispersed spatial distribution) 

• Filters to diffuse, fade, blur, blend, flood, merge, offset, blacken or whiten, make linear or 

radial gradient, and change lighting direction and amount 

For example, the circle descriptor has parameter values for radius, center point, line style, line 

color, fill style, and fill color. 

4. Vector-graphics file 

To describe a three-dimensional scene, a text file has independent plane polygons (closed 

curves with Bézier splines), most commonly triangles, at spatial coordinates, marked with 

distance from viewer (z-buffer). 

Geometric figures have locations, adjacencies, invariants, and symmetries. 

4.1. Structural files 

Vector-graphics files are like structural files. Structural files describe spatial relations among 

objects. For example, chemical MOL, XYZ, and TGF files describe molecules using atom 

relative positions and atom connections, in three dimensions. 

5. Output 

Rendering (image synthesis) starts with a two-dimensional or three-dimensional model (in a 

scene file), which has a viewpoint, illumination sources, and reflecting, refracting, and/or 

diffracting objects, with shapes, textures, and refractive indices, with shadows, at depths and 

horizontal and vertical coordinates, and specifies the red, blue, and green levels for all pixels of a 

two-dimensional display. 

Rendering techniques are: 

• Rasterization includes scanline rendering (described below). 

• Ray casting uses rays from viewpoint to display pixel to reflecting, refracting, and/or 

diffracting object with shape, texture, and refractive index, taking account of illumination 

sources and reflections, refractions, and/or diffractions. 

• Ray tracing uses multiple rays going all the way back to illumination sources or a specific 

number of reflecting, refracting, and/or diffracting objects. It includes path tracing. 



 

5.1. Rasterization 

The graphical processing unit (GPU) transforms file information to give intensities to pixels of 

two-dimensional coordinate systems for dot-matrix printers, laser printers, and display monitors. 

The GPU performs rendering operations: 

• Using the Accelerated Graphics Port, the CPU uploads the vertex lists (of each polygon's 

vertices and their adjacent faces and vertices), texture maps (of color, surface texture, and 

surface details), and state information to the GPU. State information includes the 

projection matrix, which shows how to project the three-dimensional image onto the 

two-dimensional screen. The view matrix describes camera position and orientation. The 

near and far clipping planes define allowable distances from camera. The lighting model 

shows how light reflects from objects onto other objects (global illumination) to make 

indirect light. 

• Vertex shaders get vertex triplets (from vertex memory), use the projection and view 

matrices to transform their coordinates, use the clipping plane to include or exclude them 

from view, and send screen-coordinate vertex triplets to rasterizers. 

• Rasterizers make triangles from screen-coordinate vertex triplets and send triangle pixel 

positions, depth levels, and (interpolated) texture coordinates to fragment shaders. 

• Fragment shaders get texture maps (from texture memory), get lighting-model information, 

calculate pixel colors, and send shaded pixels to the screen. 

Vertex shaders, rasterizers, and fragment shaders are specialized for vector-processing types. 

Each polygon type has a rasterization algorithm. For example, the line-segment rasterization 

algorithm inputs beginning and ending points, finds line direction, starts at beginning point, finds 

points along line at the specified x and y interval, and sends pixels that are on the line (within the 

margin of error) to the output device. 

A polygon rasterization algorithm can work like this: 

• Start at a point and go around the closed curve counter-clockwise. 

• Transform polygon coordinate system into output coordinate system (projection step), so 

points and pixels correlate. 

• Segment polygon splines to make only upward or downward splines (monotonic step). 

• Segment monotonic splines into straight lines from pixel to pixel, marking starting pixels 

and ending pixels (run-limit step). 

• Use the line-segment rasterization algorithm. 

• Scan the pixels left to right, row by row, and mark pixels as either in or out of the polygon, 

to make runs of in or out pixels (scan step). 

• Send pixel runs to drawing program to output on the printer or screen (print step). 

The GPU rasterizes all scene polygons to make the final pixel display. 



 

Computer and Robotic Vision 

Computer and robotic-vision algorithms are examples of vision programs. Algorithms are for 

image capture, distance and location calculation, region and boundary detection, feature 

detection, object recognition, and image display [Aleksander, 1983] [Bülthoff et al., 2002] 

[Horn, 1986]. 

1. Image capture 

Cameras capture images as arrays of opaque, translucent, or transparent pixels with red, green, 

and blue intensities. 

Algorithms remove noise and crosstalk and correct errors such as low signal-to-noise ratio, 

high variance, high background, bright neighbors, rejected pixels, and saturated pixels. 

Averaging removes noise. Feedback reduces errors. 

For image comparison, image analysis aligns images by rotation and translation, resizes and 

skews images by changing image dimensions, and normalizes intensities by adjusting brightness 

and contrast. 

2. Locations and distances 

Algorithms can order objects from front to rear. 

Network mapping, and/or representing graphs as numbers (topological indexes), can describe 

topology. 

Self-localization alignment methods (SLAM) can find locations in environments 

(self-localization). 

Nearest-neighbor algorithms measure the Euclidean (or similar) metric to make clusters of 

neighboring points and group features. 

Two cameras can find camera position (self-calibration). First-camera pixels have 

corresponding pixels on second-camera image curve (epipolar line), because second camera has 

focal-point projection (epipole). The essential matrix describes epipolar geometry using focal 

length, chip size, or optical-center coordinates. The fundamental matrix calculates camera 

relative orientation and position. After finding camera position, algorithms can use the epipolar 

transform, absolute conic image, and Kruppa equation to calculate the distance metric. 

Using a distance metric, algorithms can calculate object distances. 

3. Regions and boundaries 

Image-processing algorithms find regions and boundaries: 

• Determine background as a large surface with small variation. 

• Find fiducials as marks or shapes with known coordinates. 

• Isolate intensity peaks by shrinking image, aligning the grid with fiducials, and aligning 

the centroid by intensity weighting. 

Derivatives with respect to non-constant variable calculate invariants. 

Lateral inhibition defines boundaries. Spreading activation maximizes regions. 

Constraint satisfaction defines boundaries and regions. 

Association connects points. Gap-filling links separated lines or regions. 

Best fit and other statistics and probabilities help identify points, lines, and surfaces. 

4. Feature detection 

Spatial relations of points, lines, angles, and surfaces make patterns and features. Features 

have parameters, such as length, angle, and color, so they are vectors. 

Feature detection finds invariants, such as angles and orientations. 



 

4.1. Descriptors 

Structural files, templates, and conditional rules can describe features as spatial relations 

among points, lines, angles, and surfaces. 

Features have distinctive points, and point patterns, that can have text descriptions (descriptor), 

with factors and parameters. 

4.2. Methods 

Image segmentation uses color, distance, and shape to split images into smaller regions. 

Factor analysis finds feature factors. 

Finding principal components removes unimportant parameters. 

Hill-climbing methods find parameter-space local-maxima peaks and points. 

Least-squares regression finds lines. 

Heuristic searches can find boundaries and features. 

Similarity and dissimilarity methods calculate disparities and disparity rates to find boundaries 

and features. 

Analyzing motions can find structures and features. 

4.3. Algorithms 

Specific-feature detection algorithms perform these steps: 

1. Find distinctive points, taking account of scale and orientation. 

2. Estimate orientations. 

3. Calculate gradients and make gradient histograms. 

4. May make a feature vector and then reduce its dimensions. 

5. Normalize scale and orientation of points, orientations, gradients, and features to a 

standard scale and orientation. 

For example, corner detectors have large gradient changes, or increased densities, in two 

directions from a distinctive point, accounting for scale and orientation. 

Some algorithm types are: 

• Speed-up robust features (SURF) 

• Scale invariant feature transforms (SIFT) 

• Histograms of oriented gradient (HOG) 

• Gradient location-orientation histograms (GLOH) 

The system can compare the detected feature to all feature descriptors stored in a library, to try 

to find a match. Note: Stored features are invariant to translation, rotation, scale, and other 

transformations. Noise, blur, occlusion, clutter, and illumination change have little effect. 

5. Object recognition 

Objects have specific features and are combinations of features. 

Similar objects have similar feature vectors. 

Clustering methods find feature groups and so objects. 

Templates describe feature-placeholder spatial relations and so objects. For example, line, 

circle, and ellipse test sets use accumulator-space coordinates. Structure spaces describe 

feature-placeholder spatial relations using principal components. 

Conditional rules describe feature spatial-relation information and so objects. 

Sketching methods find contrasts to establish boundaries and so objects. 

Separating scenes into multiple dimensions, looking at sub-patterns, and then eliminating 

dimensions can generalize to objects. 

Using multiple inputs from different viewpoints can generalize to objects. 



 

6. Image display 

Image displays put pixel, voxel, and/or vector-graphics information onto a screen or printed 

page. 

Volumetric displays can have multiple parallel display planes or a rotating plane to sweep out 

volume. 



 

Appendices about Brain Information Processing 

 

Neural Networks Can Perform Algorithms 

Neural networks can perform algorithms. They can represent any serial or parallel program 

and all procedures and objects. Neural networks can recognize one or more patterns, distinguish 

between patterns, detect pattern unions and intersections (such as words), and recognize patterns 

similar to a pattern (and so make categories). 

Neural networks [Arbib, 2003] [Hinton, 1992] have an input layer, middle layer, and output 

layer. Each input-layer element sends to all middle-layer elements, which weight the inputs. 

Each middle-layer element sends to all output-layer elements, which weight the inputs. 

Neural networks can use feedback from the next layer to the previous layer (recurrent 

processing). (Neural networks do not use same-layer cross-connections, because they add no 

processing power.) 

Neural networks have many units, and so still work if units fail. 

1. Input 

Input-layer states represent input values. Inputs are vectors. 

2. Output 

Output-layer states represent output values. For example, each output-layer element can have 

value 0 or 1. To distinguish alphabet letters, the output layer can have 26 elements. For each 

letter, one element has value 1, and the other 25 elements have value 0. 

Alternatively, each output-layer element can have an integer or real-number value. For 

example, to calculate a variable, an output layer can have one element with a numerical value. 

Outputs are vectors. In the alphabet example, for letter A, the 26-coordinate vector is 

(1, 0, 0, ..., 0, 0, 0). If output-layer elements have real-number values, output states are vectors in 

vector space. 

3. Processing 

Neural networks transform input vector into output vector and so are tensor processors. 

Multiple-nerve-bundle and multiple-neural-network input or output is a vector field, and a tensor 

transforms input into output. 

Neural networks use excitation and inhibition of flows started by an input state to make a flow 

pattern that represents an output state. 

Neural networks allow input values to have negative or positive weights, processing to go 

forward or backward, and output values to decrease or increase. 

4. Holographic processing 

Holography [Gabor, 1946] can act like a neural network. 

Making a holographic image has two steps: 

1. Illuminate the scene with a coherent-light reference beam and record the two-dimensional 

interference pattern on a photographic plate (or the three-dimensional interference pattern 

in a digital array). 

2. Illuminate the interference pattern with the coherent-light reference beam and observe the 

three-dimensional scene in space. 

For a holographic neural network, intensities from three-dimensional space points are the 

three-dimensional input layer. For example, the layer has n^3 points, where n is the number of 

points along one dimension. Those points have different distances to the elements of the 

two-dimensional (or three-dimensional) middle layer. For example, the layer has m^2 points, 

where m is the number of points along one dimension. 



 

Middle-layer elements have the same distances to the n^3 points of the three-dimensional 

output layer, because those points, as the image, coincide with the n^3 three-dimensional space 

points. 

A holographic neural network has two steps that match the two steps for holographic-image 

making. The image is the input layer, the retina is the middle layer, and the display is the output 

layer, which is in the same location as the image. 

4.1. Step 1: From input array to middle array 

For each two-dimensional middle-layer point (i2, j2, 0), add the contributions from all 

three-dimensional input-array points (i1, j1, k1), a total of n^3 contributions: 

Contribution to A(i2, j2, 0) from (i1, j1, k1) is A(i1, j1, k1) * sin(2 * pi * x / l). 

A(i1, j1, k1) is intensity at space point. 

x is distance from space point to middle-layer element: ((i2 - i)^2 + (j2 - j)^2 + (0 - k1)^2)^0.5 

l is wavelength, shorter than unit distance but long enough not to blur interferences. For unit 

distance, a good wavelength is 0.01. 

4.2. Step 2: From middle array to output array 

For each three-dimensional output-layer point (i3, j3, k3), add the contributions from all 

middle-layer elements (i2, j2, 0), a total of m^2 contributions: 

Contribution to A(i3, j3, k3) from (i2, j2, 0) is A(i2, j2, 0)*sin(2 * pi * x / l). 

A(i2, j2, 0) is intensity at middle-layer element. 

x is distance from middle-layer element to image point: 

((i3 - i2)^2 + (j3 - j2)^2 + (k3 - 0)^2)^0.5. Because it is the image, distance from middle layer to 

output layer equals distance from input layer to middle layer. 

l is wavelength. Wavelength is the same as in the first step (like using the same reference 

beam). 

Normalize output-layer-point values to make the output pattern the same as the input pattern. 

Normalization typically requires dividing the sum of all contributions to each element by m^2, 

the number of contributing elements. 

4.3. Notes 

Both steps use the same sine (or cosine) function, with the same frequency and wavelength. 

The second step is like the reverse of the first. 

The mathematical function already has a wavelength, so there is no need for an actual 

reference beam. 



 

Neuron Assemblies Can Process Information and Run Programs 

Neuron-assembly electrochemical activities (tingles) have spatiotemporal properties and 

patterns that can manipulate symbols to represent and process information. Neuron-assembly 

electrochemical-activity spatiotemporal patterns have large enough size, complexity, and 

plasticity to represent any data or algorithm [Wolfram, 1994]. 

1. Bits, bytes, words, and datatypes 

Neuron-assembly electrochemical-activity spatiotemporal patterns and signal flows can 

represent bits, bytes, words, and datatypes. 

1.1. Neuron circuits can store bits 

Four neurons arranged in a circuit (hold-on relay) can store bits: 

• For AND hold-on relays, if both input switches change, and a fourth neuron sends WRITE 

input, a third neuron switches output. If either or both input switches do not change, the 

third neuron continues to have the same output. 

• For OR hold-on relays, if either or both input switches change, and a fourth neuron sends 

WRITE input, a third neuron switches output. If neither input switch changes, the third 

neuron continues to have the same output. 

• For both hold-on-relay types, if two neurons continually send the same input, and a fourth 

neuron does or does not send a WRITE input, a third neuron continues to have the same 

output. 

1.2. Neuron output can represent bits 

Each millisecond, neuron output is a spike (on) or no spike (off), like one bit of information 

for binary coding. 

Over longer time intervals, neuron-output firing rate can be at baseline level or at burst level, 

like one bit of information for binary coding. 

Multiple neurons can represent hexadecimal and any other multibit coding. 

1.3. Neuron-series output can represent bytes, words, and records 

Neuron series can represent bit series and so bytes (as in a Java BitSet class). Neuron-series 

neuron positions can represent positional notation for bits of number or string bytes. 

Neuron-series series can represent byte series and so words for data, instructions, and 

addresses in registers, processors, and information channels. Neuron-series neuron positions can 

represent the sequence of bytes in words. 

Neuron-series-series series can represent fields, records, sentences, and arrays. Alternatively, 

arrays (bitmap, bitset, bit string, bit vector) can be words split into parts. 

Neuron-assembly electrochemical-activity patterns can represent data, addresses, and 

instructions. 

Neuron-assembly electrochemical-activity patterns can have resonances that represent 

constants and variables. For example, neuron assemblies can combine inputs to make 

microphonic neuron signals [Saul and Davis, 1932]. 



 

2. Procedures 

Neuron-assembly electrochemical-activity spatiotemporal patterns and signal flows can run 

procedures. Signal flows among neuron assemblies can represent constants, variables, and 

procedures and run programs with arithmetic, algebraic, calculus, logical, and linguistic steps. 

2.1. Sums and differences 

Neurons can find sums and differences and so can store, transfer, and process magnitudes. 

Integrator neurons (accumulator neurons), for example in both parietal cortex and prefrontal 

cortex, increase output to behavioral neurons when input has a greater number of items. (When 

output reaches the threshold, the behavior occurs. Both threshold and accumulator processes can 

regulate each other. Starting time, starting output level, and rate of increase of output modulate 

accumulator neurons to set behavioral response time and accuracy.) 

2.2. Byte manipulation 

Neuron assemblies can manipulate the bits in bytes: 

• Starting with one byte, shift all bits left or right, with wrap around. 

• Starting with one byte, make all bits their opposite (unary complement). 

• Starting with two bytes, perform bitwise AND, EXCLUSIVE OR, or INCLUSIVE OR. 

2.3. Logical operations 

Each millisecond, neurons can represent True by potential above threshold and False by 

potential below threshold, or neuron output can be no-spike for False or spike for True. Over 

longer time intervals, neuron outputs can be baseline spiking for False or burst spiking for True. 

Two neurons can work together to represent NOT (negation). When the output neuron is in the 

False state, the input neuron can excite it. When the output neuron is in the True state, the input 

neuron can inhibit it. Note: If statement is true, negation is false. If statement is false, negation is 

true. 

Two neurons can send either baseline input or burst input to a third neuron, which has only 

baseline or burst output: 

• For AND, third neuron outputs baseline unless both inputs are burst. The third neuron has 

high threshold, so it requires both inputs to pass threshold, and neither input alone can 

make it pass. Note: The only true conjunction is when both statements are true. 

• For OR, third neuron outputs burst unless both inputs are baseline. The third neuron has 

low threshold, so either input can make it pass threshold, and only no input can make it not 

pass. Note: The only false disjunction is when both statements are false. 

• Conditional statement IF p THEN q is equivalent to NOT(p AND NOT q). The third 

neuron outputs baseline if both inputs are the same, and outputs burst if the two inputs are 

different (Sheffer stroke element). Input from a neuron passes third-neuron threshold. Input 

from another neuron passes third-neuron threshold. Input from both neurons does not pass 

third-neuron threshold, because first two neurons inhibit each other. Note: The only false 

conditional is when first statement is true and second is false. 

Combining Sheffer stroke elements can make OR element, AND element, and NOT element, 

so multiple Sheffer stroke elements can make all logic circuits. 

2.4. Timing 

Neuron-assembly electrochemical-activity patterns can have oscillations that represent clocks 

and timing frequencies. They can step through address reading, data input, instruction running, 

and data output to run programs. 



 

2.5. Programs 

Neuron-assembly electrochemical-activity patterns can function as operating systems, 

input-output operations, central processor units, and memory management. 

3. Machine, assembly, and high-level languages 

At first, brains use binary or n-ary code to represent data/input/output, instructions, and 

addresses (compare to computer machine language). Brain computations transform input symbol 

strings into output symbol strings that lead to actions. 

Later, brain groups binary or n-ary code sequences into words for constants, variables, 

instructions, and addresses (compare to computer assembly language). Brain virtual machines 

transform input number, string, array, date, and logical datatypes into output number, string, 

array, date, and logical datatypes, for perception and thinking. 

Later, brain groups datatypes into statements using syntax (compare to computer high-level 

language, such as structured procedure-oriented programming). Brain virtual machines transform 

input instruction, address, and statement collections into output instruction, address, and 

statement collections, for language. 

Later, brain groups statements into objects and methods for features, objects, scenes, and space 

(compare to computer object-oriented programming). Brain virtual machines transform input 

objects and methods into output objects and methods, for meaning. 

Finally, brain virtual machines transform objects into three-dimensional structures and space 

(compare to computer vector graphics). 

4. Visual-information-processing levels 

Neuron assemblies transform visual information at three levels: 

• At the computational level [Marr, 1982], input is frequency-intensity-distribution 

information from space locations, and output is surfaces, with brightness and color, at 

distances along radial directions of a coordinate system around body. 

• At the algorithmic level, procedures transform visual information into brightness, color, 

and spatial information. 

• At the physical level, many neuron-assembly parallel, nested, and interlocking 

electrochemical processes represent conditionals and other computation. 



 

Appendices about Physical and Mathematical Properties 

 

Physical and Mathematical Properties 

Physical and mathematical properties are about surfaces, geometric figures, surface textures, 

geometric configurations, and physical and chemical properties. 

1. Surface and geometric properties 

Spatial datatypes can represent all surface and geometric properties. 

Surfaces and geometric figures have spatial properties. 

Surfaces and geometric figures have patterns. 

Surface textures have pattern, fill, spacing, roughness, and waviness. 

Geometric properties can be scalars or vectors. 

Spatial datatypes can use the following to define surfaces: 

• Bivectors 

• Intersections of two three-dimensional regions 

• Cross-sections of fields, flows, or pressures 

• Perpendiculars to lines 

• Extensions of lines 

• Faces of solids 

• Inside closed lines 

Spatial datatypes can use the following to define regions: 

• Trivectors 

• Perpendiculars to surfaces 

• Extensions of surfaces 

• Inside closed faces 

1.1. Physical quantities 

Physical quantities are extensive or intensive: 

• Extensive quantities are sums/products, or differences/quotients/ratios, over time and/or 

space. Extensive quantities are scalars. Number, length/distance, area, and volume; time 

interval; mass, moles, energy, power, and work; vibration and wave; charge; heat and 

entropy; and plane and solid angle. 

• Intensive quantities are instantaneous local values at times and places. Scalar intensive 

quantities include coordinate position/location, clock time/time instant, temperature, 

frequency, rate, viscosity, concentration, chemical potential, electric potential, capacitance, 

resistance, and conductance. Vector intensive quantities include direction, distance in a 

direction, velocity, acceleration, impulse, intensity, momentum, force, pressure, spin, 

torque, radiation, current, flow, intensity, light flux, and illuminance. Matrix and tensor 

intensive quantities include fluid flow, field flux, and relativistic gravity. 

Integrating an intensive quantity over time or space makes an extensive quantity. For example, 

to find total charge, integrate current over time. 

Differentiating an extensive quantity over time and/or space makes an intensive quantity. For 

example, velocity is the differential of distance over time. Temperature is the differential, at 

constant volume, of internal energy over entropy. 

2. Spatial properties 

Surfaces and geometric figures can have, and spatial datatypes can represent, shapes, 

symmetries, scale, curvature, and orientation. 



 

Shapes 

Bivectors, polygons (typically triangles), spline areas, parallel splines, spline grids, and shape 

Boolean operations can represent surfaces. 

Trivectors, tetrathedrons, spline regions, and shape Boolean operations can represent 

three-dimensional figures. 

Symmetries 

Ring (hollow circle), filled circle, ellipse, triangle, square, and hexagon are two-dimensional 

geometric figures with symmetry. 

Disc, sphere, torus, ellipsoid, tetrahedron, and regular polyhedron are three-dimensional 

geometric figures with symmetry. 

Scale 

Radius, area, and volume give size (scale) to geometric figures. 

Note: Only paraboloids with parabola equation y = x^2 have height y proportional to circular 

cross-sectional area pi * x^2. 

Curvature 

Geometric figures have curvature: 

• Straight lines have zero curvature. 

• Circles and ellipses have positive curvature. 

• Hyperbolas have negative curvature. 

• Parabolas have positive curvature if concave upward and negative curvature if concave 

downward. Curvature absolute value is 1 / (latus-rectum / 2) at maximum or minimum 

point. 

Vectors represent curvature. 

Surfaces can have concave or convex regions. Surfaces have two principal curvatures: 

maximum and minimum: 

• Spherical surfaces have positive maximum principal curvature, positive minimum 

principal curvature, and positive surface curvature. For example, surface tension causes 

liquid surfaces to have negative, zero, or positive curvature. 

• Cylindrical surfaces have positive maximum principal curvature, zero minimum principal 

curvature, and positive surface curvature. 

• Saddle surfaces have positive maximum principal curvature, negative minimum principal 

curvature, and negative surface curvature. 

• Flat surfaces have zero maximum principal curvature, zero minimum principal curvature, 

and no surface curvature. 

Orientation 

Lines, surfaces, and regions have spatial orientation. Orientation can be up or down, left or 

right, backward or forward, and so on. 

Vectors represent orientations. 

3. Patterns 

Patterns have points, lines, angles, and surfaces, and the parts have sizes, positions, and spatial 

relations that make shapes. Spatial datatypes can represent all patterns. 

Shapes have varying and transformation-invariant features, such as lengths, angles, areas, and 

textures, with repeating and non-repeating elements. 

Patterns can be radial or have other symmetries. 

Patterns are not additive. 

Patterns can have a dimension for magnitude, such as number or area. 



 

Patterns can have internal motions, with frequencies. 

Microgeometries and surface-wave patterns 

Surfaces can have different three-dimensional polygon (typically triangle) patterns 

(microgeometries), with uniform or non-uniform spatial distribution. Polygons have surface 

orientation and curvature. 

Microgeometries can mix without overlap or displacement. 

Microgeometries can have transverse and longitudinal waves (but no rotations or translations). 

Patterns made by changing point states 

If a point can have two states, two adjacent points can alternate states to appear oscillating. 

Any number of points, in any pattern, can have off-on patterns. 

If points have any number of states, two adjacent points can have any number of patterns of 

state pairs. Any number of points, in any pattern, can have state patterns. 

If something can detect the whole point array, simultaneously or serially, it has a succession of 

patterns. 

4. Surface textures 

Surfaces have surface texture, with elements, waviness, and roughness. Spatial datatypes can 

represent all surface textures. 

Surface-texture elements and element spatial properties 

Surface textures have elements: points, line segments, and/or areas. Elements vary in shape, 

angle, length, width, area, holes, orientation, number, density, gradients, and spatial distribution. 

For example, surface textures can have only line segments [Julesz, 1987], of same or different 

widths, and line segments have ends and have crossings, such as corners and intersecting lines. 

Surface texture has one or more element shapes/types. Number density (or number) determines 

element average spacing. 

Elements have area. Area density (or total area) determines element average spacing. 

Elements can have random or regular patterns. Spatial-distribution regularity level above 

baseline random spatial distribution determines element minimum, average, and maximum 

spacing. Elements can be in grid, radial, transverse, or spiral patterns. Surfaces have foreground 

and background patterns of elements. 

Elements can have clustered or dispersed spatial distributions with spacing and periodicity. 

Surface textures are sparse or dense. Spatial-distribution clustering level above baseline 

even/dispersed spatial distribution determines element minimum, average, and maximum 

spacing. 

Elements can be repeating or non-repeating. 

Surfaces have fill, so surface textures have colors, gradients, shading, and transparency. 

Surface textures can diffuse, fade, blur, blend, flood, merge, offset, blacken or whiten, make 

linear or radial gradient, and change lighting direction and amount. 

Surface-texture spatial properties 

Surface textures can be two-dimensional or have spatial depth and be three-dimensional. 

Surface-texture spatial properties and features can be uniform across the surface, and so look 

the same along dimensions, or differ along different dimensions. 

Surface textures can have temporal properties, such as translations, rotations, and vibrations. 



 

Microscopic surface textures 

Surface texture can be at microscopic scale. 

Perhaps color/brightness relates to microscopic surface texture. If so, it must be evenly 

distributed, because space is isotropic. Surface-texture-element sets have three independent 

variables. Perhaps spatial density accounts for brightness. Perhaps spatial activity, such as radial, 

circumferential, transverse, and/or longitudinal vibrations/resonances (that balance in all spatial 

directions, because space is isotropic) account for hue and saturation. Note: Because space and 

time are isotropic, opposite directions have no real differences. 

Physical surface textures 

Physical surface textures have surface peaks and valleys with spacing, roughness, and 

waviness: 

• Spacing is about average distances between small and large peaks and valleys 

(periodicities = spatial frequencies) and their numbers per unit area (spatial densities). 

• Roughness is about non-periodic short-wavelength waves with maximum and average 

small and large peak and valley deviation from baseline. 

• Waviness is about long-wavelength waves with maximum and average small and large 

peak and valley deviation from baseline. 

• Combinations of spacing, roughness, and waviness are about slopes and average deviation 

from baseline. More and/or bigger peaks and valleys make bigger slopes and locally 

curvier surfaces. 

5. Simple geometric figures 

Spatial datatypes can represent all geometric figures. Simple geometric figures have a spatial 

configuration like the following: 

• Point with vector distance (spacing) to another point, line, or plane. Note: Distances can be 

discrete values, such as electron-orbital radii. 

• Point vector motion, such as spin. 

• Point scalar or vector parameter, such as charge. 

A spinning charge is a simple geometric figure. 

Points 

Points have only one property, magnitude. 

Points are radially symmetric, so points have only one structure. 

Points can translate and oscillate, but are not distinguishable if they rotate, librate, or vibrate. 

Because spatial directions are isotropic, surface points have only one oscillation type. 

Vectors 

Vectors have magnitude and direction, with one dimension. 

Vectors can translate, oscillate, rotate, and librate, but have no transverse vibrations. Because 

spatial directions are isotropic, surface vectors have only one oscillation type, only one rotation 

type, and only one libration type. 

Note: An appendix is about alternative representations of vectors. 

Bivectors 

Bivectors have magnitude and two directions, with two dimensions. 

Bivectors can translate, oscillate, rotate, and librate, and have transverse vibrations. 

Bivectors have two oscillation types: both vectors extend or contract together, or one extends 

while one contracts. 

Bivectors have two rotation types: in the same plane, or through the third dimension. 



 

Bivectors have two transverse vibration types: the planar angle widens and narrows, or the 

skew angle widens and narrows. 

Surfaces 

Continuous surfaces have curvature. 

Continuous surfaces can have three different vibrations: longitudinal vibration along normal, 

radial transverse vibration, and circumferential transverse vibration. 

6. Negative, zero, and positive values, and opposites 

Spatial datatypes can represent negative, zero, and positive magnitudes and represent 

opposites. 

Negative, zero, and positive values can be because of direction from a reference point in a 

coordinate system. For example: 

• Vectors in opposite directions have opposite signs. Displacement, velocity, acceleration, 

force, momentum, and fields are vectors whose direction in a coordinate system can be in 

the positive direction or in the negative (opposite) direction. Note: Adding vectors with 

opposite directions adds a positive magnitude to a negative magnitude (and so is the same 

as subtracting the second magnitude from the first magnitude). 

• Clockwise rotation is conventionally negative, and counterclockwise rotation is 

conventionally positive. Bosons have spin -1, 0, or +1. 

+ and - are in opposite directions from zero along one dimension. Negative and positive spatial 

directions, spins, and curvatures have the same physics, because three-dimensional space is 

isotropic. 

Unit-vector cross-products are i x j = -k, i x k = -j, and j x k = -i, so k is opposite of (i x j), j is 

opposite of (i x k), and i is opposite of (j x k), each along one dimension. 

x^-1 and x^1 are reciprocals. x^-1 has log -1, x^0 has log 0, and x^1 has log +1, so the 

logarithms are in opposite directions from zero along one dimension. Note that 

x^0 = 1 = x^-1 * x^1. Reciprocals do not balance around the value 1. For example, 4^-1 = 1/4, 

4^-0.5 = 1/2, 4^0 = 1, 4^0.5 = 2, and 4^1 = 4. 

7. Physical and chemical properties 

Physical and chemical properties, changes, and events are about matter, mass, matter phases 

(solid, liquid, gas), phase properties, translations, kinetics, momentum, acceleration, force, 

energy, dynamics, and chemical changes. 

7.1. Mediums 

Mediums/ethers/substrates can be transparent, translucent, or opaque. They can have a kind of 

density. They can vibrate. 

7.2. Particle configurations 

The same or different particles in different numbers and spatial configurations make geometric 

figures. 

Two states 

Stereoisomers are particle configurations with left-handed and right-handed states: 

• Two different tetrahedra, with four atoms of four different types 

• Two different triangular bipyramids, with five atoms of five different types 



 

Three states 

Particle configurations with three states are: 

• Three atoms, each with the same two parameters that can have value 0 or 1. The three 

atoms are 00, 01, and 11. 

• Three compounds, each with two atoms that can be one of two types 0 or 1. The three 

compounds are 00, 01, and 11. 

• Three spatial configurations of compounds with four same-type atoms. The configurations 

are linear (four in a row), iso (four in a T), and cyclic (four in a circle) isomers. 

• Three octahedral compounds, each with six atoms of five different types 

• Three two-tetrahedra compounds, each with eight atoms of four different types 

Chemicals 

Atoms have exact ratios of electrons, neutrons and protons. Molecules have exact ratios of 

atoms. 

Mixtures 

Mixing adds some or many type-2 molecules to many type-1 molecules. Mixtures do not make 

new molecules. 

Volatile molecules leave the liquid and mix with air. 

Alloys 

Alloying combines some or many type-2 molecules with many type-1 molecules to make new 

materials. 

Solutions 

Dissolving some or many type-2 molecules in many type-1 molecules surrounds non-ionic 

type-2 molecules or splits ionic type-2 molecules. For example, aromatic compounds dissolve in 

benzene, and acid and base solutions dissolve ionic molecules. 

Reactions 

Chemical reactions split a molecule or join two molecules to make new molecules. 

7.3. Particle physical properties 

Particles have physical properties. For example, particles can have mass and charge. 

Polarity 

Particles can have polar or non-polar polarity. 

Electric dipoles: Positive and negative electric charges are poles (electric monopoles). 

Separated charges are electric-charge dipoles. (Moving electric charges have relativistic effects 

that separate charges, making magnetism and relativistic electric-charge dipoles. Accelerating 

electric charges have electric-and-magnetic-field dipole interactions that generate 

electromagnetic waves, with planar electric waves and perpendicular planar magnetic waves.) 

Mass dipoles: Masses are poles (gravitational monopoles). Separated masses make a dipole. 

The whole system has a center of mass, at which dipole moment is zero, because mass can only 

be positive (with no opposite). (Moving masses have relativistic effects that separate mass, but 

mass center still has no dipole moment, so gravity has no counterpart to magnetism. For 

accelerating masses, mass center still has no dipole moment, so there are no planar gravitational 

waves.) 



 

Quadrupoles: Masses separated, from center of mass, differently longitudinally and 

transversely make a quadrupole moment (which is a tensor). For example, uniform-density 

spheres have no quadrupole moment, but rods, disks, and two spheres have a quadrupole 

moment. (Two spheres vibrating longitudinally or transversely, and relativistically accelerating 

masses, have an oscillating quadrupole moment, which makes gravitational waves. Gravitational 

waves have two orthogonal linear-polarization states, at 45-degree angle, and make 

gravitational-field surfaces, whereas gravitational fields have only field lines. Gravitational-wave 

gravitons have spin 2, required by the 45-degree-angle orthogonal linear-polarization states, 

which is invariant under 180-degree rotation around motion direction.) 

Spin and phase 

Atoms and molecules can spin: 

• Spherical particles with no surface marker have no observable spin, because they look the 

same whether spinning or not. 

• Ellipsoids with no surface marker have no observable spin around the long direction, 

because that looks the same whether spinning or not. They have observable spin around 

any axis through the center perpendicular to the long direction, because of the two 

protrusions. 

• Atom p electron orbitals project along the x, y, and z axes. They have observable spin 

around any axis through the center, because of the six protrusions. 

Spherical particles with an observable marker, such as a mass or charge density change or 

something sticking out, can have observable spin. 

Ellipsoids can have an observable marker and/or can have a variability along the long axis (so 

they look like a pear or dumbbell, for example). Solids can have variability along any axis. 

For particles with two kinds of spin, the two rotations can be in-phase or out-of-phase, in many 

different ways. 

Intrinsic spin and spinors 

Particles can have intrinsic angular momentum (spin). Fermions have half-integer spins, and 

bosons have integer spins. 

Points look the same in all three dimensions and have no observable spin. Points cannot have 

markers. Particles with spin cannot be point-like. 

Vectors have length and look the same in two dimensions but different in one dimension, so 

they have no observable spin around the long axis, but can spin around any axis perpendicular to 

the long axis and through the center. Particles with spin are vector-like. 

Vectors can have a marker to make spin observable around the long axis. A line or flag 

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis can start at the axis or go through the axis and be at the 

ends or in the middle. A surface, with same length as the vector, perpendicular to the 

longitudinal axis can start at the axis or go through the axis. 

Marked vectors have two kinds of spin: flipping of the long axis and rotation around the long 

axis. The two rotations can be in-phase or out-of-phase. For example, one flip of the long axis 

can correspond with a half rotation around the long axis, so two flips (one rotation) of the long 

axis, with two half rotations around the long axis, bring both back to original position. 

Alternatively, two flips (one rotation) of the long axis can correspond with a half rotation around 

the long axis, so four flips (two rotations) of the long axis, with one rotation around the long 

axis, bring both back to original position. 



 

Marked vectors can be spinors. Imaginary numbers can be markers, so vectors with complex 

or hypercomplex numbers can be spinors. Spinors can have two different rotations that are 

in-phase or out-of-phase, in many different ways. Spinors model fermions. 

Handedness 

Tetrahedra with four different objects (such as atoms) at the four vertices have right-handed 

and left-handed forms. Right-handed and left-handed forms have the same composition, but 

different configurations. 

Particles can have handedness. For example, particle spin can be clockwise or 

counterclockwise with respect to motion direction. 

Helicity is right-handed if particle's spin vector and motion vector have same direction, or 

left-handed if particle's spin vector and motion vector have opposite direction. 

Parity is the result when a particle or event transforms (parity transformation) to its mirror 

reflection. Parity is even when the transformation results in the same thing. Parity is odd when 

the transformation results in the opposite handedness. 

Chirality is about a particle or event and its mirror reflection. An event is chiral if the 

right-handed or left-handed states are different. Chiral symmetry is invariance under parity 

transformation. 

Note: If motion direction changes for observer, spin flips. For example, if a stationary observer 

sees right-handed electron spin, an observer moving at velocity greater than the electron's 

velocity sees left-handed electron spin (opposite helicity). For massive particles, helicity is not 

preserved, and massive particles have chiral asymmetry. Massless particles move at light speed, 

so observers cannot have higher velocity than massless particles, so helicity is preserved, and 

massless particles have chiral symmetry. 

Note 2: Gravitation, electromagnetism, and the strong nuclear force use the same equations for 

particles with right-handed or left-handed spin. The weak nuclear force only acts on particles 

with left-handed spin and has no effect on particles with right-handed spin, so its physical 

equations must be in pairs, one for right-handed spin and one for left-handed spin. 

Physical fields 

Electric (or gravitational) forces connect charges (or masses) through quantum-mechanical 

wavefunctions, which mediate photon (or graviton) particle exchanges that transfer energy and 

momentum and cause acceleration (attraction or repulsion). The number of photons (or 

gravitons) exchanged determines force strength. 

Around charges (or masses), electromagnetism (or gravitation) have fields that represent 

space-time curvature, which causes acceleration, because all particles must travel at light speed 

through space-time. Fields represent potential energy that can give particles kinetic energy. 

Space-time-curvature amount (field-line number through unit area) determines force strength. 

Space-time curvature and particle exchange are both local. Because all physics is local, objects 

know nothing of other objects or themselves. They only have accelerations. 

Relativistic fields have no medium. Relativistic fields have a source, which can be external 

(such as the electron for an electromagnetic field) or internal (such as the condensate of virtual 

Higgs particles for the Higgs field). Relativistic quantum fields are condensates of virtual 

bosons, and have excitations and so real quanta, which are the (massless or massive) particles. 

Thermodynamics and statistical mechanics 

Thermodynamic properties, such as temperature, arise from statistical mechanics, such as 

molecule average random translational kinetic energy. Gases have molecule average speed less 

than one meter per second. 



 

7.4. Physical properties with negative, zero, and positive values and opposites 

Physical properties can have negative, zero, and positive values because of electric force and 

its quanta. For example, quarks have electric charge plus, or minus, one-third or two-thirds. 

Electrons, neutrons, and protons have electric charge -1, 0, and +1, respectively. Negative and 

positive charges have the same type of physics. 

Physical properties can have negative, zero, and positive values because of direction from a 

reference point in a coordinate system. Displacement, velocity, acceleration, force, momentum, 

and fields are vectors whose direction in a coordinate system can be in the positive direction or 

in the negative (opposite) direction. 

Physical situations can have opposites. + and - are in opposite directions from zero along one 

dimension. Negative and positive spatial directions, spins, and curvatures have the same physics, 

because three-dimensional space is isotropic. 

8. Types and type theories 

Types/datatypes include numbers, logical values, strings, dates, times, and arrays. 

In type theory, terms (constants or variables) must have a type. For example, the term n has the 

real-number type, and the term word has a text type. 

A dependent term/name depends on the type or a parameter value. An independent term can be 

a constant, such as a person's name, or a variable with constant type and no parameter, such a 

clock time. 

9. Homotopy 

Mathematical homotopy classifies geometric regions by their path types. For example, paths 

with constant endpoints are homotopic if one can be continuously deformed into the other while 

remaining in the geometric region. 

Perhaps logical steps, and set theory, correspond to defined-geometric-region homotopies. 

Perhaps programming data structures, data types, and programs are the foundation of 

mathematical elements, sets, and functions. 



 

Motions 

Geometric figures can move around in space and have internal motions, which can have 

modes. Geometric figures can have translation, expansion-contraction, curving, rotation, 

vibration, and coordinate transformations. 

1. Motion tracking 

Computing can spatially: 

• Track trajectories, as object, eye, head, or body movements change relative lengths, 

orientations, and angles. 

• Transform coordinates and perform projection, translation, rotation, oscillation, scaling, 

and skewing. 

• Use on-off patterns to model cellular automata [Wolfram, 1994]. 

2. Coordinate transformation 

Coordinate transformations translate, rotate, scale, and skew the coordinate system. Coordinate 

transformations are vector and tensor operations. Use line-segment scaling to find the product, 

and use similar-triangle corresponding-side ratios to find the sine of the angle. 

3. Translation, zooming, and skewing 

Translations move points linearly and have velocity. Use line-segment scaling for translating, 

zooming, and skewing/warping points or line segments. For two translations, add motion vectors. 

4. Expansion-contraction 

Expansion increases surface area, with radial outward movement. 

Contraction decreases surface area, with radial inward movement. 

5. Curving 

Curving increases or decreases surface curvature. 

6. Rotation 

Rotation is turning, or orbiting around an axis, counterclockwise or clockwise. Rotations 

change angle and have frequency. Start with the known rotation angle, use line-segment scaling 

to find the product, and use similar-triangle corresponding-side ratios to find the sine of the 

angle. For two rotations, add spin/orbit/rotation vectors. 

Spins and orbits can wobble around rotation-axis direction. An example is gyroscope wobble. 

Librations are small rotations that reverse direction and have frequency and amplitude. 

7. Vibrations and waves 

Vibrations have amplitude, frequency, and wavelength. 

Linear vibrations: Linear vibrations are along a line (longitudinal) or across a line 

(transverse). Transverse vibrations can rotate and oscillate. 

Oscillations: Oscillations (longitudinal vibrations) are small translations that reverse direction 

and have frequency and amplitude. 

Surface vibrations: Surfaces can have two-dimensional vibrations. Surface vibrations go up 

and down transversely to surface and/or forth and back longitudinally along surface. Vibrations 

can be radial from center outward. For example, surface center goes up and down transverse to 

surface, while surface circumference is stationary. Vibrations can be circumferential around 

perimeter. For example, circumference has transverse or longitudinal vibrations, while center is 

stationary. Surface waves can have stationary or moving nodes. 

Amplitude: Maximum sideways displacement is transverse-vibration amplitude. Maximum 

lengthening/shortening is longitudinal-vibration amplitude. 



 

Temporal frequency and wavelength: Vibrations go up and down, or back and forth, a 

number of cycles per second, to make temporal frequency. Wavelength times temporal frequency 

is wave speed. 

Superposition: Two vibrations independently add to make a new vibration. For example, 

waves with frequencies 2 and 3 have superposed wave with frequency 1. Waves with 

frequencies 3 and 5 have superposed wave with frequency 2. Waves with frequencies 2 and 5 

have superposed wave with frequency 3. (Note that wave packets are infinitely many waves that 

interfere constructively only at a small space region, because of their relative phases and 

amplitudes.) 

Position: Surface waves can have stationary or moving nodes. 

Phase: Two same-frequency vibrations can go up and down, or back and forth, together, to be 

in phase. In-phase vibrations enhance amplitude. Two same-frequency vibrations can be in 

opposite directions, to be out of phase. Out-of-phase vibrations cancel amplitude. 

Spatial frequency: Resonating waves can have a number of waves from point to point, or 

around circumference, to make spatial frequency. Wavelength is inversely proportional to spatial 

frequency. 

Resonance: Vibrations can bounce back and forth between two stationary points, in phase, to 

make a standing wave. Vibrations can go around a perimeter in phase. Physical objects have 

internal electromagnetic forces, among protons and electrons, across diameters, so that, when 

they vibrate, they resonate at a fundamental frequency (and its harmonic frequencies): 

• If same-frequency vibrations collide, or interact, with the object, the waves resonate 

(resonance), and the object can absorb vibration energy by increasing vibration amplitude. 

• If different-frequency vibrations interact with the object, there is wave interference, 

decreased vibration amplitude, and low energy absorption. 

Particle creation: Hadrons have internal strong nuclear forces, among quarks, across 

diameters (cross-sections), so that, when they vibrate, they resonate at a fundamental frequency. 

When protons or neutrons collide, if net kinetic energy equals a hadron's rest-mass energy, the 

hadron appears. If rest-mass energy is high, cross-section is large. Collision vibration frequency, 

which determines kinetic energy, equals (resonance) hadron vibration frequency, which 

determines rest mass. (However, the strong nuclear force pulls such hadrons apart in the time, 

about 10^-23 second, that it takes for light to travel across particle diameter, which is one cycle 

of the quantum-mechanical-particle-wave frequency. Hadrons with larger cross-sections, and 

higher particle-wave frequencies, survive longer.) 

Circuits: Series and/or parallel circuits have resistances, inductances, and capacitances. In 

series circuits, equal inductance and capacitance make minimum impedance, and resonance at a 

voltage frequency increases current. In parallel circuits, equal inductance and capacitance make 

maximum impedance, and resonance at a voltage frequency decreases current. 



 

Bivector vibrations: Bivector vibrations can model all surface vibrations, including radial and 

circumferential vibrations, with the following types: 

• Planar angle between vectors increases, then decreases, and so on. (If the two vectors both 

point left, then right, and so on, the angle stays the same.) 

• One vector points up then down while the other vector points down then up, and so on, 

skewing the angle. (If the two vectors both point up, then down, and so on, the angle stays 

the same.) 

• Both vectors increase length, then decrease length, and so on, so vectors have same-phase 

longitudinal vibrations. 

• One vector increases length while the other vector decreases length, and so on, so vectors 

have opposite-phase longitudinal vibrations. 

• Both vectors have transverse waves that reverberate to make standing waves. 

8. Flows 

Physical fluid flows have pressure, flow velocity, density, viscosity, and turbulence: 

• Pressure is force per area. Flows depend on pressure gradients. 

• Longitudinal motions have different rates and rate changes over their cross-section. 

• Transverse motions have different rates and rate in different radial and/or rectangular 

directions. 

• Density is mass per volume. Flows have particles with different masses, sizes, and shapes 

• Viscosity is internal friction, resistance to shear stress between gas or liquid parallel layers 

(or to tensile stress due to gas expansion). Intermolecular force causes liquid viscosity. 

(Gas diffusion contributes to gas viscosity.) 

• When kinetic energy of a part of a fluid flow overcomes viscous internal friction, typically 

in low viscosity fluids, fluid has non-stable interacting vortices, with different sizes and 

frequencies, as fluid layers have different velocities. Turbulence is like white noise, with 

all frequencies. Turbulence includes oscillations, skewed varicose instabilities, 

cross-rolling, knots, and zigzags. Higher viscosity lowers turbulence. (Because space is 

isotropic in all three dimensions, all transverse directions are equivalent.) 

Flows can have oscillations, librations, vibrations, rotations, and starting/stopping. 

Flows are vector fields. Mathematical tensors can model fluid flows. Tensors transform 

longitudinal and transverse pressure-and-velocity components. 

9. Vector-field properties 

Vector fields have intensive properties/operations/operators: densities, gradients, 

divergences/convergences, and rotations/curls. 

Vector-field densities: Flows have numbers of vectors per cross-sectional area. Surface points 

have different area densities and/or curvatures. Vector fields have vector densities and 

magnitudes. 

Vector-field gradients: Flows have different speeds at different places in cross-sections. 

Surface points have directions of maximum descent or ascent. Vector fields have varying vector 

magnitudes. 

Vector-field divergences/convergences: Flows have divergences, linear flows, and 

convergences. Vector fields have sources and sinks. 

Vector-field rotations/curls: Flows are linear or have torques. Vector fields are conserved or 

have rotations. 



 

Mediums and Ethers 

Mediums are physical substances that occupy volume and have physical and mathematical 

properties. 

A special medium is ether. 

1. Media 

Mediums can be gases, liquids, or solids. Mediums can be geometric only. 

Mediums can be continuous or have particles. For example, water has closely packed 

molecules that can act like continuous manifolds macroscopically. Geometric mediums have be 

continuous or discrete. 

Mediums can be stationary, have parts or regions that move, or move as a whole. 

Mediums can have density. Geometric mediums have no density. 

Mediums and geometric mediums can have elasticity. Solids can be rigid or quasi-rigid. 

Mediums with elasticity can vibrate. Gases have no elasticity. 

Mediums can fill space, fill matter, or be local. 

2. Caloric and heat 

To explain heat in matter and heat flows from hotter bodies to colder bodies, caloric was 

supposed to be a continuous, highly-elastic, weightless gas, pervading matter. It did not change 

density, state, or substance. It was transparent and had no other sensible properties. Because it 

had no parts, it could not be broken up or put together. Its regions repelled each other, making 

heat flow. 

There is no need for caloric because heat is random translational kinetic energy. 

3. Phlogiston and burning 

To explain burning and rusting, phlogiston was supposed to be a gas pervading matter. 

Burning and rusting released phlogiston. The remaining ashes are always denser than the original 

material, so phlogiston was supposed to have negative mass. Phlogiston did not change density, 

state, or substance, and was transparent and had no other sensible properties. 

There is no need for phlogiston because burning and rusting are chemical oxidations. 

4. Luminiferous ether and electromagnetic waves 

To explain how electromagnetic waves traveled through space, luminiferous ether was 

supposed to be a stationary, continuous, inert, transparent, low-density, quasi-rigid and 

highly-elastic solid, distributed evenly through space and in matter. It could vibrate and so carry 

electromagnetic waves. 

Fizeau (1849) measured light speed through the atmosphere near earth (stationary and moving 

air). He later (1851) measured light speed in stationary and moving water. He found that light 

speed is finite and constant in stationary or moving air or water. He concluded that luminiferous 

ether must be stationary and have no internal motions. 

Hertz (1888) transmitted radio waves through air and showed that electromagnetic waves have 

finite velocity, indicating that luminiferous ether must be like matter. 

Lorentz's theory (1892) linked electromagnetic radiation and matter, which both have 

momentum and energy, so both are distributed energy, and luminiferous ether must have 

constant geometry. 

The special theory of relativity (1905) equates mass and energy and states that all 

constant-velocity reference frames are equivalent. Therefore, luminiferous ether can move at any 

constant velocity, has no particles or internal motions, and is continuous, deformable, fluid, 

evenly distributed, and inert. 



 

Luminiferous ether had to be solid because electromagnetic waves are transverse waves (with 

polarization), which are not possible in a fluid, because fluids have relative motions of parts. 

Luminiferous ether had to have no parts, because parts could have internal motions and flows, 

making a fluid. 

Luminiferous ether had to be quasi-rigid, because such materials can have small deformations 

and so can vibrate. Completely rigid material cannot vibrate. Note: Lenses and mirrors can have 

material distortions that change density, making light rays from a point not focus at a single point 

(aberration), and only quasi-rigid material allows aberration. 

Luminiferous ether could not compress or expand, and so did not change density, change state, 

or disperse. 

Luminiferous ether was inert to chemical or physical change. 

Luminiferous ether was not sensible or perceptible, and so was transparent. 

There is no need for luminiferous ether because electromagnetic-wave electric and magnetic 

field interactions cause wave propagation, and the fields need no physical medium. 

5. Space 

Newton (1685) assumed space to be absolute, with unchanging coordinates and with no 

translations, rotations, or vibrations. Time is also assumed absolute. Accelerations, including 

rotations, are relative to absolute space. Newton also assumed that immovable absolute space 

had physical properties, but they were not perceptible (making a physical ether, and, at least, a 

geometric ether). 

To avoid absolute space, Mach (1883) proposed that accelerations are relative to universe total 

mass distribution, which causes the inertia of masses. However, that seems to require action at a 

distance. (Universe total mass distribution makes a kind of physical ether.) 

Einstein's special theory of relativity (1905) equates mass and energy and states that all 

constant-velocity reference frames are equivalent, so space-time is relative. In the general theory 

of relativity (1915), space-time geometry changes depending on masses/energies at space 

locations, and masses/energies move through changing space-time geometry, making apparent 

accelerations. Gravitational potentials determine space metrics. Empty space-time has Cartesian 

geometry, and masses/energies make curved space-time. There is no action at a distance, because 

gravitational force is curved space-time. (Space-time always has geometric properties, and is a 

geometric ether.) 

6. Electromagnetic fields 

Electromagnetic fields are mediums. 

Electromagnetic fields do not affect space-time geometry. 



 

Algebras, Algebraic Geometry, and Vector Algebras 

Algebras have a set of elements and operations over elements. Elements may be numbers, 

variables, or vectors. Operations can be addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. 

Algebras include groups, fields, and rings. 

• A group is a set of elements that has an associative operation that combines two elements 

to make an element in the set. The set has an identity element. Each element has an 

inverse. For example, addition over the integers forms a group, with identity element 0. 

For geometric objects with symmetries, specific geometric transformations, such as 

rotation by an angle, over the elements form a group. The roots of a polynomial equation 

form a symmetry group. 

• A field is a set of elements with addition (subtraction) and multiplication (division). A field 

has associative addition, commutative addition, an additive identity element, additive 

inverses, associative multiplication, commutative multiplication, a multiplicative identity 

element, multiplicative inverses, and distribution of multiplication over addition. The 

rational numbers, real numbers, and complex numbers are fields. The rational functions 

form a field. 

• A ring extends fields to allow non-commutative multiplication and no multiplicative 

inverses. An example is multiplication over integers. 

1. Algebraic geometry 

Polynomials, which can have one or more variables, can represent geometric objects, including 

straight lines, curves, and surfaces. Algebraic geometry is about finding the variable values at 

which polynomials have value zero, which may be at singular points, inflection points, or points 

at infinity. Algebraic geometry uses commutative algebra. 

Algebraic geometry is also about systems of polynomial equations, geometric-object relations, 

and geometric-object topologies. 

2. Vector algebras 

Vector algebras have vectors, as elements, and scalar and vector addition and multiplication, as 

operations. 

2.1. Linear algebra 

Linear algebra is about linear equations and functions and their addition and multiplication 

operations. Linear algebra is also about linear mappings. One kind of vector algebra is about 

linear mappings among vectors in vector spaces, which involve vector addition and scalar 

multiplication. 

Matrices and their operations involve linear algebra, and matrices can represent vectors. 

2.2. Vector calculus 

Vector calculus has dot-product and cross-product algebraic operations on vectors in 

three-dimensional space, making a vector algebra (which generalizes to geometric algebra). 

2.3. Algebra over a field 

A vector space with vector addition and a bilinear product forms a field with a vector algebra. 

2.4. Hypercomplex numbers 

The vector algebras of quaternions, biquaternions, hyperbolic quaternions, and other 

hypercomplex numbers have specific sums and products. 



 

3. Differential forms 

Expressions (integrand) that have integrations of functions over curves, surfaces, and solids 

(manifold) have two parts. The integration is over an interval of the domain of the function. The 

differential form is the function over the curve, surface, or solid. For example, a 1-form (linear 

form, covector) is f(x) * dx, with a one-variable linear function. A 2-form is a multi-variable 

function over a surface. A 3-form is a multi-variable function over a region. Note: A 0-form is a 

function. 

Differential forms have an algebra, featuring the exterior product (wedge product). For 

example, the exterior product of two vectors is a bivector. Note: 1-forms are duals to vector 

fields. 

Differential forms represent multivariable calculus without using coordinates. 

have an orientation. 

Differential forms have an orientation. 

To relate function integration and differentiation, the function has an exterior derivative, 

which, for example, maps df(x) to f'(x) * dx. To illustrate, a 1-form is the flux through an 

infinitesimal surface at domain points, and the exterior derivative is the net flux through the 

infinitesimal volume at domain points. 

To relate function integration and differentiation, differential forms have an interior product 

(interior derivative), which contracts the form with a vector field. 



 

Geometric Algebra 

Vector graphics can use geometric algebra. Geometric algebra extends the real-number system 

by adding direction (the basis of geometry), making the directed-real-number system. (The 

imaginary number i can have direction, and, in a directed-complex-number system, there can be 

three different imaginary numbers i1, i2, and i3, or there can be a chosen or resulting direction.) 

Geometric algebra unites all the algebraic systems used to describe geometric relations: 

quaternions, complex analysis, calculus of differential forms, and vector, tensor, spinor, and 

matrix algebras. 

Point, line, plane, the incidence relation meet (for example, point of intersection of two lines), 

the incidence relation join (for example, all points on the line between two points), and duality 

(for example, of points and planes), of synthetic/axiomatic geometry, have specific 

representations in geometric algebra. 

Geometric algebra [Clifford, 1878] [Grassmann, 1862] is Clifford algebra applied to real 

fields. 

Geometric algebra extends vector algebra and projective geometry. 

1. Multivectors in Euclidean three-dimensional space 

Euclidean three-dimensional space has real-number coordinates, whose algebraic structure is 

about inner products. For Euclidean three-dimensional space, geometric algebra GA(3) is a 

six-dimensional vector (multivector) space. This geometric algebra is a three-dimensional vector 

calculus. 

Three-dimensional points are scalars (zero-length vectors). Scalars can represent numbers. 

Lines are vectors. Vectors have length, direction, and direction sense. Vectors can represent 

complex numbers. 

Surfaces are bivectors. Angles are a unit bivector times angle size. Bivectors can represent 

quaternions. 

Regions are trivectors. Trivectors can represent hypercomplex numbers. 

Multivectors are linear combinations of scalars, vectors, bivectors, and trivectors. Multivectors 

have: 

• Dimension (grade) three or less, defining three dimensions. 

• Scalar amount (magnitude). 

• Space orientation angle (direction) and relative direction (direction sense): up or down, 

inside or outside, or positive or negative. 

Integrals can reduce to scalars. Vectors can represent derivatives. Bivectors can represent 

fields. For example, in electromagnetism with space-time, the electromagnetic field is a bivector, 

and the charge and current density together, which is a derivative of the field, is a vector. The 

electric charge over a domain is an integral. Note: For space-time, points have a 

four-dimensional vector with three dimensions for space and one dimension for time. 

Multivectors define quantities and surfaces, including orthogonals, tangents, paths, 

trajectories, flows, fields, potentials, translations, torsions, compressions, tensions, accelerations, 

and spins. For example, in electromagnetism with separate space and time, the electromagnetic 

field is a multivector due to electric-field scalar charge and magnetic-field vector current, and 

current is a multivector due to charge density and flow. Note: With separate space and time, 

points have a three-dimensional vector for space and a one-dimensional scalar for time. 

Geometric algebra represents points, lines, planes, regions, and all geometric figures by 

multivectors (without coordinates). For example, circles are geometric products of three points. 



 

Geometric algebra represents translations, reflections, rotations, line and plane intersections, 

and all motions, kinematics, and transformations spatially (without coordinates). For example, 

for rotations, bivectors define the rotation plane, and bivector magnitude is rotation angle. 

2. Operations 

Geometric-algebra operations are multivector addition and multivector geometric product. 

Geometric-algebra operations are linear. 

Same-grade multivectors add to make a new multivector of that grade. For example, adding 

two vectors results in a vector. 

Scalars multiply multivectors to change magnitudes but maintain orientations. For example, 

multiplying a scalar and a vector changes scale but not direction. 

Multivectors of same or different grade multiply (geometric product) to make a multivector of 

lower, same, or higher grade, with different magnitude and orientation: 

• The geometric product of two vectors is the inner product (like the dot product) plus outer 

product (like the cross product), a scalar and a bivector (which has an orientation). The 

geometric product of a vector with itself is a scalar: absolute value squared. 

• The outer product of three vectors is a trivector (which has an orientation). 

• The outer product of a bivector and a vector is a vector. In two dimensions, the outer 

product of a bivector and a bivector is a scalar. In three dimensions, the outer product of a 

trivector and a vector, or a bivector and a bivector, is a scalar. 

• In three dimensions, the outer product of trivector and vector, or bivector and bivector, is a 

scalar. 

Geometric products allow dividing multivectors, so they have the inverse operation 

(invertibility). For example, dividing trivectors by vectors makes bivectors. 

3. Properties 

Because inner and outer products are associative, geometric algebras are associative algebras. 

Geometric algebras have an identity element. 

Geometric algebra uses relative coordinates. 

4. Dimension 

Geometric algebra GA(3) has one scalar (0-vector) basis, three 1-vector bases, three 2-vector 

bases, and one 3-vector basis, so it has 8 bases. Its dimension is 2^3 = 8. 

Geometric algebra GA(n) has 2^n bases and so dimension 2^n. One scalar is the lowest-grade 

basis. One n-vector is the highest-grade basis. 

Geometric algebras have subspaces with subsets of the bases. Subspaces have lower dimension 

but the same space structure. Subspaces have orthogonal dual subspaces. 

5. Space geometries 

Geometric algebras can represent transformational, affine, conformal, or projective space 

geometries. 

5.1. Transformational geometry 

Transformational spaces have invariant distances, areas, and angles. Transformational spaces 

have linear transformations: rotation, reflection, scaling, and shear. 

Matrix multiplications can account for all linear transformations. 

Three-dimensional geometric algebra represents reflections, rotations, and all linear 

transformations. 



 

5.2. Affine geometry 

Affine spaces have invariant distances, areas, and angles. Affine spaces have linear 

transformations and have translations. 

A transformational space can extend to have one more point, along a dimension orthogonal to 

all other dimensions, at position coordinate 1. Then its vectors (x,y,z) become (x,y,z,1). Its 

matrices add a row or column with values 1. Matrix multiplications in such extended spaces can 

account for all linear transformations and for translations, because linear transformations in such 

extended spaces are equivalent to affine transformations in the original dimensions. 

Three-dimensional geometric algebra with an additional (homogeneous) coordinate represents 

all linear transformations and translation. 

5.3. Conformal geometry 

Conformal spaces have invariant angles, but not invariant distances or areas. Conformal spaces 

have linear transformations and translations and have conformal operations. 

A transformational space can extend to have two more points, in opposite directions along a 

dimension orthogonal to all other dimensions. For example, conformal space can have a point at 

infinity and a second point at negative infinity. Matrix multiplications in such extended spaces 

can account for all conformal operations. 

Conformal geometric algebra uses five-dimensional Minkowski space and represents all linear 

transformations, translation, and conformal operations. Geometric objects can have up to five 

dimensions: points, curves (including splines), surfaces (including polygons), volumes (including 

polyhedrons), and geometric objects made of parts with same or different dimensions (simplicial 

complex). Conformal geometric algebra describes geometric-object intersections (meet) and 

unions (join). Geometric algebras GA(n) can represent (n-1)-conformal space that includes an 

extra point. 

5.4. Projective geometry 

Projective spaces do not have invariant lengths, areas, or angles. Projections are not affine, 

because values depend on distance from observer. Projective spaces have linear transformations 

and translations and have projections. 

A transformational space can extend to have a dimension orthogonal to all other dimensions. 

Using homogeneous coordinates, its vectors (x/w, y/w, z/w) become vectors (x, y, z, w). Note 

that if w = 0, (x, y, z) is at infinity (point at infinity). Its matrices add a row or column. Matrix 

multiplications using homogeneous coordinates in such extended spaces can account for linear 

transformations, translations, and projections, because linear transformations using homogeneous 

coordinates in such extended spaces are equivalent to projective transformations in the original 

dimensions. 

Three-dimensional geometric algebra with two additional (homogeneous) coordinates 

represents all linear transformations, translation, and projection. Geometric algebras GA(n) can 

represent (n-1)-dimensional projective space. 



 

Networks and Graphs 

Networks and graphs have lines that intersect at points. Figure 10 shows a planar graph for the 

8 vertices and 12 edges of a box. A planar graph has vertices (nodes) connected by lines (edges). 

Figure 10 

Planar graph for box 

 
Other examples of two-dimensional networks and graphs are tree diagrams, electrical circuits, 

and woven cloth, with vertical warp threads and horizontal woof (weft) threads that intersect 

perpendicularly. 

Networks and graphs can have any number of dimensions. 

1. Nodes and edges 

Network points (nodes) can represent geometric-object types, states, particles, fields, forces, 

energies, momenta, angular momenta (spins), or positions. 

Network lines (edges) connect nodes. Edges can have a direction (orientation), with a 

beginning node and an ending node. Edges can have discrete or continuous values. Edges can 

represent geometric-object surfaces, particle-state transitions, or field, force, energy, momentum, 

or angular-momentum changes. 

As a physical geometric example, in loop quantum gravity, spin networks describe particle 

quantum states and their transitions and so model both quantum mechanics and general relativity. 

Spin networks have nodes, for all possible particle states, and edges, for all possible transitions 

from first state to second state. Edges have discrete spin-change values. (Spin foams model 

electronic transitions and particle interactions. They are spin networks that evolve in quantum 

time. Spin-foam nodes are space-time lines, and edges are space-time surfaces.) 

2. Loops 

Going from a network node to other nodes and back to the starting node (loop) typically goes 

around the perimeter of one planar geometric figure. At any node, a loop can also take a path out 

and back to that node (kink). If two planar geometric figures intersect (knot), a loop can go 

around two planar geometric figures. 

Going around loops can describe forces, energies, fields, or space-time curvatures. As a 

physical geometric example, in loop quantum gravity, spin-network loops represent 

(transferable) spin-1 or spin-2 bosons that mediate quantum-mechanical particle interactions or 

general-relativistic attractive and repulsive force fields. Spin-network-loop areas are multiples of 

Planck area (never zero) and represent quantum energy levels, from ground state up. 

3. Duals 

In many geometries, theorems about a geometric-figure type, such as lines, have 

corresponding (dual) theorems about another geometric-figure type, such as points. For example: 

• In two-dimensional projective geometry, points and lines are duals. 

• In three-dimensional projective geometry, planes and points are duals. 

• In three-dimensional space, lines bound surfaces, and surfaces bound lines. 



 

As a physical geometric example, in loop quantum gravity, a spin-network's dual is 

general-relativistic local space-time curvature, which changes particle spin as particle passes 

through space. 

4. Dual networks 

For a network/graph that can have a dual, constructing a dual transforms network nodes into 

dual-network edges and network edges into dual-network nodes, or transforms network 

node-and-edge combinations into dual-network edge-and-node combinations, while maintaining 

the same topology. 

Two networks are duals of each other if: 

• Both networks have exactly two element types. For example, the first network has only 

points and lines, and the second network has only volumes and surfaces (or lines and 

points). 

• Each first-network-element type, such as lines, corresponds to a second-network element 

of different type, such as points. 

• Both networks have the same topology. 

• A first-network property-or-activity value, such as length or angle, is proportional to a 

second-network property-or-activity value, such as length or angle. 

For example, in graph theory, all graph nodes become dual-network edges, and all graph edges 

become dual-network nodes. The dual graph has a vertex for each edge cycle (face) and has lines 

between vertices of adjacent regions (across planar-graph edges). Figure 11 shows the 

non-planar dual of the planar graph for a box. It has 6 vertices for the 6 faces, and 12 edges for 

the 12 face adjacencies. 

Figure 11 

Dual graph of planar graph for box 

 
A network and its dual can have different dimensions: 

• A planar graph can transform into a three-dimensional geometric figure (Figure 11). Nodes 

represent figure faces, and edges represent adjacency of faces. Associating values with 

nodes specifies face areas. Alternatively, associating values with edges specifies face 

diameters/widths/heights. 

• A three-dimensional network can transform into a three-dimensional spatial layout of 

points, lines, surfaces, and regions, and vice versa (Figure 12). 



 

Figure 12 shows a point (zero dimensions) with three perpendicular line segments 

(one dimension) through it. This graph can represent a box (three dimensions) with six faces 

(two dimensions), if graph line segments end at face center points. Associating a value with the 

point (node) specifies box volume. Alternatively, associating values with lines (edges) specifies 

face areas. 

Figure 12 

Line graph for box 

 
Spatial datatypes can represent all networks and graphs. 



 

Arts>Art>Painting>Linear Perspective 

linear perspective 

 

An artistic technique depicts scenes as they appear to human eyes. 

picture plane 

Imagine standing in front of a window looking onto a street or yard. Window is a vertical 

plane, parallel to line between your eyes. Straight lines of sight go from eye to scene points. See 

Figure 1. 

Lines go through window at unique points. Artists paint scene-point color at the unique point 

in the picture plane. See Figure 2. Farther scene points have higher picture-plane points. 

lines 

In linear perspective, vertical lines stay vertical. See Figure 3. Scene points 1 and 2 make 

vertical line, and their picture-plane points make vertical line. 

In linear perspective, horizontal lines stay horizontal. See Figure 4. Scene points 3 and 4 make 

horizontal line, and their picture-plane points make horizontal line. 

The ground is plane and meets wall in horizontal line in scene and picture-plane. Ground 

meets sky in horizontal horizon line in scene and picture-plane. 

horizon 

Horizon height depends on eye height. Observer high above ground sees large ground amount 

and low horizon. Observer close to ground sees small ground amount and high horizon. 

Observer attention typically moves along eye-level line. 

line convergence 

In linear perspective, non-vertical and non-right-left parallel lines converge and intersect at 

vanishing point. See Figure 5. Scene points 5/6 and 7/8 make two parallel lines, and their 

picture-plane points form two lines that converge toward a horizon point. 

For parallel lines in horizontal plane, vanishing point is on horizon. For parallel lines in plane 

that rises as it goes farther from observer, vanishing point is above horizon. For parallel lines in 

plane that goes lower as it goes farther from observer, vanishing point is below horizon. 

history 

In Early Renaissance, Europeans studied al-Hazen's book [1010] about perspective and began 

to paint using linear perspective. 
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Mathematical Sciences>Axiomatic Theory>Completeness 

Godel completeness theorem 

 

Formal mathematical system, such as arithmetic, algebra, geometry, or set theory, has true 

propositions that people cannot prove true or false using theory definitions, axioms, rules, and 

theorems (incompleteness theorem). Formal mathematical system that includes all true 

mathematics theorems cannot exist. 

formal system 

Formal mathematical systems have finite numbers of word and symbol definitions, assumed-

true axioms, and rules for combining words, symbols, and statements. Propositions combine 

words, symbols, and axioms. Typically, formal systems can form an infinite number of 

propositions. 

For example, arithmetic is a formal mathematical system. It defines real numbers; sign 

symbols, such as plus and minus; operation symbols, such as addition and multiplication; 

grouping symbols, such as parentheses, brackets, commas, and spaces; variable symbols, such as 

x and y; proposition and axiom symbols, such as A and B; quantifier symbols, such as existential 

quantifier and universal quantifier; and logic symbols, such as AND, OR, NOT, IMPLIES, and 

IF. Arithmetic has axioms, such as commutation and association, about addition and 

multiplication operations. Arithmetic has axioms that are logic truths, such as "NOT of NOT of 

statement is statement", and "NOT of function existential quantifier is equivalent to universal 

quantifier for function NOT". Arithmetic has rules to derive propositions from previous 

propositions, for example, specifying variable value. Important rule is "If implication premise is 

true and implication is true, conclusion is true." Arithmetic can use word and symbol definitions, 

axioms, and rules to calculate and represent variables and functions. 

proof 

Formal-mathematical-system purpose is to prove propositions true or false. Proofs are 

proposition series that use axioms, rules, and theorems to go from premise to conclusion. Valid 

formal mathematical systems prove true theorems and disprove false statements. Later proofs 

can use proved theorems. 

natural number 

Natural numbers are finite digit sequences, with no signs or symbols. Natural numbers can 

have binary coding. 

code array 

Because formal systems have finite parts and countable propositions, unique natural numbers 

can represent words, symbols, axioms, propositions, theorems, and rules. Proposition series can 

be unique natural-number series, and coded proofs are countable unique natural-number series. 

Listing all natural numbers represents the formal mathematical system. Number of binary digits 

needed to express all mathematical-system propositions and proofs is the same as number of 

propositions and proofs. Therefore, list length is the same as width. See Figure 1. 

constructing new natural number 

Starting from unique natural-number list, one can construct a new natural number that is not in 

original system by the following method. Start with diagonal (diagonal slash) of the square list. 

See Figure 2. 

Change marks at intersections of first row and column, second row and column, and so on. See 

Figure 3. New digit sequence has same length as the others and is unique natural number. It is 



 

not the same as any row or column sequence. It differs from first row and column at first 

number, differs from second row and column at second number, and so on. 

completeness 

The unique natural number represents a statement that was not in original system. However, 

original list contained all system propositions. Therefore, no formal mathematical system can be 

complete. One can always derive new statements. 

consistency 

Original list contained all proven system propositions, so new statement has no proof yet. New 

proposition is derivable from system but is neither true nor false yet. System plus new statement 

is indeterminate and inconsistent. 

incompleteness or inconsistency 

If system lacks the proposition proof, proposition does not have correct form. However, 

proposition came directly from original propositions and so must have correct form. Therefore, 

statement is part of formal system but is indeterminate in trueness or falseness. Such formal 

systems are not consistent. 

If system has the proposition proof, proposition is in current system but was not in original 

system. Such formal systems were incomplete. 

If a formal system has only true propositions, and if the system does not prove the newly 

derived proposition, NOT of new proposition is false, because system already has all true-

proposition proofs. New proposition is true, but its proof is not in system. Such systems are 

inconsistent. 

If a formal system has only true propositions, and if the system does prove the newly derived 

proposition, new proposition is true, because all proven statements are true. However, all true 

propositions were already in system. Such systems were incomplete. 

Formal systems must be either incomplete or inconsistent. 

question 

Number of binary digits needed to express all mathematical-system propositions and proofs is 

the same as number of propositions and proofs, so another binary digit must be added to all 

original propositions and to new proposition. To make a valid formal system, adding a 

proposition must change the original propositions. Note: Added binary digit can be the same as 

or different from added binary digit in original statements. Perhaps, the new system can be 

complete and consistent. 
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Mathematical Sciences>Calculus>Differentiation 

differentiation in calculus 

 

For continuous functions, range has change rate (derivative) with domain. Functions f have 

independent-variable domain, such as time t, and dependent-variable range, such as distance x: 

f(t) = x. You can differentiate to find how distance x varies with time t: velocity v = df = dx / dt. 

For functions whose domain is time and whose range is velocity, you can differentiate to find 

how velocity v varies with time t: acceleration a = dv / dt. 

Curve or surface functions have y-axis range and x-axis domain. At domain and range points 

(x,y), you can differentiate to find angle A of tangent to curve: tan(A) = dy / dx. You can also 

calculate slope of line normal to curve or surface. 

See Figure 1. For function y = f(x) and two function points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), change rate 

(slope) between two points is (y2 - y1) / (x2 - x1). Slope converges to value (limit) as x2 - x1 

approaches zero at point (x1, y1). Limit is change rate at point (x1, y1). 

See Figure 2. Functions have maximum or minimum where tangent slope is zero, because 

function has reached top or bottom. 
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Mathematical Sciences>Calculus>Integration 

integration in calculus 

 

For smoothly changing continuous functions (integrand), with y-axis range and x-axis domain, 

you can calculate area between curve and x-axis (integral), from lower domain value (lower 

limit) to higher domain value (upper limit). For example, you can calculate enclosed-surface area 

and volume. 

summation 

See Figure 1. Domain goes continuously from lower value x1 to higher value x2, while range 

goes continuously from lower value y1 to higher value y2. Length x2 - x1 can divide into 

number N of intervals with equal widths (x2 - x1)/N. 

In Figure 1, dashed line divides x2 - x1 interval into two intervals, each with width (x2 - x1)/2, 

because N = 2. 

Range at left of each small interval is f(x1 + (ni - 1) * (x2 - x1)/N), for ith interval. For i = 1, it 

is f(x1). For i = 2, it is f(x1 + (x2 - x1)/2). Range halfway between left and right of each small 

interval is f(x1 + (ni - 1/2) * (x2 - x1)/N). For i = 1, it is f(x1 + -(1/2) * (x2 - x1)/2). For i = 2, it 

is f(x1 + (3/2) * (x2 - x1)/2). Range at right of each small interval is f(x1 + ni * (x2 - x1)/N). For 

i = 1, it is f(x1 + (x2 - x1)/2). For i = 2, it is f(x1 + 2 * (x2 - x1)/2). Product of range and interval 

width is rectangular area. For example, using left of each small interval, (f(x1 + (ni - 1) * (x2 - 

x1)/N)) * (x2 - x1)/N, for ith interval. For i = 1, it is f(x1) * (x2 - x1)/2. For i = 2, it is (f(x1 + (x2 

- x1)/2)) * (x2 - x1)/2. Sum of all interval areas approximates total area between curve and x-

axis, between domain values. As interval number increases, widths decrease, and area sum 

approaches true area. 

interval position 

The three different ways of taking interval range do not matter, because total area is same. For 

example, using right of each small interval, (f(x1 + ni * (x2 - x1)/N)) * (x2 - x1)/N, for ith 

interval. For i = 1, it is (f(x1 + (x2 - x1))/2) * (x2 - x1)/2. For i = 2, it is f(x1) * (x2 - x1)/2. Total 

area is the same. 

number of intervals 

Number of intervals does not matter. Use function f(x) = x^2, as in parabola. Interval is x1 = 0 

to x2 = b. Number of subintervals is N = 3. (x2 - x1)/N = b/3. If f(x) is at midpoint of each 

interval, sum from x1 = 0 to x2 = b of f(x1 + (ni - 1/2) * (x2 - x1)/N) * (x2 - x1)/N is ((b/6)^2 + 

(b/2)^2 + ((5 * b)/6)^2) * (b/3), which is (b^3)/3. If function f(x) = x^2, x1 = 0, x2 = b, and N = 

6, sum from x1 = 0 to x2 = b is ((b/12)^2 + ((3 * b)/12)^2 + ((5 * b)/12)^2 + ((7 * b)/12)^2 + ((9 

* b)/12)^2 + ((11 * b)/12)^2) * (b/6), which is (b^3)/3. Therefore, results for different numbers 

of intervals are the same. 

line 

If f(x) = x, function is line. See Figure 2. Sum from x1 = a to x2 = b with N = 1 of f(x1 + (ni - 

1/2) * (x2 - x1)/N) * (x2 - x1)/N is ((b + a)/2) * (b - a), which is area of trapezoid of base b - a 

and heights a and b. 

constant 

If f(x) = C, function is constant. See Figure 3. Sum from x = b to x = a with N = 1 of f(x1 + (ni 

- 1/2) * (x2 - x1)/N) * (x2 - x1)/N is C * (b - a), which is area of rectangle with height C and 

length b - a. 



 

definite integral 

Given function f(x) and interval (b - a), you can calculate integral from x = a to x = b of f(x) * 

dx (definite integral). Domain-value variable dx (dummy variable or variable of integration) does 

not appear in definite-integral result, because domain values over interval replace it. 

indefinite integral 

Without using interval, formula or other method can calculate integral (indefinite integral or 

antiderivative). Antiderivatives are functions from which original function can derive by 

differentiation. 

Because derivatives of constants equal zero, function antiderivatives differ by a constant 

(constant of integration). Knowing original-function domain and range allows calculating 

constant. 
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Mathematical Sciences>Geometry>Plane>Polygon>Kinds>Triangle 

Pythagorean theorem 

 

Right triangles have one right angle. In Euclidean geometry, for right triangles, sum of squares 

of two shorter sides equals hypotenuse squared: c^2 = a^2 + b^2. 

proof 

To prove theorem, use geometric construction. Use only straightedge and compass to draw 

new lines and angles. See Figure 1. 

Square sides. See Figure 2. 

Add original triangle of size 0.5 * a * b, triangle of size 0.5 * a * b beside it, and rectangle of 

size a*b to squares of sides, to make square of sum of sides and complete the square: (a + b)^2. 

See Figure 3. (a + b)^2 = a^2 + b^2 + a*b + 0.5 * a * b + 0.5 * a * b = a^2 + b^2 + 2*a*b. 

Flip hypotenuse square into square of sum of sides. See Figure 4. c^2 + 4 * (0.5 * a * b) = (a + 

b)^2. c^2 + 2*a*b = a^ + 2*a*b + b^2. c^2 = a^ + b^2. Hypotenuse squared equals sum of 

squares of two shorter sides. 
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Mathematical Sciences>Number Theory 

continuum in number theory 

 

Number of real numbers (continuum) is greater than number of natural numbers. 

number types 

Natural numbers are counting numbers: 0, 1, 2, 3, ... Counting numbers can be binary 

numbers. Integers are natural numbers plus their negatives: ... -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, ... Zero is its 

own negative. Rational numbers are integer fractions, such as -3/-1, -3/1, 3/-1, 3/1, -1/-3, -1/3, 1/-

3, 1/3, and 0/integer, but not integer/0, because it has no definition. Rational numbers are 

repeated decimal numbers. Irrational numbers are non-repeating decimal numbers. Infinite 

operation series, making digit series, can represent irrational numbers (countable). The number 

pi and all rational-number roots are countable irrational numbers (countably infinite). However, 

most irrational numbers are not countable. Real numbers are rational numbers plus irrational 

numbers. 

countable infinity 

Numbers of natural numbers, integers, rational numbers, and countable irrational numbers are 

equal, because they can be put in one-to-one correspondence with counting numbers. See Figure 

1. 

Fraction has integer numerator and denominator. Countable irrational numbers are countable, 

because you can count operations and digits. Therefore, natural, rational, or countable irrational 

numbers have one-to-one correspondence with counting numbers. 

continuum 

Try to align natural numbers with non-countable irrational numbers in one-to-one 

correspondence by making an array, with natural numbers on one axis and non-countable 

irrational numbers on other axis. See Figure 2. 

Mark diagonal, to take diagonal slash. See Figure 3. 

Change the mark at first-row-and-column first position, at second-row-and-column second 

position, and so on. See Figure 4. 

The new sequence is non-countable irrational number, because it randomly comes from the 

non-countable irrational-number array. However, it is not the same as any row or column 

sequence, because it differs from first row and column at first number, differs from second row 

and column at second number, and so on. If natural numbers and non-countable irrational 

numbers have one-to-one correspondence, the list must contain all possible non-countable 

irrational numbers. Therefore, natural numbers and non-countable irrational numbers have no 

one-to-one correspondence, and number of non-countable irrational numbers, and so number of 

real numbers, is greater than number of natural numbers. 
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Mathematical Sciences>Computer Science>Software>Database 

pivoting of data 

 

For tables, cell values in any column or row can become columns or rows (pivoting). The new 

table shows a different perspective on data, along a new dimension. Pivoting can correlate two 

table variables. 

empty cells 

Cells can be empty (NULL). Pivoting treats NULL the same as other cell values. Pivoting can 

make fewer cells and so fewer NULL cells. 

example 

Table has Days columns D1, D2, ... and Persons rows P1, P2, ... Table cells have Locations 

L1, L2, ..., with L1 in D1-P1 cell, and so on. See Figure 1. You can pivot table to make table 

with Days columns, Locations rows, and Persons in cells. See Figure 2. Cells fill by rule: Days 

and Locations have Persons. You can always pivot new table back to old table. 

data rows 

You can pivot table on one column to put another column in cells. For example, table can have 

Day, Location, People, Thing, and Amount columns. Row records are Days, Places, People, 

Things, and Amounts combinations. You can pivot on Day column and rows, to put Amount in 

cells. Now table rows are Thing, People, and Place combinations, and columns are Day values 

listed in original-table cells. Cell Amount matches Day, Place, People, and Thing. If new table 

has same or greater cell number as original table, you can pivot back to original table. 
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Mathematical Sciences>Computer Science>Systems 

Turing machine 

 

Abstract machines {Turing machine} [Herken, 1988] [Turing, 1937] run algorithms that have 

finite numbers of elements (typically 0 and 1) and instructions to execute (rule) and use only 

rational numbers, countable irrational numbers, and rational approximations to irrational 

numbers. Turing machines have a tape, a tape reader/writer with an internal state, and rules. 

tape 

The tape contains all input and receives all output. 

The tape has only 0 or 1 at each of an infinite number of tape positions. The tape has infinitely 

many 0 positions and at least one 1 position. 

The tape holds the input data, rules, and output. 

Tape position combinations represent numbers, text, number-and-text separator symbol 

(comma), number-and-text termination symbol (blank), minus sign, plus sign, division sign, 

move right one square, move left one square, read, write, and stop. For example, the tape 

position combination ...001100... can represent the decimal number 3, the letter C, or the symbol 

minus sign. Coding is unique and unambiguous. 

Combinations of tape position combinations represent numbers, words, sentences, 

mathematical formulas, dates, and arrays. Coding can represent all rational numbers and can 

represent approximations to countable irrational numbers, using minus sign, plus sign, and 

division sign. However, most irrational numbers are not computable by Turing machine, which 

never stops if something is uncountable. 

The tape starts with all input data and instructions on one tape-reader side. Input data and 

instructions make a finite binary number. Instructions and input data depend on each other. 

The tape ends with all output data on one tape-reader side. Output data makes a finite binary 

number. The other tape side includes intermediate calculations, modified input data, and rules. 

Note: Turing machines have no need for more than one tape or tape reader, because multiple 

ones are always equivalent to one. 

tape reader/writer 

The tape reader/writer reads the 0 or 1 at the current tape position and writes the same or 

opposite symbol there (overwriting the previous symbol). 

After writing, the tape reader/writer changes to the same or another internal state. 

After writing, the tape reader/writer moves right or left one tape position. It can eventually 

move to any tape position, and go there any number of times, but does not have to go all 

positions or any one tape position. 

internal state 

The internal state is a combination of previously read symbols and is a finite binary number. 

Turing machines have a finite number of internal states, to which it can return any number of 

times, but does not have to reach all states or any one internal state. 

The internal state and the currently read symbol determine the rule to apply after reading. 

Therefore, each internal state has a pair of rules, one for reading 0 and one for reading 1. Turing 

machines never reach an internal state that has no rules. 

rules 

For the current internal state and currently read symbol, rules (instructions) determine what the 

tape reader/writer does after reading the tape symbol: 1. Keep the same, or change to a different, 



 

internal state. AND 2. Change, or do not change, the symbol at the tape position. AND 3. Move 

tape one position to right or left. AND 4. Stop or do not stop. 

Rules depend on input data. The number of rules is two times the number of internal states. 

Turing machines have a finite number of rules (because they have a finite number of internal 

states). Rules are finite binary numbers. 

Rules can repeat any number of times. Turing machines do not have to use all rules or any one 

rule. 

Turing machines must be able to get to at least one stop rule and so end operation. 

output 

After a stop rule runs, the tape has output data to the left or right of the final tape position. The 

output is a number, symbol, letter, word, phrase, sentence, date, or boolean yes or no (or an array 

of them). The tape's other side has intermediate calculations, modified input data, and the rules. 

Turing machines must have at least one 1 in an output-side tape position. 

operation 

The tape reader/writer starts in an internal state at a 0 tape position on the right or left side of 

the input-data-and-rules tape positions. 

The tape reader/writer reads the 0 at that tape position and, using the rule for the internal state 

and the 0 symbol, changes to the same or another internal state, prints the same or opposite 

symbol at the same position, moves the tape one position to right or left, and stops or does not 

stop. 

Next, the tape reader/writer reads the 0 or 1 symbol at the new tape position and, using the rule 

for the current internal state and read symbol, changes to the same or another internal state, prints 

the same or opposite symbol at the same position, moves the tape one position to right or left, 

and stops or does not stop. 

The tape reader/writer then continues reading symbols and following rules until it comes to a 

stop, which it must do or else it is not a valid Turing machine. 

After the stop rule, the answer is to the left or right of final tape position. The other tape side 

has intermediate calculations, modified input, and rules. 

Turing machines begin with a finite binary number, for inputs and rules, and produce a finite 

binary number, for output. 

restrictions 

Turing machine must have at least one rule that leads to STOP, must not move to non-existent 

internal state, must use and make only coded sequences of marked and blank squares, and must 

have at least one marked square on output side. 

It is difficult to make input data and rules that reach STOP and so make Turing machines. 

universal Turing machine 

Some Turing machines (universal Turing machine), with special input data and rules on the 

tape, can imitate any Turing machine. 

A simple cellular automaton and a special initial state can make a universal Turing machine. 

computers and Turing machines 

Computers are efficient universal Turing machines. 

brains and Turing machines 

Rather than one tape reader/writer, brains have many readers and writers acting continually 

and simultaneously. Upstream neurons automatically write to downstream neurons. Downstream 

neurons automatically read upstream neurons. 



 

Rather than serial processing, neurons update simultaneously. 

Rather than reading or writing one tape position at a time, brains continually and 

simultaneously read and write to all neurons. 

Rather than separate tape positions, neurons interact. 

Rather than a tape with an infinite number of positions, brains use a three-dimensional region 

with a finite number of locations. 

Rather than two symbols to read, neuron synapses have synaptic strengths, which change 

continually. 

Rather than two symbols to write, neurons send impulse rates, which change continually. 

Rather than one internal state, brains have many internal states. Each neuron has a state, and 

each neuron set has a state. Brain, neuron set, and neuron internal states are complex and 

interact. 

Rather than a small fixed set of rules, brains use many and more complex rules for changing 

state, reading, writing, moving, and stopping, and rules can interact and change. 

Rather than stopping at a STOP rule, brains stop consciousness when they fall asleep but still 

process information. 

Rather than the ability to perform any algorithm with a finite number of elements and 

instructions, brains may not be able to perform some algorithms, can perform non-algorithmic 

functions, and can use an infinite number of elements and instructions. 

equivalences 

Turing machines can compute partial recursive functions that use recursively enumerable 

element sets. Turing machines can approximate functions that are not partial recursive functions 

with partial recursive functions. 

Because quantitative grammars involve only integers, Turing machines can be equivalent to 

quantitative grammars, Post grammar, and lambda calculus. 

example 1: Turing Machine with One State, Two Rules, and One Marked Square 

Rule 1: If State 1 and unmarked square, change to internal state 1, do not change the mark, 

move tape one square to right, and do not stop. Rule 2: If State 1 and marked square, change to 

internal state 1, do not change the mark, move tape one square to right, and stop. For example, 

see Figure 1 through Figure 5. 

example 2: Turing Machine with Two States, Three Rules, and Two Marked Squares 

Example Turing machine can calculate 1 + 1 = 2 or 01 + 01 = 10 in binary code. Infinite tape 

has square series that define rules. Then it has square series that define input: 0s, up to 1, 

followed by 1, and then 0s: ...00000110000... Reader starts to right of rules, reads rules, and ends 

to right of rules and left of the ...11..., in internal state 0. Rules for this Turing machine are as 

follows. If current state is 0, and 0 is read, move right to next input. If current state is 0, and 1 is 

read, move right to next input and add 1 to state. If current state is 1, and 1 is read, move left to 

next input and add 1 to state and stop. To tape-reader right is the answer 10. 

example 3: Turing Machine with Two States, Four Rules, and Two Marked Squares 

Example Turing machine can calculate 1 + 1 = 2 or 01 + 01 = 10 in binary code. Infinite tape 

has square series that define rules. Then it has square series that define input: 0s, up to 1, 

followed by 0, followed by 1, and then 0s: ...000001010000... Reader starts to right of rules, 

reads rules, and ends to right of rules and left of the ...101..., in internal state 0. Rules for this 

Turing machine are as follows. If current state is 0, and 0 is read, move right to next input. If 

current state is 0, and 1 is read, move right to next input and add 1 to state. If current state is 1, 



 

and 0 is read, move right to next input. If current state is 1, and 1 is read, move left to next input 

and add 1 to state and stop. To tape-reader right is the answer 10. 
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Mathematical Sciences>Computer Science>Systems>Complexity Theory 

halting problem 

 

In general, whether programs will stop, or not, is impossible to predict (halting problem), as 

shown by Turing. 

Turing machine 

Turing machines must have at least one rule that leads to STOP, must not move to non-existent 

state, must use and make only coded sequences of marked and blank squares, and must have at 

least one marked square on output side. Turing machines have input and rules. Number of Turing 

machines and number of inputs are both infinite. 

Many Turing machines never reach STOP. 

If people can prove that Turing machine with some input reaches or does not reach STOP, 

people can make complex Turing machines that include that Turing machine and answer the 

question whether Turing machine stops. People can program complex Turing machines to make 

same mark, as long as that Turing machine does not stop. Complex Turing machine can include 

all Turing machines, so then all Turing machines can mark definite answers for inputs, whether 

they stop or not. Therefore, one algorithm decides same Turing machine reaches STOP, and one 

algorithm decides same Turing machine does not reach STOP. However, only one algorithm is 

true, and the other is false. Therefore, it is impossible to prove that Turing machines will reach 

STOP. 

halting problem 

Possible Turing machines have representations as natural numbers. Possible inputs have 

representations as natural numbers. If numbers of inputs and machines are equal, a square 

natural-number array can represent all possible Turing machines and inputs. See Figure 1. 

Look at sequence, to take diagonal slash, on square-array main diagonal. See Figure 2. 

Change marks for numbers in diagonal sequence. See Figure 3. 

This sequence is not the same as any row or column sequence, because it differs from first row 

and column at first number, differs from second row and column at second number, and so on. If 

halting problem is solvable, this sequence can represent possible Turing machine/input 

combination, because first part can be legitimate Turing machine and second part can be 

legitimate input. However, array must contain all possible sequences, because array has all 

possible Turing machines and all possible inputs. Contradiction makes halting problem not 

solvable in general. 

omega 

Programs have halting probabilities (omega or Chaitin number). Data bits can be input to 

program until program does not request another bit, because it has stopped. Random-bit input 

stop program after different numbers of input bits. Probability that program stops is 0.5 raised to 

number of bits. To find total halting probability, add random-input-experiment probabilities. 

Using more random-input experiments can approach omega. 
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Biological Sciences>Evolution>Theory 

evolution theory 

 

New species develop from existing species. 

reproduction 

Species members can make one or more organisms similar to themselves. Species members 

must reach sexual maturity to reproduce. Species members vary in fecundity. 

competition 

Species members reproduce more organisms than environment can support (superfecundity), 

so species members compete against each other for mates and food. In environments, species 

members must get food, avoid predators, fight disease, and maintain temperature (struggle for 

survival) to reach sexual maturity, have health and strength to reproduce, and win competitions 

for mates. 

adaptation 

Species members have traits that affect the struggle for survival. 

variation 

Species members differ over species-characteristic ranges. Parents and reproduced organisms 

typically have similar values. Mutation, crossing over, and development can change values, add 

new values, or add or subtract characteristics. Characteristics and values can affect adaptation, 

competition, and fecundity by altering strength, size, or skill. See Figure 1. Species members 

with best-adapted characteristics and values have highest percentage of survival to reproductive 

age (survival of the fittest). 

environment 

Environments have food sources, predators, diseases, climates, and cycles. Environments 

constrain species-member reproduction. Environments do not have enough food for all species 

members to stay alive, or be healthy and strong enough, to reproduce at reproductive age. 

Predators and diseases eat, kill, or harm species members, so they cannot reproduce at 

reproductive age. Environments have temperature cycles. Environments affect reproductive 

methods, such as how mates get together. See Figure 1. 

natural selection 

Species members compete for resources to reach reproductive age and reproduce. Species 

members vary in characteristics, so some species members have higher probability to win 

competitions and reproduce. Species members typically make members similar to themselves, so 

their characteristics increase percentages (natural selection). Evolution shifts allele frequencies. 

See Figure 1. Evolution can also cause new genes. 

species 

Natural selection makes higher percentage of better-adapted species members, so species are 

better able to avoid extinction. Natural selection typically makes more surviving species 

members than before. Competition for food and mates becomes greater, causing higher pressure 

for survival. Over time, new species varieties arise. Over time, species varieties differ enough to 

be new species. For sexually reproducing species, new species members cannot reproduce with 

old species members. New species typically arise in isolated environments different from 

previous environments. New species can arise by combining two closely related species to make 

hybrids. 



 

genes 

Cells, body, and environment supply energy and needed chemicals to make DNA physical 

structures that can be stable, vary slightly, replicate accurately, copy more or less, and contain 

enough information. DNA has four different nucleotides chemically bonded in long or short 

sequences. DNA positions can have any nucleotide. Genes are templates for making DNA by 

replication, RNA by transcription, and protein by translation. Copying mechanisms have one 

error per million DNA units. Besides copying errors, DNA and RNA can suffer physical and 

chemical mutation damage that changes nucleotides or disrupts sequence (rearrangement). In 

sexual reproduction, combining DNA from two sexes mixes sequence segments by crossing-

over. These processes cause sequence changes. DNA reproduces, varies, and depends on 

environment and individual, so it faces competition, has adaptation, and goes through natural 

selection. Different species have different genes and alleles. 

copying instructions 

Copying instructions is more accurate than copying products, because products have more and 

different parts than instructions, and products typically have damage. 

selection levels 

Perhaps, natural selection applies to cell lines, organisms, demes, species, and clades, as well 

as genes. Selection levels can work synergistically, in opposition, or independently. 

history 

Evolution is not best or perfectly adapted but constrained by history, random effects, and 

physical laws. 

evolution theory: Summary 1 

Objects that can reproduce same structures and functions with small changes, and that occupy 

environments in which they can die before reproduction, tend to evolve characteristics that fit 

environment. Objects retain only changes that make them survive better. 

evolution theory: Summary 2 

Organisms produce more offspring than survive to reproduce. Though people can think that 

God makes organisms that almost all survive to reproduce, except for natural accidents, or that 

match reproduction rate with death rate, all species actually produce extra offspring, as shown by 

Darwin. Offspring vary traits. It is easily observable fact that species members vary in 

observable traits. Observable traits have microscopic traits that vary. Offspring pass microscopic 

and so observable traits to offspring. It is easily observable fact that all organisms try to 

reproduce and that offspring typically resemble reproducers. Offspring with traits more favorable 

for survival to reproductive age produce more offspring with same traits. 

evolution theory: Summary 3 

Natural selection removes unfit and designs fit. Organisms vary in random ways. Variations 

typically are harmful but can be adaptive. Variations can accumulate over generations. Natural 

selection can make more-complex higher-level organisms. 

evolution theory: Summary 4 

Because organisms over-reproduce, nature has competing organisms and species, so new ones 

must replace or push aside existing ones (wedge), leading to better adapted species. Typically, 

environment changes slowly compared to species changes. 

evolution theory: Summary 5 

In geographic areas, organism number increases geometrically through reproduction, but food 

and mating resources have limits. Species members and all organisms have struggle for 



 

existence. Individuals have various trait values. On average, process selects individuals with the 

most-fit trait values. Over time, natural selection causes organism gene-frequency changes. 



 

Figure 1 

 

This species has four members that are the same but vary in font style: 

 
S1 reproduces exactly. S2 changes an existing value. S3 makes a new value. S4 makes a new 

quality: 

 
A species requires a limited resource R1 to reproduce. A species produces more offspring than 

can reproduce. The members must compete for that resource: 

 
If the resource is reusable, only one species member can reproduce at a time. If the resource is 

usable only once, only one species member can reproduce. The best-adapted member will 

reproduce: 

 
That one species member will pass on its qualities and quality values, but the others will not: 

 
The frequencies of quality values will change in each generation of offspring. 



 

Biological Sciences>Zoology>Organ>Excretion 

countercurrent mechanism 

 

Kidneys have adjacent nephrons, in which water flows in opposite directions (countercurrent 

mechanism), that exchange water to regulate blood acidity, blood salt concentrations, blood 

volume, and total body water. 

processing 

First, in kidney cortex, blood pressure forces urea, creatinine, uric acid, ammonia, ions, and 

water to diffuse through capillary membranes into Bowman's capsule. 

Below Bowman's capsule, nephron convolutes, and active-transport reabsorption returns 

glucose, amino acids, and salts from proximal convoluted tubule to blood, along with water. 

Proximal convoluted tubule then goes down into kidney medulla, becomes loop of Henle, 

turns around, and comes back up to kidney cortex. 

Loop then convolutes and becomes distal convoluted tubule, which secretes non-diffusible 

waste substances from blood into urine in augmentation. 

Distal convoluted tubule then goes into kidney medulla, becomes collecting tubule, which is 

adjacent to loop of Henle, and absorbs or desorbs water to regulate blood and urine water 

concentrations. 

countercurrent 

Loop of Henle and collecting tubule form a countercurrent structure. See Figure 1. 

The first downward loop-of-Henle part contains liquid that has received blood waste and 

nutrients, in Bowman's capsule, and returned nutrients and water to blood, in proximal 

convoluted tubule. It has moderate waste concentration and low nutrient concentration. 

Collecting tubule has received waste from blood that cannot diffuse out. If collecting tubule has 

too little water and downward loop has too much water, downward loop diffuses water to 

collecting tubule, causing upward loop to receive moderate water from downward loop and send 

it into collecting tubule. If collecting tubule has too much water and downward loop has too little 

water, collecting tubule diffuses water to downward loop, causing upward loop to receive 

moderate water from downward loop and send it into collecting tubule. 

The second upward loop-of-Henle part can diffuse water into, or receive diffuse water from, 

downward loop and collecting tubule to exactly balance water concentrations. 

Water typically flows from loop of Henle into collecting tubule, because collecting tubule has 

high waste concentrations and therefore has low water concentration. Loop of Henle has low 

diffusible-waste concentrations, has no non-diffusible wastes, and has higher water 

concentration, as blood excretes water into Bowman's capsule. 

changes 

If you drink water, blood water increases and blood pressure increases. Blood puts much water 

into Bowman's capsule with little waste and nutrients. Proximal convoluted tubule puts water 

and most nutrients back into blood. Loop of Henle carries water to distal convoluted tubule, 

where urine receives little non-diffusible waste. Collecting tubule has almost same 

concentrations as loop of Henle, so little water diffuses. Extra water in your body then excretes. 

If you do not drink enough water, blood water decreases and blood pressure decreases. Blood 

puts little water into Bowman's capsule, with high waste and nutrient concentrations. Proximal 

convoluted tubule puts all water and nutrients back into blood. Loop of Henle carries little water 

but high waste concentration to distal convoluted tubule, where urine receives little non-



 

diffusible waste. Collecting tubule has almost same concentrations as loop of Henle, so water 

diffuses back into loop of Henle. Little water excretes. 

pressure 

Water-diffusion countercurrent process determines water, salt-ion, and hydrogen-ion 

concentrations at downward-loop top and so in proximal convoluted tubule. The liquid at 

proximal-convoluted-tubule end can put more or less back pressure on proximal-convoluted-

tubule liquid, which then diffuses more or less water back into blood, controlling blood volume 

and total body water. 

The liquid at proximal-convoluted-tubule end can have higher or lower salt-ion concentrations, 

which push more or less salt ion back into blood, controlling blood salt. The liquid at proximal-

convoluted-tubule end can have higher or lower hydrogen-ion concentration, which pushes more 

or less hydrogen ion back into blood, controlling blood acidity. 
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Biological Sciences>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Neuron>Kinds 

ganglion cell types 

 

Retinal output neurons generate action potentials and have axons in optic tract to brain. 

biology: types 

Ganglion cells are magnocellular M, parvocellular P, and mixed W, which process signals 

separately and send separate information streams to lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). 

Retinal ganglion cells (X-cell or beta retinal ganglion cell) can sum linearly across receptive 

fields. X cells have large dendritic fields. X-cells resolve finer visual patterns with higher spatial 

frequencies. X cells make tonic and sustained signals, with slow conduction, for detecting details 

and spatial orientation. More X cells are in fovea. X cell axons go to simple cells. 

Magnocellular cells respond better to motion, respond better to transient stimulation, respond 

better to small intensity differences, are larger, have larger receptive fields, have thicker axon 

with faster signals, have firing rate that plateaus only at high intensity, and signal scene changes. 

Retinal ganglion cells (Y-cell or alpha retinal ganglion cell) can sum non-linearly. Y cells have 

small dendritic fields. Y-cells are larger and have thicker and faster conducting axons. Y cells 

make phasic and transient signals, with fast conduction, for stimulus size and temporal motion. 

More Y cells are in periphery. Y cell axons go to complex cells. 

Parvocellular cells have several types, have better spatial resolution, detect color, detect higher 

contrast, detect more detail, are more numerous, and have more linear responses. 

Both X-cells and Y-cells have ON-center and OFF-center neurons. X-cells and Y-cells have 

different receptive field sizes, stimulus velocity sensitivities, and spatial frequencies. 

Retinal ganglion cells (W cell) can be small and direction sensitive, with slow conduction 

speed. W cells mix M and P cell properties and are rarest. 

biology: neuron shapes 

Ganglion cells (bistratified neuron) can have two dendrite layers. Cells (shrub neuron) can 

have dendrite bushes. 

Ganglion cells look like auditory nerve cells, Purkinje cells, olfactory bulb cells, olfactory 

cortex cells, and hippocampal cells. 

biology: input 

Small central-retina midget ganglion cells have small dendrite clump, to collect signals from 

one midget bipolar cell. Midget cells respond mostly to contrast. 

Parasol ganglion cells can receive from diffuse bipolar cells with bigger dendrite trees and can 

have dendrite umbrella, to collect signals from wide area. Parasol cells respond mostly to 

change. 

biology: output 

Ganglion cells send to LGN and then to cortical hypercolumn. 

functions 

Visual-receptor cells take illumination logarithm and hyperpolarize 0 mV to 4 mV from 

resting level 10 mV to 30 mV. Retinal ganglion cells sum bipolar, horizontal, and amacrine 

retinal-neuron activities. Retinal ganglion cells have low spontaneous-firing rate. Ganglion cells 

typically respond quickly and then turn off. 

Retinal ganglion cells make action potential after cyclic GMP reduces, decreasing sodium 

conductance through cell membrane. 



 

functions: spots 

Retinal ON-center ganglion cells can respond when light intensity above background level 

falls on center of their receptive field. See Figure 1. Light falling on annulus surrounding 

receptive-field center inhibits cell. 

When light smaller than center falls on center, ON-center neuron fires rapidly and then slowly. 

After removing light, ON-center neuron continues low firing rate. When light smaller than 

annulus falls on annulus, ON-center neuron does not fire. After removing light, ON-center 

neuron fires rapidly and then slowly. 

ON-center neurons have four types, depending on excitation and inhibition. One has high 

firing rate at onset and zero rate at offset. One has high rate, then zero, then high, and then zero. 

One has high rate at onset, goes to zero, and then rises to constant level. One has high rate at 

onset and then goes to zero. 

Other ganglion cells (OFF-center neuron) respond when light intensity below background 

level falls on receptive-field center. OFF-center neurons increase output when light intensity 

decreases in receptive-field center. Light falling on annulus around receptive-field center excites 

OFF-center cells. 

When light smaller than center falls on center, OFF-center neuron does not fire. After 

removing light, OFF-center neuron fires rapidly and then slowly. When light smaller than 

annulus falls on annulus, OFF-center neuron fires rapidly and then slowly. After removing light, 

OFF-center neuron continues low firing rate. 

Bipolar cells excite ON-center and OFF-center neurons. ON-center and OFF-center neurons 

compare light intensity falling on receptive-field center with that falling on annulus. 

functions: bars 

Band, bar, stripe, grating, or edge excites ON-center neuron in different ways. 

If grating has wide stripes, ON-center neuron has only spontaneous firing, because one bright 

band affects both center and surround, exciting and inhibiting. See Figure 2. 

If grating has narrow stripes, ON-center neuron has only spontaneous firing, because several 

bright bands affect both center and surround, exciting and inhibiting. See Figure 3. 

If grating-stripe width lands on center exactly, ON-center neuron fires rapidly and then slowly. 

See Figure 4. 

For wide single long bar, ON-center neuron has only spontaneous firing, because bright band 

affects both center and surround. See Figure 2. 

For narrow single long bar, ON-center neuron has some firing, because bright band affects 

mainly center but is small. See Figure 5. 

If long bar lands exactly on center, ON-center neuron fires rapidly and then slowly. See Figure 

4. 

For long bar with end beyond center, ON-center neuron has only spontaneous firing, because 

bright band affects both center and surround. See Figure 5. 

For short bar with end not yet at center, ON-center neuron has only spontaneous firing, 

because bright band does not reach center. See Figure 6. 

For bar with end on center (end stopping), ON-center neuron fires rapidly and then slowly. See 

Figure 7. 

For bright edge over center, ON-center neuron fires rapidly and then slowly. See Figure 8. 

For bright edge not yet at center, ON-center neuron has no firing. See Figure 9. 

For bright edge at middle, ON-center neuron fires some. See Figure 10. 



 

If grating-stripe width lands on center exactly, ON-center neuron fires rapidly and then slowly. 

See Figure 4. 

If grating-stripe width shifts to half on and half off, ON-center neuron fires some. See Figure 

10. 

If grating-stripe width shifts to all off, ON-center neuron does not fire. See Figure 9. 

For bright or dim regions, ON-center neurons have only spontaneous firing, because bright 

light affects both center and surround. 

For bright or dim regions, OFF-center neurons have only spontaneous firing, because bright 

light affects both center and surround. Relative brightness depends on lateral-inhibition patterns. 

functions: movement 

Ganglion cells (ON-OFF-center neuron) can detect movement. ON-OFF-center neurons use 

time derivative of ON-center neurons to find general direction and position. Amacrine cells also 

excite transient ON-OFF-center neurons. 

functions: color 

Retinal ganglion cells can be cone-shaped cells for color detection. The three types compare 

light intensities in frequency range. Type is for brightness, adds green and yellow-green, and has 

both on-center and off-center neurons. Another type has center for one cone color and surround 

for another color, to compare colors. Third type, with no surround, adds green and yellow-green 

for excitation and subtracts blue for inhibition, to compare blue to yellow. 
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Biological Sciences>Zoology>Organ>Nerve>Neuron>Kinds 

simple cell 

 

Visual-cortex cells can receive from lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) ON-center and OFF-

center neurons. Simple cells receive from both eyes but process one eye faster and so have ocular 

dominance. Simple cells have more precise tuning than LGN or retinal cells. See Figure 1. 

lines 

Cells that compare ON-center and OFF-center neuron superpositions can find boundaries and 

heighten contrasts. Simple cells can detect lines, edges, stripes, or gratings. Simple cells can 

detect 12 to 30 line, edge, stripe, or grating orientations (orientation tuning). Simple cells have 

different receptive field sizes and detect different line, edge, stripe, or grating spatial frequencies 

and widths. 

color 

Some simple cells detect color. 

movement 

Some simple cells detect movement. 

arrays 

Simple cells have arrays in topographic maps. See Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 

 

A topographic map has an array of orientation columns. 

In a topographic map, each orientation column is for one orientation. 

To simplify, use four orientations: - \ | / 

The four orientations are for one direction in space. 

The array around a central - can look like this: 

 

 
Each orientation column has only the same or the next angle orientation around it. 

The array repeats by fours on the vertical, horizontal, and one diagonal and by ones on one 

diagonal. 



 

Physical Sciences>Astronomy>Star>Kinds 

pulsar 

 

Neutron stars can emit radio waves with 1000 times greater intensity than Sun radiation. From 

them, Earth observers receive dozens of microwave pulses per second. Galaxy has million 

pulsars. 

accretion-powered pulsar 

Pulsars (accretion-powered pulsar) can accrete matter from companion stars and have matter-

accretion disks that spin almost as fast as pulsar. Disk charge acceleration emits x-rays, not radio 

waves, because gravitational force is very high. 

magnetar 

Neutron-star magnetars can have magnetic field 10^10 tesla. Strong magnetic field accelerates 

charges, emitting x-rays constantly. 

rotation-powered pulsar 

Most pulsars (rotation-powered pulsar) emit microwave radiation by magnetic-field rotation. 

Such pulsars have magnetic fields 10^12 times Earth magnetic field and spin dozens of times per 

second. Pulsar radiation causes rotation-powered pulsars to spin slower as rotational energy is 

lost. 

Rotation-powered pulsars can have companion stars and can accrete matter, typically 

increasing pulsar spin but weakening magnetic field. These pulsars spin tens or hundreds of 

times each second. 

Rotation-powered pulsars (strong-field pulsar) can have stronger 10^8-tesla magnetic fields 

and spin once each second. 

rotation-powered pulsar: poles 

Magnetic poles typically do not align with spin axis. Magnetic field rotates at angle to pulsar 

rotation, causing electric fields. Electric fields accelerate charges from pulsar surface. Magnetic 

field aligns accelerated charges along magnetic poles. Accelerated charges have almost light 

speed and emit synchrotron-radiation microwaves. Synchrotron radiation lowers relativistic 

mass, to keep charges below light speed. 

When charges have almost light speed, special relativity causes light waves not to radiate in all 

directions but form a beam in motion direction. Synchrotron radiation aligns along magnetic-

pole axis. Microwave beams continuously radiate from both poles, in opposite directions. See 

Figure 1. 

Because pulsars spin, magnetic-pole axis rotates. Axis can point toward Earth once each 

rotation. For most pulsars, magnetic-pole axis never points toward Earth. Because pulsars rotate, 

magnetic-pole axis can never constantly point at Earth. 
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Physical Sciences>Astronomy>Universe>Cosmology>Speculation 

What Was Before Universe 

 

The universe began 13.72 billion years ago. What existed before multiverse and physical 

things {What Existed Before Universe} {What Was Before Universe} {pre-universe}? 

Multiverse 

Outside of universe {non-universe} is multiverse. Multiverse space-time contains all universes 

that were, are, or will be, over all time. Multiverse space is infinite. Multiverse-space local 

regions have all possible dimensions. Multiverse space-time local regions have all possible 

physical laws and constants. 

There is only one multiverse, because multiverse includes all physical things. Outside of 

multiverse is nothingness and void. 

Universe Beginning 

Universe began at a point in multiverse space-time, as the "Big Bang". 

The Non-Physical 

Before physical things, only the non-physical (non-spatial, non-temporal, and non-energetic) 

can exist. The non-physical has no beginning or end because it exists outside of time. Because it 

is not temporal, the non-physical cannot be before or after multiverse. The non-physical has no 

location or extension because it exists outside of space. Because it is not spatial, the non-physical 

cannot be outside or inside multiverse. 

The non-physical has no substances, structures, properties, states, or processes. The non-

physical has no space, time, mass, force, field, energy, or quanta. The non-physical has no 

boundaries, phases, or gradients. The non-physical has no changes, movements, translations, 

vibrations, rotations, flows, or waves. The non-physical has no entropy, because it has no parts, 

forces, or spatial volume. The non-physical has no information, because it has no code and no 

channels. The non-physical has no causes, effects, or physical laws. 

The non-physical has nothing physical and so has only one type and is homogeneous. The 

non-physical has no time and so has only one unchanging state. The non-physical has neither 

parts nor relations and so has unity. 

Possible Non-Physical Things 

Universe empty space has virtual particles. Perhaps, non-physical things are abstract particles 

or quanta. 

Universe empty space has weak-force Higgs field. Perhaps, non-physical things are abstract 

fields or forces. 

Universe empty space has quantum-mechanical waves. Perhaps, non-physical things are 

abstract waves or perturbations. 

Universe empty space has space-time. Perhaps, non-physical things are abstract space and 

time. 

Universe empty space has entropy, negentropy, information, order, and pattern. Perhaps, non-

physical things are abstract patterns. 

Non-physical things can be non-spatial, non-temporal, and non-energetic substances, 

structures, properties, states, or processes. 



 

Ideas 

Plato's Parmenides [Plato, -370] describes non-physical things: the Ideas or Forms. The Ideas 

are unified wholes that do not move, do not change, have no cause, have no possibilities, and 

have no purposes. The Ideas are immaterial, indivisible, a priori, perfect, absolute, unqualified, 

independent, eternal, necessary, and sufficient. The Ideas are abstract and never have concrete 

symbols or representations. 

Before multiverse, there is nothing physical, so Ideas like Chair-ness or Tree-ness cannot exist. 

Before multiverse, there is nothing mental, so Ideas like Goodness, Beauty, or Truth cannot 

exist. 

Mathematical Ideas 

Mathematical things are not physical, because they have no location, exist before time, never 

end, and have non-contingent truth. Mathematical things are abstract, non-physical, non-spatial, 

non-temporal, and non-energetic. Mathematical things are not mental, because they exist before 

brain or thought (and thoughts, language, and pictorial images require space and time). 

Mathematical Ideas have reality [Penrose, 2004]. They are not abstractions or concepts that 

people derive from perception, language, logic, or thought. However, because Ideas can be both 

mental categories and object essences, people can discover or intuit mathematical Ideas 

[Brouwer, 1927]. 

Before multiverse and physical things, only mathematical Ideas can exist, so non-physical 

things can only be mathematical things. Mathematical things can be substances, structures, 

properties, states, or processes. 

Number Ideas 

Number Ideas are about quantities and their relations. The number Idea "zero" is like 

nothingness and the empty set. The number Idea "one" is like one information bit, one empty set, 

or one number Idea zero. Number Ideas include integers, real numbers, imaginary numbers, and 

complex numbers. (Using only the number Ideas "zero" and "one", abstract Gödel numbering 

can represent any abstract number.) 

Set Ideas 

Set Ideas are about non-dimensional grouping relations of abstract elements. The set Idea 

"empty set" has no elements with no groupings. The set Idea "universal set" has all elements with 

all groupings. Set Ideas include set groupings (sets of sets). 

Set Ideas relate to number Ideas, because numbers can represent any element, grouping, and 

number of set elements. 

Geometric-Figure Ideas 

Geometric-figure Ideas are about dimensional grouping relations of abstract elements. The 

geometric-figure Idea "point" is a zero-dimensional unit element, with no relations. The 

geometric-figure Idea "line" is a one-dimensional connected-point grouping. The geometric-

figure Idea "space" is a multi-dimensional many-point grouping. Geometric-figure Ideas include 

all geometric-figure-combination Ideas and topological Ideas. Because both are about groupings, 

geometric-figure Ideas relate to set Ideas. Geometric-figure Ideas relate to number Ideas, because 

numbers can describe points, groupings, and number of points. 



 

Mathematical-Operation Ideas 

Mathematical-operation Ideas are about relations of abstract mathematical objects. 

Mathematical-operation Ideas can be unary, binary, ternary, and so on. The mathematical-

operation Idea "addition" groups two number Ideas into one number Idea. The mathematical-

operation Idea "union" groups two set Ideas into one set Idea. The mathematical-operation Idea 

"translation" relates a geometric-figure Idea to the geometric-figure Idea "space". The 

mathematical-operation logic Idea "and" relates two Ideas to one Idea. Mathematical-operation 

Ideas include mathematical-group Ideas. 

Number-Array Ideas 

Number-array Ideas combine number, set, geometric-figure, and mathematical-operation 

Ideas. Number arrays are about element relations along (non-spatial) orthogonal or dependent 

dimensions. Numbers represent array elements. Sets group rows and columns. Geometric figures 

describe square and other-shape arrays. Mathematical operations make ordered rows, columns, 

depths, and so on. Number-array Ideas include hypercomplex-number-array Ideas. 

Abstract-Space Ideas 

Abstract-space Ideas combine number, set, geometric-figure, and mathematical-operation 

Ideas. Abstract spaces are about elements and their relations along dimensions. Dimensions are 

non-spatial, continuous or discrete, orthogonal or non-orthogonal, independent or dependent, and 

finite or infinite. Numbers represent space points. Sets group points into lines, areas, and other 

geometric figures. Mathematical operations translate, rotate, vibrate, and transition points and 

geometric figures. 

Number-Array Ideas and Abstract-Space Ideas 

Both abstract spaces and number arrays combine numbers, sets, geometric figures, and 

mathematical operations. Abstract spaces and number arrays have elements and element 

relations. Abstract spaces and number arrays have dimensions. Abstract spaces and number 

arrays have topological features, such as warps, holes, or tears, or crystal-like flaws, insertions, 

omissions, translations, and rotations. Abstract spaces and number arrays have element, set, 

geometric-figure, topological, and operational changes. Specific number arrays correspond 

exactly with specific abstract spaces. 

What Was before Multiverse and Physical Things 

Before multiverse and physical things, only mathematical Ideas can exist. Mathematical Ideas 

include all mathematical objects and operations. 

Specific abstract space Ideas, corresponding exactly with specific hypercomplex-number-array 

Ideas, have physical-thing characteristics and so began physical things and multiverse. 
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Physical Sciences>Chemistry>Biochemistry>Drug>Activity 

deconvolution in arrays 

 

Cell arrays can pool more than one sample in cells, which allows fewer cells. Methods can 

track sample pooling. 

convolution 

Convolution puts each sample into several cells, in regular pattern. Testing looks for one 

effect. Some cells show effect, but most do not. If sample causes effect, all cells with that sample 

show effect. Cells that contain that sample form pattern, so pattern indicates sample name. 

deconvolution 

Deconvolution uses convolution method and resulting cell pattern to find sample name. For 

example, for 100-cell array, 10 samples can feed into 90 cells, each cell receiving two samples. 

Ten cells have control samples. See Figure 1. Samples are in 18 cells. If testing shows that all 18 

have activity over threshold, then that sample is effective. 

If sample interactions cause effect, deconvolution can find interactions. If testing shows that 

only one cell has activity over threshold, those two samples must interact to be effective. 
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Physical Sciences>Chemistry>Inorganic Chemistry>Chemical Reaction 

transition-state 

 

Chemical bond is stable state with relatively low potential energy. See Figure 1. Collision, 

heat, or radiation can stretch, twist, or compress chemical bond to maximum extent (activated 

complex), as molecule electrical attractions resist chemical-bond disruption. Transition state has 

greatest disruption, highest potential energy, and maximum separation. See Figure 2. If it can 

become new conformation or molecule, transition state is hybrid of stable chemical states before 

and after chemical reaction. 

From transition state, molecules can go back to original states or become new conformations 

or molecules, with equal probability. See Figure 3. 
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Physical Sciences>Chemistry>Inorganic>Phase>Phases>Solid>Crystal>Lattice 

Bravais lattice 

 

Only 14 possible arrangements {Bravais lattice} of identical spheres can make unit cells 

{space lattice}. Three are cubic, two monoclinic, four orthorhombic, two tetragonal, one 

triclinic, one hexagonal, and one rhombohedral. 

Using half-unit circles as atoms, in a 3 x 4 surface area make two-dimensional figures: 

squares; triangles, hexagons, and rhombuses; centered rectangles; rectangles, and oblique 

figures: 



 

Figure 1 

 

Two-dimensional and three-dimensional space lattices of crystals 

 

 



 

From most symmetric to least symmetric two-dimensional space lattices: 

• Square - Cell is a unit-length-side square, as in the first figure above. The two axes have 

equal length, both axes are mirror planes, and both axes have 90-degree rotation symmetry. 

Atoms are at corners. Cell has 90-degree rotation symmetry and two planes with mirror 

symmetry. Atoms have 4 atoms 1 unit away and 4 atoms √2 away. Density is 12/12 = 1. 

• Hexagonal - Cell is a unit-length-side triangle with angles 60 degrees, a rhombus with angles 

60 and 120 degrees, and a hexagon, as in the second figure above. The two axes have equal 

length, both axes are mirror planes, and both axes have 60-degree rotation symmetry. Atoms are 

at corners. Rhombus has 180-degree rotation symmetry and two planes with mirror symmetry. 

Triangle has 60-degree rotation symmetry and no planes with mirror symmetry. Atoms have 6 

atoms 1 unit away. Density is ~13/12 > 1. 

• Centered rectangular - Cell is a parallelogram with angles not 30, 45, 60, 90, or 120 degrees, 

short diagonal unit length, and a rectangle with two sides greater than unit length and two side 

greater than that, as in the third figure above. The two axes have unequal length, one axis is a 

mirror plane, and both axes have 180-degree rotation symmetry. Atoms are at corners. Cell has 

180-degree rotation symmetry and two planes with mirror symmetry. Corner atoms have 4 atoms 

1 unit away, 2 atoms farther away, and 2 atoms even farther away, and central atoms have 4 

atoms 1 unit away and 4 atoms farther away. Density is ~10/12 < 1. 

• Rectangular - Cell is a rectangle, as in the fourth figure above. The two axes have unequal 

length, both axes are mirror planes, and both axes have 180-degree rotation symmetry. Atoms 

are at corners. Cell has 180-degree rotation symmetry and two planes with mirror symmetry. 

Atoms have 2 atoms 1 unit away, 2 atoms farther away, and 4 atoms even farther away. Density 

is 6/12 = 0.5. 

• Oblique - Cell is a parallelogram with angles not 30, 45, 60, 90, or 120 degrees, as in fifth 

figure above. The two axes have unequal length, no axes are mirror planes, and both axes have 

180-degree rotation symmetry. Atoms are at corners. Cell has 180-degree rotation symmetry and 

no planes with mirror symmetry. Each atom has 2 atoms 1 unit away, 2 atoms farther away, 2 

atoms even farther away, and 2 atoms much farther away. Density is <6/12 < 0.5. 

From most symmetric to least symmetric three-dimensional space lattices: 

• Isometric crystal - Cubic cell base is a square with angles 90 degrees, and height is 

perpendicular to base. All faces are squares. All axes have equal length. Atoms are at corners, 

can be in body center, and can be in face centers (three Bravais lattices). Point-group symmetry 

has three rotations by 90 degrees. For corners only, each atom has 4 atoms around in a plane and 

2 atoms (above and below) along the perpendicular, total 6. For face-centered, corner atoms have 

8 atoms around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the perpendicular, and centered 

atoms have 4 atoms around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the perpendicular. 

For body-centered, corner atoms have 4 atoms around in a plane, 2 atoms (above and below) 

along the perpendicular, and 4 atoms along diagonals, and centered atoms have 8 atoms along 

diagonals. 

• Hexagonal crystal - Cell base is a parallelogram with angles 120 and 60 degrees, and height 

is perpendicular to base. Two faces are parallelograms, and four faces are rectangles. 

Parallelogram axes have equal length, and height has any length. Atoms are at corners (one 

Bravais lattice). Point-group symmetry has one rotation by 60 degrees. Each atom has 6 atoms 

around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the perpendicular, total 8. 



 

• Tetragonal crystal - Cell base is a square, and height is perpendicular to base. Four faces are 

rectangles, and two faces are squares. Square axes have equal lengths, and height is not equal to 

square-side length. Atoms are at corners, and can be in body center (two Bravais lattices). 

Point-group symmetry has one rotation by 90 degrees. For corners only, each atom has 4 atoms 

around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the perpendicular, total 6. For 

body-centered, corner atoms have 4 atoms around in a plane, 2 atoms (above and below) along 

the perpendicular, and 4 atoms along diagonals, and centered atoms have 8 atoms along 

diagonals. 

• Rhombohedral crystal - Trigonal-point-group cell base is a rhombus, and height is not 

perpendicular to base. All faces are rhombuses. All axes have equal lengths. Atoms are at corners 

(one Bravais lattice). Point-group symmetry has one rotation by 120 degrees. Each atom has 4 

atoms around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the perpendicular, total 6. 

• Orthorhombic crystal - Cell base is a rectangle, and height is perpendicular to base. All faces 

are rectangles. All axes have unequal lengths. Atoms are at corners, can be in body center, can be 

in base-face centers, and can be in all face centers (four Bravais lattices). Point-group symmetry 

has three rotations by 180 degrees and two mirror planes. For corners only, each atom has 4 

atoms around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the perpendicular, total 6. For 

base-face-centered, corner atoms have 8 atoms around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) 

along the perpendicular, and centered atoms have 4 atoms around in a plane and 2 atoms (above 

and below) along the perpendicular. For all-face-centered, corner atoms have 8 atoms around in a 

plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the perpendicular, and centered atoms have 4 atoms 

around in a plane, 4 atoms along diagonals, and 2 atoms (above and below) along the 

perpendicular. For body-centered, corner atoms have 4 atoms around in a plane, 2 atoms (above 

and below) along the perpendicular, and 4 atoms along diagonals, and centered atoms have 8 

atoms along diagonals. 

• Monoclinic crystal - Cell base is a parallelogram, and height is perpendicular to base. Two 

faces are parallelograms, and four faces are rectangles. The three axes have unequal length. 

Atoms are at corners and can be in face centers (two Bravais lattices). Point-group symmetry has 

one rotation by 180 degrees and one mirror plane. For corners only, each atom has 4 atoms 

around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) along the perpendicular, total 6. For 

face-centered, corner atoms have 8 atoms around in a plane and 2 atoms (above and below) 

along the perpendicular, and centered atoms have 4 atoms around in a plane and 2 atoms (above 

and below) along the perpendicular. 

• Triclinic crystal - Cell base is a parallelogram, and height is not perpendicular to base. All 

faces are parallelograms. All axes have unequal lengths. Atoms are at corners (one Bravais 

lattice). There are no point-group symmetries. Each atom has 4 atoms around in a plane and 2 

atoms (above and below) along the perpendicular, total 6. 



 

Physical Sciences>Chemistry>Inorganic Chemistry>Phase>Solution 

osmosis 

 

Membrane allows solvent molecules to pass but not solute molecules. If membrane separates 

solution from another solution, solvent passes into solution with higher solute concentration, 

because more solvent molecules hit membrane on side with less solute and pass through to other 

side. 

For example, solvent can be water, with many solute molecules inside membrane bag. See 

Figure 1. 

pressure 

Osmosis increases solvent amount on membrane side with higher solute concentration, causing 

extra pressure on that membrane side. The osmotic pressure resists further osmosis, because 

number of solvent molecules hitting both membrane sides becomes equal. 

For example, water passes into bag, making bag bigger and stretching it. Membrane is under 

pressure. The extra water inside causes higher pressure inside, meaning more water molecules hit 

membrane inside. See Figure 2. 

chemical potential 

Mixtures have higher chemical potential than pure liquids, so pure liquid goes from pure-

liquid membrane side to mixture membrane side, raises liquid level on mixture side, and lowers 

chemical potential. Chemical-potential decrease generates osmotic pressure, which tries to bring 

system into equilibrium. 

small solutes 

Membrane can allow small solute molecules and ions to pass through, but not large solute 

molecules. Small molecules diffuse through membrane, tending to make small-solute molecule 

concentrations equal on both membrane sides. 
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Physical Sciences>Chemistry>Organic Chemistry>Chemical Reaction 

addition reaction 

 

Organic reactions can bind substituents to double bond to make two single bonds. 

For double bond between two carbons, carbons have two other constituents. Molecule is 

planar, with constituent angles of 120 degrees. See Figure 1. 

Electrophile, typically hydrogen ion, slowly attacks double-bond electrons to make 

carbocation. In addition reactions, hydrogen atom binds to primary carbon, by Markownikoff's 

rule. See Figure 2. 

Then nucleophile quickly adds to the other tertiary or secondary carbon, which is more polar 

than primary carbon atoms. See Figure 3. 

conformation 

Conformation is typically cis, but is trans for two similar substituents. 

polarity 

Terminal carbon double bonds are not sufficiently polar for attack, but internal double bonds 

are polar enough for attack. 

alkenes 

Alkenes have double bonds between carbons. Alkene + water -> alcohol. Alkene + ammonia -

> amine. Alkene + halogen acid -> alkyl halide. Alkene + hydrogen gas -> single bond. Alkene + 

halogen gas -> alkyl halide, on both carbons with trans conformation. 
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Physical Sciences>Chemistry>Organic Chemistry>Chemical Reaction 

electrophilic addition 

 

Organic reactions can add electrophilic substituent to carbonyl group. 

carbonyl 

Carbonyl groups have double bond between carbon and oxygen. Carbonyl groups are planar, 

with two substituents on carbon and none on oxygen. Bond angles are 120 degrees. See Figure 1. 

process 

Hydrogen ion attacks carbonyl oxygen and adds to it, making positive charge. Double bond 

does not break. See Figure 2. 

Then positive charge migrates to carbonyl carbon to make carbocation. See Figure 3. 

Then water or alcohol adds to carbon. See Figure 4. Hydrogen at carbonyl oxygen and 

hydrogen at nucleophile leave and combine to make hydrogen gas. 
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Physical Sciences>Chemistry>Organic Chemistry>Chemical Reaction 

elimination reaction 

 

In alcohols, amines, or alkyl halides, organic reactions can make two substituents leave 

adjacent carbon atoms and form double bond. Acid or base starts reaction. 

acid and alcohol 

For example, compound can be alcohol. See Figure 1. 

Acid pulls off nucleophile, and hydrogen atom leaves. See Figure 2. Double bond forms, and 

then acid reforms. See Figure 3. 

base and alcohol 

For example, compound can be alcohol. See Figure 4. Base pulls hydrogen atom from carbon 

with no substituent. See Figure 5. Nucleophile leaves other carbon. Double bond forms, and base 

reforms. See Figure 6. 

E1 elimination 

Secondary or tertiary carbon carbocation can form slowly, and then double bond forms quickly 

(E1 elimination). Secondary or tertiary carbon is more polar than primary carbon. Acid or base 

starts this elimination type. 

E2 elimination 

Molecule can slowly push substituent from primary carbon, because primary carbons have no 

large substituents and low polarization. Bond breaks, and double bond quickly forms (E2 

elimination). See Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9. 

base 

If strong base is present and reactant is alcohol or alkyl halide, mechanism favors eliminations 

over substitutions, because base can strongly attract hydrogen atom. If reactant is amine or 

carboxylic-acid derivative and nucleophile is neutral or acidic, substitution happens more than 

elimination. 
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Physical Sciences>Chemistry>Organic Chemistry>Chemical Reaction 

nucleophilic addition 

 

Organic reactions can add nucleophilic substituent to carbonyl group. 

nucleophilic attack 

Water molecule, alcohol, hydride ion, carbide ion, ammonia molecule, or amine nucleophile 

can attack carbonyl carbon. 

carbonyl 

Carbonyl groups have double bond between carbon and oxygen. Carbonyl groups are planar, 

with two substituents on carbon and none on oxygen. Bond angles are 120 degrees. See Figure 1. 

hydrogen 

Water molecule, alcohol, or hydride ion attacks carbonyl carbon to make tetrahedral 

carbocation. Carbocation and negatively charged oxygen resonate with double-bonded carbon 

and oxygen. See Figure 2. If carbonyl carbon is not single-bonded to carbon atom, carbonyl 

oxygen adds hydrogen atom. See Figure 3. If carbonyl carbon is single-bonded to carbon atom, 

hydrogen from second carbon can migrate to oxygen to make alcohol and carbanion, or stay at 

second carbon to make carbocation and oxygen ion, by tautomerism. See Figure 4. 

carbide 

Carbide ion attacks carbonyl carbon. See Figure 5. Carbide negative charge migrates to 

oxygen. See Figure 6. Double bond forms between carbonyl carbon and carbide carbon. See 

Figure 7. Positively charged hydrogen ion from acid adds to negatively charged oxygen to make 

hydroxyl and one bond between carbons. See Figure 8. Carbide reacts with carbonyl to make 

new carbon-carbon single bond at tetrahedral carbon (condensation reaction). 

nitrogen 

Ammonia or amine attacks carbon. See Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11, and Figure 12. Double 

bond forms between carbonyl carbon and amine nitrogen atom. Oxygen leaves with two 

hydrogens, to make water. See Figure 13. 
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Physical Sciences>Chemistry>Organic Chemistry>Chemical Reaction 

substitution reaction organic 

 

Organic reactions can substitute nucleophiles. In reactant, two carbons share one bond, and 

secondary or tertiary carbon has small and weak nucleophile. See Figure 1. 

substitution type 1 

Bigger and stronger nucleophile can substitute for weaker and smaller nucleophile, at rate that 

depends on reactant concentration (substitution type 1). 

In slow step, polar solvent separates substituent from molecule, making secondary or tertiary 

carbocation. Secondary or tertiary carbons have more polarity, have larger substituents, and 

prevent pushing more, compared to primary carbons. See Figure 2. 

In fast step, other substituent substitutes for separated substituent, helped by polar solvent. See 

Figure 3. SN1 reactions are not stereospecific, because pull can be from any side. 

For example, hydroxyl or cyanide substitutes for halide. Amine substitutes for hydroxyl. 

substitution type 2 

In reactant, two carbons share one bond, and primary carbon has large and strong nucleophile. 

See Figure 4. 

Weak and small nucleophile can substitute for bigger and stronger nucleophile, with rate that 

depends on two reactant concentrations (substitution type 2). 

First, electric repulsions from second molecule push away substituent from first molecule, 

giving intermediate state. Intermediate state is planar, because five substituents attach to carbon. 

See Figure 5. 

Old substituent leaves, helped by non-polar solvent. SN2 reactions have stereospecific 

product, because pushing can be from one side only. See Figure 6. 
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Physical Sciences>Earth Science>Planet>Plate Tectonics 

plate tectonics 

 

Continental plates move, when olivine from upper mantle comes through rift in crust basalt, 

pushing plates apart. See Figure 1. 

Plates can slide into each other, pushing one down and one up to make trenches and 

mountains. See Figure 2. 

rates 

Pushed plates move two centimeters per year. Sea-floor movement in Chile is 15 centimeters 

per year. 

results 

Upwelling at ocean ridges can make volcanoes with basalt lavas. Old rift valleys can fill with 

aulacogens. 

evidence 

Coal is in Antarctica. Similar fossils are on separated continents. All over world, iron in 

volcanic rocks aligns in many different directions, instead of only north and south. East South 

America and west Africa have similar coastlines. 

Sea floor is spreading away from Mid-Atlantic Ocean Ridge. Basalt at Mid-Atlantic Ocean 

Ridge is younger than basalt near continents. Mid-Atlantic-Ocean Ridge basalt shows alternating 

iron-particle orientations every 700,000 years, when Earth magnetic field reversed. Sediment at 

Mid-Atlantic Ocean Ridge is less than at continent edges. 

Pacific-Ocean floor has thicker sediments and is older than Atlantic-Ocean floor. Atlantic-

Ocean floor is 200,000,000 years old. Atlantic-Ocean sediment averages only several thousand 

feet thick and in some places is much thinner. If ocean floor had not changed for 200,000,000 

years, sediment would be several miles thick. 
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Physical Sciences>Physics>Matter>Atom>Orbital>Spin 

spin 

 

Elementary particles have intrinsic angular momentum {spin, particle}| {particle, spin} 

{intrinsic angular momentum}. Spin conserves energy, momentum, and angular momentum. 

axis 

Particles always travel at light speed along a space-time motion line. Spin axis is parallel to 

motion line and is either counter-clockwise or clockwise around that space-time momentum 

vector. 

classical mechanics 

In classical mechanics, spin has linear continuous projections onto other axes (and orthogonal 

axes have no spin components). For example, if object spins around z-axis, observers can 

measure spin around xz-axis and yz-axis, but spin around x-axis and y-axis (both orthogonal to 

z-axis) is zero. 

Fundamental particles are points (or strings or loops with negligible radius), and some have no 

mass, so fundamental-particle intrinsic angular momentum is not due to mass rotating at a 

distance around an axis. Classical mechanics cannot account for elementary-particle spin. 

quantum mechanics 

Elementary-particle spin is quantum-mechanical and special relativistic. To reconcile quantum 

mechanics and special relativity, quantum-mechanical-wavefunction components are matrices, 

not just numbers. Matrices have transformations that are equivalent to spin angular momentum. 

Reconciling quantum mechanics and general relativity requires that momentum (energy) and 

position (time) affect each other, so matrices have complex-number elements. 

In quantum mechanics, observers can measure spin around any axis. Measurement of 

elementary-particle spin around any axis finds that spin is an angular-momentum quantum unit, 

either clockwise or counterclockwise around axis. For example, measuring independent-electron 

intrinsic angular momentum finds spin equals (0.5 * h) / (2 * pi), where h is Planck constant, 

which is 1/2 angular-momentum quantum unit. (Electron spin cannot be zero, because electrons 

have mass.) Spin counterclockwise around motion axis adds 1/2 angular momentum unit, so spin 

is +1/2. Spin clockwise around motion axis subtracts 1/2 angular-momentum unit, so spin is -1/2. 

Measuring independent-photon intrinsic angular momentum finds spin equals (0.5 * h) / pi, 

where h is Planck constant, which is 1 angular-momentum quantum unit. (Photon spin cannot be 

zero, because photons have energy.) Spin counterclockwise around motion axis adds 1 angular-

momentum unit, so spin is +1. Spin clockwise around motion axis subtracts 1 angular-

momentum unit, so spin is -1. 

spin: vectors and spinors 

Real-number vectors have magnitude, one direction (component), and one orientation (in that 

direction): (a). Rotating real-number vectors 360 degrees makes the same vector, because vector 

direction and orientation return to original direction and orientation. Spinning real-number 

vectors any number of degrees makes the same vector, because vectors have no extensions in 

perpendicular directions. For example, turning a straight line around its axis keeps the same 

shape. 

Complex-number vectors have magnitude, one direction (in local two-dimensional space), and 

one orientation (in that direction): (a + b*i). Rotating complex-number vectors 360 degrees 

makes the same vector, because vector direction and orientation return to original direction and 



 

orientation. Spinning complex-number vectors any number of degrees makes the same vector, 

because vectors have no extensions in perpendicular directions. 

Spinors have two complex-number (or quaternion) components: (a + b*i, c + d*i). Spinors 

have magnitude, two directions, and one orientation that depends on which component goes first. 

Rotating spinors 360 degrees makes original direction but opposite orientation, like rotating 

around a Möbius strip, because parity changes. Spinor rotation differs from vector rotation 

because spinor rotation has phase effects. Spinning spinors any number of degrees makes a 

different spinor, because spinors have extensions in perpendicular directions. 

spin: rotation 

Fermion odd-half-integer-spin particles have different statistics than boson integer-spin 

particles. For bosons, spin and rotation are independent and add. For fermions, spin and rotation 

are dependent and multiply. 

spin: symmetries 

Elementary-particle intrinsic angular momentum is about wavefunction symmetries. 

Spin-0 particles are scalars (not vectors). Scalars have no direction and so have same physics 

under any rotation. Because intrinsic angular momentum is zero, clockwise and 

counterclockwise have no meaning. Spheres have all symmetries: any-degree rotational 

symmetry, mirror symmetry, radial symmetry, and inversion symmetry. Turning a sphere 

through any angle, reflecting it through any plane through any diameter, and spinning around any 

axis results in the same shape and behavior. Around any axis and orientation, observers see no 

net spin, so spin-rotation interaction is zero. See Figure 1. 

Spin-1 particles are vectors, with one symmetry axis. Spin-rotation interaction is non-zero, so 

observers see opposite spin (anti-symmetry) after 180-degree rotation. Turning a clockwise 

spinning sphere upside down reverses its orientation and changes clockwise to counterclockwise. 

Vectors have same physics under 360-degree (and 720-degree, 1080-degree, and so on) rotation 

(360-degree rotational symmetry). Turning the sphere upside down again puts it back to original 

orientation and clockwise spin. See Figure 2. 

Spin-2 particles are tensors, with two symmetry axes. Spin 2 particles have mirror symmetry. 

Spin 2 has 90-degree anti-symmetry. Turning the sphere to right angle interchanges axes, so one 

axis keeps clockwise motion and one axis changes from clockwise to counter-clockwise, 

reversing the orientation. Two spin-rotation interactions are non-zero but symmetric, so flipping 

plane over returns system to same spin-rotation interactions. Spin-2 particles have same physics 

under 180-degree (and 360-degree, 540-degree, 720-degree, and so on) rotation. Turning a 

sphere spinning clockwise around an axis and clockwise around a perpendicular axis upside 

down changes clockwise to counterclockwise around both axes but also reverses both axes, so 

the sphere returns to its original state. See Figure 3. 

Spin-1/2 particles are vectors, with two axes sharing one symmetry. Because they share one 

symmetry, spin-1/2 particles have different spin-rotation interactions than vector bosons, which 

have no shared symmetry and so spin 1. Spin-rotation interaction is perpendicular at 180-degree 

rotation, reversed at 360-degree rotation, and opposite perpendicular at 540-degree rotation, and 

original at 720-degree rotation. Spin 1/2 particles have 360-degree anti-symmetry, like rotating 

around a Möbius strip, changing parity. Turning a sphere spinning clockwise around an axis, 

clockwise around a perpendicular axis, and clockwise around a second perpendicular axis 

completely around changes clockwise to counterclockwise around two axes and reverses both 

axes, but changes clockwise to counterclockwise around the third axis, which has the same 

orientation, so the sphere reverses orientation. Spin 1/2 has 720-degree rotational symmetry. 



 

Turning the sphere completely around again changes clockwise to counterclockwise around two 

axes and reverses both axes, but changes counterclockwise to clockwise around the third axis, 

which has the same orientation, so the sphere returns to original state. See Figure 4. 

spin: speculation 

Perhaps, elementary-particle intrinsic angular momentum is imaginary-number mass rotating 

at imaginary-number radius around particle axis, through imaginary-number angle with 

imaginary-number angular velocity, perhaps through imaginary-number time. Multiplying 

imaginary numbers results in positive real-number momentum and energy. Hyperbolas have 

imaginary-number radii, because they have negative curvature. Hyperbolic-curve angles are 

imaginary-number angles: cos(i*A) = cosh(A) and e^A = cosh(A) + sinh(A), where A is real-

number angle. Higgs field has imaginary mass. Imaginary-number time rotations make special-

relativity Lorentz transformations. Using imaginary-number time can establish absolute general-

relativity space-time. 

spin: bosons and fermions 

At high concentration and/or low temperature, with Heisenberg uncertainty, for thermal-

equilibrium non-interacting bosons, exchange of two particles does not change wavefunction 

(Bose-Einstein statistics), because particle wavefunction product is commutative (symmetric 

rank-two tensor): f(a) * f(b) - f(b) * f(a). Combining two spins returns the system to original 

orientation: f(a) * f(b) = ((-1)^(2*spin)) * (f(b) * f(a)), where spin = +1 or -1. Relativistically 

applying a rotation operator in imaginary time to integer spin particles results in no Pauli 

exclusion principle. Bosons are indistinguishable. Only system states matter. It is incorrect to 

talk about first one and second one, or particle 1 and particle 2. Many bosons can have same 

energy, momentum, and angular momentum. 

At high concentration and/or low temperature, with Heisenberg uncertainty, for thermal-

equilibrium non-interacting fermions, exchange of two particles changes wavefunction (Fermi-

Dirac statistics), because particle wavefunction product is anti-commutative (anti-symmetric 

rank-two tensor): f(a) * f(b) + f(b) * f(a). Combining two spins takes the system to opposite 

orientation: f(a) * f(b) = ((-1)^(2*spin)) * (f(b) * f(a)), where spin = +1/2 or -1/2. Relativistically 

applying a rotation operator in imaginary time to half-integer spin particles results in Pauli 

exclusion principle. Fermions are distinguishable. Only system states matter. It is correct to talk 

about first one and second one, or particle 1 and particle 2. Two particles can have same energy 

but must have different momentum and/or angular momentum. 

Note: At low concentration and/or high temperature, without Heisenberg uncertainty, thermal-

equilibrium non-interacting particles have Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. Exchange of two 

particles does not matter, because wavefunction has no effect. Particles can have same energy 

and same or different momentum and angular momentum. 

spin: measurement 

To measure spin, experimenters must establish a spatial axis, and then measure angular 

momentum around that axis. (Experimenters cannot know electron trajectories, because electrons 

have wavefunctions.) Around any chosen axis, instruments measure spin as exactly +1/2 unit or 

exactly -1/2 unit. By uncertainty principle, instruments measuring spin simultaneously around 

axes perpendicular to that axis get +1/2 unit or -1/2 unit with equal probability, meaning that 

those spin measurements have 100% uncertainty. 

Instruments cannot measure spin when two electrons are interacting, because system then 

includes measuring apparatus. Instruments measure after particle creation or interaction. After 



 

particle creation or interaction, instruments decohere wavefunction and so destroy particle 

system and make particles independent. 

spin: measurement angle 

For electrons (spin 1/2), if measuring axis is at angle A to a clockwise spin-vector (spin -1/2), 

the probability that the measurement will be spin -1/2 is (cos(A/2))^2. Perhaps, because spin-

vector has two axes but shares one symmetry, it is like the spin-vector projects onto an angle A/2 

axis as cos(A/2), and the angle A/2 axis vector projects onto the angle A measuring axis as 

cos(A/2), so the net projection is (cos(A/2))^2. 

If a zero-spin state emits entangled electrons in opposite directions (conserving momentum 

and angular momentum), and one direction is measured at angle A and the other at angle B (with 

angle difference C), the both-same-spin probability is (sin(C/2))^2, and the each-opposite-spin 

probability is (cos(C/2))^2. 

For photons (spin 1), if measuring axis is at angle A to a clockwise spin-vector (spin -1), the 

probability that the measurement will be spin -1 is (cos(A))^2. Perhaps, because spin-vector has 

one axis, it is like the spin-vector projects onto an angle A axis as cos(A) twice, so the net 

projection is (cos(A))^2. 

If a zero-spin state emits entangled photons in opposite directions (conserving momentum and 

angular momentum), and one direction is measured at angle A and the other at angle B (with 

angle difference C), the both-same-spin probability is (sin(C))^2, and the each-opposite-spin 

probability is (cos(C))^2. 

orbitals 

Orbitals with two electrons typically have one electron with positive spin and one electron 

with negative spin {anti-symmetric spin state}, so net spin angular momentum is zero, and 

ground-state orbital is symmetric. In orbitals, paired electron spins {spin pair} cancel magnetic 

fields. 

Outside energy can add spin angular momentum. The first excited orbital state has two 

electrons with positive spin or two electrons with negative spin {symmetric spin state}. Net spin 

angular momentum is 1, and excited-state orbital is anti-symmetric. 

In orbitals, two electrons have probability 0.25 to have total spin 0 and 0.75 to have total spin 

1. 

In different orbitals, electrons can have same lower-energy spins. Two electrons enter two 

different orbitals before going into same orbital, because electrostatic repulsions are greater in 

energy than magnetic interactions, energy differences between orbitals are small, and repulsions 

between electrons in different orbitals are smaller than repulsions in same orbital. 
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Physical Sciences>Physics>Electromagnetism>Circuit>Kinds>Instruments 

Wheatstone bridge 

 

Devices {Wheatstone bridge}| can find resistance or capacitance in circuits using ratios. 

Wheatstone bridges eliminate voltage effects. AC current negates overall flow effects. 

Current from a potential source P splits between two known resistances, R1 and R2, which 

have a galvanometer G across their endpoints to measure current and voltage (Figure 1). From 

one endpoint is an adjustable resistance Rv. From the other endpoint is an unknown resistance 

Rx. The resistances Rv and Rx meet at a point. If the ratio of the adjustable resistance Rv to the 

first known resistance R1 equals the ratio of the unknown resistance Rx to the second known 

resistance R2, the galvanometer has zero voltage and current. 

For typical resistances, one can set R1 = R2, so Rv = Rx at galvanometer zero current and 

voltage. 

If three resistances are known and one unknown, the measured voltage allows calculating the 

unknown resistance. 

Wheatstone bridges can also find capacitance. 



 

Figure 1 

Wheatstone bridge 

 

R1, R2, Rv, and Rx are resistances. 

P is potential. 

G is galvanometer. 



 

Physical Sciences>Physics>Electromagnetism>Magnetism 

magnetism and electric force 

 

Relativistic electric-charge motion can caused electric force. Magnetic fields have no net 

charge to stationary observers. 

special relativity 

Atoms and molecules have equal numbers of protons and electrons and so no net electric 

charge. Protons are in nuclei. Electrons orbit nuclei at 10% light speed. At that speed, motions 

have relativistic effects, and observers see length contraction. Stationary protons observe moving 

electrons, and electrons observe moving protons. Length contraction makes charges appear 

closer together along motion-direction line. Moving-charge density appears higher than 

stationary-charge density, making net electric force. Electric-charge number does not change, but 

relative distance decreases. 

materials: iron 

If electron orbits do not align, relativistic effects have all directions, and net force is zero. If 

electron orbits align, as in ferromagnetic materials, net force is not zero, and material has 

magnetism. 

materials: conductors 

Conductors have fixed protons and easily transferable electrons, with no net charge. Electric 

current moves electrons in wires at 10% light speed. Relativistic length contraction makes 

apparent increase in relative electric-charge density and apparent electric force. Current makes 

magnetism. 

non-magnetic materials 

People and non-magnetic materials have random molecule orientations and so no net magnetic 

effects. 

no dipoles 

Apparent electric charge in magnetism is not induced charge. Magnetism has no dipoles. 

strength 

At 10% light speed, relative electric-charge density increases by 1%, so magnetism is 

approximately one-hundredth electric-force strength. Larger currents make stronger magnetic 

forces. Electric generators and motors use many wires with high currents, to make strong 

magnetism. 

direction 

Electric longitudinal force between charges is along line between charge centers. Because it 

has no net charge, magnetic apparent-electric force cannot be along line between apparent charge 

centers. Magnetic transverse force is across line between apparent charges, along motion line, 

because apparent charge density increases only along motion line. 

attraction and repulsion 

Like electric force, magnetic force depends on interactions between charges. Like electric 

force, magnetic force can be attractive or repulsive. If apparent moving charges and stationary 

charges are both positive or both negative, magnetism is repulsive, because charges observe like 

charges. If apparent moving charges and stationary charges have opposite charge, magnetism is 

attractive, because charges observe unlike charges. 

Wires at Rest with No Current 

Charges are equal on both wires, and there is no movement and so no relativistic effects, so net 

force is zero. See Figure 1. 



 

Wires at Rest and One Wire with Current 

Stationary protons on wire with current see stationary protons and stationary electrons on other 

wire and so see no relativistic effects. Stationary protons on wire with no current see stationary 

protons and moving electrons on other wire and so see relativistic negative charge, making 

attractive force. Stationary electrons on wire with no current see stationary protons moving 

electrons on other wire and so see relativistic negative charge on other wire, making repulsive 

force. Moving electrons on wire with current see moving protons and moving electrons on other 

wire and so see relativistic effects, but they cancel. One force is attractive and one is negative, so 

net force is zero. See Figure 2. 

Wires at Rest and Opposite Currents 

Protons in both wires see stationary protons and moving electrons in other wire and so see 

relativistic negative charge on other wire, making attractive force. Electrons in both wires see 

moving protons and moving-twice-as-fast electrons and so see net relativistic negative charge on 

other wire, making large repulsive force. Net force is repulsion. See Figure 3. 

Wires at Rest and Same Currents 

Protons in both wires see stationary protons and moving electrons in other wire and so see 

relativistic negative charge on other wire, making attractive force. Electrons in both wires see 

stationary electrons and moving protons in other wire and so see relativistic positive charge on 

other wire, making attractive force. Net force is attraction. See Figure 4. 

Stationary Conductor and Stationary Test Charge 

See Figure 5. Stationary conductors, with equal numbers of fixed protons and easily movable 

electrons, have no net charge. Electric field from protons is equal and opposite to electric field 

from electrons, so there is no net electric field. Conductor is not moving relative to anything, so 

there are no relativistic effects. Stationary single negative test charge has electric field but feels 

no net force from conductor, because conductor has no net charge. Test charge is not moving 

relative to anything, so there are no relativistic effects. Net force is zero. 

Stationary Conductor and Moving Test Charge 

See Figure 6. Stationary conductors have no net electric field. Negative charge moves 

downward at constant velocity. Constantly moving charge has constant concentric magnetic 

field, which represents magnetic-force direction and strength that it exerts if it observes apparent 

charges. Test charge feels no net electric force from conductor, because conductor has no net 

charge. Test charge moves relative to both electrons and protons in conductor, so there is no net 

relativistic effect. Net force is zero. 

Moving Conductor and Stationary Test Charge 

See Figure 7. Conductor moves downward at constant velocity. Electric field from protons is 

equal and opposite to electric field from electrons, so there is no net electric field. Magnetic field 

from moving protons is equal and opposite to magnetic field from moving electrons, so there is 

no net magnetic field. Negative charge is stationary. Test charge feels no net electric force from 

conductor, because conductor has no net charge. Test charge moves relative to both electrons and 

protons in conductor, so there is no net relativistic effect. Net force is zero. 

Moving Conductor and Moving Test Charge 

See Figure 8. Conductor moves downward at constant velocity. Net electric and magnetic 

fields are zero. Negative charge moves downward at constant velocity. Test charge feels no net 

electric force from conductor, because conductor has no net charge. Test charge is not moving 

relative to either electrons or protons in conductor, so there are no relativistic effects. Net force is 

zero. 



 

Moving Electrons in Stationary Conductor and Stationary Test Charge 

See Figure 9. Conductor electrons move downward at constant velocity. Electric field from 

protons is equal and opposite to electric field from electrons, so there is no net electric field. 

Moving electrons make magnetic field. Negative charge is stationary. Test charge feels no net 

electric force from conductor, because conductor has no net charge. Test charge is not moving 

relative to protons in conductor, so there is no relativistic effect. Test charge moves relative to 

electrons in conductor and sees relativistic negative charge, making repulsive force. 

Moving Electrons in Stationary Conductor and Moving Test Charge 

See Figure 10. Conductor electrons move downward at constant velocity. Electric field from 

protons is equal and opposite to electric field from electrons, so there is no net electric field. 

Moving electrons make magnetic field. Negative charge moves downward at constant velocity. 

Test charge feels no net electric force from conductor, because conductor has no net charge. Test 

charge is not moving relative to electrons in conductor, so there is no relativistic effect. Test 

charge moves relative to protons in conductor and so sees relativistic positive charge, making 

attractive force. 



 

Figure 1 

Wires at rest and current = 0. 

Stationary observers 

 
Both wires have equal charges, so no net charge or force occurs. 



 

Figure 2 

Wires at rest and one current > 0. 

Stationary proton observers and electron observer 

 
Stationary proton observers on wire with current see no net charge on the other wire. 

Stationary proton observers on the wire with no current see relativistic net negative charge on the 

other wire. 

Stationary electron observers on the wire with no current see relativistic net negative charge on 

the other wire. 

 

Moving electron observer 

 
Moving electron observers on the wire with current see no net charge on the other wire. 

 

The two forces cancel, so net force is zero. 



 

Figure 3 

Wires at rest and opposite currents. 

Stationary proton observers 

 
Protons in each wire see a smaller relativistic net negative charge on the other wire, so small 

attraction. 

 

Moving electron observers, in opposite directions 

 
Electrons in each wire see a greater relativistic net negative charge on the other wire, so large 

repulsion. 

 

Net force is repulsion. 



 

Figure 4 

Wires at rest and same currents. 

Stationary proton observers 

 
Protons in each wire see a relativistic net negative charge on the other wire. 

 

Moving electron observers, in same direction 

 
Electrons in each wire see a relativistic net positive charge on the other wire. 

 

Net force is attraction. 
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Physical Sciences>Physics>Heat>Entropy 

entropy and heat 

 

Physical systems have particles with properties, locations, times, motions, energies, momenta, 

and relations. Particles can be independent or depend on each other. 

degrees of freedom 

Related particles have motion restrictions. Particles with no relations are free to move in all 

directions by translations, vibrations, and rotations. Systems have interchangeable states (degrees 

of freedom). More particles and more particle independence increase degrees of freedom. 

order 

Order depends on direction constraints. Ordered systems have few possible states. Disordered 

systems have many possible states. Systems with high heat have more disorder because kinetic 

energy goes in random directions and potential energy decreases. Systems with work have less 

disorder because kinetic energy goes in one direction and potential energy increases in direction 

against field. Systems have disorder amount (entropy). 

information 

Systems with no relations have no information, because particles move freely and randomly, 

with no dependencies. Systems with relations have information about relations and 

dependencies. Systems with more degrees of freedom, less order, and more entropy have less 

information. Systems with fewer degrees of freedom, more order, and less entropy have more 

information. Because entropy relates to disorder, entropy relates to negative information. 

information: amount 

The smallest information amount (bit) specifies binary choice: marked or unmarked, yes or no, 

0 or 1, or on or off. The smallest system has two possible independent states and one binary 

choice: 2^1 = 2, where 2 is number of states and 1 is number of choices. Choices can always 

reduce to binary choices, so base can always be two. Systems have number of binary choices, 

which is bit number. 

information: probability 

The smallest system is in one state or the other, and both states are equally probable, so states 

have probability one-half: 1/2 = 1 / 2^1. State probability is independent-state-number inverse. 

information: states 

Systems have independent states and dependent states. Dependent states are part of 

independent states. Systems can only be in one independent state. Particles have free movement, 

so independent states can interchange freely and are equally probable. Particles have number of 

independent states available. Systems have number of states. Number is two raised to power. For 

example, systems can have 2^6 = 64 states. States have probability 1/64 = 1 / 2^6. 6 is number of 

system information bits. Systems with more states have more bits and lower-probability states. 

information: degeneracy 

Different degenerate states can have same properties. For example, systems with two particles 

can have particle energies 0 and 2, 2 and 0, or 1 and 1, all with same total energy. 

information: reversibility 

Particle physical processes are reversible in time and space. Physical system states can go to 

other system states, with enough time. 

entropy: probability 

Disorder depends on information, so entropy depends on information. Entropy is negative 

base-2 logarithm of probability. For example, for two states, S = -log(1 / 2^1) = +1. For 64 



 

states, S = -log(1 / 2^6), so S = -log(1 / 2^6) = +6. More states make each state less likely, so 

disorder and entropy increase. 

entropy: degeneracy probability 

Degenerate-state groups have different probabilities, because groups have different numbers of 

degenerate states. Groups with more members have higher probability because independent 

states have equal probability. Entropy depends degeneracy pattern. Going to lower probability 

group increases system order and has less entropy. Going to higher probability group decreases 

system order and has more entropy. 

Lowest-probability groups are reachable from only one other state. High-probability groups 

are reachable from most other states. Systems are likely to go to higher-probability groups. 

Systems move toward highest-probability group. In isolated closed systems, highest-probability 

group has probability much higher than other groups. If system goes to lower-probability group, 

it almost instantly goes to higher-probability group, before people can observe entropy decrease. 

Therefore, entropy tends to increase. 

entropy: additive 

Entropy and disorder are additive, because they depend on independent states, degrees of 

freedom. Systems with independent parts have entropy equal to sum of part entropies. If parts are 

dependent, entropy is less, because number of different states is less. 

entropy: heat 

Heat is total random translational kinetic energy. Temperature is average random translational 

kinetic energy. Entropy S is heat energy Q, unavailable to do work, divided by temperature T: S 

= number of independent particle states = (total random translational kinetic energy) / (average 

random translational kinetic energy) = Q/T. Kinetic energy is random, and potential energy holds 

molecules apart in all directions, so heat has no net direction. Average direction is zero. 

entropy: energy 

At constant pressure and temperature, entropy is enthalpy change divided by temperature, 

because heat is enthalpy change at constant pressure and temperature. At constant volume and 

temperature, entropy is energy change divided by temperature, because heat is energy change at 

constant volume and temperature. 

entropy: gravity 

If no gravity, entropy increases as particles spread, because particle occupied volume 

increases. If gravity, entropy increases as particles decrease separation, because potential energy 

becomes heat though particle occupied volume decreases. If anti-gravity, entropy increases as 

particles increase separation, because potential energy becomes heat and particle occupied 

volume increases. 

entropy: mass 

Entropy increases when particle number increases. Matter increase makes more entropy. 

Entropy increases when particles distribute more evenly, toward thermal equilibrium, and have 

fewer patterns, lines, edges, angles, shapes, and groupings. 

entropy: volume 

If there are no forces, volume increase makes more possible molecule distributions, less order, 

and more entropy. If there are forces, volume decrease makes more possible molecule 

distributions, less order, and more entropy. See Figure 1. 

entropy: directions 

Energy dispersal increases entropy, because disorder increases. Increasing number of 

directions or motion types increases entropy. Mixing makes more disorder and more entropy. 



 

More randomness makes more entropy. More asymmetry makes more disorder and more 

entropy. 

entropy: heat 

Work makes more friction and heat and more entropy. Making heat makes more randomness 

and more entropy. 

entropy: fields 

Field strength decrease disperses energy and makes more entropy. 

entropy: force and pressure 

Pressure decrease disperses energy and makes more entropy. Force decrease disperses energy 

and makes more entropy. 

entropy: volume 

At phase changes, pressure change dP divided by temperature change dT equals entropy 

change dS divided by volume change dV, because energy changes must be equal at equilibrium: 

dP / dT = dS / dV, so dP * dV = dT * dS. Volume increase greatly increases entropy. 

entropy: increase 

Systems increase entropy when disorder, degrees of freedom, and disinformation increase. 

Information decrease makes more interactions and more entropy. Order decrease, as in state 

change from liquid to gas, increases entropy. 

entropy: decrease 

Many factors increase order, regularity, or information, such as more regular space or time 

intervals, as in stripes and waves. Higher energy concentration, more mass, larger size, higher 

density, more interactions, more relations, smaller distances, closer interactions, more 

equilibrium, more steady state, more interaction templates, more directed energy, and more 

filtering increase order. 

More reference point changes, more efficient coding or language, better categorization or 

classification, more repetition, more shape regularity, and more self-similarity at different 

distance or time scales increase order. More recursion, bigger algorithms, more processes, more 

geodesic paths, more simplicity, lower mixing, and more purity increase order. More 

reconfigurations, more object exchanges, and more combining systems increase order. Fewer 

functions, fewer behaviors, more resonance, fewer observations, more symmetry, more 

coordinated motion, and more process coupling increase order. 

Larger increase in potential energy increases order, because energy concentrates. Higher 

increase in fields increases order, because energy increases. Fewer motion degrees of freedom, as 

in slow and large objects, increase order. More same-type, same-range, and same-size 

interactions increase order. More and equal influence spheres increase order. Higher space-time 

curvature increases order. More constant space-time curvature increases order. 

Lower harmonics of Fourier series increase order. Fewer elements in Fourier series increase 

order. 

entropy: closed system 

In closed systems, entropy tends to increase, because energy becomes more random. Potential 

energy becomes random kinetic energy by friction or forced motion. Random kinetic energy 

cannot all go back to potential energy because potential energy has direction. Work kinetic 

energy becomes random kinetic energy by friction or forced motion. Random kinetic energy 

cannot all go back to work energy because work energy has direction. Heat energy is already 

random. Only part, in a direction, can become potential energy or work kinetic energy. Radiation 



 

becomes random kinetic energy by collision. Random kinetic energy cannot all go back to 

radiation energy, because radiation energy requires particles accelerated in direction. 

universe entropy 

Universe is isolated closed system. It started in low-entropy state and moves to higher entropy 

states. 

Perhaps, at beginning (hot big bang or primordial fireball), universe had one particle at one 

point with smallest possible volume, and so no relations among parts. There were no space fields 

and no tidal effects. Universe had highly concentrated energy at high temperature and so large 

contracting forces and high pressure. Particle number remained the same or increased, as 

particles and radiation split. 

Universe expansion increased space volume. Space points became farther from other points. 

Expansion was greatest at first. Then expansion slowed, because all particles had gravity. 

As universe cooled, it created particles, in evenly distributed gas. Entropy increased but was 

still low. 

As universe cooled, gas-particle gravity formed galaxies and stars. Condensed gas had higher 

entropy but was still low. Potential energy converted to heat as infalling particles collided. Heat 

and mass concentrated in stars. 

Stars are hot compared to space, so stars can transfer energy to planets and organisms. Stars 

undergoing nuclear fusion make visible light. Visible light has higher energy than heat infrared 

radiation. On Earth, temperature stays approximately constant. Therefore, visible light energy 

that impinges on Earth is equal to energy that radiates away from Earth as heat. Because sunlight 

has higher energy per photon, fewer sunlight photons land on Earth than Earth emits as infrared 

heat photons. Entropy increases in space, and total universe entropy increases. On Earth, order 

increases and disorder decreases, mostly in organisms. From universe beginning until now, 

universe entropy increases, while small-region physical forces and particle motions can cause 

entropy decreases. 

Now, universe has many photons, large volume, negligible forces, and even matter 

distribution, so universe entropy is now large. For example, cosmic microwave background 

radiation has many randomly moving photons, from soon after universe origin. Photons mostly 

evenly distribute. They fill whole universe and have little effect on each other. As universe 

expands, their entropy becomes more. 

Now, universe has many galaxies with central black holes and has black holes formed after 

supernovae. Black holes are mass concentrations denser than atomic nuclei. Black holes have 

very high entropy, because particle number is high, volume is small, mass evenly distributes, 

gravitational force and fields are high, and density is high. Black holes make universe entropy 

large now. 

In the future, universe entropy will increase. Universe will have more black holes and can 

evolve to have only black holes. Universe will have more local forces. Universe will have more 

volume. Universe will have more particles. Universe will have more-even particle distribution. 
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Physical Sciences>Physics>Heat>Statistical Mechanics 

distribution of energies 

 

Physical systems can have different numbers and energy levels of particles (energy 

distribution). Particles can be molecules, atoms, photons, or subatomic particles. 

energy quanta 

Particle energy cannot be zero, because particles are always moving and so have kinetic 

energy. Particle energy has quanta, by quantum mechanics, so particles have lowest energy level 

(ground-state energy). Particle energies increase from ground-state energy by discrete energy 

quanta. Possible particle energies are ground-state energy, ground-state energy plus one 

quantum, ground-state energy plus two quanta, and so on. For total energy, possible energy 

levels have numbers of particles. Systems have particles at ground-state energy, particles at 

ground-state energy plus one quantum, particles at ground-state energy plus two quanta, and so 

on. Particle number at high energy levels is small compared to number at low energy levels, 

because elastic collisions distribute energy among energy levels. High particle energy has low 

probability. Infinite particle energy has zero probability. 

system energy 

Closed systems have constant total energy. Total energy is ground-state energy times particle 

number, plus any quanta. Sum of particle energies makes total energy. Product of particle 

number and ground-state energy is minimum system energy. 

energy distribution 

For example, two-particle system can have one particle with energy 3, one particle with energy 

1, and total energy 4. For closed systems, particle collisions can change energy distribution, but 

total energy stays constant. For example, the two-particle system can have one particle with 

energy 2, one particle with energy 2, and total energy 4. 

energy distribution: low-energy example 

Two-particle system can have ground-state energy Q0, one particle at ground-state energy, E1 

= Q0, and another particle at one quantum energy level Q above ground-state energy, E2 = Q0 + 

1*Q. Total energy is E1 + E2 = Q0 + (Q0 + 1*Q) = 2*Q0 + 1*Q. See Figure 1. 

energy distribution: equivalent distributions 

For closed systems, different energy distributions can result in same total energy. For example, 

twelve-molecule systems can have energy distributions in which each particle has energy Q1a 

and total energy is 12*Q1a. By particle collision, system can have energy distribution with six 

molecules one quantum Q above Q1a and six molecules one quantum Q below Q1a. System still 

has total energy 12*Q1a. 

For two-molecule system with total energy 2*Q0 + 2*Q, both molecules can have energy Q0 + 

1*Q. After collisions, first molecule can have energy Q0, and second molecule can have energy 

Q0 + 2*Q, or first molecule can have energy Q0 + 2*Q, and second molecule can have energy 

Q0. See Figure 2. All three energy distributions have same total energy. 

probability 

In closed physical system, all energy distributions have same total energy, and all distributions 

are equally likely, because collisions transfer energy freely between particles. 

probability: distinguishable particles 

If particles are distinguishable, energy distributions are unique and have equal probability. For 

example, system can have total energy 6, ground-state energy 2, quantum 1, and 2 particles. If 

particles are distinguishable, such as E1 and E2, three energy distributions are possible. E1 = 2 



 

and E2 = 4. E1 = 4 and E2 = 2. E1 = 3 and E2 = 3. Distribution E1 = 3 and E2 = 3 has one-third 

probability. Distribution E1 = 2 and E2 = 4 has one-third probability. Distribution E1 = 4 and E2 

= 2 has one-third probability. Distributions are equally likely. See Figure 3. 

In this system, particles cannot have energy 0 or 1, because ground-state energy is 2. Only 

these three cases make total energy 6. 

probability: indistinguishable particles 

Typically, some system particles are exactly the same and so indistinguishable. For example, 

all electrons are the same. If particles are indistinguishable, some energy distributions appear the 

same. 

For example, system can have total energy 6, ground-state energy 2, quantum 1, and 2 

indistinguishable particles. Two energy distributions are possible: energy 2 and energy 4 or 

energy 3 and energy 3. Cases E1 = 2 and E2 = 4, and E1 = 4 and E2 = 2, are now 

indistinguishable. Energy distribution 3 and 3 happens once and has one-third probability. 

Energy distribution 2 and 4 happens twice and has two-thirds probability. 

probability: degeneracy 

If particles are indistinguishable, some energy distributions have same numbers of particles at 

each energy level. In the example, two energy distributions have one particle at level 2 and one 

particle at level 4, so degeneracy is two. 

Degenerate energy-distribution probability is degeneracy divided by number of distributions 

when particles are distinguishable. In the example, number of energy distributions with 

distinguishable particles is three. Degeneracy of "energy 2/energy 4" distribution is two, and 

probability is 2/3. Degeneracy of "energy 3/energy 3" distribution is one, and probability is 1/3. 

For degenerate distributions, more degeneracy makes higher probability. Degeneracy is greater 

if most particles are near average energy and particles have Boltzmann energy distribution. 

Maximum degeneracy spreads particles maximally. For many-particle systems, highest 

probability is many orders of magnitude above second-most-likely distribution. 

partition number 

If system has constant total energy, distribution degeneracy (partition number) is (total number 

of particles)! / (number at ground-state energy)! * (number at ground-state energy plus one 

quantum)! * ... * (number at ground-state energy plus infinite number of quanta)!, where ! means 

factorial. Above 50 K, for thermal distributions, partition number maximizes according to 

Boltzmann distribution. 

probability: particle 

Particle has probability that it is in energy level. If system is in energy distribution with 

maximum degeneracy, particle has lowest average probability that it is in energy level, because 

particles spread most evenly. Other energy distributions increase average probability that particle 

is in energy level, because they concentrate particles more. 

system state 

With collisions, systems tend to go to most degenerate energy distribution, from which the 

most collisions make same degenerate distribution, because it repeats itself the most. This is why 

the most-degenerate energy distribution has highest probability. Isolated systems soon reach this 

single stable state and stay there. 
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Physical Sciences>Physics>Quantum Mechanics>Waves>Entanglement 

entanglement 

 

In classical mechanics, positions and momenta (and energies and times) are independent 

variables, but in quantum mechanics, they are dependent variables and interact in wavefunctions. 

In classical mechanics, when two or more particles interact, system properties sum particle 

properties. In quantum mechanics, when two or more particles interact, system properties 

multiply and sum particle properties, and particle wavefunctions combine constructively and/or 

destructively to make a system wavefunction {entanglement}|. If two (indistinguishable) 

particles entangle, they both travel together on all possible state paths available to them, and they 

interfere with each other's independent-particle wavefunctions along each path. For example, two 

particles created simultaneously form one system with one wavefunction. 

Entanglement does not put particles into unchanging states (that observers measure later). 

Neither do particle states continually change state as they move through space-time (not like 

independent neutrinos, which change properties as they travel). Therefore, observation method, 

time, and space position and orientation do not determine observed particle state. In quantum 

mechanics, particles have probabilities, depending on particles and system, of taking all possible 

space-time and particle-interaction paths, and measurement finds that the particle has randomly 

gone into one of the possible particle states. 

system wavefunction 

When two particle wavefunctions add, system-wavefunction frequency is the beat frequency of 

the two particle-wavefunction frequencies, and is lower than those frequencies. System wave 

packet has smaller spatial extension than particle wave packets, and has higher amplitude (more 

energy) at beat-frequency wavelengths. Quantum-mechanical particle and system wavefunctions 

have non-zero fundamental frequency and its harmonic frequencies and have non-zero 

amplitudes over all space and time. Systems spread out over space and time. 

system wavefunction decoherence 

After entanglement, system wavefunction lasts until outside disturbances, such as 

measurement, particle collision or absorption, and electromagnetic, gravitational, or nuclear 

force field, interact with one or more particles. At that definite time and position, system 

wavefunction separates into independent particle wavefunctions (decoherence). Whole system 

wavefunction ends simultaneously over whole extent. 

measurement 

By uncertainty principle, experimenters can precisely measure either particle energy or particle 

time (or momentum or position) but not both. After two entangled particles separate, separate 

instruments can measure each particle's energy (or momentum) precisely and simultaneously and 

then communicate to determine the exact difference. 

measurement: speculation 

Perhaps, unobserved particles and systems are two-dimensional (but still in three-dimensional 

space). Observation then puts particles and systems into three dimensions. People observe only 

three-dimensional space. For example, observers see that gloves are right-handed or left-handed. 

Perhaps, unobserved quantum-mechanical-size gloves actually have no thickness and so have 

only two dimensions, so unobserved right-handed and left-handed gloves are the same, because 

they can rotate in three-dimensional space to superimpose and be congruent. Perhaps, 

unobserved clockwise and counter-clockwise particle spins are two-dimensional and so are 



 

equivalent. (Note that a two-dimensional glove appears right-handed or left-handed depending 

on whether the observation point is above or below the glove.) 

Perhaps, unobserved particles and systems randomly, continually, and instantaneously turn 

inside out (and outside in), in three-dimensional space. Observation stops the process. For 

example, turning a right-handed glove inside out makes a left-handed glove, and vice versa. 

Perhaps, unobserved quantum-mechanical-size gloves continually and instantaneously turn 

inside out in three-dimensional space and so are equally right-handed and left-handed. Perhaps, 

unobserved clockwise and counter-clockwise particle spins continually interchange. (Note that a 

glove appears right-handed or left-handed depending on when the process stops.) 

Perhaps, unobserved quantum-mechanical-size particle and system states are indeterminate 

and follow quantum-mechanical rules because space-time is not conventional four-dimensional 

space-time. Observation requires conventional three-dimensional space, and randomly makes 

definite three-dimensional particle and system states, with probabilities. Perhaps, time is not real-

number time, but complex-number or hypercomplex-number time. Real-number times are 

separate, but imaginary-number times are not. Perhaps, space is not real-number space, but 

complex-number or hypercomplex-number space. Real-number distances are separate, but 

imaginary-number distances are not. 

Observations measure real-number part of complex-number variables. Perhaps, wavefunction 

imaginary-number part continues after observation. 

Perhaps, Necker cubes illustrate the effects of observation. Observer angle to Necker cube 

determines whether observer sees right-facing or left-facing Necker cube. Effects may be linear 

with angle or depend on cosine of angle. 

interacting electrons and spin 

If a process creates two electrons, momentum sum is the same before and after creation, by 

momentum conservation, and electrons move away from each other at same velocity along a 

straight line. Angular-momentum sum is the same before and after creation, by angular-

momentum conservation. (If two separate electrons entangle, momentum sum and angular-

momentum sum are the same before and after interaction.) 

By quantum mechanics, measured spin is always +1/2 or -1/2. Because the electrons are in a 

system, one cannot know which has +1/2 spin and which -1/2 spin. Both electrons share a system 

wavefunction that superposes the state (wavefunction) in which first electron has spin +1/2 unit 

and second has spin -1/2 unit and the state (wavefunction) in which first electron has spin -1/2 

unit and second has spin +1/2 unit, with zero total angular momentum in any direction. Two 

wavefunctions can superpose constructively (add) or destructively (subtract). Because two 

electrons are distinguishable, the two wavefunctions add, so system wavefunction is anti-

commutative. 

One possibility is that one particle has positive 1/2 unit spin along z-axis (motion line), and 

other particle has negative 1/2 unit spin along z-axis. See Figure 1. 

After two particles interact and move apart, separate spin detectors can measure around any 

axis for first particle and around any axis for second particle, simultaneously or in succession. 

For example, the axes can be z-axis (motion line), x-axis, and y-axis. See Figure 2. Measuring 

spin around an axis fixes one electron's spin at +1/2 (or -1/2) and fixes the other electron's spin 

around an axis at -1/2 (or +1/2), to conserve angular momentum. 

spin: possible axis and spin combinations 

By quantum mechanics, left electron has spin +1/2 half the time and spin -1/2 half the time, 

around any axis, say z-axis. Around same z-axis, right electron always has opposite spin: left=z+ 



 

right=z- or left=z- right=z+. Around x-axis, right electron has opposite spin (while y-axis has 

same spin), same spin (while y-axis has opposite spin), opposite spin (while y-axis has opposite 

spin), or same spin (while y-axis has same spin): x-y+z-, x+y-z-, x-y-z-, x+y+z-; x-y+z+, x+y-

z+, x-y-z+, x+y+z+. For right-electron z-axis compared to left-electron z-axis, spins are opposite 

all of the time: z+z-, z+z-, z+z-. z+z-. For right-electron x-axis or y-axis compared to left-

electron z-axis, spins are same 1/2 of time and opposite 1/2 of time: z+x-, z+y+; z+x+, z+y-; 

z+x-, z+y-; z+x+, z+y+. See Figure 3. Because quantum mechanics has random probabilities, left 

and right electrons have same spin half the time and opposite spin half the time. 

However, quantum mechanics with non-randomness (due to local real hidden factors) makes a 

different prediction. Non-random hidden factors correlate right and left spins, to conserve 

angular momentum. If left=x+y+z+, right=x-y-z-. If left=x-y+z+, right=x+y-z-. If left=x+y-z+, 

right=x-y+z-. If left=x-y-z+, right=x+y+z-. If left=x-y-z-, right=x+y+z+. If left=x+y-z-, right=x-

y+z+. If left=x-y+z-, right=x+y-z+. If left=x+y+z-, right=x-y-z+. See Figure 4. For right-electron 

z-axis compared to left-electron z-axis, spins are opposite all the time. For right-electron x-axis 

or y-axis compared to left-electron z-axis, spins are same 4/9 of time and opposite 5/9 of time, 

higher than the 1/2 level for quantum mechanics. Local hidden variable theories correlate events 

through hidden variable(s), making probabilities non-random. Quantum mechanics has no more-

fundamental factors and introduces uncertainties, and so is random. Therefore, correlated 

outcomes in classical theories have different probabilities than in quantum mechanics. 

Experiments show that outcomes are random, so there are no local hidden factors and/or no real 

hidden factors. 

if infinite light speed 

Perhaps, entanglement over large distances and times has no non-locality problems if light 

speed is infinite, as in Newton's gravitational theory. Assume that relativity is true but with light 

speed infinite. Time is zero for light, and speed is always infinite for all observers, so all objects 

are always in contact. However, light speed is finite. 

action at distance 

Wavefunctions do not represent physical forces or energy exchanges, so space and time do not 

matter. If system wavefunction does not decohere, system particles and fields remain connected, 

even over long duration and far distances. Experiments that measure energy and time 

differences, or momentum and position differences, show that particles remained entangled over 

far distances and long times, and that wavefunction collapse immediately affects all system 

particles and fields, no matter how distant (action at a distance). Seemingly, new information 

about one particle travels instantly to second particle. See Particle Interference, Scientific 

American 269(August): 52-60 [1993]. 

However, information about collapse only travels at light speed, preserving special relativity 

theory that physical effects faster than light speed are not possible. Observers must wait for light 

to travel to them before they become aware of information changes. All physical laws require 

local interaction through field-carrying particle exchanges, which result in space curvatures. All 

physical communication happens when particles are in contact and interact, so there is no actual 

action at a distance. 

teleportation 

After particle entanglement, particle wavefunctions have specific relations. By manipulating 

particle properties at interaction and at wavefunction collapse, experimenters can transfer particle 

properties from one particle to another particle, even far away, though the particles have no 

physical connection at collapse time. 
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Physical Sciences>Physics>Quantum Mechanics>Waves>Uncertainty 

atom stability 

 

Though electrons and protons have strong electrical attraction, and outside electrical 

attractions and repulsions can disturb atom orbitals, electrons do not spiral into protons and 

collapse atoms. Because particles have matter waves, by the uncertainty principle, orbiting 

electrons cannot spiral into atomic nucleus {atom, stability}. See Figure 1. 

waves 

Particles have matter waves, whose harmonic frequencies relate to particle energy levels. 

uncertainty 

Waves by definition must be at least one wavelength long. Therefore, particle waves have 

location uncertainty of at least one wavelength. Particle waves have time uncertainty of at least 

one period, which is one wavelength divided by light speed. Particle waves have momentum 

uncertainty of at least Planck constant divided by wavelength. Particle waves have energy 

uncertainty of at least Planck constant divided by period. Particle waves make the uncertainty 

principle. 

energy 

By uncertainty principle, particles must move, and so they cannot have zero energy. Particles 

cannot have zero energy because they cannot have zero motion, because that violates 

conservation of both energy and momentum. Lowest particle energy is first-quantum-level 

ground-state energy. 

orbits 

Electron orbits have quantum distances from nucleus and take quantum durations to orbit 

nucleus. In lowest orbital, electron position uncertainty has same diameter as orbital. Electron 

can be anywhere in that region around nucleus. In lowest orbital, electron time uncertainty is 

same period as orbital rotation. Electron can be anywhere in that interval. In lowest orbital, 

electron is already at closest possible distance and smallest possible time. 

transitions 

From lowest orbital, electrons cannot go to lower orbits, because there are no lower energy 

levels. They cannot lose more energy, because if energy decreases then time increases, by 

uncertainty principle, making orbital go higher. They cannot lose more distance because if 

distance decreases then energy must increase, by uncertainty principle, making orbital go higher. 

Therefore, lowest orbital has lowest energy, smallest distance, and shortest time. Lowest orbital 

already includes nucleus region, so it cannot be smaller. 

kinetic and potential energy 

In quantum mechanics and classical mechanics, electric-field positions relate to potential 

energies. In quantum mechanics, unlike classical mechanics, kinetic energy cannot completely 

convert to potential energy, and vice versa. Kinetic energy and potential energy have minimum 

energy level and cannot be zero. 

energy quantum 

First energy quantum is difference between ground-state energy and next-highest-orbital 

energy. Second energy quantum is difference between next-highest-orbital energy and third-

orbital energy. Energy quanta are not equal. Energy quanta decrease at higher orbitals. Energy 

quanta relate to wave harmonic frequencies. Higher adjacent wave frequencies have smaller 

energy differences. 



 

atom nucleus 

Atomic nucleus occupies only 10^-5 volume inside lowest-electron-orbital volume. Nucleus 

protons and neutrons have energy, momentum, position, and time uncertainty and so have 

ground-state energies. Nucleus protons and neutrons have quantum energy levels. 

Lowest-orbital electrons and highest-orbital neutrons and protons never collide, because 

electrons have lower orbiting energies, and higher orbital radii, than neutrons and protons. 

electron-proton collision 

At high-enough energy and beam collimation, electrons can collide with atomic nuclei, 

because increased energy can narrow position, by uncertainty principle. Such electrons are not 

orbiting, so this situation is not about atom stability. 
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Physical Sciences>Physics>Quantum Mechanics>Waves>Uncertainty 

uncertainty principle 

 

Instruments can measure momentum, position, energy, and time by absorbing energy and 

using clocks and rulers. However, instruments cannot simultaneously or precisely measure both 

particle momentum and position {uncertainty principle}| {Heisenberg uncertainty principle} 

{indeterminacy principle}, because measuring one alters information about the other. 

Instruments cannot simultaneously or precisely measure both particle energy and time, because 

they relate to momentum and position. 

situation 

The uncertainty principle is about measurement precision on one particle at one time and 

place. The uncertainty principle does not apply to different measurements on same particle over 

time. The uncertainty principle does not apply to simultaneous momentum and position, or 

energy and time, measurements on different particles. 

wave packet 

Particles have wavefunctions, so measurements are about wave packets. As particle moves 

through time and space, total uncertainty increases, because wave packet spreads out. 

wave properties 

Uncertainty follows from wave properties, because wave position and momentum, or time and 

energy, inversely relate. Energy and momentum depend on wave frequency. Position and time 

depend on wave amplitude. Measuring wave frequency or wavelength precisely prevents 

measuring wave amplitude precisely. Measuring wave amplitude precisely prevents measuring 

wave frequency or wavelength precisely. If momentum or position is specific, position or 

momentum must be uncertain. If energy or time is specific, time or energy must be uncertain. 

At space points, wavefunctions that have high amplitude have precise position and timing. 

However, wavefunction slope is steep, so amplitude change between nearby points is large, so 

velocity change, momentum change, and energy change are large and so uncertain at that 

position. See Figure 1. 

Wavefunctions with wide wave packets have large uncertainty. Wavefunction slopes are not 

steep, and amplitude change at nearby points is small, so velocity change, momentum change, 

and energy change are small in that region. Momentum is precise, while position is imprecise. 

Alternatively, energy is precise, while timing is imprecise. See Figure 2. 

Waves that have just one frequency and wavelength have one momentum and energy. Only 

one wave can have no superposition and no cancellation anywhere in space or time, making 

wave equally present throughout all space and time, and so completely uncertain in position and 

time. See Figure 3. 

Wavefunctions that have almost all frequencies and wavelengths have precise position and 

time, because waves cancel everywhere, except one space or time point. Wavefunctiond that 

have almost all frequencies and wavelengths have almost all momentum and energy levels, 

making wave momentum and energy very uncertain. See Figure 4. 

Waves that have some frequencies and wavelengths have moderate uncertainty in momentum 

and energy and moderate uncertainty in position and time, because waves cancel, except at 

moderate-size wave packet. 

Waves with two or three frequencies and wavelengths have beat frequencies where waves 

superpose. Beat frequency makes precise momentum and energy, but time and position are 

uncertain. See Figure 5. 



 

Waves with harmonic frequencies and wavelengths have beat frequencies where waves 

superpose. Beat frequencies make precise momentum and energy, but time and position are 

uncertain. 

measurement processes 

Besides wavefunction effects, physical processes limit precision. To find precise frequency for 

energy and momentum takes time and space, so position and time information are uncertain. To 

find precise position and time takes high amplitude, so position and time information are 

uncertain. Uncertainty's physical cause is discontinuity, whereas uncertainty's quantum-

mechanical cause is wave-particle duality, because particles are about momentum and energy 

and waves are about position and time, as shown above. 

mathematics 

Quantum of action is h, and energy over time is action. Therefore, energy uncertainty dE times 

time uncertainty dt equals at least Planck constant divided by 4 * pi: dE * dt >= h / (4 * pi). 

dE = F * dx = (dp / (4 * pi * dt)) * dx, so dE * dt * (4 * pi) = dp * dx. Position uncertainty dx 

times momentum uncertainty dp equals at least Planck constant: dx * dp >= h. 

dx = 4 * pi * dF, and dp = dN / 2. Phase uncertainty dF times phonon number uncertainty dN 

equals Planck constant divided by 2 * pi: dF * dN = h / (2 * pi). 

energy levels 

Electrons in lower atomic orbitals have higher frequency, kinetic energy, and angular 

momentum and lower time period and orbital diameter. Electrons in higher atomic orbitals have 

lower frequency, kinetic energy, and angular momentum and higher time period and orbital 

diameter. Therefore, higher orbitals have higher position uncertainty and lower momentum 

uncertainty. 

For low-orbital and high-orbital electrons, photon absorption can cause electronic transition to 

adjacent higher energy level, increasing position uncertainty and decreasing momentum 

uncertainty. For low-orbital and high-orbital electrons, photon emission can cause electronic 

transition to adjacent lower energy level, decreasing position uncertainty and increasing 

momentum uncertainty. 

For low-orbital and high-orbital electrons, photon absorption can cause electronic transition to 

non-adjacent higher energy levels, increasing position uncertainty and decreasing momentum 

uncertainty. For low-orbital and high-orbital electrons, photon emission can cause electronic 

transition to non-adjacent lower energy levels, decreasing position uncertainty and increasing 

momentum uncertainty. 

Besides fundamental Heisenberg uncertainty, electron, proton, and neutron configuration 

changes affect measured amounts. Electronic transitions conserve energy, momentum, and 

angular momentum, so absorption and emission do not necessarily have the same photon 

frequency. Electrons cannot transition to same orbital. 

two particles 

Though instruments cannot measure either's time or energy, instruments can measure two 

particles' energy difference and time difference precisely and simultaneously. Such measurement 

can define one-ness and two-ness. 

confinement 

By uncertainty principle, particles confined to smaller regions or times have greater 

momentum and energy. In confined regions, even in vacuum, energy is high, allowing particle 

creation and annihilation. 



 

matrices 

In quantum mechanics, particle position and momentum are quantized and so are matrices (not 

scalars or vectors), with complex-number elements. Because particles have probabilities of being 

anywhere in space, matrix rows and columns have infinite numbers of elements, and matrices are 

square matrices. In quantum mechanics, position and momentum are not necessarily 

independent, but depend on the whole particle system. 

Matrices represent electronic transitions between energy levels. Matrix rows are one energy 

level, and matrix columns are the other energy level. Matrix elements represent the probability of 

that electronic transition. Matrix elements are periodic to represent the possible quanta. The 

diagonal represents transitions between the same energy level and so has value zero. Near the 

diagonal represents transitions between adjacent energy levels and so has higher values. Far from 

the diagonal represents transitions between non-adjacent energy levels and so has lower values. 

Energy levels have ground state and no upper limit, so the matrices have infinite numbers of 

elements. There is no zero energy level. 

For non-infinite-dimension square matrices with real elements, PQ = QP (commutative). For 

infinite-dimension and/or non-square and/or complex-number-element matrices, PQ <> QP 

(non-commutative). Matrix multiplication is typically non-commutative. 

In quantum mechanics, particle action is the product of the momentum P and position Q 

matrices: action = PQ. For infinite-dimension square matrices with complex-number elements, 

PQ - QP = -i*h*I, where I is identity matrix and h is Planck constant, because action has Planck-

constant units and complex number multiplication rotates the axes by pi/2 radians. 
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Physical Sciences>Physics>Quantum Mechanics>Quantum 

quantum of energy 

 

Particles have finite discrete physical-property values {quantum, quantity} {quanta, quantity}. 

Physical-property values do not vary over a continuous range but have definite values. For 

example, particle energies have discrete levels and do not have intermediate energies. Discrete 

physical-property values differ by an amount. 

particle properties 

Masses are aggregations of particles and so have quanta. As they change speed, masses add or 

subtract relativistic mass by quanta. Charges are aggregations of electrons and protons and so 

have quanta. As they change speed, charges add or subtract relativistic charge by quanta. Colors 

are aggregations of quark colors and so have quanta. As they change speed, colors add or 

subtract relativistic color by quanta. Strangenesses are aggregations of strangeness and so have 

quanta. As they change speed, strangenesses add or subtract relativistic strangeness by quanta. 

Photons, gluons, bosons, and gravitons (exchange particles) have discrete energies, momenta, 

and angular momenta (such as spin). Light does not change frequency or wavelength as it travels 

in vacuum, or as it encounters other electric charges or magnetic fields. Gluons, bosons, and 

gravitons do not change as they travel or encounter fields. Therefore, forces, energies, and 

momenta have quanta. 

maximum value 

Relativity limits values to below maximum, because only infinite energy can make massive 

particles reach light speed. 

Doppler effect 

Because light speed is always constant, light sources moving toward or away change light 

frequency and wavelength. The change occurs at the source, so light does not change frequency 

and wavelength. as it travels or as it encounters other electric charges or magneitc fields. 

ground-state energy 

Particle energies have a minimum value (ground state) above zero, because particles have 

phase-space waves, and waves propagate and so have minimum motion. Particles must move so 

they cannot have zero energy. Propagating waves have frequency and wavelength. Waves cannot 

have zero frequency, so waves have a lowest frequency (fundamental frequency) and so lowest 

possible energy. Electromagnetic-wave energy is frequency times Planck constant. 

Because waves have wavelengths, they have uncertain position. Because waves have 

frequencies, they have uncertain momentum, and uncertain momentum requires minimum 

energy (uncertainty principle). 

energy levels 

Waves with the same phase satisfy the Schrödinger wave equation. Therefore, particles can 

have phase-space waves with harmonic frequencies. Fundamental-frequency harmonics 

determine allowed energy levels. See Figure 1. Higher frequencies have more energy. 

Adjacent wave frequencies differ by fundamental frequency. The energy quantum varies 

directly with a function of particle phase-space wave fundamental frequency. As frequencies 

increase, energy differences decrease. 

frequency 

Wavefunctions with harmonic frequencies solve wave equation. Waves that solve the wave 

equation resonate in the system, like standing waves that constructively superpose to have net 



 

amplitude. Non-standing waves have zero amplitude. Possible standing waves have harmonic 

frequencies. 

quanta 

Particle energies, momenta, orbital and spin angular momenta, masses, forces, fields, 

velocities, accelerations, orbital radii, orbital periods, orbital frequencies, and properties have 

discrete levels separated by quanta. See Figure 2. 

amplitude 

Quantum-mechanical waves have amplitude. For any frequency, amplitude relates to 

probability that particles currently have that wave frequency. 

system size 

High-energy systems follow quantum mechanics, but phase-space wave wavelengths are too 

small to detect, so such systems do not appear to have quanta. Physical systems with very small 

energy or momentum differences, such as subatomic particles, atoms, and molecules, have 

measurable phase-space wave wavelengths, and such systems require quanta to describe their 

behavior correctly. See Figure 3. Some quantum-mechanical systems have large space and time 

differences. 
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Physical Sciences>Physics>Relativity 

relativity 

In space-time, observers calculate that observed object times, lengths, distances, and masses 

depend on observer velocity relative to object {relativity}. 

space-time 

Space has three dimensions, time has one dimension, and space and time dimensions combine 

into unified four-dimensional space-time. 

Objects and observers move through events on a path (world-line) through space-time. 

Because light is self-propagating and has no medium, zero-rest-mass particles move through 

space at light speed. By experiment, all objects move through space-time at light speed, so space 

dimensions and time dimension relate by light speed. Therefore, rest masses move through time 

at light speed. 

In space-time, time dimension and space dimensions have same units. If space dimensions 

have time units, their time is space-dimension length divided by light speed. If time dimension 

has space units, its distance/length is time-dimension time times light speed. 

absolute space-time 

Universe has absolute space-time (and absolute reference frame). Absolute space-time has 

local curvature depending on mass and energy space-time positions. Absolute space-time has 

global curvature depending on mass and energy space-time positions, and so has an overall 

shape. 

However, observers move at light speed through space-time and can calculate only observed-

object relative-motion properties. Because they have a reference frame relative to space-time, 

they have no direct knowledge of space-time. Special relativity describes how observers moving 

with uniform velocity in relation to objects calculate object motions and properties. General 

relativity describes how observers moving with non-uniform velocity, due to gravitational fields 

and/or accelerations, in relation to objects calculate object motions and properties. 

space and time 

In classical physics, space vs. time graphs show object movements through space locations 

over time intervals. Objects can have any position and time. Space and time are separate and 

independent variables. Distance vectors sum. 

In relativity, space-time unifies space and time coordinates. Space-time graphs show object 

space-time events. Object events cannot be at all space-time points, because object maximum 

speed is light speed. Because some events cannot have space-time separations from other events, 

separation vectors do not sum. 

measurement 

Stationary observers measure object length using rulers, which are stationary objects with 

standard length {unit length} {length unit}, such as one meter. Measurements count the number 

of unit lengths between object ends. In space-time, because all observers calculate that light 

always travels at light speed through space, observers count light's time of flight between the two 

object-end space-time events, and then multiply by light speed to find length. 

Stationary observers measure object time using clocks, which are stationary objects with 

standard time intervals {unit time} {time unit} between clock ticks, such as one second. Clocks 

have frequencies, such as one cycle per second. If time-interval unit increases, frequency 

decreases. Measurements count the number of unit times between two events. In space-time, 

because all observers calculate that light always travels at light speed through space, observers 

count time of flight between space-time events. 



 

accuracy 

Experiments show that stationary clocks and their time units, and rulers and their length units, 

maintain accuracy for stationary observers after movement over time and space. Clocks at 

different space locations can synchronize. Rulers at different times and space locations can 

coincide. Therefore, observers can standardize on the same time at different space locations, and 

standardize on the same length at different times and space positions. 

reference frame 

Observers and objects have space-time coordinate systems (reference frame) centered on 

themselves. Observers and objects traveling with same uniform velocity share the same reference 

frame and are stationary with respect to each other. Reference frames can be stationary, have 

uniform velocity, or accelerate in relation to other reference frames. 

Observers and observed objects travel through absolute space-time. If they travel at same 

speed and same direction (same velocity), observed object appears stationary, and observers and 

observed objects have the same space-time and reference frame. If they travel at different 

velocities, observed object appears to move at velocity difference, and observers and observed 

objects have different reference frames. Different reference frames have different events in their 

space-times and so have different lengths and times. 

Because space and time unify in space-time, and different reference frames differ by uniform 

velocity, reference-frame coordinates can linearly transform into each other. 

object speed through space-time 

By experiment, all observers always observe that electromagnetic waves travel at light speed 

through empty space, even if light sources have different uniform velocities. Moving light 

sources do not add to or subtract from light's observed speed. 

By experiment, all observers always see that massless particles move through empty space at 

light speed, even if accelerations start the particles. Accelerations do not add to or subtract from 

massless-particle observed speed. 

By experiment and calculation, all observers always see that stationary, uniformly moving, and 

accelerating objects move through space-time at light speed. 

Universe objects are always moving through space-time. If they have no rest mass, they travel 

through space at light speed and so do not travel through time, and space-time interval has zero 

proper time (light-like). If they have positive mass, they travel through less space and more time, 

so space-time interval has positive proper time (time-like). If they are relatively stationary, they 

travel through no space and only time. If they have negative mass, they travel through space and 

backward through time, so space-time interval has negative proper time (space-like). 

stationary observers and objects 

Assume that stationary-observer reference frame has a positive-upward vertical time 

coordinate and a positive-right horizontal uniform-motion-direction space coordinate. See Figure 

1. 

Stationary objects do not move through space, so stationary observers see stationary objects 

move at light speed through time only. If stationary observers start at space-time coordinate 

origin, their space position stays at 0, and their events move along positive time coordinate. Their 

world-line is perpendicular to time coordinate. After one second, they have moved one light-

second vertically. See Figure 2. 

uniformly moving objects 

Moving objects move through space and time at light speed. To stationary observers, if a 

uniformly moving object starts at space-time coordinate origin, object events move along a 



 

straight line up and to the right, at angle less than 45 degrees to time axis. For example, for 

velocity 0.5 * c, line has constant slope of 2. See Figure 3. After one second, object has moved 

one-light-second in that direction. 

To stationary observers, because moving object has moved through space more, and object 

speed through space-time is constant light speed, object has moved through time less, object time 

has shortened, and object time-interval unit has increased (time dilation). 

massless particles 

Massless particles move through space at light speed. To stationary observers, if particle starts 

at space-time coordinate origin, particle events move along a straight line equally up and to the 

right, and so at a 45-degree angle to both vertical time coordinate and horizontal uniform-

motion-direction space coordinate. See Figure 4. After one second, they have moved one-light-

second in that direction. To stationary observers, because moving object has moved through 

space maximally, and object speed through space-time is constant light speed, object has moved 

through time minimally, object time is zero, and object time-interval unit is infinite. 

accelerating objects 

Accelerating-object velocities change. In space-time, object world-lines curve. See Figure 5. 

stationary observers and moving objects, and time dilation 

Stationary observers see that moving objects move through space over time. Because objects 

move through space-time at light speed, and relatively moving objects move through some 

space, stationary observers calculate that moving objects move less through time than stationary 

objects do. Stationary observers calculate that moving objects have shorter times. All observers 

see that light moves through space at light speed, and frequency times wavelength equals speed, 

so shorter times mean longer time-interval units (time dilation). 

Because moving objects move along uniform-motion-direction space coordinate compared no 

movement for the stationary case, stationary observers calculate that moving objects have moved 

less along time dimension than stationary objects did. The number of time intervals is less, so 

time intervals have become longer (and clocks have slowed down). 

To stationary observers, if uniformly moving objects start at space-time coordinate origin, 

their events move along a straight line through space-time in the positive space direction and in 

the positive time direction. For example, for relative velocity half light speed, straight line has 

constant slope 2. After one second, objects have moved one-light-second along straight line. 

Because moving objects move along positive uniform-motion-direction space coordinate, 

stationary observers calculate that times are the same (clocks synchronize) along a different 

space coordinate than for stationary objects. Because light-travel distances are less, observers 

calculate that times are less. If clock signals come to observer from earlier in time, then they 

have taken longer. If clock signals come to observer from later in time, then they have taken 

shorter. Therefore, stationary observers calculate that moving objects receive clock signals that 

came from later in time. The motion-direction space coordinate has time zero at all events. To 

stationary observers, the motion-direction space coordinate points in the positive time direction 

and positive motion-direction space direction. For example, for relative velocity half light speed, 

uniform-motion-direction space coordinate has constant slope 0.5. 

To stationary observers, moving-object reference-frame time coordinate and uniform-motion-

direction space coordinate rotate toward each other the same angle. To stationary observers, 

massless-particle reference-frame time coordinate and uniform-motion-direction space 

coordinate rotate toward each other until they coincide at angle 45 degrees to both stationary 

reference-frame time coordinate and stationary reference-frame space coordinate. 



 

Scientifically, time is time interval required for a photon to return to the same position in a 

cycle. For example, a photon leaves a source, travels to a mirror, reflects back to the source, 

triggers a click or photon that goes to a detector (for counting), and causes a second photon to 

repeat the cycle. Time measures number of unit times between time points. Time measures clock 

oscillations between events. Unit time can use clock frequency or period. Unit time can be 

oscillation number as light travels unit length. 

If observers and objects are relatively stationary, the photon leaves from, and returns to, the 

same space position, over a time interval. The observed time and scientific time are the same. 

If observers move relatively to objects, the photon leaves from, and returns to, different space 

positions. Because distance is longer, time interval is longer, so time is slower, and frequency is 

lower. Because people do not see the same path as the calculated path, scientific time is shorter. 

synchronized clocks 

Stationary-observer reference frame has time coordinate perpendicular to uniform-velocity-

direction space coordinate. Stationary observers at an event on the time coordinate can set distant 

clocks to the same value as at the event (synchronization). 

Observers moving at positive uniform-velocity move through positive time and space. 

Therefore, the time coordinate is at an angle (between 0 and 45 degrees) away from the 

stationary time coordinate toward the space coordinate. 

Moving observers move toward stationary-observer positive-space-direction synchronized 

clocks. Therefore, they receive signals from those clocks earlier than stationary observer does, so 

they calculate that those clocks have past/earlier times. To synchronize moving-observer distant 

clocks with the clock at moving-observer current event, those clocks must have later times than 

stationary-observer clocks at the same time as moving-observer current event. Therefore, 

uniform-velocity-direction space coordinate is at an angle (between 0 and 45 degrees) away from 

stationary-observer space coordinate toward time coordinate. 

Observers moving at uniform velocity have an acute angle (not a right angle) between positive 

time coordinate and positive uniform-velocity-direction space coordinate. 

If moving observer has light speed, time and space coordinates merge at the 45-degree line. 

Massless particles travel only through space. All clocks have same time. Time interval becomes 

infinite, and time slows to zero. Lengths shorten to zero. Massless particles travel toward 

synchronized clocks as fast as light from clocks travels toward massless particles, but light can 

only travel through space at light speed, not higher. 

simultaneity 

Using synchronized clocks and knowing light speed, observers can calculate that events occur 

at the same time (simultaneity). Both events are on one reference-frame line that is parallel to 

time coordinate. 

space-time separation 

Space-time space and time coordinates use same units, either length units or time units. For 

time units, space distance changes to time. Because distance traveled equals light speed 

multiplied by time in motion, space-coordinate time is distance divided by light speed. For 

example, if distance is 300,000,000 meters, space coordinate has time 1 second. 

For space units, time changes to space distance. Because distance traveled equals light speed 

multiplied by time in motion, time-coordinate distance is time multiplied by light speed. For 

example, if time is 1/300000000 second, time coordinate has distance 1 meter. 

Two space-time points (events) have space-time separation, measured using time units or 

space units. Space-time separation is not spatial distance and is not time interval, but depends on 



 

both time and space coordinates. If first space-time point is at coordinate origin, and second 

point is (t, x, y, z), space-time separation s = (t^2 - (x/c)^2 - (y/c)^2 - (z/c)^2)^0.5, using time 

units. 

Because unified space-time has light speed as maximum speed, space-time coordinates are not 

like Cartesian coordinates with time on horizontal axis, distance on vertical axis, and separation 

equal to (s^2 + t^2)^0.5. Cartesian coordinates are about independent space and time, which 

allows infinite speed through space. 

Simultaneous events have same time on time axis (no temporal separation), and so have only 

spatial separation. See Figure 6. s2, s3, and s5 have same time. Setting c = 1 for convenience, 

space-time separation between s2 and s3 is 1. 

Stationary particles do not change position, so stationary-particle events have only temporal 

separation. See Figure 6. Setting c = 1 for convenience, space-time separation between s1 and s2 

is (2^2 - 0^2)^0.5 = 2. Because motions shorten times and lengths, stationary particles have 

maximum space-time separation. 

Moving objects have more spatial separation and less temporal separation than stationary 

particles. See Figure 6. Setting c = 1 for convenience, space-time separation between s1 and s4 is 

(3^2 - 1^2)^0.5 = 8^0.5, representing slower particles, which have greater separation. Separation 

between s1 and s3 is (2^2 - 1^2)^0.5 = 3^0.5, representing faster particles, which have lesser 

separation. Separation between s1 and s5 is (2^2 - 2^2)^0.5 = 0, representing massless particles, 

which have maximum speed and have no space-time separation. 

Negative space-time separation means objects have moved backward in time. Because objects 

cannot travel faster than light, objects cannot move backward in time and so cannot have 

negative space-time separation. 

time and separation 

Space-time separation is time observed by moving object as it travels. Zero-rest-mass objects 

travel at light speed and feel no time change. Stationary objects feel maximum time. Massive 

objects travel at less than light speed and have slower time than stationary objects. Faster objects 

have slower time than slower objects. 

time and space relation 

Because space coordinates subtract from time coordinate, shortest spatial distance is longest 

space-time separation. Longest spatial distance is shortest space-time separation. 

simultaneity is relative 

Stationary observers can synchronize different-space-position clocks to the same time. For 

stationary observers, if time axis is vertical, simultaneous events are on horizontal three-spatial-

dimension hyperplanes. In two dimensions, if time axis is vertical, simultaneous events are on a 

horizontal line. See Figure 7. Events along horizontal axis are simultaneous. Events at s2, s3, and 

s5 are simultaneous at later time. 

Moving observers can synchronize different-space-position clocks to the same time. If moving 

observers compare their synchronized clocks to stationary-observer synchronized clocks at the 

same spatial positions, moving observer clocks have later time in the uniform-motion direction 

(and earlier time in the opposite direction). Because they are moving closer to the clocks all the 

time, so the signals arrive quicker, for the same information to arrive at the current space position 

for both moving and stationary observer, the time at the distant position must be later for 

moving-observer synchronized clocks. For moving observers, simultaneous events are on three-

spatial-dimension hyperplanes at an angle to time axis. In two dimensions, simultaneous events 

are on angled lines. For stationary observer, moving observer clocks are simultaneous along a 



 

positively sloped line, at a less-than-45-degree angle. See Figure 8. Stationary observer sees 

events s2, s3, and s5. 

Simultaneous events are not simultaneous for observers with different velocities. 

The three-spatial-dimension hyperplane of simultaneous events, line s2-s3-s5 in the diagram, 

is at same angle as world-line angle. 

To depict moving observer at actual world-line, rather than as stationary, three-spatial-

dimension hyperplanes of simultaneous events must transform their coordinate axes. 

Hyperplanes of simultaneous events must change from right angles to angle between world-line 

and space axis (limiting angle is 45 degrees). The angled-line series in the diagram represents the 

hyperplanes. See Figure 9. 

stationary observers and moving objects, and length contraction 

Because time is shorter, observers must calculate that motion-direction object distances and 

lengths are shorter (length contraction) so that all observers still see that light moves through 

space at the same light speed. Stationary observers calculate that both times and motion-direction 

lengths (and distances) shorten in the same proportion to keep light velocity constant. Lengths 

shorten in inverse proportion that time dilates. 

Scientifically, length is space-time spatial distance between endpoints at space-time same time. 

Length measures number of unit lengths between space locations. Unit length can be a ruler. 

Unit length can be how far light travels in unit time. 

If observers move relatively to objects, those light rays must leave the endpoints at different 

times, and scientific length is shorter. Moving-observer simultaneous times are later than 

stationary-observer ones. Coordinate transformations can calculate scientific lengths. 

distances and relativity 

Time shortening and length contracting are ratios. Events near each other in space and time 

have small total shortening. Events far from each other in space and time have large total 

shortening. For example, people walking and people sitting perceive several-days time difference 

when observing events in Andromeda galaxy. At large distances, slow relative motions can have 

measurable relativistic effects. At short distances, only fast relative motions show measurable 

relativistic effects. 

observations 

People and cameras observing lengths see light rays that arrive at the same time at iris or 

aperture. People and clocks observing time see light-ray-path-endpoint light rays that arrive at 

the same time at iris or detector. 

If observers and objects are relatively stationary, those light rays leave the endpoints 

simultaneously, and observed length and scientific length are the same. Observers see and 

measure events whose information simultaneously reaches their space-time events. For example, 

stationary observers receive information from both ends of a stationary ruler perpendicular to 

sightline between eye and ruler-center at same time. Stationary observers simultaneously see the 

whole stationary ruler, but light from some positions along the ruler left before other positions. 

Stationary observers simultaneously see the whole night sky, but light from nearby stars left 

those stars a few years ago and light from farther stars left those stars longer ago. 

Relativity is not about actual observer observations but about calculations based on knowledge 

of light speed, space-time, and space-time curvature. Length contraction and time dilation 

involve simultaneous points in space-time at object, not at observer. In stationary-observer 

reference frame, moving lengths calculate to be shorter, but human observers and instruments do 

not actually see or measure shorter lengths. 



 

light 

All observers see that light moves at light speed through space, no matter if light source moves 

relatively toward or away from observer. Light has no medium and self-propagates at light speed 

through empty space. Charge acceleration starts electromagnetic induction. Electric and 

magnetic fields change. Changing electric and magnetic fields interact to send transversely-

changing electric and magnetic fields perpendicular to charge acceleration and velocity direction. 

Therefore, light-source motion does not supply extra motion to light speed. Light speed is the 

same for forward, backward, or no source motion. 

Observers moving relatively to light sources along light-ray direction see frequency changes, 

because relative motion causes observer to encounter light-wave peaks and troughs at a different 

rate than if light sources are relatively stationary. If observer velocity is toward light source, 

expected light speed is higher than observed light speed. To reduce speed to observed light 

speed, length must decrease (contract). By Doppler effect, wavelength is shorter, and light 

frequency becomes higher. If observer velocity is away from light source, expected light speed is 

lower than observed light speed. To increase speed to observed light speed, length increases. By 

Doppler effect, wavelength is longer, and light frequency becomes lower. 

Observers moving transverse to light-ray direction see light traveling at light speed, because 

no motion component is along light ray. If observer velocity is transverse to light-ray light 

source, observer sees relativistic length contraction and time dilation, in the same proportion, so 

relative velocity remains constant. 

Relativity is about relative motion transverse to observer sightline toward object center. If 

massless particles, such as light photons, travel transversely, they travel only through space, do 

not travel through time, have infinite time interval (and clocks have stopped), and have no length 

in transverse direction. 

To stationary observers, if massless particles start at space-time coordinate origin, their events 

move along a straight line at a 45-degree angle to both stationary time coordinate and stationary 

space coordinate. After one second, they have moved one-light-second in that space-time 

direction. 

From a space-time event, signals can go only to space-time events in positive time direction 

and positive or negative space direction {light-cone}. All observed events happen in the present, 

unaffected by time. Only influences from previous events that have simultaneously reached 

space-time event can affect event. At any instant, observers see a space-time spatial cross-

section. 

relative distances and times 

Observers with different relative velocities see the same observed objects at different events in 

observer space-time, so objects have different measured/calculated lengths and times. 

Observations are relative to velocity differences. 

relativity principle and invariance 

In space-time, all observable physical laws are the same at any constant velocity {principle of 

relativity} {relativity principle}|. At different relative velocities, observers see different length 

contractions and time dilations, which cancel to maintain physical laws. Only relative times, 

masses, and lengths have meaning for physical laws. 

Because physical events occur in unified space-time, and all objects move through space-time 

at light speed, for stationary and moving observers, and for uniform-velocity and stationary (zero 

uniform velocity) systems and reference frames, physical laws are the same (invariance). 



 

Kinetics and dynamics equations, Maxwell's electromagnetism equations, and Newton's and 

Einstein's gravitation laws are invariant for all reference frames with uniform velocity. 

By relativity, stationary observers calculate shortened lengths and times for moving objects. 

Because both are shorter in the same ratio, velocity is constant, and system kinetics are the same. 

Such systems have no forces or accelerations. All system parts and reference-frame points 

have the same motion. 

Calculated length contraction, time dilation, and mass increase change in the same ratio, so 

physical laws are the same in all reference frames differing only in uniform velocity. Space-time 

always has energy-momentum conservation. 

no absolute velocities 

Because systems with different uniform velocities have the same physical laws, uniform 

velocity has no physical effects, and observers cannot determine their or other object's absolute 

uniform velocity through space-time. All velocities are relative to observers and reference 

frames. 

no absolute lengths and times 

Because systems with different uniform velocities have the same physical laws, observers 

cannot determine absolute lengths and times. All lengths and times are relative to observers and 

reference frames. 

events and physical laws 

Because physical laws are invariant for all uniform-velocity reference frames and under linear 

coordinate transformations, physical space-time location can have no influence on physical laws, 

so physical laws are the same at all universe space-time points (events). There are no preferred 

space-time events. 

event order 

Before and after are relative concepts, because different observers can see different event 

sequences. Different observers have different pasts and futures. 

Moving and stationary observers see some events in different orders. Compared to stationary 

observers, for events {spatially separated events} far enough apart that light cannot travel from 

one event to the other, moving observers see stationary events later than faster moving events. 

Moving and stationary observers do not see the same spatially separated simultaneous events. 

Compared to stationary observers, moving observers see stationary events later than faster 

moving events. 

relativity and space 

At large distances and times, by proportionality, small relative velocities have large time-

dilation and length-contraction effects. The space of relativistic velocities is hyperbolic space. 

hyperbolic space 

Distance equals light speed times time: x = c*t. Product of position and inverse-time always 

equals light speed: x * t^-1 = c. On space-time coordinates, equation graph is a hyperbola. If 

position is far, time is far. If position is near, time is near. If objects are rulers or clocks, distance 

separation and time separation are directly proportional. 

mass, momentum, energy 

In space-time, mass, momentum, and energy unite in a vector (energy-momentum tensor) {4-

momentum}. Momentum is movement through space. Energy is movement through time. Energy 

equals mass times light speed squared. Action relates momentum and space and relates energy 

and time. 



 

mass increase 

Stationary observers calculate that relatively moving objects increase mass. 

gravity and acceleration 

Relative acceleration and gravity change relative velocity, so observed lengths and times 

depend on relative acceleration and gravity [Greene, 1999] [Mach, 1885] [Mach, 1906] [Rees, 

1997] [Rees, 1999] [Rees, 2001] [Smolin, 2001] [Weyl, 1952]. 

electric charge 

Stationary observers calculate that relatively moving charged objects increase charge density. 

electric field and magnetic field 

In space-time, electric field and magnetic field unite. To stationary observers, motion makes 

relativistic charge that has magnetic field. To moving observers, the same motion stands still, 

and charges have electric field. In space-time, electric field is in space, and magnetic field is in 

time (electromagnetic-field tensor). 

geodesic 

Objects travel through space-time along shortest space-time separation, which is the straightest 

path (geodesic) through space-time. Objects travel through positively curved space-time along 

shortest spatial distance and longest time. Objects travel through negatively curved space-time 

along shortest time and longest spatial distance. 

curvature 

At space-time points, mass, energy, stress, and pressure curve space-time. Around masses, 

gravity-field gradient (gravitational potential) is space-time curvature. Central masses curve local 

space-time, and that curvature pulls adjacent space-time points to curve space-time at faraway 

points. 

Alternatively, central masses cause field energy density at far space-time points, and that 

energy curves space-time. Farther away space-time points have less curvature, because same 

energy spreads over more surface area, so energy density is less. 

Energy and curvature spread to infinity at light speed, because space-time has tension and 

propagation characteristics the same as light-propagation speed. 

free fall 

Freely falling observers see no space-time curvature, because they see no acceleration, because 

they are at rest in the free-fall reference frame. Stationary observers at earth's surface see no 

space-time curvature, because they see no acceleration, because they are at rest in their reference 

frame. 

equivalence 

To stationary observers, gravity and applied force accelerate mass. Acceleration indicates 

space-time curvature. For both gravity and applied force, stationary observers calculate that 

objects move along geodesics through space-time curvature. Gravity and applied force 

acceleration are equivalent. 

Space-time curvature is relative to observer, and so is not absolute. Observers detect only 

accelerations and cannot detect space-time curvature per se. However, acceleration is real and 

can slow clocks. 

curvature and acceleration 

In curved space-time, objects increasingly travel through more space, and so decreasingly less 

time, which means that objects accelerate. Stationary observers see increasing time dilation and 

time unit, decreasing frequency and time, and decreasing length. 



 

gravitons 

Gravitons are quanta of space-time gravitational waves. Because gravitons have zero rest 

mass, gravity acts out to infinity. 

Whereas photons propagate through empty space as traveling waves in field lines, gravitons 

propagate through empty space as traveling waves in field surfaces. Gravitational field lines and 

electromagnetic field surfaces have the same tension, which is the maximum tension that they 

can have. Because of that maximum tension, and because they have no mass, photons and 

gravitons travel at light speed. 

Alternatively, all zero-rest-mass bosons propagate the same because they are really the same at 

high energy. 

tidal effects 

Gravity varies inversely with distance, so objects in gravitational fields that have non-

negligible diameter feel different forces on near and far sides. 

However, gravity does not have to have space-time tidal effects, because local fields can be 

uniform, two fields can cancel, and pressure can cancel gravity, so that local space-time 

curvature is zero or constant. 

forward time 

Spatial directions can go forward or backward, but the time dimension has one direction, 

forward. Entropy increase, system evolution, or memory can cause time unidirectionality. 

universe and relativity 

Perhaps, universe is infinitely old and large, with no expansion or evolution. Perhaps, curved 

time coordinate allows far clocks to run slower or faster. Perhaps, far clocks stop at infinite 

distance, where red shift is infinite, so red shift does not need universe expansion as explanation. 

electromagnetic and gravitational forces 

Electromagnetism and gravity have effects to infinity and so transmit force using zero-rest-

mass particles, which travel at light speed for all observers. Electromagnetic-force changes and 

gravitational-force changes propagate through space at light speed. Those forces' strengths 

determine propagation speeds, which are both light speed. Perhaps, those strengths correspond. 

Force strength depends on charge and mass quanta, so space-time relates to quanta. Perhaps, 

space-time space and time dimension relations depend on electromagnetic-force and 

gravitational-force strengths. 
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Physical Sciences>Physics>Relativity 

E equals m c squared 

Particle energy varies directly with mass and light-speed squared {E equals m c squared}: E = 

m * c^2. 

gravity and electromagnetism 

Gravitation energy relates to electromagnetism energy. 

Both electromagnetic force and gravitational force exchange zero-rest-mass particles, so both 

forces have effects out to infinite distances. 

Electromagnetism and gravitation are spatial fields. Electromagnetism makes radial 

electromagnetic-field lines. Gravity makes radial gravitational-field surfaces. Surfaces have more 

space than lines, so electromagnetism is stronger than gravity. 

Electromagnetic and gravitational waves do not travel through a medium. They propagate by 

induction along field lines and surfaces. Wave-propagation speed depends on field strength and 

field type. Electromagnetism is stronger than gravity, but in same proportion gravity uses more 

space, making both field lines and surfaces have maximum tension, so both electromagnetic and 

gravitational waves travel at light speed. 

energy 

Object total energy equals rest energy plus kinetic energy plus potential energy: E = RE + KE 

+ PE. Kinetic energy varies directly with mass and velocity squared: KE = 0.5 * m * v^2. 

Potential-energy change PE varies directly with local force-field force and position change d in 

field: PE = F * d. Rest energy is constant. 

energy and momentum 

In classical physics, particle energy and momentum are separate physical properties, with 

separate conservation laws. Energy conservation depends on time symmetry. Momentum 

conservation depends on space symmetry. 

In relativity, space and time unite in four-dimensional space-time. By experiment and 

calculation, all particles and objects travel at light speed through space-time. Particle motion 

through space-time has momentum and energy, but energy is through time and momentum is 

through space. In space-time, momentum and energy unite into one four-dimensional vector 

{energy-momentum four-vector} (4-momentum). Energy is time-like component, and 

momentum is space-like component. 

energy and momentum conservation 

For constant particle rest energy, energy conservation means that potential-energy change 

equals negative of kinetic-energy change. In space-time, potential energy changes through space, 

and kinetic energy changes through time. Kinetic-energy change changes velocity and so 

changes momentum. Because energy and momentum stay constant, energy-momentum four-

vector separation is invariant for any inertial space-time reference frame and under any linear 

coordinate transformations. For potential energy (including rest energy) and momentum changes, 

4-momentum-vector space-time separation has equation, in space units: s^2 = E^2 / c^2 - p^2, 

where E is change in potential energy and rest energy, and p is kinetic-energy change in space 

units. (Dividing by c makes time units into space units.) 

rest-mass energy 

Resting masses {proper mass} (rest mass) have no speed through space dimensions, and so 

travel through time dimension at light speed c. Along time dimension, rest-mass 4-momentum-

vector separation s is m0 * c, where m0 is rest mass. Because rest masses do not change space 

position, potential energy is zero, and rest mass is constant. Because rest masses have no 



 

velocity, kinetic energy is zero, and momentum is zero. Therefore, s^2 = (m0 * c)^2 = E^2/c^2 - 

(0)^2, so E = m0 * c^2. 

Rest mass has available energy. Rest masses are like energy concentrations. Mass densities are 

like energy fields. 

moving masses 

Moving masses have increased positive kinetic energy. Increased kinetic energy is similar to 

concentrated mass, so stationary observers calculate that moving masses have mass increase 

(relativistic mass). 

Moving mass goes through space-time separation m * c, where m is total mass (rest mass and 

relativistic mass). Moving mass has momentum total-mass times velocity. Rest-mass energy is 

rest mass times light speed. For example, if potential energy is zero (with no gravity), and 

velocity is 0.75 * c, - s^2 = - (m * c)^2 = - (m0 * c^2)^2/c^2 - (m * 0.75 * c)^2, then - m^2 * c^2 

= - m0^2 *c^2 - (0.75)^2 * m^2 * c^2, and then - 0.25 * m^2 = - m0^2, and total mass m = 2 * 

m0. 

In empty space, energy E depends on rest energy, in time dimension, and kinetic energy KE, in 

space dimensions. Rest energy = m0 * c^2. KE depends on momentum p: KE = p * c. Total 

energy sums rest energy and kinetic energy {relativistic energy-momentum equation}: E^2 = 

(m0 * c^2)^2 + (p * c)^2. 

For zero-rest-mass particles, E = p*c. 

For resting masses, p = 0, and E = m0 * c^2. 

For moving masses, total energy is total mass m times light-speed squared: E = m * c^2. If 

velocity is near zero, total mass is almost the same as rest mass. If velocity is near light speed, 

total mass is very large, much greater than rest mass. 

relativistic mass increase 

Objects traveling through space have momentum and kinetic energy. Higher-velocity objects 

travel more through space and less through time, causing more time dilation and length 

contraction. Objects traveling more through space increase 4-momentum momentum and kinetic 

energy, in the same proportion that time dilates. Therefore, total mass m increases with velocity: 

m = m0 / (1 - (v^2 / c^2))^0.5, where c is light speed, v is velocity, and m0 is rest mass. For 

example, if velocity is 0.75 light speed, total observed mass is twice rest mass. 

equivalence 

Energy in time dimension can go into momentum in space dimensions, and vice versa {mass-

energy equivalence}. 

relativistic energy in series format 

In series format, in empty space, total energy E = m0 * c^2 + m0 * v^2 / 2 + (3 * m0 * v^4) / 

(8 * c^2) + ...., where m0 is rest mass. See Figure 1. The first term is the rest energy. The sum of 

the higher-power terms is the kinetic energy. For slow particles, later terms are very small, so 

kinetic energy is m0 * v^2 / 2, matching the classical value of 0.5 * m * v^2. 

mass and energy equivalence 

Particle decomposition and composition experiments show that mass and energy are 

equivalent and depend only on reference frame. 

cases 

An unstable particle with mass can become two zero-rest-mass particles that travel at light 

speed in opposite directions from particle position. Zero-rest-mass particles have no potential 

energy. Moving particles have kinetic energy. Mass changes into kinetic energy, to conserve 



 

mass-energy. Momentum in one direction equals momentum in opposite direction, to conserve 

momentum. 

An unstable particle with mass can become two particles, one with mass and one with no 

mass. Total mass is less than before, to conserve energy. The zero-rest-mass particle travels at 

light speed in opposite direction from new particle with mass, which travels at less than light 

speed. Momentum in one direction equals momentum in opposite direction, to conserve 

momentum. 

Two particles with mass can collide to make one particle with mass and one zero-rest-mass 

particle. The zero-rest-mass particle travels at light speed in opposite direction from new particle 

with mass, which travels at less than light speed, to conserve energy. Momentum in one direction 

equals momentum in opposite direction, to conserve momentum. 

Two equal particles can collide and stop, so kinetic energy becomes mass. Total mass is then 

more than sum of rest masses before. 
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Physical Sciences>Physics>Relativity 

relative velocity 

Observers can measure relative speed and direction {relative velocity}| with respect to 

physical objects (and measurement reference frames), using clocks for time units, rulers for 

length units, and/or light signals for time and length units. 

observers 

Observers can measure space-time separation from current space-time event to future space-

time event using light signals. Observer clocks measure time for light to go from observer to 

reflector and return from reflector to observer. Observer rulers measure length for light to go 

from observer to reflector and return from reflector to observer. 

Observers and objects can be stationary or moving. Observers observe themselves as 

stationary and observe objects with no relative velocity as stationary, and relatively stationary 

things have no special-relativity effects. 

Observers can move relative to objects, and objects can move relative to observers. If relative 

velocities are the same, the two situations are physically equivalent. 

Relatively moving things have relativistic effects, which are space-time calculations about 

simultaneous distant space-time events. Relativity is about what must be true at distant events 

and so depends on calculations. 

In relativity, only calculations change. Objects do not change, because observations do not 

affect their space-time event. 

observations 

People and instruments receive simultaneous signals at their current space-time event. Signals 

came from different points on lengths and from different phases of time. Their observations do 

not have time dilation or length contraction. 

uniform velocity 

Relative velocity measures proportion of light speed through space-time that is through space 

compared to that through time. Light has maximum speed through space. 

Special relativity is about relative uniform velocity, with no acceleration. Special relativity is 

about empty space. 

acceleration 

Changing velocity speed or direction requires gravitational and/or electromagnetic force 

(including mechanical force) fields. 

Zero-rest-mass particles, such as photons and gravitons, have no inertia and have no gravity, 

so they do not interact with other masses and gravitational energies. Adding gravitational or 

mechanical energy to zero-rest-mass particles does not increase or decrease their velocities. 

Zero-rest-mass particles travel at maximum-velocity light speed, cannot travel faster or slower 

than light speed, and cannot be at rest. 

Zero-rest-mass and zero-charge particles, such as photons, have no inertia and have no 

electromagnetism, so they do not interact with other charges and electromagnetic energies. 

Adding electromagnetic energy to zero-rest-mass particles does not increase or decrease their 

velocities. Zero-rest-mass and zero-charge particles travel at maximum-velocity light speed, 

cannot travel faster or slower than light speed, and cannot be at rest. 

direction 

Two objects can move toward or away from each other (radial motion) and/or right-left and/or 

up-down with respect to each other (transverse motion). Special-relativity relative-measurement 



 

differences are about relative transverse motion. Motion toward or away does not change 

measured/calculated length or time. 

observers and absolute velocity 

Universe has absolute space-time. Space-time unites space and time symmetrically. Objects 

travel through space-time at light speed. Because light travels at light speed no matter observer 

or object motion, observers cannot observe absolute space-time or absolute velocity. Observers 

measure that moving objects have length contraction and time dilation, in the same proportion, 

so relative velocity stays constant, and light has constant light-sped velocity. Relative velocity 

does not affect physical laws, so observers cannot use experiments to find absolute velocity. 

velocity, length, time 

For relative velocity v, length is x * (1 - (v/c)^2)^0.5, and time interval is t / (1 - (v/c)^2)^0.5. 

For example, if relative velocity is half light speed, length is 0.86 * x, and time interval is 1.16 * 

t. If relative velocity is 99.9% light speed, length is 0.01 * x, and time interval is 99 * t. If 

relative velocity is light speed, length is zero, and time interval is infinite. 

relative velocity maximum 

If objects travel faster than light, relativistic length becomes less than zero, so physical objects 

cannot travel faster than light speed. If objects travel faster than light, relativistic mass becomes 

more than infinite. 

If objects travel faster than light, relativistic time interval becomes more than infinite, and time 

goes backward. Traveling backward in time violates causality. Space-time events can only 

receive signals from finite space-time event regions, whose space-time events are near enough so 

signals from them can reach the space-time event. See Figure 1. 

faster than light 

Because light always travels at light speed, faster-than-light signals from stationary objects 

appear to go backward in time to observer moving away. See Figure 2. If signals continue to 

second stationary object, toward which observer is moving, second stationary object can reflect 

signal back to first stationary object. Faster-than-light signals from second stationary object 

appear to go backward in time to observer moving toward it. The signal returns to first stationary 

object before it sends original signal. If signal can travel faster than light speed, observer can 

have event knowledge before event happens. 

See Figure 3. Moving observers have tilted hyperplanes of space-like space-time events 

relative to object going from s0 to s1 to s2. They see signals from s2 as going backward in time. 

Moving observers have different tilted hyperplanes of space-like space-time events relative to 

object going from s0 to s3. They see signals from s3 as going backward in time. Object going 

from s0 to s1 to s2 appears to receive reflected signals from s3 at s1, before signals left s2. 
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Physical Sciences>Physics>Relativity>Space-Time 

simultaneity 

Simultaneity requires an observer and two space-time events. By direct observation, two 

space-time events are simultaneous {simultaneity, relativity}| if light signals from both events 

reach observer at same time. See Figure 1. To another observer at a different space-time event, 

the two events are not simultaneous. (If an observer sees that two events happen at the same 

spatial location, relatively moving observers do not calculate that they coincide.) 

synchronized clocks 

Two space-time events can be simultaneous for an observer if they occur at the same time on 

observer's synchronized clocks. Because this simultaneity occurs at distant space-time events, 

observer can only measure and calculate this simultaneity. 

Observer reference-frame space coordinates show all space locations, with clocks 

synchronized to same time. Events that happen on a space-time space coordinate are all at the 

same time. For example, at space-time origin, time is 0, and space coordinate shows all space 

locations, whose events have time 0. 

space coordinates 

Space coordinates for relatively moving observers are different. Compared to stationary 

observers, uniformly moving observers move toward stationary-observer synchronized clocks, 

and receive light rays sooner than stationary observers. Because they come sooner, relatively 

moving observers calculate that those light rays came from later-time events. See Figure 1. 

examples 

At s1, observer has time 0 and position 0. s2 and s3 happen at same time on time axis, and 

information about them reaches s4 at same time. 

Information from s1 reaches s2 and s3 at same time on time axis, so they are simultaneous. s2 

and s3 are two different observers. 

Because signals travel at light speed, information from s1 can reach s6. 

Information from s1 cannot reach s4, s5 or s7. 

Information from s3 reaches s6 later. 

At s4, observer is at time 2 and position 0. Information from s4 reaches s7. 

s4, s5, and s6 happen at same time on time axis. 

No information about s1, s2, s3, s4, and s6 reaches s5. 

Information about s3 reaches s6. 

Information about s5 comes to observer at position 0 sooner than information from s6, because 

s5 is closer in space. 

s7 happens later than s4, s5, and s6 on time axis. 

space-time separation 

Observers and objects move through space-time events. Space-time events have space-time 

separations. In space-time, neither time separation nor space separation exists independently. 

Simultaneous events for observer have same space-time separation from observer. Observers 

cannot detect events from space-time points outside their light cone. See Figure 2. s2 and s3 are 

simultaneous for observer at space-time position s4. s4 and s6 are simultaneous for observer at 

space-time position s7. s4, s5, and s6 are not simultaneous for any observer. 

event order 

Relatively moving observers do not agree on event locations or times, and can calculate that 

the same space-time events happen in different orders. 



 

absolute time 

Because relatively moving observers calculate different times, spatial positions, and event 

orders for the same space-time events, observers cannot detect absolute time (or absolute 

location). 
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Physical Sciences>Physics>Relativity>Special Relativity 

length contraction 

Observers moving uniformly in unified space-time in relation to objects calculate that object 

length in uniform-velocity direction is shorter than for relatively stationary objects {distance 

contraction} {length contraction}|. 

relativity 

Stationary observers calculate that moving objects have shorter lengths in movement direction 

than stationary objects. Moving observers calculate that stationary objects are moving and have 

shorter lengths in movement direction. In both cases, observer and object have relative velocity. 

See Figure 1. 

direction 

Length contraction happens only in movement direction. Length contraction depends on 

relative transverse velocity. The radial velocity component has no effect, and directions 

perpendicular to movement direction have no length contraction. 

distance from observer 

Because contraction direction is perpendicular to distance direction, distance away does not 

affect length-contraction ratio. 

calculation 

When stationary observers look at moving rulers, ruler points do not have same time. See 

Figure 1. 

space-time reference frame 

On space-time reference frames, moving events trace vectors. Stationary objects trace vectors 

parallel to time coordinate. See Figure 2. 

space-time separation 

Space-time events are separate in both time and space. 

Compared to stationary rulers, moving-ruler leading end is earlier in time and behind in space. 

Trailing end is later in time and ahead in space. Observer calculates that object length and time 

are shorter. Length contraction and time dilation have same percentage, so physical laws do not 

change, and space-time separation is same as before. For all uniformly moving observers, 

physical laws are the same, and space-time separations are the same. 

See Figure 3. In space-time, space gain causes time loss, so space-time separation s depends 

on space separation x and time separation t (ignoring y and z dimensions). Because distance x is 

light speed c times time t, s^2 = x^2 - (c*t)^2, using distance units, or s^2 = t^2 - x^2/c^2, using 

time units. 

For constant motion, t = x/v, so s^2 = (x/v)^2 - (x/c)^2 = x^2 * (1/v^2 - 1/c^2) = (x^2 / v^2) 

*(v^2 / v^2 - v^2 / c^2) = (x^2 / v^2) * (1 - v^2 / c^2) = (x^2 / c^2) * (c^2 - v^2) / v^2. 

Therefore, s = (x/v) * (1 - v^2 / c^2)^0.5 or s = (x/c) * (c^2 - v^2)^0.5 / v. Stationary observers 

calculate that moving-object length is shorter than stationary length. 

length-contraction percentage 

If moving object has velocity 0.5 * c (half light speed), space-time separation s = (x/c) * (((c^2 

- 0.5 * c)^2)^0.5 / (0.5 * c)) = (x/c) * ((c^2 - 0.25 * c^2)^0.5 / (0.5 * c)) = (x/c) * ((0.75*c^2)^0.5 

/ (0.5 * c)) = (x/c) * 0.865/0.5 = 0.43 * (x/c). 

If moving object has velocity 0.9 * c (nine-tenths light speed), space-time separation s = (x/c) 

* ((c^2 - (0.9 * c)^2)^0.5 / (0.9 * c)) = (x/c) * 0.19/0.9 = 0.21 * (x/c). 

If moving object has velocity 0.99 * c (99% light speed), space-time separation s = (x/c) * 

((c^2 - (0.99 * c)^2)^0.5 / (0.99 * c)) = (x/c) * 0.02/0.99 = 0.02 * (x/c). 



 

As moving object approaches light speed, stationary observer sees that length decreases 

toward zero. Stationary objects have maximum space-time separation. 

maximum speed 

Length less than zero is impossible. Therefore, nothing can go faster than light speed, and 

nothing can go backward in time. 

length measurement 

To measure stationary rulers, stationary observers at one ruler end can send signals to a 

reflector at other end. See Figure 4. Signal travels from end to end and back. Time to go is same 

as time to return. Travel time is directly proportional to length. 

To measure moving rulers, stationary observers at one ruler end can send signals to a reflector 

at other end. Ruler reflector moves closer as signal travels and reflects earlier. Observer 

measures shorter time and measures that ruler has shorter length. 

Stationary observers calculate that stationary rulers spread over space only. Stationary 

observers calculate that moving rulers spread over space and time. Stationary and moving rulers 

have same space-time separation. See Figure 5. 

For moving rulers, for ends to seem simultaneous, ends lie along line tilted away from vertical, 

not on vertical. See Figure 5. Leading end is further along in space, and trailing end is behind in 

space. Middle moves toward where leading end was, and away from where trailing end was. For 

signals to reach middle simultaneously, leading end must signal later in time, and trailing end 

must signal earlier in time. 

time 

When moving object passes stationary observer, one end reaches observer before other end. 

Other end lags behind in time, because ends are traveling through time at less than light speed, 

and it takes time for other end to reach observer. When moving object moves through space 

faster, lengths appear shorter, and moving object moves through time slower, so time slows. See 

Figure 2. At less than light speed, angle is less than 45 degrees. At light speed, angle is 45 

degrees. 

analogies 

Length contraction is like looking at rulers rotated away from perpendicular to sightline. For 

space-time, rotation is into time dimension. 

Length contraction is like looking at rulers from farther away. 

Length contraction is like light rays curving inward from both ruler ends, like a concave lens 

(opposite from gravitational lensing). 

Because space-time separation has a negative sign under the square root, length contraction is 

like using imaginary numbers. Space-time time coordinate is like imaginary axis, so space-time 

is like complex plane. 
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Figure 4 

 

A stationary observer is at one end of a stationary ruler. 

The signal travels from end to end and back. 

 
A stationary observer is at one end of a moving ruler. 

The signal starts to travel from end to end. 

 
The ruler moves as the signal travels and reflects earlier. 

 
It returns in the same time as it went. 

 
The time is shorter and the ruler has shorter length. 



 

Figure 5 

 

 
stationary ruler space-time length = a = b = moving ruler space-time length 

a^2 + 0^2 = (((3^0.5)/2)^2)*b^2 + (b/2)^2 

 

Angle between d and e is 90 degrees for stationary. 

Angle between light f and f is 180 degrees. 

Angle between moving ruler d and c is 135 degrees. 



 

Physical Sciences>Physics>Relativity>Special Relativity 

time dilation 

Observers moving uniformly in unified space-time in relation to objects calculate that object 

time in uniform-velocity direction is shorter than for relatively stationary objects {time 

dilation}|, and that unit time interval takes longer, so time slows down. 

relativity 

Stationary observers calculate that moving objects have shorter times than stationary objects. 

Moving observers calculate that stationary objects are moving and have shorter times. In both 

cases, observer and object have relative velocity. See Figure 1. 

direction 

Time dilation depends on relative transverse velocity. The radial velocity component has no 

effect. 

distance from observer 

Because transverse relative velocity is perpendicular to distance direction, distance away does 

not affect time-dilation ratio. 

observation 

When stationary observers look at moving clocks, times are not at same positions. See Figure 

1. 

space-time reference frame 

On space-time reference frames, moving events trace vectors. Stationary objects trace vectors 

parallel to time coordinate. See Figure 2. 

space-time separation 

Space-time events are separate in both time and space. 

Compared to stationary clock, moving-clock first tick is behind in space and so earlier in time, 

and latest tick is ahead in space and so later in time. Observer calculates that object length and 

time are shorter. Length contraction and time dilation have same percentage, so physical laws do 

not change, and space-time separation is same as before. For all uniformly moving observers, 

physical laws are the same, and space-time separations are the same. 

See Figure 3. In space-time, space gain causes time loss, so space-time separation s depends 

on space separation x and time separation t (ignoring y and z dimensions). 

Because distance x is light speed c times time t, s^2 = x^2 - (c*t)^2, using distance units, or 

s^2 = t^2 - x^2/c^2, using time units. 

For constant motion, x = v*t = (c*t)^2 - (v*t)^2 = t^2 * (c^2 - v^2) = c^2 * t^2 * (1 - v^2 / 

c^2). Therefore, s = c * t * (1 - v^2 / c^2)^0.5. s/c = t * (1 - v^2 / c^2)^0.5. Stationary observers 

calculate that moving-object time is shorter than stationary time. 

time-dilation percentage 

If moving object has velocity 0.5 * c (half light speed), time s = t * (1 - (0.5 * c)^2 / c^2)^0.5 = 

t * (1 - 0.25) = 0.75 * t. 

If moving object has velocity 0.9 * c (nine-tenths light speed), time s = t * (1 - (0.9 * c)^2 / 

c^2)^0.5 = t * (1 - 0.81) = 0.19 * t. 

If moving object has velocity 0.99 * c (99% light speed), time s = t * (1 - (0.99 * c)^2 / 

c^2)^0.5 = t * (1 - 0.98) = 0.02 * t. 

As moving object approaches light speed, stationary observer calculates that time decreases 

toward zero. Stationary objects have maximum space-time separation. 



 

maximum speed 

Negative time is impossible. Therefore, nothing can go faster than light speed, and nothing can 

go backward in time. 

time measurement 

To measure stationary clocks, stationary observers observe light from clock when it reaches 

same resonating-wave oscillation, spin, or revolution phase. Clocks have wavelengths, 

frequencies, and periods. See Figure 4. Signal travels from end to end and back. Time to go is 

same as time to return for stationary observers. Travel time is directly proportional to length. 

To measure moving clocks, stationary observers can send first-clock-beat signal to reflector at 

other end. Clock reflector moves closer as signal travels and reflects earlier. Observers measure 

that resonance cavity is longer and time interval is longer. 

When moving object moves past stationary observer, one part reaches observer before other 

parts. Other parts lag behind in time, because they are traveling through time at less than light 

speed. It takes time from other parts to reach observer. Moving object goes through space faster, 

so lengths appear shorter. Moving object goes through time slower, so time slows. See Figure 2. 

At less than light speed, angle is less than 45 degrees. At light speed, angle is 45 degrees. 

Frequencies are clocks. Time interval unit is time between beats or ticks, such as one second. 

Time is number of beats or ticks, such as 60 cycles. When time slows, frequency decreases, 

wavelength increases, time unit increases, and cycles decrease. Time dilation makes time unit 

become longer, so number of ticks is fewer, so time passes more slowly. 

analogies 

Time dilation is like looking at a repeating process (clock) rotated away from perpendicular to 

sightline. For space-time, rotation is into space dimension. 

Because space-time separation has a negative sign under the square root, time dilation is like 

using imaginary numbers. Space-time time coordinate is like imaginary axis, so space-time is 

like complex plane. 
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Figure 4 

 

A stationary observer is beside a stationary clock. 

The clock has a resonant oscillation from end to end. 

 
A stationary observer is at one end of a moving clock. 

The wave starts to travel from end to end. 

 
The clock moves as the signal travels and reflects the resonance earlier. 

 
It returns to the observer in the same time as it went, 

but it has not completed one oscillation. 

 
It continues on, to reflect. 

 
It reaches the observer. 

 
The time interval is longer because the resonance distance is longer. 

The measured time will be less. 



 

Physical Sciences>Physics>Relativity>Special Relativity 

mass increase 

 

Observers moving uniformly in unified space-time in relation to objects calculate that object 

mass is greater than for relatively stationary objects {mass increase}| {apparent mass} 

{relativistic mass}. 

relativity 

Stationary observers calculate that moving objects have greater masses than stationary objects. 

Moving observers calculate that stationary objects are moving and have greater masses. In both 

cases, observer and object have relative velocity. See Figure 1. 

direction 

Mass increase depends on relative transverse velocity. The radial velocity component has no 

effect. 

distance from observer 

Because transverse relative velocity is perpendicular to distance direction, distance away does 

not affect mass-increase ratio. 

measurement 

Observers measure mass using standard mass {unit mass} {mass unit}, such as one kilogram. 

Mass measurements use forces, energies, distances, and times. To count mass, observers measure 

number of unit masses. 

comparison to length and time 

Stationary observers calculate that length contracts, time dilates, and mass increases. See 

Figure 2. See Figure 3. 

cause 

Stationary mass (rest mass) travels only through time and has no kinetic energy or potential-

energy change. Moving mass travels through space (and time) and so has kinetic energy and may 

have potential-energy change. 

Because space and time unite in space-time, momentum and energy unite. Momentum and 

energy both vary directly with mass. Momentum is along space coordinate, and energy is along 

time coordinate. As velocity increases, object moves more through space and less through time, 

so relative momentum increases more than velocity, so mass increases. 

zero-rest-mass-particle relativistic mass and frequency 

For zero-rest-mass particles, rest mass stays zero, but relativistic mass increases. Zero-rest-

mass-particle energy E is directly proportional to frequency v: E = h * v, where h is Planck's 

constant. Zero-rest-mass-particle energy is E = m * c^2. Therefore, relativistic mass is m = h * v 

/ c^2. Adding energy to zero-rest-mass particles increases frequency. Removing energy from 

zero-rest-mass particles decreases frequency. 

non-zero-rest-mass particle relativistic mass 

Particles with mass move through space and time, so length contracts, and time dilates. See 

Figure 4. Relativistic mass m is rest mass m0 plus space-dilation mass mr due to kinetic energy: 

mr = m0 / (1 - v^2 / c^2)^0.5. As relative velocity increases, stationary observers calculate mass 

increase. 

Relative speed greater than 80% light speed makes object relativistic-mass kinetic energy 

exceed object rest-mass energy: E = m * c^2 = 0.5 * (3*m) * (0.82 * c)^2. 



 

maximum speed 

As objects approach light speed, mass increases toward infinity. As mass increases, inertia 

resists further acceleration, so nothing can have infinite mass or energy. No object with mass can 

move at light speed. 
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Figure 2 

 

A stationary test mass is beside a stationary mass. 

The mass has a rest mass (m0 = E/c^2) due to matter, but no kinetic energy. 

 
A stationary test mass is at one end of a moving mass. 

The mass has rest mass (m = E/c^2) plus kinetic energy: 0.5*m*(v^2). 

 
The kinetic energy has mass: m = 2*KE/(v^2) = 2*(p*(v/2))/(v^2) = p/v. 

 
Total mass = m0 + m = E/c^2 + p/v. 



 

Figure 3 
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Physical Sciences>Physics>Relativity>General Relativity>Curvature>Geodesics 

geodesic on surface 

Space-time surfaces and hypersurfaces have a path {geodesic} between two space-time points 

(events) that has shortest separation {space-time separation}. For no-curvature space-times 

(planes and hyperplanes), geodesics are straight lines. For no-curvature space-times, separation 

has shortest distance and shortest time. On spheres and saddles, shortest space distance between 

two points is great-circle arc. See Figure 1. 

spheres 

Convex, positive-curvature space-times include spherical surfaces, which have two 

dimensions, have centers, and have same constant curvature for both coordinates. Starting from 

nearby points, parallel geodesics converge. Geodesics have shortest-distance and longest-time 

trajectory. 

saddles 

Concave, negative-curvature space-times include saddle surfaces, which have two dimensions 

and have no center or two centers. Coordinates have constant opposite curvature. Starting from 

nearby points, parallel geodesics diverge. Geodesics have longest-distance and shortest-time 

trajectory. 

geodesics 

Experiments show that particles and objects always travel at light speed through space-time, 

along shortest-separation trajectory (geodesic) between two space-time points, whether or not 

matter and/or energy are present. Masses free fall along space-time geodesics. Observers and 

objects traveling along geodesics feel no tidal forces. 

object mass 

All objects and particles follow the same geodesics. Because inertial mass and gravitational 

mass are the same, object mass does not affect trajectory. Gravity is not a force but a space-time 

curvature field. 
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Physical Sciences>Physics>Relativity>General Relativity>Gravity 

gravitational pressure 

Objects with mass have gravitational forces {gravitational pressure} on top, bottom, middle, 

and sides, all pointing toward mass center. See Figure 1. 

Imagine that object is fluid. Gravitation pulls all points straight down toward mass center. Pull 

is directly proportional to mass m and inversely proportional to distance r squared: m / r^2. Pull 

is least at farthest points least and most at nearest points. 

Volume reduction changes mass density and energy density, and so changes pressure. Gravity 

tends to reduce volume, and increase pressure, until outward pressure force per area balances 

inward gravitation force per area. 
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Physical Sciences>Physics>Relativity>General Relativity>Gravity 

tidal force 

Gravitational fields have different strengths at different distances from mass-energy. In 

gravitational fields, objects have different forces {tidal force} on side nearest to mass-energy, 

side farthest from mass-energy, and middle. Tidal distortions depend on gravitational-field 

strengths at different space points. 

Gravity varies inversely with distance squared {inverse square law}, so tidal effects vary 

inversely with distance cubed (by integration). Therefore, tidal effects can measure gravitational-

field strength. 

See Figure 1. The larger object is denser and has much more mass than smaller object. The 

smaller object is fluid. The objects are not far apart. 

near and far 

Gravitation pulls smaller-object nearer side, farther side, and middle straight toward larger-

mass center. Nearer side feels strongest gravity, and its particles accelerate most. Middle feels 

intermediate gravity, and its particles accelerate intermediate amount. Farther side feels weakest 

gravity, and its particles accelerate least. Along vertical, small object tends to stretch out from 

middle, keeping same volume. 

left and right 

Gravitation pulls left and right sides toward larger-mass center diagonally, straight down along 

vertical component and across inward along horizontal component. Left and right sides feel 

slightly less gravity than middle, because they are slightly farther away from larger-mass center. 

Those particles accelerate downward slightly less than middle does. Left and right sides also 

accelerate small amount horizontally toward smaller-mass center. This pushes other molecules 

equally up and down and contributes to vertical stretching out. 

waves 

Changing gravity changes tidal forces and can cause mass oscillations. Mass accelerations 

make gravitational waves. 
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Physical Sciences>Physics>Relativity>General Relativity>Time 

twin paradox 

One twin stays on Earth. The other twin takes a high-speed trip, traveling to a space point and 

then back to Earth. Second twin must accelerate to leave Earth and travel in space, must 

accelerate to round point in space, and must decelerate to land on Earth. Traveling twin's clocks 

appear to run slower to Earth observer. Second twin is younger than first twin on return to Earth. 

Traveling twin ages more slowly than Earth twin {twin paradox}|. 

length contraction 

Traveling at almost light speed, people can cross universe in 86 years of their time, because 

universe lengths contract greatly. People on Earth age 13 billion years during that time. 

space-time graph 

Space-time graphs {Minkowski diagram} can show travel effects. The diagram assumes first 

twin is stationary and is observer. First twin has vertical world-line on space-time graph. Second 

twin has angle to right, away from Earth as twin leaves Earth, and angle to left, toward Earth as 

twin returns to Earth. 

At beginning, twin accelerates to leave Earth and has curved world-line, with greater angles to 

time axis. At turning point in space, twin changes direction and has curved world-line, with 

lesser angles to time axis, reaches vertical, then has curved world-line, with greater angles to 

time axis. At landing, twin decelerates to stop on Earth and has curved world-line, with lesser 

angles to time axis. See Figure 1. 

space-time trajectory 

The shortest path is the longest time. Traveling twin has longer path and shorter time. 

universe 

If second twin is observer, twin on Earth travels, relative to second twin, with same motions 

and accelerations as described above. However, first twin does not undergo acceleration relative 

to universe masses, as second twin does. To second twin, universe masses have same speeds and 

accelerations as first twin. During acceleration relative to universe masses, time slows, because 

mass curves space-time. Curved space-time makes longer path and shorter time. 

Permanent aging happens only during accelerations and decelerations. Uniform-velocity time 

dilations are symmetric between observers, are momentary, and are reversible. 
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Physical Sciences>Physics>String Theory>Dimensions 

Calabi-Yau shapes 

 

Six curled-up dimensions can combine in different ways to make thousands of different spaces 

{Calabi-Yau spaces} or shapes {Calabi-Yau shapes}. Calabi-Yau shapes have different numbers 

of holes, different numbers of even-dimension holes, and different numbers of odd-dimension 

holes. For Calabi-Yau shapes with same total hole number, interchanging number of even-

dimension holes and odd-dimension holes results in same physics {mirror manifold}. String 

vibration sizes and frequencies depend on the difference between odd-dimensional hole number 

and even-dimensional hole number. 

One curled-up spatial dimension is a circle (one-dimensional torus), with one hole. 

Two curled-up spatial dimensions are a sphere (two-dimensional torus), with one hole, or 

three-dimensional torus, with two holes. Two-or-more-dimensional toruses can have one 

complex dimension. Calabi-Yau manifolds with one complex dimension have at least one hole. 

Compact and simply connected Calabi-Yau manifolds with one complex dimension are elliptic 

curves. 

In three-dimensional space, three curled-up spatial dimensions are solid sphere, with zero 

holes, or solid torus, with one hole. In four-dimensional space, three curled-up spatial 

dimensions are hollow-sphere-cross-section hollow sphere, with two holes; hollow-sphere-cross-

section hollow torus, with three holes; or hollow-torus-cross-section hollow torus, with four 

holes. Three curled-up real dimensions make a volume. See Figure 1. 

Four-dimensional space has six regular and convex structures {4-polytope} {polychoron}, 

which have one of the five Platonic solids on their three-dimensional boundaries [Ludwig 

Schläfli, 1850]: pentachoron, tesseract, hexadecachoron, icositetrachoron, hecatonicosachoron, 

and hexaicosichoron. Compact simply connected Calabi-Yau four-dimensional manifolds {K3 

surface} have two complex dimensions and at least two holes. 

Calabi-Yau six-dimensional manifolds have three complex dimensions and at least three holes 

and have thousands of variations: for example, all zeros of a homogeneous quintic polynomial. 

Calabi-Yau shapes can tear {flop-transition} {topology-changing transition} to make 

topologically distinct Calabi-Yau shapes. Particle properties then change slowly and non-

catastrophically. 
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Physical Sciences>Physics>Wave 

Doppler effect 

 

Sound changes frequency with source or observer movement. 

stationary case 

When stationary sources emit sounds or light waves with one wavelength and frequency, 

stationary observers hear one pitch or see one color. See Figure 1. Only wave moves, at constant 

velocity, because medium does not change. 

Source x emits maximum positive amplitude, a line in the diagram, once each cycle. In the 

diagram, wave travels left two spaces for each cycle line. From one cycle line to the next, 

observer encounters one peak. There is no Doppler effect. 

moving-toward case 

When sound-wave or light-wave source moves toward stationary observer, or observer moves 

toward stationary wave source, observer hears pitch increase or sees shift toward blue color. This 

is Doppler effect. When frequency increases, wavelength decreases, because only sound medium 

or electromagnetic-induction speed determines constant wave velocity. See Figure 2. 

In the diagram, observer travels right one space for each line, at half wave speed. Observer 

movement brings it closer to next wave peak. From one line to the next, observer encounters one 

and one-half wave peaks. Frequency has increased. 

See Figure 3. In the diagram, source travels left one space for each line, at half wave speed. 

Source movement brings it closer to previous wave peak. From one line to the next, observer 

encounters two wave peaks. Frequency has increased. 

moving-away case 

When sound-wave or light-wave source moves away from stationary observer, or observer 

moves away from stationary wave source, observer hears pitch decrease or sees shift toward red 

color. When frequency decreases, wavelength increases, because wave speed is constant. See 

Figure 4. 

In the diagram, observer travels left one space for each line, at half wave speed. Observer 

movement brings it farther from next wave peak. From one line to the next, observer encounters 

one-half wave peaks. Frequency has decreased. 

See Figure 5. In the diagram, source travels right one space for each line, at half wave speed. 

Source movement brings it farther from previous wave peak. From one line to the next, observer 

encounters two-thirds wave peaks. Frequency has decreased. 

examples 

As sound-emitting vehicles move closer, sound has higher pitch. As they move away, sound 

has lower pitch. 

As light-emitting stars and galaxies move away from Earth as universe expands, Doppler 

effect makes emitted light have decreased frequencies, so light becomes redder (red-shift). 
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Physical Sciences>Physics>Wave>Electromagnetic 

electromagnetic wave induction 

 

Electric charges have virtual photons streaming outward as straight lines in all directions, 

making electric field. Electric fields begin at electron edge, which emits virtual photons. Electric-

field lines indicate electric-force direction. Each line is one photon stream, so electric-field lines 

are not about electric-force strength or electric-field strength. Electric-field-line area density, 

photons per area, is electric-field strength. Because area varies directly with squared dimension, 

electric force decreases as distance squared: 1/r^2. Electric field has virtual kinetic energy, which 

can transfer to other charges at field positions to become potential energy. 

moving charges 

Maximum charge velocity is typically one-tenth light speed. For constant-velocity charge, 

electric field moves at same speed and direction as charge. Virtual photons stream outward as 

straight lines in all directions. 

Constant-velocity fields have no transverse or longitudinal field changes, and so no waves. 

moving charges: magnetic force 

According to special relativity, constant-velocity charge causes observer transverse to charge-

motion-direction to see length contraction and so increased charge-motion-direction charge 

density. Length contraction makes flattened-spheroid charge shape, with short axis in motion 

direction and long axes in transverse-direction plane. Because total charge is same for moving 

and stationary charge, total field strength stays the same. Relativistically increased charge 

density along vertical direction causes increased electric force along horizontal direction. 

Therefore, relativistic length contraction makes electric field appear to observer stronger 

horizontally. According to special relativity, observer in front or back of constant-velocity charge 

does not see length contraction, only that charge approaching or receding. Total electric field 

strength is same as for stationary electron, because total charge is same. Because total charge is 

same as before, charge density must be less as observed from vertical direction, so electric field 

appears to observer weaker vertically. Vertical electric field is foreshortened in motion direction, 

because electron catches up to virtual photons. Vertical electric field is lengthened opposite to 

motion direction, because electron moves away from virtual photons. 

Electric force due to relativistic length contraction and charge-density change, and not due to 

total charge, is magnetic force. (Stationary charges have no relativistic motion and so no 

relativistic electric force.) Adjacent magnetic force is a torus around moving charge. Just as 

electric forces act only on electric forces, magnetic forces act only on magnetic forces, because 

magnetic is perpendicular to electric and so does not affect electric. 

Electric force has electric field. Electric force and electric field have same direction and 

relative strength. Because magnetic force is relativistic electric force, magnetic force has 

magnetic field. Magnetic force and magnetic field have same relative strength but perpendicular 

direction, because force is due to transverse relativistic length contraction and so is perpendicular 

to motion and field. Therefore, magnetic forces have magnetic fields perpendicular to electric 

force/magnetic force and perpendicular to charge-motion orientation. Moving-charge magnetic 

field is a torus adjacent to and around charge, transverse to motion direction. See Figure 1. 

For positive charge moving in right-hand thumb direction, magnetic field is in curling index-

finger direction, in a circle around moving proton, and magnetic force is outward from palm 

(right-hand rule). For proton moving vertically downward, magnetic field is in on left and out on 

right. Electron has negative charge, so magnetic field is out on left and in on right. 



 

Magnetic field has virtual photons and so has virtual kinetic energy, which can transfer to 

other charges at field positions to become potential energy. Stationary charge has no magnetic 

field, because it has no relativistic length contraction. 

accelerating charge 

Charge acceleration pushes electric-field line transversely and stretches it sideways, causing 

tension and restoring force. Charge acceleration causes transverse electric field, while keeping 

radial field. Because virtual photons continually leave charge, transverse component moves 

outward along field line, so spatial transverse waves travel outward. See Figure 2. 

Charge acceleration pushes magnetic-field line transversely and stretches it sideways, causing 

tension and restoring force. Charge acceleration causes magnetic field in charge-motion 

direction, transverse to magnetic field. 

When stationary charge accelerates to constant velocity, electric-field lines curve toward 

motion direction, because charge and adjacent photon have higher velocity. When constant-

velocity charge decelerates to zero velocity, electric-field lines curve away from motion 

direction, because charge and adjacent photon have lower velocity. 

See Figure 3. Force causing electron deceleration also puts transverse upward pushing force on 

field lines and distorts electric-field lines. As electron slows down, electric-field-lines beginning 

at electron edge slow down, so horizontal electric-field lines begin to have transverse component 

upward. 

See Figure 3. As electron slows down, electric-field upward transverse component increases 

over time. Changing electric-field flux (changing electric force) through an area causes 

relativistic length contraction transverse to area (in same plane) and magnetic-force change in 

toward or out from area (in same plane), and so causes induced magnetic field around area. 

Magnetic force has gradient in or out and so makes induced-magnetic-field gradient around. 

Faster change makes larger gradient. 

Electric and magnetic fields interact, so they push/pull adjacent electric and magnetic fields. 

Interaction is strong and happens at light speed, so adjacency effect travels at light speed. 

Interaction is constant, so light speed is constant. All interactions are elastic, with no losses to 

heat or other energy, so induction has same effect later as at beginning. 

Transverse effect travels inward and outward at light speed. Outward effect sees only 

undisturbed field line and so is the only effect and carries energy outward. Inward effect sees 

restoring force from stretched field line and so forces cancel and line returns to equilibrium, with 

no energy carried. 

Electric-field increase (or decrease) causes magnetic-field increase (or decrease) that opposes 

electric-field increase (or decrease), by energy conservation. 

See Figure 3. Induced magnetic field increases over time. Changing magnetic-field flux 

(perpendicularly changing magnetic force) through an area causes relativistic length contraction 

transverse to area (in same plane) and electric-force change around area (in same plane), and so 

causes induced electric field around area. Electric force has gradient in or out and so makes 

induced-electric-field gradient in or out. Faster change makes larger gradient. 

Magnetic-field increase (or decrease) causes electric-field increase (or decrease) that opposes 

magnetic-field increase (or decrease), by energy conservation. 

Changing electric field and magnetic field are in phase, because they both increase together 

and both gradients are in same direction. 

Gradient and wave leading edge travels outward at constant light speed. 



 

See Figure 3. Horizontal electric-field lines continue moving at constant velocity, because 

lines have same momentum, inertia, and kinetic energy as before. 

See Figure 4. As electron slows down more, electric-field-line points at electron edge slow 

down more, so horizontal electric-field lines have greater transverse component. Electric-field 

upward transverse component increases more over time and so makes bigger induced-magnetic-

field gradient. Induced magnetic field increases more over time and so makes bigger induced-

electric-field gradient. Transverse fields have potential energy, so horizontal electric-field lines 

at transverse fields have less kinetic energy. Horizontal electric-field lines continue moving at 

constant velocity, because lines have same momentum, inertia, and kinetic energy as before. 

See Figure 5. Metal plate stops electron within one electron width, so distance and time are 

small, and deceleration is high. Electron is at zero velocity, so current is zero. Electron has no 

kinetic energy and momentum. Original electric field is symmetric. Original electric field has 

same potential energy. Original magnetic field is zero. Original magnetic field has no potential 

energy. 

See Figure 5. As electron stops, electric-field-line ends stop, so horizontal electric-field lines 

have maximum transverse component. As electron stops, electric-field upward transverse 

component has increased to maximum over time and so makes induced-magnetic-field gradient. 

Induced magnetic field has increased to maximum over time and so makes induced-electric-field 

gradient. Induced electric field is maximum. 

See Figure 5. Horizontal electric-field lines continue moving at constant velocity, because 

lines have momentum, inertia, and kinetic energy. 

See Figure 6. Deceleration has stopped, so electron and adjacent fields stop feeling upward 

force. Transverse electric-field stays constant at zero, and so makes no magnetic-field gradient 

and no magnetic field. Magnetic-field line feels no force, so transverse magnetic field stays 

constant at zero, and so makes no electric-field gradient and no electric field. Electron and 

adjacent electric-field line have no velocity, momentum, or kinetic energy. Gradient and wave 

leading edge travels outward at constant light speed. Adjacent virtual photon leaves electron and 

travels horizontally at light speed. Transverse electric-field-line component stretches farther 

downward. Transverse electric-field-line component moves outward at light speed. All 

interactions are elastic, with no losses to heat or other energy, so gradient has same effect later as 

at beginning. Original virtual photons of horizontal electric-field lines continue moving at 

constant velocity, because lines have momentum, inertia, and kinetic energy. 

phase 

When stationary charge accelerates to constant velocity, electric-field and magnetic-field 

transverse component increase in same direction and at same time (in phase). When constant-

velocity charge decelerates to zero velocity, electric-field and magnetic-field transverse 

component decrease in same direction and at same time (in phase). 

induction 

Electric-field change over time (flux) through an area makes magnetic field around area, 

because of relativistic length contraction. Electric current makes magnetic-field torus around 

current. See Figure 1. 

Magnetic-field change over time (flux) through an area makes electric field around area, 

because of relativistic length contraction. Magnetic-field flux change through torus cross-section 

makes electric field around torus cross-section. Current goes through torus hole, around, and 

back again to complete the circuit (displacement current). See Figure 1. 



 

Stationary electric field has constant force, and so uses no energy to make magnetic field. 

Moving electric field changes over time and makes constant magnetic-field gradient, because 

electric-field-movement kinetic energy increases magnetic-field potential-energy over space. 

Accelerating electric field makes increasing magnetic-field gradient, because electric-field force 

increases magnetic-field acceleration over space. Accelerating magnetic or electric fields over 

space have force that causes increasing electric or magnetic fields over time. Fields over space 

have potential energy, and fields over time have kinetic energy, so energy alternates between 

kinetic and potential, making waves. 

Constant stationary magnetic field has no affect, because it has no force, so magnetic-field 

energy remains potential energy. Moving magnetic field changes over time and makes constant 

electric-field gradient, because magnetic-field-movement kinetic energy increases electric-field 

potential-energy over space. Accelerating magnetic field makes increasing electric-field gradient, 

because magnetic-field force increases electric-field acceleration over space. 

induction: energy conservation 

Increasing (or decreasing) magnetic field increases (or decreases) electric field, which makes 

magnetic field that opposes original magnetic field, by energy conservation. Decreasing (or 

increasing) electric field decreases (or increases) magnetic field, which makes electric field that 

opposes original electric field, by energy conservation. 

For downward current, acceleration increases magnetic field, and that makes upward electric 

field, which decreases magnetic field. For downward current, deceleration decreases magnetic 

field, and that makes downward electric field, which increases magnetic field. 

Charge deceleration is against restoring force and builds potential energy. When deceleration 

stops, restoring force pulls back toward equilibrium, but potential energy transfers to kinetic 

energy and carries past equilibrium until restoring force pulls back to equilibrium. 

Energy goes into adjacent electric-field transverse movement, as interchange between electric 

and magnetic fields makes wave travel outward. Therefore, energy dies down at past points. 

Magnetic-field and electric-field changes have same displacement amount, but electric field 

has approximately one hundred times more energy. Most light-wave energy is in electric field, 

not magnetic field, because magnetism is relativistic effect. 

To make electric field, virtual photons stream outward at light speed from electron in all 

directions. Electric-field lines are virtual photon streams. At electron constant velocity, photons 

also have same velocity as electron, so electric-field lines are straight. 

The figure shows virtual photons streaming outward horizontally from electron transverse to 

electron motion direction. Electron and electric-field lines move downward at same velocity. 

Because electric-field and magnetic field interact along line, line has tension, just as a taut 

string has tension, so line has restoring force if accelerated sideways, just like a taut string has 

restoring force. All interactions are elastic, with no heat losses, so forces and energies are the 

same all along electric-field lines from beginning to infinity. 

Deceleration can knock field lines through space. Stronger deceleration makes farther and 

stronger fields. 

gradient 

Field induction around area circumference makes space gradients as tangents to 

circumferences. When electric-field flux change through area makes magnetic field around area, 

magnetic field has gradient around area. When magnetic-field flux change through area makes 

electric field around area, electric field has gradient around area. 



 

speed 

Because electric force is strong, electric and magnetic fields interact at light speed. Because 

magnetic field and electric field couple {electromagnetic wave induction}|, transverse field-line 

component moves outward along electric-field line at light speed. Electromagnetic interaction 

strength is constant, so light speed is constant. 

wave 

Waves are local effects that travel. Traveling field changes are independent of original 

charges. 

For downward current, deceleration decreases magnetic field, and that makes downward 

electric field, which increases magnetic field. Electric and magnetic fields are in phase. Electric-

field-line disturbance moves away from charge at light speed in a straight line. Transverse 

component makes traveling wave half {half-wave, wave}. All disturbances to electric-field lines 

travel outward at light speed. Previous points have no more disturbances, so only one half-wave 

exists at any time. No disturbances are left behind, because all energy has traveled away. 

Disturbance reaches farther positions in sequence out to infinity. See Figure 1 through Figure 7. 

Wave exists only at induction point and can only go straight-ahead. Wave has no physical effect 

except at moving single point. 

elastic 

Electric and magnetic interactions are elastic, with no losses to heat or other energies. 

Therefore, disturbances travel without losing energy. Inductions continue to infinity. 

strength with distance 

Inductions and other electric-field-line disturbances are transverse to electric-field lines. 

Because electric field oscillates in a plane, not area, intensity decreases directly with distance, 

not with distance squared. Transverse effects happen in one dimension, so wave strength 

decreases directly with distance: 1/r. At later times, transverse field component stretches more 

over space. 

electric-field-line tension and restoring force 

Guitar-string molecules attract each other by electric forces. Taut guitar strings have tension 

from these restraining forces. Pulling string sideways puts potential energy into the string, by 

stretching string electric forces, like springs. After releasing string, electric forces, like springs, 

pull string back by restoring force. Potential energy transfers to kinetic energy. Molecule kinetic 

energy carries molecules past equilibrium point, so they pull on string molecules in other 

direction. 

Adjacent to pull and release point, molecule electric forces pull-and-restore adjacent string 

molecules, so transverse waves travel along string. Wave speed depends on molecule electric-

force strength. Wave takes energy with it, so no energy is left at original disturbance point, and it 

no longer oscillates. Molecule electric forces bring displacement back to equilibrium at zero. 

Electric-field lines are like strings. Like guitar strings, electric-field lines have tension, because 

electric fields couple to adjacent magnetic fields, and magnetic fields couple to adjacent electric 

fields. Electric-field and magnetic-field inductions cause adjacent electric-field line points to 

attract, like molecule electric forces. Pushing electric-field line sideways adds potential energy. 

Electric-field and magnetic-field inductions make restoring force that transfers potential to 

kinetic energy. 

Electric-field-line-point transverse disturbance displaces adjacent points, which displace their 

adjacent points, so disturbance travels outward along electric-field line. Electromagnetic 

interactions are at light speed, so wave has light speed. Wave takes energy with it, so no energy 



 

is left at original disturbance point, and it no longer oscillates. After disturbance, electric-field 

and magnetic-field mutual-induction restoring force brings displacement back to equilibrium at 

zero. 

metal plate 

Plate-molecule electric force decelerates electron and so decelerates electric-field line and 

magnetic-field line at electron edge, transverse to motion direction. 

electric and magnetic forces 

When electric-field-line disturbance reaches test charges far away from original charge, test 

charges move along charge-motion direction, because transverse electric field is voltage and 

electromotive force. Electric-field change and magnetic-field change reach test charge at same 

time. Magnetic-force effect is one-hundredth electric force. For far-away test charges, radial 

electric force is smaller than disturbance force, because radial force decreases with distance 

squared but transverse force decreases with distance. Original-charge velocity and acceleration 

have only negligible effect on far test charges, because waves move at light speed but charges 

move much slower. 

Test charges along accelerating-charge direction have no transverse effects, because push or 

pull is in same direction as accelerated charge. 

not stationary 

Stationary oscillating electromagnetic fields cannot exist, because electromagnetic induction 

requires field movement. Standing waves result from traveling-wave superposition. 

medium 

Light needs no medium, because electric/magnetic fields are their own medium. 

situations: antenna 

Alternating current accelerates many charges back and forth along one orientation (antenna), 

making transverse electric-field waves that expand in planes that go through acceleration 

direction. Electric-field lines transverse to oscillation direction have maximum transverse 

component. Electric-field line along oscillation direction has no transverse components. Electric-

field lines between transverse and oscillation direction have decreasing transverse component. 

Electric-field change causes magnetic-field change one quarter cycle later, by relativistic 

length contraction, and magnetic-field change causes electric-field change one quarter cycle 

later, by relativistic length contraction, so phases lag each other by 90 degrees. If magnetic-field 

gradient first increases to north, then electric-field gradient increases to east, then magnetic-field 

gradient increases to south, then electric-field gradient increases to west, and then magnetic-field 

gradient increases to north, and so on, because each drives the other along by transverse electric 

force. Inductions are at right angles, rotating around direction of motion by 90 degrees. 90-

degree rotations result in linearly polarized waves. 

Source charge accelerations affect electric and magnetic fields at same time, so changing 

electric field makes magnetic field and changing magnetic field makes electric field 

simultaneously, so electric field and magnetic field are always in phase. 

As electric field increases, magnetic field increases, because magnetic fields are relativistic 

effects of electric fields. As electric field decreases, magnetic field decreases. When electric field 

maximizes, becomes zero, or maximizes in opposite direction, magnetic field maximizes, 

becomes zero, or maximizes in opposite direction. Magnetic-field and electric-field changes 

increase and decrease in synchrony (phase), because both fields couple. Transverse magnetic-

field and electric-field accelerations are equal, in phase, and perpendicular. 



 

When electric field and magnetic field are zero, and potential energy is zero, electric-field 

change and magnetic-field change maximize in space and time. When electric field and magnetic 

field maximize, and potential energy maximizes, electric-field change and magnetic-field change 

are zero in space and time. When electric-field change is zero and electric field maximizes, 

voltage maximizes and current is zero. When electric-field change maximizes and electric field is 

zero, voltage is zero and current is zero. When magnetic-field change is zero and magnetic field 

maximizes, voltage is zero and current maximizes. When magnetic-field change maximizes and 

magnetic field is zero, voltage maximizes and current is zero. 

Fields elastically exchange potential and kinetic energy and make harmonic oscillations. 

Photons continue at same frequency. 

Starting from stationary charge, voltage accelerates charge and adds kinetic energy. Increasing 

magnetic field increases electric field until increasing electric field has slowed increasing 

magnetic field and both are maximum, with potential energy maximum. The slower changing 

electric field decreases magnetic field, which decreases electric field, so both fall in phase, as 

potential energy becomes kinetic energy. As kinetic energy becomes potential energy in the 

opposite direction, and then potential energy becomes kinetic energy, the half-cycle repeats in 

the opposite direction, to complete one cycle. Oscillating current repeats the cycle, and the cycles 

move outward at light speed. Oscillating current induces electromagnetic waves of same 

frequency. 

Light waves have electric-field and magnetic-field linear polarizations, at right angles. Electric 

field oscillates in plane that goes through charge-motion direction. Magnetic field oscillates in 

plane perpendicular to charge-motion direction. 

Leading edge of wave rises transversely at angle determined by frequency, which depends on 

deceleration amount. Higher frequencies have steeper angles. Higher frequencies have greater 

curvatures at maximum displacement, because higher frequency means turnaround is faster. 

situations: dipoles 

For dipoles, charge acceleration increases as charge separation increases. 

situations: atoms 

Atom and molecule electrons can accelerate or decelerate and so change orbits, absorbing or 

making radiation. Molecule dipoles can rotate, vibrate, or translate, and so accelerate electrons, 

absorbing or making radiation. 

situations: devices 

Free charges in electric and magnetic fields accelerate free charges, as in vacuum tubes. When 

moving electrons hit metal plates, they decelerate and can make x-rays. 



 

Figure 1 

 

Time 0 - Constant-Velocity Electron, with No Electromagnetic Waves 

 

At position 1, before stopping at metal plate, electron (gray) travels vertically downward at 

constant velocity. Its electric and magnetic fields have the same constant velocity. Electric field 

and magnetic field begin at electron edge, which emits virtual photons. 

 

Relativistic length contraction makes electric field (arrows) appear stronger horizontally 

(positions 2) to observer. Electric field appears weaker vertically (position 1) to observer. 

Vertical electric field is foreshortened in motion direction. Vertical electric field is lengthened 

opposite to motion direction. 

 

Positions 5 through 3 and 3 through 5 have adjacent magnetic force as a torus around moving 

electron. Electron has negative charge, so magnetic field is out on left and in on right, by right-

hand rule. 

 

 
Observation line is through electron center, perpendicular to vertical-motion line. 

 

x's represent points, as vectors coming out of paper plane. Circles represent points, as vectors 

going into paper plane. 

Displayed vectors indicate electric-field push/pull direction. They have no spatial length through 

space. 

Bolder lines indicate higher field strengths. Lighter lines indicate lower field strengths. 

 

 
Magnetic field is out on left and in on right. 

 

 
 

Virtual photons stream straight outward at light speed from electron in all directions. 



 

Figure 2 

 

Time 1 - Deceleration Begins, and Kinetic Energy Changes to Potential Energy 

 

At position 1, force causing electron deceleration also puts transverse upward pushing force on 

field lines and distorts electric-field lines. 

 

At position 1, as electron slows down, electric-field upward transverse component increases over 

time. Position-1 has induced magnetic field. Position-2 begins induced magnetic field. 

 

At position 1, induced magnetic field increases over time. Position-1 has induced electric field. 

Position-2 begins induced electric field. 

 

At positions 2 and higher, horizontal electric-field lines continue moving at constant velocity. 

Transverse electric-field-line component stretches downward. Transverse electric-field-line 

component moves outward at light speed. 

 

 



 

Figure 3 

 

Time 2 - Deceleration Middle - Restoring Force Changes Kinetic Energy into Potential 

Energy 

 

At position 1, as electron slows down more, electric-field-line points at electron edge slow down 

more, so horizontal electric-field lines have greater transverse component. 

 

At position 1, electric-field upward transverse component increases over time and so makes 

induced-magnetic-field gradient. Position-1 has bigger induced magnetic field. Position-2 has 

induced magnetic field. 

 

At position 1, induced magnetic field increases over time and so makes induced-electric-field 

gradient. Position-1 has bigger induced electric field. Position-2 has induced electric field. 

 

At position 2, position-1 electric-field upward transverse component increases over time and so 

makes induced-magnetic-field gradient. Position-2 has induced magnetic field. Position-3 begins 

induced magnetic field. 

 

At position 2, position-1 induced magnetic field increases over time and so makes induced-

electric-field gradient. Position-2 has induced electric field. Position-3 begins induced electric 

field. 

 

At positions 3 and higher, horizontal electric-field lines continue moving at constant velocity. 

Transverse electric-field-line component stretches farther downward. Transverse electric-field-

line component moves outward at light speed. 

 

 



 

Figure 4 

 

Time 3 - Deceleration End - Restoring Force Changes All Kinetic Energy into Potential 

Energy 

 

Metal plate stops electron within one electron width. 

 

At position 0, electron is at zero velocity, original electric field is symmetric, and original 

magnetic field is zero. 

 

At position 1, electric-field-line ends stop, so horizontal electric-field lines have maximum 

transverse component. 

At position 1, electric-field upward transverse component has increased to maximum over time 

and so makes induced-magnetic-field gradient. Position-1 has biggest induced magnetic field. 

Position-2 has induced magnetic field. 

At position 1, induced magnetic field has increased to maximum over time and so makes 

induced-electric-field gradient. Position-1 has biggest induced electric field. Position-2 has 

induced electric field. 

 

At position 2, position-1 electric-field upward transverse component increases over time and so 

makes induced-magnetic-field gradient. Position-2 has big induced magnetic field. Position-3 has 

induced magnetic field. 

At position 2, position-1 induced magnetic field increases over time and so makes induced-

electric-field gradient. Position-2 has big induced electric field. Position-3 has induced electric 

field. 

 

Position 3 is like position 2 in Figure 3. 

 

At positions 4 and higher, horizontal electric-field lines continue moving at constant velocity. 

Transverse electric-field-line component stretches farther downward. Transverse electric-field-

line component moves outward at light speed. 

 

 



 

Figure 5 

 

Time 4 - After Deceleration End - Transverse Electric-Field-Line Component Stretches 

 

At position 1, transverse electric-field stays constant at zero. 

At position 1, transverse magnetic field stays constant at zero. 

At position 1, electron and electric-field line have no velocity. 

At position 1, virtual photon travels horizontally at light speed. 

 

Position 2 is like position 1 in Figure 4. 

 

Position 3 is like position 2 in Figure 4. 

 

Position 4 is like position 3 in Figure 4. Gradient and wave leading edge travel outward at 

constant light speed. 

 

At positions 5 and higher, horizontal electric-field lines continue moving at constant velocity. 

Transverse electric-field-line component stretches downward. Transverse electric-field-line 

component moves outward at light speed. 

 

 



 

Figure 7 

 

Time 6 - Traveling Half-Wave 

 

Position 1 is like position 1 in Figure 6. 

 

Position 2 is like position 1 in Figure 6. 

 

Position 3 is like position 2 in Figure 6. 

 

Position 4 is like position 3 in Figure 6. 

 

Position 5 is like position 4 in Figure 6. Gradient and wave leading edge travel outward at 

constant light speed. 

 

At positions 6 and higher, horizontal electric-field lines continue moving at constant velocity. 

Transverse electric-field-line component stretches farther downward. Transverse electric-field-

line component moves outward at light speed. 

 

 
 

Times 6 and up continue same pattern as at Time 5, because all interactions are elastic. 



 

Physical Sciences>Physics>Wave>Electromagnetic 

initiation and propagation 

 

Electric-charge accelerations start electromagnetic waves {wave initiation} {initiation, wave}, 

because force makes radial electric field have transverse component adjacent to charge. 

Transverse component travels outward along electric-field line {wave propagation} 

{propagation, wave}, because electric-field (and magnetic-field) changes interact at light speed, 

because electromagnetic force is strong. Waves travel away from charges, because all energy 

travels outward, so no energy is left behind, and only wave leading edge (wave front) exists at 

any time. Wave has kinetic energy directly proportional to force that caused charge acceleration. 

charge: stationary 

Stationary charge makes constant electric field and no magnetic field. See Figure 1. 

charge: moving 

Charge moving at constant speed makes moving electric field and constant magnetic field. See 

Figure 2. Magnetic field is perpendicular to electric field, because magnetic field comes from 

relativistic length contraction that causes increased charge density along charge-motion 

direction, which observers see from side. 

charge: acceleration 

Accelerating charge increases current, because charge speed increases. Increasing current 

makes increasing magnetic field. Accelerating charge makes faster moving electric field. See 

Figure 3. (Decelerating charge decreases current, decreases magnetic field, and makes slower 

moving electric field.) 

initiation 

As charge accelerates, electric and magnetic fields accelerate, and magnetic field increases. 

See Figure 4. 

propagation 

Electric-field (and magnetic-field) change cause magnetic-field (and electric-field) gradient, by 

Maxwell's laws, so electric and magnetic fields interact. Interaction is at light speed. See Figure 

5. 

When induced electric field and magnetic field reach far-away test charge, electric-field 

vertical component accelerates test charge. See Figure 6. 

When induced electric field and magnetic field pass far-away test charge, test charge continues 

at constant velocity. See Figure 7. 

propagation: direction 

Electromagnetic-induction is only at wave front, because all energy is there. Behind wave 

front, electric and magnetic fields return to zero, as fields, coming from many points with all 

phases, cancel. Waves propagate outward from accelerated charge, because electromagnetic-

induction electric and magnetic fields behind have all phases and cancel. 

propagation: no medium 

Electromagnetic waves can propagate through empty space, because electric and magnetic 

fields are their own medium. 

propagation: induction rate and wave speed 

Electric-force strength determines electromagnetic-induction rate, which is light speed. 

Material electric charges, relativistic apparent electric charges, other electric fields, and other 

magnetic fields exert force on electromagnetic waves, and so reduce electromagnetic-wave 

speed. 



 

Unaccelerated Charge Makes No Electromagnetic Wave 

Unaccelerated moving charge makes moving constant electric field and constant concentric 

magnetic field. See Figure 4. No acceleration makes no force, so fields stay constant. Only radial 

force affects test charge, so it has no transverse motion. 

Charge Acceleration Makes Traveling Electric Field 

See Figure 5. Collision, gravity, or electric force can accelerate charge. Acceleration makes 

force, so fields change. Acceleration is transverse to radial electric-field line, so test charge has 

transverse motion. See Figure 6. 

pure electric waves 

There are no pure electric non-magnetic waves, because waves require electric-field changes, 

which always make transverse relativistic electric fields, which are magnetic fields. There are no 

pure magnetic non-electric waves, because waves require magnetic-field changes, which always 

make transverse relativistic electric fields. 



 

Figure 1 

 

 



 

Figure 2 

 

 



 

Figure 3 

 

 
 

Note: Bolder lines indicate greater field strength. 



 

Figure 4 

 

 
+ charge begins to accelerate downward. 

Electric field (horizontal line) starts to shift downward. 

Magnetic field (circles) starts to increase, as current increases. 



 

Figure 5 

 

 
 

+ charge has moved downward. 

Acceleration has stopped, at higher velocity. 

Magnetic field (circles) has increased and moved downward. 

Electric field (horizontal line) has moved downward. 



 

Figure 6 

 

 



 

Figure 7 

 

 



 

Physical Sciences>Physics>Wave>Superposition 

Huygen's principle 

 

Wavelets add by superposition to make a wavefront {Huygen's principle} {Huygen principle}. 

See Figure 1. 



 

Figure 1 

 

 
The parallel straight lines indicate maximum positive amplitudes of a wave. 

The distances between the parallel lines are the wavelength. 

If a source is far away, the wave front can be almost a straight line. 

 

A wave front hits the surface first on the left, then continues along the surface. 

 

At the instant of Figure 1, the third wave front from the right hits the surface at the left diamond, 

the second wave front from the right hits the surface at the middle diamond, and the first wave 

front from the right hits the surface at the right diamond. 

 

The short-dash concentric circles show that surface has radiated the same-wavelength light from 

the left diamond. The medium-dash concentric circles show that surface has radiated the same-

wavelength light from the middle diamond. The long-dash concentric circles show that surface 

has radiated the same-wavelength light from the right diamond. 

 

The first long-dash circle intersects the first medium-dash circle and the first short-dash circle at 

the same point. The second long-dash circle intersects the second medium-dash circle and the 

second short-dash circle at the same point. The third long-dash circle intersects the third 

medium-dash circle and the third short-dash circle at the same point. 

 

No other points show intersection. 

 

The left arrow shows incoming light perpendicular to the wave front. 

The right arrow shows outgoing light, perpendicular to the wave front made by the sum of the 

wavelets. 

 

The incoming and outgoing light rays enter and leave at the same angle. 



 

Social Sciences>Economics>Macroeconomics>Economic Cycle 

economic cycle 

 

Economies tend to have periodic expansion and contraction. 

multiplicative effects 

Economies cannot expand at optimum moderate rate, because expansion tends to cause more 

expansion, and contraction tends to cause more contraction. See Figure 1. 

multiplicative effects: contraction 

If economy starts to contract, people become more pessimistic. They try to save money and 

spend less. Demand goes down, and economy contracts more. Economic cycle is on downward 

curve and goes toward recession. 

However, lower demand makes prices lower. Lower demand for money makes interest rates 

lower and money cheaper. People have saved money. Eventually, lower prices make demand 

increase. Lower interest rate makes saving less attractive. People can no longer postpone buying 

things that have worn out. People start to save less and spend more. Recession ends. Economic 

cycle is at downward-curve bottom. 

multiplicative effects: expansion 

If economy starts to expand, people become more optimistic. They spend more money and 

save less. Demand goes up, and economy expands more. Economic cycle is on upward curve and 

goes toward expansion. 

However, higher demand makes prices higher. Higher demand for money makes interest rates 

higher and money more expensive. People have little saved money. Eventually, higher prices 

make demand decrease. Higher interest rate makes saving more attractive. People already have 

everything they need and can postpone buying things. People start to spend less and save more. 

Expansion ends. Economic cycle is at upward-curve top. 

cycle period 

If expectation changes are rapid, economic-cycle period is short. See Figure 2. 

cycle amplitude 

If expectation changes are large, economic-cycle amplitude is high. See Figure 3. 

efficiency 

For maximum efficiency, economy can minimize economic fluctuations and maintain stable 

business conditions. Demand and supply can balance, so prices reflect real value, not 

expectations about the future. Efficient economic cycles have long periods and small amplitudes. 

See Figure 4. 

National government can dampen economic-cycle amplitudes and lengthen economic-cycle 

periods. During expansion, government can tax more and spend less to decrease demand. During 

contraction, government can tax less and spend more to increase demand. Taxation and spending 

rates can depend on previous economic cycles. 

equilibrium 

Economy is in equilibrium if total spending equals total costs, because prices equal costs. 

Economy is in equilibrium if personal savings equal business investment, plus government 

purchases, minus taxes, plus exports, minus imports (national income identity), because 

consumption equals output. Gross national product (GNP) is in equilibrium if planned 

expenditures equal present output, with no excess demand or supply. Economy can be at 

equilibrium, but not at full employment, when demand is unequal to output. 



 

Figure 1 

 

 



 

Figure 2 

 

shorter period (and same amplitude) 

 



 

Figure 3 

 

higher amplitude (and same period) 

 



 

Figure 4 

 

lower amplitude and lower period 

 



 

Social Sciences>Economics>Macroeconomics>Government Actions>Fiscal Policy 

fiscal policy 

 

Governments can adjust tax rates and government spending to obtain target GNP and/or 

control economic cycles. 

government revenue 

People and businesses receive income from working, spend for personal expenses, and have 

expectations about economy. Income changes slowly, but spending and expectations can change 

quickly. Government can control spending using tax policies. 

government spending 

Government can spend more or less, independently of taxes, because it is the largest and most 

powerful institution and can increase or decrease debt. See Figure 1. 

taxes 

Tax decrease with no government-spending change increases demand, because people have 

more money. See Figure 2. 

Tax increase with no government-spending change reduces demand, because people have less 

money. See Figure 3. 

spending 

Government-spending decrease with no taxation change decreases government demand. See 

Figure 4. 

Government-spending increase with no taxation change increases government demand. See 

Figure 5. 

spending and taxes 

Government-spending decrease with equal tax decrease decreases overall demand somewhat, 

because government spends all, but tax decrease only fractionally increases private demand. See 

Figure 6. 

Tax increase with government-spending decrease reduces overall demand greatly. See Figure 

7. 

Tax decrease with government-spending increase increases overall demand greatly. See Figure 

8. 

Government-spending increase with equal tax increase increases overall demand somewhat, 

because government spends all, but tax increase only fractionally decreases private demand. See 

Figure 9. 

balanced budget 

If government spending equals government revenue, GNP still tends to increase (balanced 

budget theorem), because taxation only fractionally reduces private spending, but government 

spends all. 

spending purposes 

Government spending allocates resources to public functions, redistributes income, and 

stabilizes economic fluctuations. 

tax effects 

Taxation reduces private consumption and saving. Goods taxes keep price high but do not 

encourage production, because producers do not receive higher price. Fixed percentage taxes, 

such as sales, property, and other regressive taxes, take more value from lower-income people 

than from higher-income people. Regressive taxes reduce consumption more than savings. Taxes 

that assess at higher rates for higher incomes or wealth, such as income taxes and other 



 

progressive taxes, take lower percentage of income or wealth from lower-income people. 

Progressive taxes reduce savings more than consumption. 



 

Figure 1 

 

Normal government spending and taxation 

Normal people spending and saving 

 

 



 

Figure 2 

 

low tax rate 

Government spends same and taxes more 

People spend less and save same 

 

 



 

Figure 3 

 

high tax rate 

Government spends same and taxes more 

People spend less and save same 

 

 



 

Figure 4 

 

low government spending 

Government spends less and taxes same 

People spend same and save same 

 

 



 

Figure 5 

 

high government spending 

Government spends more and taxes same 

People spend same and save same 

 

 



 

Figure 6 

 

low tax rate and low government spending 

Government spends same and taxes more 

People spend less and save same 

 

 



 

Figure 7 

 

high tax rate and low government spending 

Government spends same and taxes more 

People spend less and save same 

 

 



 

Figure 8 

 

low tax rate and high government spending 

Government spends less and taxes same 

People spend same and save same 

 

 



 

Figure 9 

 

high tax rate and high government spending 

Government spends more and taxes same 

People spend same and save same 

 

 



 

Social Sciences>Economics>Macroeconomics>Government Actions>Monetary Policy 

monetary policy 

 

Governments can reach target GNP and control economic cycles by changing money price and 

availability. 

money supply: printing money 

Governments can increase or decrease money in circulation (money supply) by printing or not 

printing money. 

money supply: bonds 

Governments can sell and buy bonds at fixed interest rates for different periods, such as three-

month bonds and thirty-year bonds. 

money supply: bank loans 

Governments can raise or lower their bank-loan interest rate, the discount rate. If discount rate 

is lower, banks can charge customers lower loan interest rate, so people borrow more and money 

in circulation increases. 

money supply: reserves 

Governments can require banks to keep lower or higher percentages of money to cover loans, 

by the reserve ratio. If reserve ratio is lower, banks can loan more, people can borrow more, and 

circulating money increases. 

interest rate 

Printing money, decreasing discount rate, decreasing reserve ratio, and offering bonds 

increases money supply. When money supply increases, interest rates decrease, because money 

is less valuable. When interest rates decrease, money supply increases, because people save less. 

Not printing money, increasing discount rate, increasing reserve ratio, and buying bonds 

decreases money supply. When money supply decreases, interest rates increase, because money 

is more valuable. When interest rates increase, money supply decreases, because people save 

more. 

government 

People receive income from working, spend for personal expenses, and have expectations 

about economy. Income changes slowly, but spending and expectations can change quickly. 

Government can affect people's spending and expectations. Government can raise and lower 

money supply, independently of taxes and spending, because it is the largest and most powerful 

institution and can incur or pay down debt. See Figure 1. 

To stop expansion and inflation, governments increase interest rates and decrease money 

supply, to encourage saving and discourage borrowing. See Figure 2. 

To stop recession, governments decrease interest rates and increase money supply, to 

encourage spending and encourage borrowing. See Figure 3. 



 

Figure 1 

 

Money supply, interest rates, bond selling, discount rate, and reserve ratio are normal. 

Normal government spending and taxing 

Normal people spending and saving 

 

 



 

Figure 2 

 

low interest rate and increased money supply 

Normal government spending and taxing 

People spend more and save less 

 

 



 

Figure 3 

 

high interest rate and decreased money supply 

Normal government spending and taxing 

People spend less and save more 

 

 



 

Social Sciences>Economics>Macroeconomics>Government Actions>Monetary Policy 

multiplier effect of money 

 

Money-supply and disposable-income increases result in larger increases in spending, because 

increased money passes from person to person, by repeated spending. The multiplier process 

causes larger GNP increase than original income increase. 

money supply 

Government controls money supply. Government can change planned national expenditures or 

savings and so disposable income. 

marginal propensities 

People save some income and spend rest. Money-supply and disposable-income increases add 

extra income. People who receive extra income must decide how much to save (marginal 

propensity to save) and how much to spend (marginal propensity to consume). Fraction that 

people decide to spend is money that goes into circulation. Average marginal propensity to spend 

is never 100%. 

marginal propensities: change 

Multiplier effect causes marginal-propensity-to-spend changes to multiply throughout 

economy. 

circulation 

Some money-supply or disposable-income increase goes to merchants. Merchants decide how 

much extra income to save or spend. Some money-supply or disposable-income increase goes to 

middlemen. Middlemen have marginal propensities to spend. Some money-supply or disposable-

income increase goes to producers. Producers have marginal propensities to spend. Some money-

supply or disposable-income increase goes to workers and investors. Workers and investors are 

the people that started the cascade. Some money-supply or disposable-income increase keeps 

cascading. 

If average marginal propensity to spend is high, more people receive significant extra income. 

If average marginal propensity to spend is low, fewer people receive significant extra income. 

Typically, extra money is miniscule after ten transaction levels. 

transaction velocity 

Average marginal propensity to spend determines average number of times currency units 

change hands (transaction velocity). Transaction velocity can be ten. 

multiplier 

For example, people can spend 75% of increased money supply or disposable income for 

personal consumption, government, or exports and 3% for saving, 20% for taxes including Social 

Security and Medicare, and 2% for imports. Assume transaction velocity is 10. Income increase 

x multiplies through economy. Multiplier is sum, over transaction-velocity number, of the 

cascade of marginal propensities to spend. In this example, multiplier is 0.75 * x + 0.75 * (0.75 * 

x) + 0.75 * (0.75 * 0.75 * x) + 0.75 * (0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * x) + 0.75 * (0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 

* x) + 0.75 * (0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * x) + 0.75 * (0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 

0.75 * x) + 0.75 * (0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * x) + 0.75 * (0.75 * 0.75 * 

0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * x) + 0.75 * (0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 

0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * x) = (0.75 + 0.54 + 0.41 + 0.30 + 0.23 + 0.17 + 0.13 + 0.09 + 0.06 + 0.04) * 

x = 2.8 * x. Number of terms is 10. Terms contribute successively lower values. 



 

multiplier: example 

Assume average marginal propensity to spend is 90% = 9/10. For every 10 extra dollars, 

average person spends 9 dollars and saves 1 dollar. See Figure 1. After 10 people receive 

remaining money, changes are insignificant, so transaction velocity is 10. Multiplier is 

approximately 9. 

multiplier: USA 

USA multiplier is 3 or 4. 

multiplier: time 

The multiplier process takes three to six months to complete. The multiplier effect makes 

economic planning difficult for more than two years. 



 

Figure 1 

 

Marginal propensity to spend is 9/10. 

 
Transaction velocity ~ 10. 

Multiplier is 9. 



 

Social Sciences>Economics>Macroeconomics>International Trade 

comparative advantage 

 

Between two countries, one country can produce goods or services cheaper than the other 

country, because one country has cheaper and usually more abundant production factors, 

including labor and capital, for those goods or services. One country typically produces some 

goods and services cheaper, and the other country produces other goods and services cheaper, 

because countries differ randomly in production factors. However, one country can produce all 

goods and services cheaper than the other country. For example, isolated islands can have high 

costs for everything. 

importing 

Countries try to get the cheapest and most abundant goods and services for their consumers. 

With free trade, countries can import needed goods and services that are cheaper than it can 

make domestically. Countries import goods and services that they make least efficiently and least 

cheaply, compared to other countries. 

exporting 

Countries try to expand markets for which they have the cheapest and most abundant goods 

and services, or higher value for quality, for their producers and for general prosperity. With free 

trade, countries can export goods and services that they make cheaper and/or that they do not 

need. They export goods and services that they produce most efficiently and cheapest, compared 

to other countries. 

trade advantage 

For two countries and two products, one country can typically produce one product cheaper 

(trade advantage), and the other country can produce other product cheaper. Consumers in both 

countries have more value if they pay less. Producers in both countries have more value if they 

sell at lowest cost. With free trade, first country can send product in which it has advantage to 

second country, and second country can send product in which it has advantage to first country. 

Both countries now pay less for what they need than they pay with no international trade 

(absolute advantage), and producers produce most cheaply. See Figure 1, Figure 2, and Figure 3. 

production: factor 

Countries have labor, capital, and natural-resource production factors, which they can use to 

produce goods and services. Production factors have production units. Full-time workers are 

labor production units. Machines are capital production units. Natural-resource production unit is 

one ton. At any time, countries have numbers of production factors. 

Production units in different countries are the same in some ways and different in other ways. 

For example, natural resources can differ in purity, form, extraction ease, and cost. Machines can 

differ in quality, form, features, and cost. Average worker can differ in skill, knowledge, 

strength, and cost. 

production: productivity 

One production unit can help make many different goods or services. Production units have 

different efficiencies (productivity) in making different things. For example, one worker can 

make two tables a day but only one rocking chair. One machine can weld two motorcycles in a 

day but only one car. One ton of iron can make several motorcycles but only one car. 

When production units shift from making one good or service to making another, productivity 

ratio shows relative original product and new product amounts. 



 

production: opportunity cost 

If producer makes good or service, producer and country cannot make different good or 

service and has opportunity cost. Businesses must choose what to make with available 

production units. Businesses and countries make goods and services, based on demand. 

Available production units determine good and service cost and supply. Demand and cost 

determine prices, and prices affect demand, supply, and opportunity cost. 

production: marginal cost 

At any time, companies and countries try to use available production units most efficiently, to 

keep costs low and meet demand. Uses have optimum or lowest production marginal cost for the 

most recent good or service. 

production: lowest marginal cost 

Businesses try to make good and service optimum amounts at lowest marginal cost. Countries 

try to have good and service optimum amounts. At optimum, if any production unit shifts to 

another product, product cost rises, price rises, demand falls, and then supply and price decrease 

to where they were before. Other-product cost rises, price rises, demand falls, and supply and 

price decrease to where they were before. Everything returns to optimum. Other situations result 

in lower total production, because production optimizes already. 

production: cost 

Countries have fixed numbers of production units. Production units can make constant good 

and service numbers. People know relative productivities for producing goods and services in all 

countries. People know relative costs for producing goods and services in all countries, so people 

know relative product costs. In each country, goods and services have different costs. 

production: product amount 

If country has lowest product cost, for same total cost it can make more product than another 

country. 

comparative advantage 

Even if country has lower product cost for all products than other country, international trade 

can be advantageous for both countries (comparative advantage). The country that is better in 

everything exports the good or service that it makes the most cheaply compared to the other 

country and that has highest price difference. The country that is worse in everything exports the 

good or service that it makes almost as cheaply as the other country and that has lowest price 

difference. See Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

For two countries and two products, each country can have higher cost for one product and not 

the other, or both countries can have higher cost for same product. In both cases, one country 

exports the product in which it has biggest difference. The other country exports the product in 

which it has least difference. See Figure 6 and Figure 7. 

foreign exchange 

For trade, country must sell something to another country to earn foreign currency to buy other 

country's exports. For only two countries, trade balance must be equal, so selling gets the money 

for buying. Trade must be reciprocal. Reciprocal trade requires trade advantage, or countries 

should not trade. 

efficiency 

International trade allows both countries to be as efficient as possible. Countries can employ 

all resources, receive the most money, and pay the least. Consumers get the most goods and 

services, at lowest prices. Workers get highest wages. Countries use resources most efficiently. 



 

For example, each country has one worker each, who can perform 12 hours of work. Countries 

can make X or Y. See Figure 8. 

Businesses maximize productivity. Different workers take different times to make different 

things. Different workers have different costs. Workers maximize productivity. Idle workers 

make nothing, so businesses make workers produce something. Workers must work at 

something, to gain money to buy domestic and/or imported goods, so the only question is: At 

what do workers work? Workers work where they can gain the most money. 

With no trade, workers cannot specialize as much and so cannot get higher income. There is 

less opportunity and less productivity. With no trade, production must meet domestic needs only. 

Smaller markets have fewer economies of scale, scarcer resources, fewer workers, and less total 

money and demand. With trade, cheapest workers work to sell to higher-priced market and make 

more money. 

In second country, workers pay lower prices than with no trade. Workers work to sell more 

higher-priced items in first country. They make more products than before and so make more 

money. 

First country benefits from that item's increased supply and lower prices. For both countries, 

overall prices go down, and wages go up. 



 

Figure 1 

Country 1 more productive than Country 2 in Product B 

Country 2 more productive than Country 1 in Product A 

Country 1 more productive in Product B than Product A 

Country 2 more productive in Product A than Product B 

 

 



 

Figure 2 

Country 1 cheaper than Country 2 in Product A 

Country 2 cheaper than Country 1 in Product B 

Country 1 cheaper in Product A than Product B 

Country 2 cheaper in Product B than Product A 

Each country has production units whose total cost = 60. 

Total production unit cost for both countries = 120. 

 

 



 

Figure 3 

Country 1 cheaper than Country 2 in Product A 

Country 2 cheaper than Country 1 in Product B 

Country 1 cheaper in Product B than Product A 

Country 2 cheaper in Product B than Product A 

Each country has production units whose total cost = 60. 

Total production unit cost for both countries = 120. 

 

 



 

Figure 4 

Country 1 much more productive than Country 2 in Product B 

Country 1 somewhat more productive than Country 2 in Product A 

Country 1 more productive in Product B than Product A 

Country 2 more productive in Product A than Product B 

 

 



 

Figure 5 

Country 2 somewhat cheaper than Country 1 in Product A 

Country 2 much cheaper than Country 1 in Product B 

Country 1 cheaper in Product A than Product B 

Country 2 cheaper in Product B than Product A 

Each country has production units whose total cost = 60. 

Total production unit cost for both countries = 120. 

 

 



 

Figure 6 

Country 1 much more productive than Country 2 in Product A 

Country 1 somewhat more productive than Country 2 in Product B 

Country 1 more productive in Product A than Product B 

Country 2 more productive in Product A than Product B 

 

 



 

Figure 7 

Country 2 somewhat cheaper than Country 1 in Product A 

Country 2 somewhat cheaper than Country 1 in Product B 

Country 1 cheaper in Product B than Product A 

Country 2 cheaper in Product B than Product A 

Each country has production units whose total cost = 60. 

Total production unit cost for both countries = 120. 

 

 



 

Figure 8 

Country 2 takes much less time than Country 1 to do or make Product X 

Country 2 takes somewhat less time than Country 1 to do or make Product Y 

Country 1 takes less time to do or make Product Y than Product X 

Country 2 takes less time to do or make Product Y than Product X 

 

Each country has 12 units of time. 

 

 



 

Social Sciences>Economics>Microeconomics>Supply And Demand 

price 

 

Goods and services cost money. 

demand and supply 

In free markets, demand and supply determine price, and price determines supply and demand, 

by a sort of invisible hand. 

High price makes low demand, and low price makes high demand. On graphs, demand curve 

has negative slope. See Figure 1. 

High price makes high supply, and low price makes low supply. On graphs, supply curve has 

positive slope. 

demand and supply: value 

Relative good or service (resource) price measures supply and demand. People choose money, 

time, goods, or services to maximize their or their family's satisfaction, following their self-

interest. Choices involve money, time, good, or service exchanges, so people must weigh costs 

and benefits. People can consider other alternatives, such as making no choice. People and 

situations have different good, service, time, and money optimum choices. Ideally, people can 

exchange until whole group has optimized member satisfaction. 

Perceived demand for goods and services stimulates their production, because they can sell. 

People change jobs to work at places with more profit and higher pay. Production creates good 

and service supplies. Thus, businesses supply more-valuable goods and services more. Ideally, 

trend always increases total satisfaction. 

price 

Price is where supply amount equals demand amount (price equilibrium). 

Increasing good or service price causes people not to choose that thing and perhaps choose 

another similar thing. This lowers good or service demand and makes price fall. See Figure 1. 

Price returns to where it was before. 

Decreasing good or service price increases demand and makes price rise. See Figure 1. Price 

returns to where it was before. 

price: equilibrium 

Demand and supply are equal at only one point, at moderate price, demand, and supply. At this 

point, supply equals demand. This point sets actual price (equilibrium price) and quantity sold 

(equilibrium quantity) in market. 

price: demand 

Price increases with demand. If quantity demanded is high, value is high. If quantity demanded 

is low, value is low. 

Increased good or service demand, caused by advertising, innovation, cultural changes, or 

perceptions, not by price change, shifts demand curve to right. It makes demand higher at same 

price. It makes demand the same at higher price. See Figure 2. 

Decreased good or service demand, caused by counteradvertising, other-product innovation, 

cultural changes, or perceptions, not by price change, shifts demand curve to left. It makes 

demand lower at same price. It makes demand the same at lower price. See Figure 2. 

price: supply 

Price decreases with supply. If quantity supplied is low, price is high, because fixed costs 

spread over fewer items. If quantity supplied is high, price is low, because fixed costs spread 

over many items. 



 

Decreasing good or service supply, by decreased production, transportation problems, natural 

disaster, or war, shifts supply curve to left. It makes supply lower at same cost. It makes supply 

the same at higher cost. See Figure 3. 

Increasing good or service supply, by increased production, increased efficiency, or increased 

transportation, shifts supply curve to right. Supply is higher at same cost. Supply is the same at 

lower cost. See Figure 3. 

price: disturbances 

In short term, demand curve does not change, and supply curve does not change. After price 

disturbance, price returns to former equilibrium value. After disturbance to price equilibrium, 

price and quantity converge back to equilibrium by successive stages of price change, then 

supply change, then price change, and so on (cobweb theorem). See Figure 1. 

For example, if small company goes bankrupt, supply decreases slightly. Price goes up 

slightly. Other suppliers want to make more. They make more, cost goes down per item, and 

price is lower. Price returns to equilibrium. 

If small company enters market, supply increases slightly. Price goes down slightly. Other 

suppliers want to make less. They make less, cost goes up per item, and price is higher. Price 

returns to equilibrium. 

If population increases slightly, demand increases slightly. Price goes up slightly. Suppliers 

want to make more. They make more, cost goes down per item, and price is lower. Price returns 

to equilibrium. 

If population decreases slightly, demand decreases slightly. Price goes down slightly. 

Suppliers want to make less. They make less, cost goes up per item, and price is higher. Price 

returns to equilibrium. 

price: government 

Artificial demand can keep price too high. 

Price supports can keep price too high. Businesses make more high-priced items, and some do 

not sell, because public does not have that demand. 

Government or business can keep surplus in storage. Note: Goods on hand are not surplus, but 

just stock (stock or in stock) for use by retail stores as inventory. 



 

Figure 1 
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